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Placement of VBR Video Data on MZR disks
Jisun Kang and Heon Y. Yeom
Department of Computer Science
Seoul National University
Seoul, 151-742, Korea

Abstract
Recently, disk zoning techniques have been widely
used for increasing disk drive capacity. As a side effect, data transfer rates for outer zones of a hard disk
are much higher than those of inner zones. Without
giving proper care to disk zoning features, disk bandwidth cannot be utilized e ectively. In this paper, we
propose a data placement scheme for VBR (Variable
Bit Rate) video objects, called NCTT (Near Constant
Transfer Time). NCTT considers the nature of the
VBR, the MZR disk characteristics and the popularity of video objects to e ectively place the blocks. In
NCTT, the disk blocks of a video object are placed so
as to have similar transfer times, i.e, it takes a similar
time to retrieve each disk block. Through extensive
simulations, we compared the performance of NCTT
with existing schemes. The simulation results show
that NCTT utilizes the disk bandwidth e ectively and
supports more users than existing schemes.

1 Introduction
The older hard disks have a CAD (Constant Angular Density) structure so that every track has identical
storage capacity and transfer rate. Since the transfer
rate is xed, there is no di erence in the performance
whether a block is placed in the outer zone or in the
inner zone. On the other hand, new hard disks utilize
a disk zoning (or Multi-zone Recording (MZR)) technique to increase the disk capacity. The basic idea is to
divide a disk surface into zones such that cylinders in
the outer zones contain more sectors than cylinders in
the inner zones[1]. As a side e ect, data transfer rates
for the outer zones of a hard disk are much higher than
those of inner zones. Hence it takes less time to read a
block from the outer zones than from the inner zones.
If the data blocks are placed on the disk without considering disk zoning features, disk bandwidth cannot
be utilized e ectively. For example, if a popular video
is placed in the inner zone, the low transfer rate of

the inner zone results in low performance of the video
server.
Another factor to consider in placing video data on
the disk is the VBR nature of the video data. In
many cases, VBR video data is divided into a series
of variable-sized blocks which have the same playback
time[16]. To guarantee deterministic service in VOD
systems, resources should be reserved based on the
worst case assumptions, i.e, bu ers and disk bandwidth must be reserved according to the size of the
largest block of the object. Therefore, if the largest
block is placed in the inner zone, a low transfer rate
of the inner zone increases the time to retrieve the
largest block, which results in low performance of the
video server. Therefore, to e ectively place VBR video
blocks on an MZR disk, the MZR disk characteristics,
the popularity of video objects and the variable block
size due to the bit rate variability of VBR video must
be taken into consideration.
In this paper, we propose a data placement scheme
for VBR video objects called NCTT (Near Constant
Transfer Time), considering the three characteristics
mentioned above. In NCTT, the placement order of
the video objects is determined by their popularity. In
placing one video object, NCTT sorts all the blocks of
the video object by size and places the largest block
in the outermost zone that has enough space, to exploit its high transfer rate. Then NCTT calculates the
STRR (Size-Transfer Rate Ratio) for the largest block,
which is the ratio of the size of the block to the transfer rate of the zone that the block is placed in. All the
other blocks are placed in their proper zones according
to the calculated STRR, i.e., all the blocks of one video
object are placed so as to have similar transfer times,
i.e. the time to retrieve each block. Hence, the variability of the transfer time is reduced, so that the utilization of the disk is increased. Also, since VBR video
objects have variable-sized blocks, there is the possibility for the video blocks of less popular video objects
to be placed in the outer zone. Consequently, NCTT
supports more users compared with other schemes, be-

cause it reduces the maximum transfer time, the major
criterion in admission control.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 brie y surveys related work, section 3 de nes
our system model, and Section 4 explains the admission control scheme. In Section 5, we present the
NCTT data placement scheme and the performance
evaluations of our scheme is given in section 6. We extend our scheme so that it can be used with RAID in
Section 7. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
8.

2 Related Works
To e ectively place VBR video blocks on an MZR
disk, the popularity of video objects, the variable-sized
blocks of VBR video objects and the MZR disk characteristics must be taken into consideration. There
have been several studies considering some of these
characteristics. Heltzler et al.[4] proposed a scheme
grouping the tracks from each disk zone to form a logical track. Disk I/O bandwidth is made to look like
uniform by always retrieving a logical track as an access unit. However, the overall disk throughput is low
due to excessive seek operations and, since the number of tracks in di erent zones is not the same, disk
space in zones with a larger number of tracks is wasted.
Birk[5] presented a track-pairing scheme which groups
two complementary tracks into a track pair, and data
is placed in units of track pairs. This approach is less
restrictive than the previous approach in that it makes
a compromise between uniform bandwidth and disk
access time. In [6], Ghandeharizadeh et. al proposed
the FIXB and VARB for Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
streams. In each disk zone, the block size is xed for
FIXB, while the transfer time for a disk block is maintained as a constant for VARB. In both methods, data
blocks in outer zone are read ahead to compensate for
slower access in the inner zones. However, both methods su er from excessive unused storage space, long
initial delay, and large bu er requirements. To compensate for this drawback, they proposed MaxT and
MinW to reorganize the con guration of disk zoning.
The previous approaches consider only disk zoning features and the variability of data transfer rates,
without considering the popularity of video objects.
Kim et al.[7] proposed a placement scheme for CBR
streams considering the popularity of video objects.
Two schemes were proposed. The rst one, termed
Linear, places the video objects in order from the outermost zone according to their popularity. The second
one, termed SH, places popular video objects around
the frequently positioned cylinders of the disk head.

Figure 1: Architecutre of VOD server

In summary, SH places each block in the best position with regard to response time, the time to access
each block, to reduce the seek time. However, these
schemes are only applicable to CBR video objects.
Wang et al.[8] proposed a data placement scheme
to store VBR video on an MZR disk. The scheme employs the concept of CRT (constant read time), that
a constant period of time is allocated for retrieving
each data block. In other words, the size of each block
is proportional to the transfer rate and thus varies in
di erent disk zones. And it determines the number of
blocks allocated to each zone in proportion to the capacity of each zone. Finally, it determines the retrieval
sequence of the blocks that meets the requirement
of jitter-free playback and minimizes the server side
bu er. Several algorithms were suggested. However,
some algorithms require small computational overhead
but result in too large a bu er requirement, and others reduce the bu er requirement but require too much
computational overhead. Also, the bu er requirement
of the latter algorithm is still much larger than NCTT
as will be shown in Section 6.

3 System Model
Figure 1 shows the architecture of a VOD server. A
VOD server has three main components: disk, memory bu er, and a network interface. Video objects are
stored on the disks, read from the disk to the memory bu er, and sent to the clients via the network.
Memory bu er is logically divided into In bu er and
Out bu er. The In bu er is used to read data from
disks, the Out bu er to send data over the network.

As we are concentrating on the disk and bu er management, network bandwidth is assumed to be sucient.
Usually, The Video server reads data from the disk
in cycles of a xed length in time, called a round. A
certain amount of data, enough to be played for the
round is retrieved from the disk in a round and sent
over the network [9][10]. Thus the blocks of the video
objects have the same playback time as a round. It
is called the CTL (Constant Time Length) method,
and it is shown to outperform CDL (Constant data
Length) for predominantly read only environment like
VOD systems. All the notation in this paper is de ned
in Table 1.
T Length of round
Trot Maximum rotation latency
ri;j Average data rate of j th block of video object i
i
Tmax
Maximum transfer time of video object i
Bi Bu er requirement of video object i
Zj Data transfer rate of j th zone
Cj Capacity of j th zone
z Number of disk zones
C Total capacity of disk
CY L Number of total cylinders in disk
Table 1: Parameters and Notations

4 Admission Control in MZR disk
To guarantee the quality of service, bu er and disk
bandwidth must be reserved for a new stream before
the new stream is serviced[3][16].

4.1 Bu er Constraint
Using double bu ering, a disk block is retrieved into
In bu er in a round and that block is sent over the
network from Out bu er in the next round. Therefore,
if the reserved bu er size is the maximum sum of two
contiguous blocks, there is no bu er over ow in any
circumstance. The bu er requirement Bi of a video
object i is de ned as follows.

Bi = T  max(ri;j + ri;j+1 ) for all j
(1)
A new stream can be accepted if more than Bi
bu er space is available.

4.2 Disk Constraint
Provided that the service time to read m blocks
from a disk is shorter than a round, we can service

m streams without any starvation. Disk service time
consists of the seek time, the rotational latency and
the data transfer time of the disk [1]. In computing
this service time, we have to assume the worst case, so
that no matter where the blocks are located on a disk,
we will have enough time to read them.
The largest value of the total seek overhead occurs
when the segments are equally spaced on the disk, using SCAN disk scheduling [13]. That is, Let m be the
number of streams to be serviced and be the function
that calculates the seek time for a given seek distance.
Then the worst case seek time is as follows[1][13].
Total Seek Time = m  (CY L=m)
(2)
Assuming that the j th block of video object i is placed
in the kth zone, the worst case transfer time, the maximum transfer time of the video object i is de ned as
follows.
i = T  maxf ri;j g for all j; k
(3)
Tmax
Z
k

The largest value of the rotational latency can be obtained from the disk speci cation.
Therefore, if the following equation holds, we can
service m streams.

Total Seek Time +

Xm (Tmax
i + Trot )  T
i=1

(4)

5 NCTT placement scheme
It is important to note in Equation 4 that both
the total seek time and the rotational latency are constant for a given request. Hence, the performance of
the VOD server depends on the aggregate maximum
i
transfer time. Since the maximum transfer time, Tmax
usually depends upon the largest block of a video object i, it would be best for the largest block of the
popular video object to be placed in the outer zone.
However, there is no need for the smaller blocks to
be placed in the outer zone since it does no good to
read smaller blocks fast. The savings simply can not
be used. Due to the VBR characteristic of the video
data, the size of the largest block is about three or four
times of the average size of the other blocks. That is,
we will have enough time to read a small block even
though it is placed in the inner zone where the transfer
rate is lower.
NCTT utilizes the variability of disk block sizes and
the variability in bit rates of the video object to match
them accordingly. For a video object, NCTT sorts all
the blocks of the video object by size and places the
largest block in the outermost zone that has enough

i . Then, the other
space, in order to minimize Tmax
blocks are placed in the proper zone so that their transfer times are similar to that of the largest block. To
choose an appropriate zone for each block, we calculate the STRR (size to transfer rate ratio) of the largest
block and try to make the STRR constant for all the
other blocks. Assume that the j th block of the video
object i is placed in the kth zone. The STRR of the
j th block is de ned as follows.
STRR = rZi;j
(5)
k
It is impossible to make the STRR of every block
constant since the number of blocks in each zone is
limited. However, it would be best if we can minimize
the variation.
In addition, NCTT places the most popular video
object rst in order that the large blocks of the more
popular video objects exploit the high transfer rate of
the outer zone. Thus, disk blocks of one video object
are distributed over several zones and disk blocks of
less popular video objects have a chance to be placed
i of the less popular
in the outer zone. That is, Tmax
video objects is reduced, too. Therefore, NCTT mini for each video object with regard to its
imizes Tmax
popularity, and the variability of the transfer time is
reduced, so that the utilization of the disk is increased
at the same time.
The placement algorithm for one video object is
given in gure 2.

NCTT data placement(video object) f

sort blocks of video object by block size;

/* nd the outermost zone with enough space */

for each zone i in disk from the outermost
zone
if (i has enough space for the largest
block in the video object)
place the largest block in zone i ;
calculate STRR of the largest block
for zone i ;
CRITERIA VALUE
= STRR of the largest block ;
break ;

f

f

g

/* placement of the other blocks */

for each block i in the video object from
the outermost zone
for each zone j in disk
calculate STRR of block i for zone j;
if (j has enough space for i &&
STRR of i
CRITERIA VALUE )
place block i in zone j ;

f

f

'

g

g

Figure 2: NCTT placement algorithm

6 Performance Evaluation
We have conducted extensive simulations to analyze the performance of our placement scheme using
MPEG-1 traces from [15]. We assumed that the system uses a SCAN disk scheduling algorithm and that
an IBM DFMS 5x hard disk is used. The disk characteristics are described in Table 2 .
Capacity
RPM
Number of zone
Maximum Seek Time
Minimum Seek Time
Transfer rate of outermost zone
Transfer rate of innermost zone

5.3 GB
5400
13
16.5 ms
0.6 ms
12.58 MB/s
7.65 MB/s

Table 2: Disk characteristics
Figure 3 shows the performace of each scheme with
changes in the Zipf parameter. Assuming that the
selection of video objects is characterized by a Zipf

Figure 3: Performance of schemes with di erent Zipf
parameter

gorithm that was presented as appropriate in [8], it
still requires too much overhead. In the case of some
video objects, it took 3 days to calculate the bu er
requirement using a Sun Ultrasparc II system.
The average value of bu er requirements for CRT
is about two or three times that of NCTT. However,
bu er requirement of CRT for some video objects is
ten times of the bu er requirement of NCTT. The
Bu er requirement and the maximum transfer time
of each video object are shown in Table 3. In this
experiment, we changed the round length according
to bu er size as the optimal round length is changed
by bu er size [12] and assumed that the popularity of
video objects is uniform.
Figure 4: Performance of schemes with di erent bu er
sizes
distribution, the change of Zipf parameter is that of
the popularity, access frequency of each video object.
As the Zipf parameter increases, the performance of
all schemes decreases. However, NCTT shows almost
even performance over changes in the Zipf parameter,
compared with the other schemes. The result shows
that NCTT is more exible than the other schemes
and though the popularity is misestimated, such misestimation won't a ect the performance of VOD systems. SH shows the poorest performance, though it
has a smaller response time than Linear [7]. The reason is that SH has a larger maximum transfer time
than Linear since frequently positioned cylinders of
the disk head aren't placed on the outermost zone.
Since the performace of CRT does not change with
the popularity of video objects, we did not compare
the performance of the CRT scheme.
Next, we look at the performance of each scheme
with di erent bu er sizes with CRT in Figure 4. As
NCTT, SH and Linear have the same bu er requirement, we only compared NCTT and CRT. NCTT outperforms CRT with small bu er size, while CRT outperforms NCTT with large bu er size. However, CRT
requires too much computational overhead. CRT divides a video object into a series of disk blocks that
have the same transfer time. That is, the size of each
block is exactly proportional to the transfer rate. And
the disk blocks are allocated to each zone in proportion to the capacity of each zone. With the number
and size of disk blocks per zone, it determines the retrieval sequence of these blocks that meets the requirement of jitter-free playback and minimizes the server
side bu er. In [8], three algorithms were suggested to
get the retrieval sequence. Though we selected the al-

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

name of object
ASTERIX
ATP
BOND
DINO
FUSS
MOVIE
MTV
MTV
NEWS
RACE
SBOWL
Talk

bu er
requirement
(KB)
NCTT CRT
415 1858
355
842
362
711
227
517
381
672
270
966
567 1578
561 8461
497 1182
583
904
373
854
221
424

maximum
transfer time
(ms)
NCTT CRT
19.7 10.1
13.91 9.89
18.12 10.98
10.39 5.91
20.25 12.25
12.51 6.45
23.82 11.11
28.05 8.94
20.83 6.94
24.93 13.89
15.54 10.62
8.79 8.75

Table 3: Comparison between CRT and NCTT
Finally, the storage utilization of all schemes is the
same at 95 %. Storage utilization isn't 100 % as
we placed one video object in a disk only if the disk
has enough space for one object. We could place 12
MPEG-1 video objects on a single disk.

7 Placement on RAID
Our placement scheme can be easilly extended to
RAID. we apply a staggered striping scheme [17] when
placing the rst block of the video object to balance
the load among the disks and adopt RTL (Round Time
Length) striping to guarantee the quality of service
in RAID [12]. In RTL, if k active streams are being
serviced from disk i at the current service round, then
these streams will be serviced from disk (i + 1) mod n
at the next round where n is the number of disks in
the disk array. That is, if the rst block of one video
object is placed on a certain disk, the disks for the
other blocks to be placed are determined. Placement
method for a single disk is the same method as the
scheme described in Section 3. In other words, the
blocks are placed on an appropriate zone of the disk,
according to the STRR of the largest block. As the

experimental results are the same as using only a single
disk, the results aren't presented in this paper.

8 Conclusion
Various schemes considering disk zoning features,
the popularity of video objects, or VBR characteristics were presented, but there is no scheme considering all three features. To e ectively place VBR video
blocks on an MZR disk, all of them must be taken
into consideration. In this paper, we have proposed a
data placement scheme for VBR video objects called
NCTT (Near Constant Transfer Time), considering all
of them. We described an admission control strategy
a MZR disk to guarantee the quality of service, presented an NCTT algorithm using that strategy, and
extended the NCTT scheme to be used with RAID.
Through extensive simulation experiments, we have
shown the performance of our new scheme is superior
to the other existing schemes. The simulation results
show that NCTT has a good performance with small
bu er size and less overhead.
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Abstract
This paper describes extension to the core based tree
(CBT) protocol to maintain a multicast tree with userspeci ed QoS properties. Speci cally, it describes enhancements in the member join/leave and state update/refresh
procedures to facilitate the deployment of additive (e.g., endto-end delay bound), multiplicative (e.g., packet loss ratio
along a path) and concave (e.g., minimum bandwidth available) QoS.
Eligibility tests are devised to verify whether or not a new
member can join a multicast tree at adequate QoS, while not
violating the QoS received by on-tree members. Management
of router state is based on a simple state update and refresh
procedure that can be readily integrated with the tree maintenance mechanism that exists in CBT (i.e., echo-requests
and echo-replies).

1 Introduction

Motivated by the enriching content of multimedia
applications and by the changing requirements and
functionalities at the user side, multicast service with
di erent QoS requirements for multiple-point applications has become increasingly demanding. The main
intent of this paper is thus to present a set of QoS
enhancements in the member join/leave and state update/refresh procedures, to allow QoS deployment in
the Core Based Tree (CBT) protocol [1, 2], with the
minimal impact to the existing infrastructure.
The construction of multicast trees can be classi ed
into source-based tree approaches and core-based tree
approaches [3]. For example, Distance-Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [11], Multicast extensions to Open Shortest Path First Protocol (MOSPF)
[12], and Protocol Independent Multicast Dense Mode
(PIM-DM) [13] fall in the category of source-based tree
approaches, while the Core Based Tree (CBT) protocol
[1, 2], the Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse Mode
(PIM-SM)1 [13, 14], and very recently, Simple Multicast (SM) [10] are representatives of core-based tree apThe work reported in this paper was supported in part by DARPA
under Contract No. N66001-97-C-8526 and by NSF under Grant
No. NCR-9625064. Any opinions, ndings, and conclusions or
recommendations expressed in this paper are those of the authors
and do not necessarily re ect the views of the funding agencies.
1 PIM-SM includes a mechanism to switch to a source-speci c
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proaches. From the viewpoint of network management,
core-based trees o er more favorable scaling characteristics than source-based trees (by a factor of the number
of active sources). Moreover, routers that are not on a
multicast tree are not involved in group membership
maintenance activities. The price core-based multicast
routing has to pay is, however, that the resulting multicast tree may be sub-optimal with respect to some
source(s).
One important issue that is not addressed in corebased multicast routing is how to provide QoS in the
form of additive QoS (e.g., end-to-end delay bound),
multiplicative QoS (e.g., maximum packet loss ratio),
and concave QoS (e.g., minimum bandwidth available)
[4], and their variations. In this paper, we consider
these QoS parameters and devise a uni ed QoS extension framework based on the CBT protocol. In particular, we (i) devise eligibility tests to verify whether or
not a new member can join a multicast tree at adequate
QoS, while not violating the existing QoS to the other
on-tree members; (ii) determine the set of states needed
to conduct eligibility tests; and (iii) devise a state update/refresh procedure that is based on soft state and
can be readily integrated with the tree maintenance
mechanism that already exists in CBT, e.g., sending
of echo-requests and echo-replies in CBT.
Although we focus on CBT in this paper, the
proposed QoS extension can be applied to any bidirectional multicast routing protocol with an explicit
member join procedure and a soft state refresh procedure, such as Simple Multicast [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the network model considered and the
QoS supported. The CBT protocol is summarized and
an overview of the QoS framework is given there. In
Sections 3{6, we present the QoS extension in the cases
of additive QoS parameters, multiplicative QoS parameters, concave QoS parameters, and the maximum interdestination di erence of (additive/multiplicative) QoS
parameters along the paths from a source to any two receivers, respectively. In Section 7, we present, based on
the soft state concept, the state update and refresh procedure. In Section 8, we discuss how to extend the work
in Sections 3{5 to the case of heterogeneous receiverinitiated QoS requirements. In Section 9, we evaluate
shortest path tree in the case that the data rate of a source exceeds
some threshold.

the e ectiveness, and the message overhead, of the QoS
extension in terms of the probability of constructing feasible multicast trees, message overheads, and scalability.
We conclude the paper in Section 10.

2 Backgrounds

2.1 Network Model
We consider a network that supports both best-e ort
trac and trac with QoS requirements. The way
in which network resources are split between the two
classes is irrelevant to the paper, except for the assumption that each router in the network supports the QoS
extension and is able to identify and advertise to their
immediate neighbors the QoS parameters of interest experienced by packets when traversing links emanating
from the router.
We represent a network by a weighted digraph G =
(V; E ), where V denotes the set of routers and E the set
of network communication links connecting the routers.
We de ne a link-delay (available bandwidth) function
fD : E ! R+ (fB : E ! R+ ) which assigns a nonnegative weight to each link in the network. The value
of fD (`) is a measure of the delay which packets experience on link ` in E . (The value of fB (`) is a measure
of the bandwidth available on link ` in E .) Similarly,
we de ne a packet loss function pL : E ! [0; 1] which
assigns a non-negative fractional weight to each link in
the network. The value of pL(`) is the probability of
packet loss on link ` in E .
We denote as Mg (which is a subset of V ) a set
of routers to which group-g hosts are attached. For
notational simplicity, we call the set Mg a multicast
group with each router v in Mg as a group member.
(Actually the multicast group is the set of hosts that
are directly attached to routers in Mg .) We consider
the most general many-to-many multicast paradigm in
which each router v in Mg can be a source, in addition
to being a receiver in the group. Let Ms denote the
set of group members that are also sources. Packets
originating from router v in Ms have to be delivered to
a set of receiver routers Mg , fvg. We use PT (vs ; vd )
to denote the path from a source router vs to a receiver
router vd in M , fvs g in the tree T . We also use \x 2
PT (vs ; vd)" to denote that PT (vs ; vd ) traverses either
router x or link x.

2.2 QoS Parameters Considered

We de ne m(`) as a QoS metric for link `. For any
path PT (u; v) = (u; i; j;    ; k; v), we say metric m is
additive if

m(u; v) = m(u; i) + m(i; j ) +    ; +m(k; v):

(2.1)

For example, the end-to-end delay d(u; v), which packets forwarded from router u to router v experience, is
additive and is equal to the sum of individual link metric d(i; j ) along the path PT (u; v).

We say metric m is multiplicative if
m(u; v) = m(u; i)  m(i; j )     ; m(k; v): (2.2)
For example, the probability, 1 , pL(u; v), for a packet
to reach router v from router u along PT (u; v) is multiplicative and is equal to the product of individual link
metric 1 , pL(i; j ) along the path PT (u; v).
We say metric m is concave if
m(u; v) = min[m(u; i); m(i; j );    ; m(k; v)]: (2.3)
For example, the bandwidth b(u; v), available along a
path from router u to router v, is concave and is equal
to the minimum bandwidth fB (i; j ) among the links in
path PT (u; v).
A QoS requirement may be speci ed as (i) an upper/lower bound on an additive, multiplicative, or concave QoS parameter, e.g., an upper bound on the endto-end delay, an upper bound on the packet loss ratio,
or a lower bound on the bandwidth available, from any
source to a receiver; or (ii) an upper bound on the interdestination di erence of an (additive or multiplicative)
QoS parameter along the paths from a source to any
two receivers, e.g., an upper bound on the end-to-end
inter-destination delay jitter de ned as the di erence
between the end-to-end delays along the paths from a
source router to any two receiver routers.
The need for a bounded end-to-end delay, bounded
probability of packet loss, and minimal available bandwidth has been well justi ed [5, 6]. The situation in
which a bounded inter-destination delay jitter among all
the group members arises is also not rare [7]. One possible scenario occurs during a teleconference in which
any current speaker should be heard by all participants
at approximately the same time to achieve the feeling of multi-party interactive face-to-face discussions.
Another application domain is the distributed interactive simulation in which an inter-destination delay jitter
bound is needed to constrain the time during which the
simulation engines are in inconsistent states.

2.3 The Core-Based Tree Protocol

In the CBT protocol, one router for each group is selected as the core [1, 2] (or termed in [14] as a rendezvous
point) for the group. A tree rooted at the core is then
constructed to span all the group members. A host rst
expresses its interest in joining a group by multicasting
an IGMP host membership report [8] to its local router
which then sends a join-request message to the next
hop on the path toward the group's core router. The
join-request sets up transient join state (in the form of
<group, downstream interface, upstream interface>) in
the routers it traverses. If the transient join state is
not \con rmed" with a join-acknowledgment message
from upstream, the state is eventually timed out. The
join-request message travels hop-by-hop toward the core
until it reaches the core or an on-tree router, at which
point a join-acknowledgment message is sent back along
the reverse path, forming a new branch from the tree

to the requesting router. When a router receives a
join-acknowledgment message, it updates its forwarding cache to re ect the fact that it now becomes an
on-tree router, and forwards the join-acknowledgment
message back to the requesting router. The state created in the routers by the sending/receiving of a joinacknowledgment is group speci c | it consists of the
group address and a list of local interfaces over which
join-requests for the group have previously been acknowledged.
\Tree maintenance" is achieved by having each
downstream router periodically send a CBT \keepalive"
message (i.e., echo-request ) to its parent router on the
tree. The receipt of a keepalive message over a valid
child interface prompts a response (i.e., echo-reply ) that
carries a list of groups for which the corresponding interface is a child interface. If no response is forthcoming within group expire time seconds, (e.g., a router's
upstream neighbor becomes unreachable), the router
sends a quit-noti cation message upstream, and ushes
all of its downstream branches by sending ush-tree
messages, allowing them to individually rejoin if necessary. In the case that a member leaves the group,
if the local router to which the leaving member is attached does not have any other directly attached members or downstream on-tree routers, the router sends a
quit-noti cation message to its parent router on the tree
and deletes the corresponding forwarding cache.
During the data transmission phase, data packets
ow from any source to its parent and children. The
parent router forwards packets to all the children other
than the source and to its parent until data packets
reach the core. Data packets are then sent down all the
other branches, ensuring that all group members receive
them.2
To accommodate the situation in which a source is
not on the multicast tree, the local router to which the
sender host is attached encapsulates the data packet
and unicasts it to the core, where it is decapsulates and
disseminated over the tree.

Why the CBT protocol is selected as the example protocol: The reason why we choose the CBT

protocol as the example protocol is three-fold: (1) as
discussed in Section 1, the core-based tree approach is
more scalable than the source-based approach; (2) CBT
is simple3 , elegant, and has explicit member join/leave
and state refresh procedures; and (3) CBT is receiverinitiated, and is thus especially well-suited to support
heterogeneous receiver reservation.
The major drawback of the CBT protocol (and any
core-based tree protocol) is that it concentrates trac
from multiple sources on a few links that are part of
2 The way a source host sends to a group in PIM-SM is slightly
di erent. In PIM-SM, a source router initially encapsulates data
packets in register messages and unicasts them to the RP. The RP
decapsulates each register message and forwards the data packet
natively to downstream members. PIM-SM also includes a mechanism for switching to a source-speci c shortest path tree in case
that the data rate of a source exceeds some threshold.
3 CBT de nes only 7 types of messages.

the CBT tree. When the reservation model is not in
the shared mode (e.g., the xed lter reservation style
for multiple senders), the network resources (e.g., bandwidth) of certain on-tree links may have been exhausted
by group members that are already on-tree. If a joining
group member whose shortest route to the core contains
these on-tree links, either the QoS of existing on-tree
members degrades or the QoS required by this member cannot be ful lled. The admission tests proposed
in this paper can be used to tackle this problem: they
will detect occurrence of such conditions and reject the
new member. The new member may then attempt on
an alternative route to join the tree. This requires modi cation of the o -tree route search stage of the CBT
protocol and is beyond the scope of this paper.
Another drawback of the CBT protocol is that although CBT uses \keepalive" messages to refresh group
membership, it does not refresh the on-tree routes between a group member and the core. That is, once
the multicast tree is built, it never changes even if the
underlying unicast route from a group member to the
core has changed in adaption to load changes. To deal
with this problem, we propose to include in state-refresh
messages the QoS information collected by the underlying unicast protocol. An on-tree router is then able to
know, upon receipt of a state-refresh message, whether
or not the QoS requirement is still met. If not, the
router that detects the QoS violation may simply ush
the subtree below it and ask downstream group members to individually rejoin the multicast tree. More details on state update and refresh will be given in Section 7.

2.4 Overview of the QoS Extension

We introduce the following QoS extension to the current CBT speci cation: each join-request message carries, in addition to the interface information, the QoS
parameters of interest. When a join-request message
reaches the core or an on-tree router, the core/on-tree
router performs a set of eligibility tests. Although it
is preferable that eligibility tests be conducted locally,
the on-tree router may not be able to approve a joinrequest based only on its local state, and may have to
collaborate with other on-tree routers to conduct the
eligibility tests. Moreover, the state kept at some other
on-tree routers may have to be changed because of the
member join. Only after the branch survives the eligibility tests will it be eligible to join the multicast tree
(in which case a join-acknowledgment message is then
sent back). In the case of member leave, the state kept
at the other on-tree routers may have to be updated
and proper procedures be taken to notify the other ontree routers of the need to update their states. Note
that while changes to the current CBT protocol specication seem unavoidable, we have attempted to keep
them as small as possible.
To realize the above QoS extension, we consider, for
each type of QoS requirements, the following issues:
1. What is the minimum set of states each on-tree

router has to keep in order to conduct the proposed
eligibility tests?
2. What are the eligibility tests conducted (sometimes
collaboratively among on-tree routers) at the time
of member join?
3. How is the set of states kept at each on-tree router
updated in response to member leave?
4. How is the set of states maintained and refreshed
at each on-tree router?

3 The QoS Extension in the Case of Imposing a Bound on Additive QoS Parameters
We rst consider the case in which the QoS requested is expressed in terms of additive QoS parameters. Without loss of generality, we use the end-to-end
delay as an example, and impose an upper bound D
on the acceptable end-to-end delay perceived by a receiver router along any path from a source router to the
receiver router in a multicast group.

3.1 The State Kept at Each On-Tree
Router

To satisfy the end-to-end delay bound, each on-tree
router u keeps the following states for each downstream
interface:
(1) dmax
i (u; ): the maximum delay among the ontree paths from router u to the downstream ontree group members reachable on interface i, where
interface i is a downstream interface (recall that
downstream is de ned with respect to the core).
(2) dmax
i (; u): the maximum delay among the on-tree
paths from all the downstream on-tree source group
members to router u reachable on a downstream
interface i.
The per-node state dmax (u; ) is naturally de ned
as the maximum value of dmax
i (u; )'s for all i. Similarly, dmax (; u) is de ned as the maximum value of
dmax
i (; u)'s for all i. In addition, we de ne the maximum outgoing/incoming delay between router u and
all its downstream on-tree group members except those
reachable on interface ` as
4
dmax
dmax (u; )
I nf`g (u; ) = i2max
I nf`g i

and

4
dmax
dmax (; u);
I nf`g (; u) = i2max
I nf`g i

where I is the set of downstream interfaces of router u.
Let Ts (u) denote the subtree rooted at router u, then
each on-tree router only keeps the state information for
Ts (u). The reason for keeping per-downstream-interface
(instead of per-node) state will be clearer when we discuss the member join/leave procedure in the following
sections.

3.2 Eligibility Tests and Member Join Procedure
When a join-request message from a joining router

v arrives at an on-tree router u on interface i, router u
checks if

dmax (; v) = d(u; v) + dmax
I nfig (; u)  D:

(3.1)

In addition, if the joining member v is also a source,
router u further checks if

dmax (v; ) = d(v; u) + dmax
I nfig (u; )  D:

(3.2)

max
Both parameters dmax
I nfig (u; ) and dI nfig (; u) are obtained from the states kept at router u. Both parameters d(v; u) and d(u; v) can be carried in the join-request
message and updated as the message travels from router
v to router u.
If Eq. (3.1) holds, it implies the QoS requirement of
the new member v is ful lled by all the source group
members in Ts (u). Similarly, if Eq. (3.2) holds, it implies the QoS requirements for the group members in
Ts (u) are not violated due to join of the new source
member v.
If Eq. (3.1) (or Eq. (3.2) in the case that router
v is also a source) does not hold, the join request is
immediately rejected and a rejection-reply message is
sent back to the joining router v. Otherwise, router
u forwards upstream to its parent router w the joinrequest with the updated accumulative delay information (d(w; u)+ d(u; v) and, in addition, d(v; u)+ d(u; w)
if router v is also a source). Upon receipt of the joinrequest on interface i, router w conducts the eligibility
test (i.e., Eqs. (3.1){(3.2) except that u is replaced by
w in the expressions) to verify if join of router v violates the QoS requirements of all the on-tree group
members in Ts (w) as well as if the QoS requirement of
router v is ful lled by all the on-tree source members on
Ts (w). If the eligibility test succeeds, router w forwards
upstream to its parent router the join-request with the
updated accumulative delay information; otherwise, it
sends downstream to its child router a rejection-reply
message.
The process repeats until the join-request is either
rejected at some upstream on-tree router or forwarded
to, and approved by, the core, whichever occurs rst.
In the former case, the on-tree router u where the joinrequest arrives initially sends back a rejection-reply message to the joining router v. In the latter case, the
core sends back a join-acknowledgment message along
the reverse on-tree path, and each on-tree router w on
the path between router u and the core updates its
state upon receipt of this join-acknowledgment message from upstream, if d(w; v) > dmax
i (w; ) and/or
d(v; w) > dmax
(

;
w
),
where
interface
i is the interface
i
on which the corresponding join-request arrived. Finally, router u sends back a join-acknowledgment message.

In short, each on-tree router u keeps the state information only for its subtree. When a join-request arrives
at an on-tree router u, it has to pass a sequence of eligibility tests, where each test is performed router by
router on the tree-path from router u to the core.
Note that to avoid potential QoS con icts among
multiple members that intend to join a multicast group
at the same on-tree router, an on-tree router will not
process the next request until it nishes processing the
current join-request and sends back either a rejectionreply message or a join-acknowledgment message. A
new join-request may be blocked from the time when a
previous join-request is forwarded upstream and the corresponding response returns. We argue that since only
the on-tree routers between router u and the core are involved in jointly approving a join-request, this transient
period cannot be prohibitively long.

3.3 Member Leave Procedure
When a member router v leaves a multicast tree, it
sends a quit-noti cation message (with the accumulative delay information d(v; u) and d(u; v)) to its parent
router u. Upon receipt of a quit-noti cation message
on interface i, if router u does not have any other local
members on the directly attached subnet or downstream
on-tree routers, it sends a quit-noti cation message to
its parent router w and deletes the corresponding forwarding cache. Otherwise, router u rst deletes from
the forwarding cache interface i, and then checks if

d(u; v) < dmax
I nfig (u; );

(3.3)

and in addition, in case that router v is a also source
router,
d(v; u) < dmax
(3.4)
I nfig i(; u):
If Eq. (3.3) (and, in addition, Eq. (3.4), in the case that
router v is also a source router) holds, it implies the
state kept at router u as well as other upstream on-tree
routers will not change as a result of this member leave.
Otherwise, router u rst updates its per-node state to
re ect the fact that router v has left the multicast tree
and sends to its parent router w a leave-update message
that carries d(u; v) + d(w; u) (and in addition, d(v; u) +
d(u; w), if the leaving member is also a source). Upon
receipt of a leave-update message on interface i, router w
checks whether or not its state is a ected by the member
leave (i.e., Eqs. (3.3){(3.4) except that u is replaced by
w). The update process repeats until either the test
succeeds at some upstream router or the leave-update
message reaches the core.
The reason why on-tree routers have to keep perinterface state should now be clear. If only per-node
state were kept, it would be impossible to obtain
max
dmax
I nf`g (u; ) or dI nf`g needed in Eqs. (3.1){(3.4) for the
member join/leave procedures.

4 The QoS Extension in the Case of Imposing a Bound on Multiplicative QoS
Parameters
We now consider the case in which the QoS requested is expressed in terms of multiplicative QoS
parameters. Recall that for any path PT (u; v) =
(u; i; j;    ; k; v), we say metric m is multiplicative if it
satis es Eq. (2.2). Taking logarithm of Eq. (2.2), we
have

log m(u; v) = log m(u; i)+log m(i; j )+  +log m(k; v):
That is, the QoS extension discussed in Section 3 can be
readily applied if the state kept at each on-tree router is
in the logarithmic form of a multiplicative QoS metric.
Without loss of generality, we use the packet loss ratio
as an example and impose an upper bound, 1 , L (0 
L < 1), on the acceptable packet loss ratio along an
on-tree path leading to the receiver router.

4.1 The State Kept at Each On-Tree
Router
The packet loss ratio, pL (u; v), along a path from
router u to router v can be expressed as
1 , pL (u; v) =

Y

(1 , pL (l)):

l2PT (u;v)

X

Taking logarithm of the above expression, we have

log(1 , pL (u; v)) =

l2PT (u;v)

log(1 , pL(l)):

We de ne the successful transmission index, s(u; v), on
the path PT (u; v) as s(u; v) = log(1 , pL (u; v)).
To satisfy the upper bound on the packet loss ratio,
each on-tree router u keeps the following state for each
downstream interface:
(1) smin
i (u; ): the minimum value of log (1 , pL (u; v ))
among the on-tree paths from router u to the
downstream on-tree group routers v reachable on a
downstream interface i.
(2) smin
i (; u): the minimum value of log (1 , pL (v; u))
among the on-tree paths from the downstream ontree source routers v to router u reachable on interface i.
Also, smin (u; ), smin (; u), smin
I nfig (u; ), and
min
sI nfig (; u) are de ned in a similar way as dmax (u; ),
max
dmax (; u), dmax
I nfig (u; ), and dI nfig (; u) are de ned.

4.2 Eligibility Tests and Member Join Procedure

Now when a join-request message from a joining
router v arrives at an on-tree router u on interface i,
router u checks if

smin (; v) = s(u; v) + smin
I nfig (; u)  log L:

(4.1)

In addition, if router v is also a source, router u
further checks if

smin (v; ) = s(v; u) + smin
I nfig (u; )  log L:

(4.2)

Both parameters, s(u; v) = log(1 , pL (u; v)) and
s(v; u) = log(1 , pL(v; u)), can be carried in the joinrequest message and updated as the message travels
from router v to router u.
The process of conducting the eligibility test
(Eqs. (4.1){(4.2)), forwarding the join request upstream
toward the core, and updating state in the case that the
eligibility test succeeds is virtually the same as that described in Section 3.2.

4.3 Member Leave Procedure

The procedure taken upon receipt of a quitnoti cation message is virtually the same as that described in Section 3.3, except that Eqs. (3.3){(3.4) are
now replaced by
and

s(u; v) > smin
I nfig (u; );

(4.3)

s(v; u) > smin
I nfig (; u):

(4.4)

5 The QoS Extension in the Case of Imposing a Bound on Concave QoS Parameters
We now consider the case in which the QoS requested is expressed in terms of concave QoS parameters. Without loss of generality, we use the bandwidth
available along a path as an example and impose a lower
bound B on the minimum bandwidth that must be
available along any path from a source router to any
receiver router in a multicast group.

5.1 The State Kept at Each On-Tree
Router

To satisfy the minimum bandwidth requirement B
for a multicast group, each on-tree router u keeps only
the state B and a counter C of how many source routers
currently exist in the subtree Ts (u) rooted at router u
(initially C = 0).

5.2 Eligibility Tests and Member Join Procedure

When a join-request message from a joining router
v arrives at an on-tree router u, router u checks if

b(u; v)  B;

(5.1)

and in addition, if router v is also a source, router u
further checks if
b(v; u)  B:
(5.2)
Both parameters, b(v; u) and b(u; v), can be carried in
the join-request message and updated as the message
travels from router v to router u.
If Eq. (5.1) (or, in addition, Eq. (5.2) in the case that
router v is also a source) does not hold, the join-request
is immediately rejected and a rejection-reply message is
sent back to the joining router v. Otherwise, we consider two cases:
(C1) In the case that router v is only a receiver, router u
sends back a join-acknowledgment message immediately to reserve bandwidth of amount B , along
the reverse path, for the multicast group.4 There
is no need to forward the join-request upstream,
because the rst receiver router in the subtree
TS (u) rooted at router u, has reserved bandwidth
of amount B on the path from the core to router
u.
(C2) In the case that router v is both a receiver and
a source, if the counter C is zero (i.e., no source
router exists in the subtree Ts (u) so far), router
u (i) reserves bandwidth of amount B on the upstream on-tree link (u; w), (ii) forwards upstream
to its parent router w the join-request in order to
reserve the bandwidth of amount B on the path
from router w to the core for the multicast group;
and (iii) increments the counter C by one. The process repeats until the join-request is either rejected
because of insucient bandwidth on its upstream
on-tree link or approved at some upstream on-tree
router x, whichever occurs rst. In the former
case, each on-tree router w on the path between
router u and router x releases the reserved bandwidth in the upstream direction, and router u sends
back a rejection-reply message to the joining router
v. In the latter case, router u sends back a joinacknowledgment message to reserve bandwidth of
amount B along the reverse path.
On the other hand, if some source router(s) exist
in the subtree Ts (u) and the bandwidth of amount
B has been reserved on the path from router u to
the core by the rst source router in Ts (u), router u
sends back a join-acknowledgment to reserve bandwidth of amount B , along the reverse path to the
requesting router.

5.3 Member Leave Procedure

When a member router v leaves a multicast tree, it
sends a quit-noti cation message to its parent router u.
If router u does not have any other local members or
4 Note that if bandwidth reservation is not combined with routing, and a separate signaling protocol such as RSVP [9] is used
for resource reservation, then the bandwidth is not reserved. In
this paper, we assume that bandwidth reservation is coupled with
routing.

downstream on-tree routers, it sends a quit-noti cation
message to its parent router w and deletes the corresponding forwarding cache. Otherwise, router u deletes
from the forwarding cache the interface on which the
quit-noti cation message arrives. In the latter case, if
router v is also a source, router u decreases its counter
C by one. If after decrement, C becomes zero, router
u releases the bandwidth of amount B on link (u; w),
and sends to its parent router w a leave-update message
to release bandwidth reserved in the upstream direction. Upon receipt of a leave-update message, router w
(i) decrements its counter C by one, and (ii) releases
bandwidth and forwards the leave-update message upstream if C hits zero. The update process repeats until
either the leave-update message reaches the core or stops
at some upstream router with more than 1 source router
in its subtree.

6 The QoS Extension in the Case of
Imposing a Bound on the InterDestination Di erence of QoS Parameters
Without loss of generality, we use the interdestination delay jitter as an example and impose an
upper bound  on the acceptable di erence between the
end-to-end delays along the paths from a source router
to any two receiver routers in a multicast group.

6.1 Eligibility Tests

Eligibility tests in the case of inter-destination delay jitter are more complicated, and have to be designed with di erentiation between the cases that a
join-request is sent by a receiver router or by a receiver
router that is also a source.

6.1.1 Eligibility Tests in the Case of Receiver
Member Join
One may be tempted to think that similar to Sections 3{6 eligibility tests as simple as

d(u; v) , dmin
I nfig (u; )  
and

dmax
I nfig (u; ) , d(u; v )  

(6.1)

(6.2)
would suce when a join-request from a requesting
router v arrives at an on-tree router u on interface i.
However, the above criterion only establishes the QoS
for sources that are outside the subtree Ts (u) rooted at
router u. To demonstrate this, consider the scenario in
Fig. 1 (assuming each link incurs 1 unit time of delay).
Suppose  = 2. Now router v intends to join a multicast tree at router u. Since the state kept at router u is
dmax (u; ) = d(u; s) = 4 and dmin (u; ) = d(u; x) = 3,
the join-request passes the eligibility test (Eq. (6.1)),
but the QoS requirement with respect to the source
router s is not met (d(s; v) , d(s; x) = 6 , 3 = 3 > ).
This problem may arise when there exist source routers

C

u
y

w

x

v

s

Figure 1: A scenario in which Eqs. (6.1){(6.2) do not
suce to serving as eligibility tests. Routers x, y, and
s are group receiver routers and in addition router s
is also a source router. Router v intends to join the
multicast tree at router u.
in the subtree rooted at router u. To deal with this
problem, each router u has to keep certain state information of downstream source routers. Take Fig. 1 as an
example. Suppose now router u keeps, in addition to its
own state, dmin (w; ) , d(w; u) and dmax (w; ) , d(w; u).
Upon receipt of a join-request from router v, router u
checks on behalf of router w and hence source s if
min (w; ) , d(w; u)) = d(w; u) + d(u; v )
d(u; v ) , (d
and

, dmin (w; )  

(6.3)

(dmax(w; ) , d(w; u)) , d(u; v) = dmax (w; ) , (d(w; u)
+ d(u; v))  

(6.4)

in addition to Eqs. (6.1)-(6.2). In other words, router

u checks, on behalf of router w, whether or not Eqs.
(6.3)-(6.4) hold at router w.

Now there are three problems that should be addressed in order to formalize the eligibility tests and
the member join procedure:
(P1) does router u have to keep the state information
for every source router in its subtree?
(P2) can the eligibility test of Eqs. (6.1){(6.2) be consolidated with that of Eqs. (6.3){(6.4)?
(P3) how does router u obtain the state information of
downstream source routers?
The answer to (P1) is fortunately no. As a matter
of fact, router u needs only to keep for each interface
i (i) the state of the downstream router w that has
the smallest value of (dmin (w; ) , d(w; u)) reachable on
interface i and (ii) the state of the downstream router
x that has the largest value of (dmax (x; ) , d(x; u))
reachable on interface i. Speci cally, let Msi (u) denote
the set of routers that have downstream source routers
reachable from interface i and are in the subtree Ts (u)
rooted at router u, then each on-tree router u keeps the
following per-interface state:

6.1.2 Eligibility Tests in the Case of Source
Member Join
Let Dmax(v; ) and Dmin (v; ) denote, respectively,

min (dmin (w; ) , d(w; u))

w2Msi (u)

and

max (dmax (w; ) , d(w; u)):

w2Msi (u)

(P2) can be answered and the eligibility tests can
be formalized as follows. When a join-request from a
receiver router v arrives at an on-tree router u on interface j , router u checks if
d(u; v) , w2[ min M i (u)(dmin (w; ) , d(w; u))  
i2I nfj g s

(6.5)

and

(dmax (w; ) , d(w; u)) , d(u; v)  :
(6.6)
Note that Eq. (6.5 (Eq. (6.6)) checks if the branch from
router w to router v becomes the least-delay (largestdelay) on-tree branch. Also note that Eqs. (6.5)-(6.6)
actually includes Eqs. (6.1)-(6.2) and the two eligibility tests (Eqs. (6.1)-(6.2) and Eqs. (6.3)-(6.4)) can be
consolidated into one. If the join-request survives the eligibility test, it is forwarded to router u's parent router
w, with the updated accumulative delay information
d(w; v) = d(w; u) + d(u; v); otherwise, it is immediately
rejected.
The process of conducting the local test (Eqs. (6.5){
(6.6)) and forwarding the join-request upstream toward
the core in the case that the local test succeeds is virtually the same as that described in Section 3.2, and
repeats until the join-request is either rejected at some
upstream on-tree router or forwarded to, and approved
by, the core, whichever occurs rst. In the former case,
the rst on-tree router u at which the join-request arrives sends back a rejection-reply message to the joining
router v. In the latter case, the core sends back a joinacknowledgment message along the reverse on-tree path,
and each on-tree router w on the path between router
u and the coremin
updates its state if d(w; v) > dmax (w; )
or d(w; v) < d (w; ). Finally, router u sends back a
join-acknowledgment message.
(P3) can be answered as follows. When a joinrequest sent by a source router v passes the eligibility test at an on-tree router u and is being
forwarded upstream to router u's parent router w,
it includes the information dmin (u; ) , d(u; w) and
dmax (u; ) , d(u; w) in addition to the other information. If the join-request is eventually approved at
the core, each on-tree router w on the path between
router u and the core updates its state on interface
i if the valuemin
of dmin (u; ) , d(u; w) is smaller than
minx2Msi (w)(d (x; ) , d(x; u)) or dmax (u; ) , d(u; w)
is greater than maxx2Msi (w)(dmax (x; ) , d(x; u)).
max

w2[i2I nfjg Msi (u)

the maximum and minimum outgoing delay between a
source router v and all the other on-tree group routers.
Note the di erence between Dmax (v; ) and dmax (v; ):
the former is the global delay information, while the
latter is the partial delay information on the subtree
Ts (v) rooted at router v. When a join-request sent by
a source router v arrives at an on-tree router u, the
inter-destination delay jitter bound imposes
Dmax (v; ) , Dmin (v; )  :
(6.7)
Eq. (6.7) can be rewritten as
(d(v; u) + Dmax (u; )) , (d(v; u) + Dmin (u; ))  ;
(6.8)
or
Dmax (u; ) , Dmin (u; )  :
(6.9)
Let d^max (u; ) and d^min (u; ) denote, respectively, the
maximum and minimum outgoing delay between router
u and all the upstream (with respect to the core) ontree group members, then Eq. (6.9) can be rewritten
as
max[d^max (u; ); dmax(u; )],min[d^min (u; ); dmin (u; )]  :
(6.10)
To keep state update and maintenance simple, each
on-tree router u maintains only the state information of
its subtree (dmax (u; ) and dmin (u; )), thus it can only
conduct the eligibility test partially (Eq. (6.10)) and has
to rely on the upstream routers for jointly conducting
the eligibility test. Consequently, in the case that the
local eligibility test succeeds, router u sends upstream
to its parent router w a join-request with the following
information: d(u; w), dmax (u; ), and dmin (u; ). When
router w receives the join-request on interface `, it conducts the eligibility test on behalf of router u, with respect to all the group members in Tb (w). Router w
checks whether or not
max
max[d(u; w) + dmax
I nf`g (w; ); d (u; )] , min[d(u; w)+
min
min (u; )]  
dI nf`g (w; ); d
(6.11)
holds. Note that the rst parameter of the max/min
function in Eq. (6.11) veri es whether or not the QoS is
ful lled from router u to all the group members that are
in the subtree Ts (w) and are not reachable on interface
`.
Similarly to the cases of imposing a bound on additive and multiplicative QoS parameters (Sections 3{
4), the process repeats until the join-request is either
rejected at some upstream on-tree router or forwarded
to, and approved by, the core, whichever occurs rst. In
the former case, the rst on-tree router u at which the
join-request arrives sends back a rejection-reply message
to the joining router v. In the latter case, each on-tree
router w on the path between router u and the core updates its state if necessary (as described in Section 6.1.1)
and router u sends back a join-acknowledgment message.

6.2 The State Kept at Each On-Tree 6.3.2 Leave of a Source Router
Router
In the case that a source router v leaves a multiFrom the discussion in the above subsection, it is
clear that each on-tree router u keeps the following
state:

(1) dmax
i (u; ): the maximum delay among the on-tree

paths from router u to all the downstream on-tree
group members reachable on interface i.
(2) dmin
i (u; ): the minimum delay among the on-tree
paths from router u to all the downstream on-tree
group members reachable on interface i.
(3) minw2Msi(u)(dmin (w; ) , d(w; u)): the minimum
value of dmin (w; ) , d(w; u) among the set of
downstream routers that have downstream source
routers, are in the subtree Ts (u) rooted at router
u, and are reachable on interface i.
(4) maxw2Msi(u)(dmax (w; ) , d(w; u)): the maximum
value of dmax (w; ) , d(w; u) among the set of
downstream routers that have downstream source
routers, are in the subtree Ts (u) rooted at router
u, and are reachable on interface i.

6.3 Member Leave Procedure

Again we consider two cases: the leaving router is a
receiver and the leaving router is both a receiver and a
source.

6.3.1 Leave of a Receiver Router

In the case that a receiver router v leaves a multicast
tree, it sends a quit-noti cation message with the accumulative delay information d(u; v) to its parent router
u. If router u does not have any other local members
(on the directly attached subnet) or downstream ontree routers, it sends a quit-noti cation message to its
parent router w (with the accumulative delay information d(w; v) = d(w; u) + d(u; v)) and deletes the corresponding interface from the forwarding cache. Otherwise, router u rst deletes from the forwarding cache
the interface i on which the quit-noti cation message
arrives, and then checks if
max
dmin
I nfig (u; ) < d(u; v ) < dI nfig (u; ):

(6.12)

If Eq. (6.12) holds, it implies the state kept at the other
on-tree routers will not change as a result of this member leave. Otherwise, router u rst updates its state
to re ect the fact that router v has left the multicast
tree and sends upstream to its parent router w a leaveupdate message that carries d(w; v) = d(u; v) + d(w; u).
Upon receipt of a leave-update message at interface j ,
router w checks whether or not its state is a ected by
the member leave (i.e., Eq. (6.12) except u is replaced
by w and interface j is excluded). The update process
repeats until either the state of some upstream router
is not a ected by the member leave or the leave-update
message reaches the core.

cast tree, it sends a quit-noti cation message to its parent router u. If router u does not have any other local
members on the directly attached subnet or downstream
on-tree routers, it sends a quit-noti cation message to
its parent router w (with the information dmax(u; ) ,
d(u; w) and dmin (u; ) , d(u; w), in addition to d(w; v))
and deletes the corresponding forwarding cache. Otherwise, router u rst deletes from the forwarding cache
the interface i on which the quit-noti cation message
arrives, and then checks, in addition to Eq. (6.12), if

dmin (v; ) , d(v; u) > x2min
(dmin (x; ) , d(x; u))
M i (u)
s

and

(6.13)

dmax (v; ) , d(v; u) < x2max
(dmax (x; ) , d(x; u)):
M i (u)
s

(6.14)
If Eqs. (6.12){(6.14) hold, it implies the state kept at
the other on-tree routers will not change as a result of
this member leave. Otherwise, router u rst updates its
state to re ect the fact that router v has left the multicast tree and sends upstream to its parent router w
a leave-update message that carries dmin (v; ) , d(v; w)
and dmax (u; ) , d(u; w), in addition to d(w; v). Upon
receipt of a leave-update message, router w checks
whether or not its state is a ected by the member leave
(i.e., Eqs. (6.12){(6.14) except u is replaced by w). The
update process repeats until either the state of some upstream router is not a ected by the member leave or the
leave-update message reaches the core.

7 State Update and Refresh Based on
the Soft State Concept
We rst discuss how the state is established at each
on-tree router. Then, we present the state update and
refresh mechanism that exploits the soft state approach.

7.1 State Establishment

When a requesting router v joins a multicast tree,
each router w on the path from router v to router u
establishes its state using the delay information carried in the join-request and join-acknowledgment messages. For example, the accumulative delay information contained in the join-request message received on
interface ` between router v and the current router
w can be
used by router w to establish its transient
max
state (dmax
` (w; ) = d(w; v ) and d` (; w) = d(v; w)).
When an o -tree router w with a pending join-request
receives the corresponding join-acknowledgment from
its upstream router, it updates its forwarding cache to
re ect that it now becomes an on-tree router, and updates its transient state as an established one. Router w
also forwards the message downstream to the requesting
router.

The other on-tree routers update their state only if
they receive a join-request message (i.e., they are asked
to jointly approve the join-request ).

7.2 State Refresh and Update

stream to ush the subtree rooted at it. Each
downstream group member will then individually
nd an alternative route to rejoin the tree. This is
the approach currently de ned in the CBT protocol
speci cation.

To be robust to message loss, many Internet protoupstream router w does not hear from
cols (e.g., DVMRP [11], PIM [14], CBT [1, 2], Simple (C2) Ifits andownstream
router u upon the downMulticast[10]) have adopted the soft state approach for
stream
expire
time
timer
expiration, it removes the
state maintenance, i.e., the state kept at each router
state
and
the
forwarding
cache entry as if the subis created and periodically refreshed by certain statetree
rooted
at
router
u
were
\ ushed". Later when
refresh messages. A state is deleted if no matching rea
echo-request
message
from
the
router u re-appears
fresh messages arrive before the expiration of its assoat
router
w
,
router
w
,
instead
of
re-establishing the
ciated timer. For example, CBT maintains its tree by
state
and
the
forwarding
cache
(as
the current CBT
having each downstream router periodically send a CBT
speci cation speci es), ushes the sub-tree. This is
echo-request message to its upstream neighbor router.
because during the period when router w and its
The receipt of an echo-request message over a valid child
upstream routers believe the sub-tree is \ ushed,"
interface prompts an echo-reply message that carries a
if a new join-request arrives at one of these on-tree
list of groups for which the corresponding interface is
routers, it may be approved when it should actually
a child interface. If no response is forthcoming within
be denied when the subtree is taken into account.
upstream expire time seconds, (e.g., a router's upstream
Since consecutive loss of K echo-request messages
neighbor becomes unreachable), the router sends a quitis usually a good indication of low delivery quality
noti cation message upstream, and ushes all of its
of downstream links, it would actually be better
downstream branches by sending ush-tree messages,
for the downstream group members to re-join the
allowing them to individually rejoin if necessary.
multicast group individually along an alternative
We adopt the soft state approach and devise the
route of better quality.
state refresh and update procedure accordingly. The
proposed state refresh procedure can be easily inteof join-request, join-acknowledgment, and quitgrated with the CBT tree maintenance procedure (i.e., notiLoss
cation
has been dealt with in the current
sending of echo-request and echo-reply messages) thus CBT speci messages
cation:
if
any of the join-request or joinmaking the overheads that result from the proposed acknowledgment messages
the transient state esQoS extension small. Speci cally, the state kept at tablished at each router onisthelost,
path
from the requesting
an on-tree router is associated with the same down- router to an on-tree router is removed
upon timer exstream expire time timer. When a timer expires, the
The state created on the path along which a
corresponding state is removed. An on-tree router ini- piration.
message traverses will eventually
tiates a state update process by periodically sending join-acknowledgment
time
out,
due
to
the
lack
echo-request messages from
an echo-request message and piggybacking its state in downstream. Similarly, if ofany
quit-noti cation message
the message. Upon receiving an echo-request message, is lost, the valid state maintained
upstream routers
a parent router updates its state if needed, resets the will eventually time out, due to theatlack
of echo-request
associated timer, responds with an echo-reply message, messages from downstream. The same strategy
can be
and initiates (upstream) a state update process if its directly applied to the QoS extension mechanism to
deal
state does change.
with
loss
of
these
messages
(and
rejection-replay
mesTo deal with the situation in which message loss
as well). For example, if a join-acknowledgment
results in the removal of a valid soft state, we inves- sages
is lost on its way back to the on-tree router at
tigate whether or not the correctness of the proposed message
which
the
join-request initially arrives, some (upstream)
QoS extension is subject to loss of control messages. router(s) have
their temporary state into valid
To deal with the loss of echo-request/echo-reply mes- soft state, whilechanged
(downstream) router(s) remove
sages, CBT sets the upstream expire time and down- them. This does other
not a ect the correctness of the prostream expire time timer intervals K times larger than posed extension, because
the state at upstream routers
the echo interval timer interval so that echo-request will be adjusted upon receipt
of the next echo-request
messages can be lost (K , 1) consecutive times be- message. Similarly, when a leave-update
message is lost
fore the state is (incorrectly) removed. (K = 3 in the on its way upstream, the soft state maintained
upcurrent CBT protocol speci cation.) In the case that stream routers will be adjusted upon receipt of theatnext
echo-request messages are lost more than K consecutive echo-request message. The net e ect is, however, that
times, we consider the following two cases:
during the transient period new join requests may be
(C1) If a downstream router does not hear from its up- pessimistically rejected because of tighter (outdated)
stream router upon the upstream expire time timer state kept at some upstream routers. By the same toexpiration, it considers the path to its upstream ken, leave-update messages may be totally eliminated to
router as damaged, and sends a quit-noti cation reduce message overhead at the expense of pessimistic
message upstream, and ush-tree messages down- admission control during the transient period.

8 What if the QoS Requirements are
Heterogeneous

control capability for systems equipped with di erent admission control, resource reservation, QoS unicast/multicast routing, and message scheduling mechaSince CBT is a receiver-initiated multicast routing nisms [17]. NetSimQ allows users to input (1) the netprotocol, it is especially well-suited to support hetero- work topology, the link capacity and the node bu er
geneous receiver reservation, i.e., each receiver may re- size; (2) the trac characteristics and the QoS requirequest di erent levels of QoS [9]. Note, however, that ments of message streams; (3) the underlying message
it does not make sense for each receiver to request dif- model and the resource reservation protocol used; (4)
ferent bounds on the inter-destination delay jitter. The the message scheduling algorithms used; and (5) the
eligibility tests and the state update procedure can be routing protocols used. Di erent combinations of netmodi ed to support receiver heterogeneity as follows.
work con guration can be easily composed and evaluated in a plug-and-play fashion. With all the inputs, the
8.1 Receiver Heterogeneity in the Case of underlying simulation engine then emulates, for each
Additive QoS Parameters
connection (speci ed by the user or randomly generated
by the simulation engine), the connection establishment
Let Dv denote the delay bound imposed by a receiver phase, the data transfer phase, and the connection terrouter v, then the eligibility test (Eqs. (3.1){(3.2)) is mination phase, and keeps track of the network states
modi ed as
and simulation statistics. We take advantage of the simulation environment provided in NetSimQ , and evaluate
d(u; v) + dmax
(8.1) the proposed QoS extension in terms of (i) the percentI nf`g (; u)  Dv ;
age of join requests being rejected and (ii) message overand
head.
We construct three network con gurations in
d(v; u)  Dw ,d(u; w); for all group members w in Ts (u): NetSimQ in which all the network components are kept
(8.2) the same except the routing module. The rst two congurations use the CBT protocol and the CBT protocol
Note that Eq. (8.2) can be rewritten as
with the proposed QoS extension, respectively, as the
d(v; u)  w2min
D , d(u; w):
(8.3) routing module, while the third con guration includes
Ts (u) w
the CBT protocol with a straightforward \brute-force"
control method in which join-request mesThe per-interface state kept at each on-tree admission
sages
are
simply
forwarded on all the interfaces (i.e.,
router u is (i) dmax
i (; u) and (ii) the minimum all the on-tree routers jointly approve/disapprove joinlaxity de ned as the minimum di erence between requests ). The latter con guration is used to quantify
Dw and d(u; w) among all downstream on-tree the message overhead introduced by the proposed exgroup members w reachable on interface i, i.e., tension.
minw2Ts (u); reachable on interface i (Dw , d(u; w)).
Network topology: The network topology is ran8.2 Receiver Heterogeneity in the Case of domly generated using the method proposed in [18]: the
n routers of a graph are randomly placed on a CarteMultiplicative QoS Parameters
sian coordinate grid with unit spacing. The (x; y) coLet 1 , Lv denote the upper bound on the packet loss ordinates of each router was selected uniformly from
ratio imposed by a receiver router v, then the eligibility integers in [0; m], where m must be selected suchpthat
test (Eqs. (4.1){(4.2) ) is modi ed as
m2 > n. In our simulation, we choose m equal to 2n.
For each pair of routers, an edge is placed connecting
smin (; v) = s(u; v) + smin
I nf`g (; u)  log Lv ; (8.4) the two routers with probability
and

 log Lw , s(u; w); for all members w in Ts (u):
(8.5)
The state kept at each on-tree router u is (i)
smin
i (; u); and (ii) the maximum di erence between
log Lw and s(u; w) among all the downstream ontree group members w reachable on interface i, i.e.,
maxw2Ts(u); reachable on interface i (log Lw , s(u; w)).
s(v; u)

9 Experiment Results

We have developed a customized Java-integrated
network simulation tool, NetSimQ , to evaluate the QoS

v)
P (u; v) = exp( ,d(u;
L ) > ;
where d(u; v) is the distance between router u and v, L
is the maximum possible distance between two routers
and  is a random number from (0; 1). The parameters and are in the range (0; 1] and can be used
to obtain certain desirable characteristics in the topology. For example, a large gives nodes with a high
average degree, and a large favors long connections.
With appropriate parameters selected, this method has
been shown in [18] to render networks that resemble
\real world" networks. We ne tune and to generate networks with desired node degrees. Routers are
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Figure 2: The percentage that a join-request is rejected
under the proposed extension for small-size networks
with small-size multicast groups.
consecutively labeled starting from 0 and group members are randomly picked up. The router with a label
equal to the average of the labels of all the group members is (randomly) selected as the core for the multicast
group. The delay at each link is normally distributed
with mean and standard deviation varying from 1 to 3
units of time, respectively.5
Experiment design: We consider the case in which
the QoS requested is the end-to-end delay constraint.
Each simulation run is designed to vary one or more
of the following parameters: the network size, the average node degree, the size of multicast groups, and
the end-to-end delay constraint. We conduct two sets
of experiments. In the rst set of simulation runs, we
evaluate the proposed QoS extension under small-size
networks. The network size varies from n = 10 to 100
routers, the average node degree varies from 3 to 5, the
size of each multicast group varies from 4 to 16 members
(with each member being both a source and a receiver),
and the end-to-end delay requirement varies from 3.0 to
10.0 units of time. For each given set of parameters, 20
di erent network topologies are (randomly) generated
and 10 multicast groups are generated for each network
topology. The result is obtained by averaging statistics gathered from the 200 multicast groups generated
in each simulation run.
In the second set of simulation runs, we evaluate
the proposed extension under large-size networks with
large-size multicast groups. The network size is set to
n = 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 routers, respectively,
the average node degree varies from 2.5 to 3.5, the
size of each multicast group is set to 50, 75 and 100
members, respectively, and the end-to-end delay bound
varies from 12.0 to 18.0 units of time. For each given
set of parameters, 20 di erent network topologies are
generated and a multicast group is generated for each
network topology. The result is obtained by averaging
statistics gathered from the 20 multicast groups generated. Note that although only a single multicast group
is generated in each simulation run, we vary the mean
and variance of the link delay distribution to emulate
5 The absolute value of the outcome of the random variable
with normal distribution is used as the link delay.

Figure 3: The number of messages generated, in addition to those de ned in the CBT protocol, per successful
member join under the proposed extension for small-size
networks with small-size multicast groups.
the scenario in which background trac interferes with
the multicast group generated.
The performance data collected in each simulation
run are (i) the percentage that a join-request is rejected
under the proposed QoS extension; and (ii) the number
of additional messages sent per join-request approved
under the proposed extension, in addition to those dened in the CBT protocol. Item (i) gives an index
on how often the proposed mechanism rejects ineligible
new members so as to enforce QoS. A rejected member may send a join-request with a lower level of QoS,
attempts on an alternative route to join the multicast
(which requires modi cation of how a join-request locates a path to an on-tree router in CBT and is a subject of future research), or retry later (with the hope
that some on-tree group members that caused the QoS
violation have left). Item (ii) measures the message
overhead that results from deploying the proposed extension. For benchmarking purpose, we also give the
percentage of message overhead increased under the
proposed extension as compared to the original CBT
protocol and the percentage of message overhead reduced under the proposed mechanism as compared to
the brute-force method.
In spite of numerous system parameters involved,
the results are found to be quite robust in the sense that
the conclusion drawn from the performance curves for a
representative set of parameter values (reported below)
is valid over a wide range of parameter values. In particular, the conclusions drawn under the case in which
the QoS requirement is the end-to-end delay bound are
valid under the other cases.
Fig. 2{ 5 give the results of the rst set of simulation runs. As shown in Fig. 2, the percentage of joinrequests being rejected increases as the end-to-end delay
requirement becomes tighter or as the network size increases. For most of the combinations of network sizes
and QoS requirements, a non-negligible percentage of
join-requests do not pass the eligibility tests. This may
imply that the shortest-path-to-core approach which a
join-request uses to locate a route to join the multicast
tree in CBT may not be desirable when QoS is gured
in. An o -tree route search approach similar to that of
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Figure 4: The percentage of message overhead reduced under the proposed extension as compared to the
brute-force method for small-size networks with smallsize multicast groups.

Figure 5: The percentage of message overhead increased under the proposed extension as compared to
the CBT protocol for small-size networks with smallsize multicast groups.

YAM [19] or QoSMIC [20] may be deployed to nd a
better QoS-satisfying route.
Fig. 3 and 5 show that the message overhead introduced under the proposed extension does not increase
with network size, and ranges from 2% to 90% more
than that of the original CBT protocols. The percentage of message overhead introduced by the proposed
extension falls below 50% when the network size exceeds 100. This serves as an evidence that the proposed
extension is scalable. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4,
the proposed mechanism incurs 55%{85% less of control messages as compared to the \brute-force" method.
Another interesting nding is that the message overhead increases with the end-to-end delay requirement
(Fig. 3). This is because the overhead to approve a
join-request is generally much more than that to reject
one.
Fig. 6{ 9 gives the results of the second set of simulation runs. Similar to the rst set of experiments, a signi cant percentage (averagely 55%) of join-requests cannot be approved if they simply follow the shortest path
to the core to join the multicast tree. Again as shown
in Fig. 7 and 9, the message overhead does not increase
with the network size in large-scale networks, suggesting
that the proposed extension is scalable. Moreover, the
proposed extension incurs 80-97% less of messages as
compared to the \brute-force" method, and introduces
25-90% more messages than the original CBT protocol.

tree members; and (ii) a state update/refresh procedure
that is based on soft state and can be readily integrated
with the tree maintenance mechanism that already exists in CBT, e.g., sending of echo-requests and echoreplies in CBT. Experiment results show that the proposed extension is scalable because it only introduces
2-90% (25-90%) more messages than the CBT protocol
in small-size (large-size) networks. The proposed work
can be included as an (optional) QoS extension to CBT
and any other bi-directional multicast routing protocol
with an explicit member join procedure and a soft state
refresh procedure, such as Simple Multicast [10].

10 Conclusion
This paper presents a set of QoS enhancements to
allow QoS deployment in the Core Based Tree (CBT)
Protocol [1, 2], with the minimum possible impact to
the existing infrastructure. Di erent levels of QoS in
the form of additive QoS (e.g., end-to-end delay bound),
multiplicative QoS (e.g., maximum packet loss ratio),
and/or concave (e.g., minimum bandwidth available)
can be supported.
Major components of the QoS extension include (i)
a set of simple eligibility tests to verify whether or not a
new member can join a multicast tree at adequate QoS,
while not violating the existing QoS to the other on-
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window-based depending on whether the transmission
rate or the the window size is adjusted in response to
network congestion. At the same time, a congestion control scheme could be tree-based [PSLB97] or broadcastbased [FJM+ 95] depending on the topology used to send
feedback to the sender. It is thus clear that the design
space for such schemes is extremely diverse and careful
analysis is required in order to identify the relative merits
and demerits of a specific scheme.
A multicast congestion control scheme has two main
components: a policy component that enforces a specific congestion control discipline, and a monitor component that monitors the network and provides information
about the state of congestion in the network to the policy
component. It is the policy component that determines,
for example, whether the regulation parameter [GS99] is
the transmission rate or the window size, and whether the
feedback topology is tree-based or broadcast-based. The
monitor component supports the policy component by
collecting and consolidating information about the network state, such as round trip times and packet losses
and makes it available to the policy component. This information is used by the policy component to regulate
the transmission rate or the window size. In short, the
monitor component provides a basic architecture that can
be used to build specific congestion control schemes, as
determined by the policy component. In this paper, we
focus on this architecture. We first identify what network related information a monitor component needs to
provide to a policy component. We then study how this
architecture (or the method of collecting this information) is affected by the choice of different parameters in
the policy component.
The main contribution of this paper is a detailed study

Abstract

As multicast applications are becoming more common,
multicast congestion control has become an important
problem. In this paper, we present an architecture for
multicast congestion control schemes. We identify three
components that constitute this architecture: namely, the
feedback consolidation mechanism, the round-trip time
measurement mechanism, and the loss detection and
timeout mechanism. We then show how these mechanisms can be implemented for both rate-based and
window-based congestion control schemes under various feedback topologies. Finally, we discuss the tradeoffs involved in these implementations when we use
the different congestion control schemes (rate-based vs.
window-based) and feedback topologies.
1 Introduction

Multicast congestion control has become an important
problem as multicast applications are becoming more
widespread on the Internet. A large class of multicast
applications use reliable multicast which requires lossless data delivery from a sender to a receiver group.
For example, a software vendor could use this service
to distribute the latest version of its software to its registered customer base1 . Over the last year, multiple
congestion control schemes for reliable multicast have
been proposed [RVC98, GS99, Chi98, WC98, HF98].
These schemes come in a variety of flavors: for example, a congestion control scheme could be rate-based or
1 This is in contrast to multicast applications that do not require
every data packet to be delivered at the destinations. For example,
applications that use multicast to distribute audio and/or video over
the Multicast Backbone (MBONE) can tolerate dropped packets up to
some threshold limit.

1

of alternative architectures for constructing congestion
control schemes for reliable multicast. We identify three
basic primitives (or mechanisms) that constitute this architecture: the feedback consolidation mechanism, the
round trip time measurement mechanism, and the loss
detection and timeout mechanism. We then present how
these mechanisms can be implemented in a variety of
scenarios that are determined by the configuration of the
policy component. For example, we try to answer questions such as “What effect does the choice of rate or window size as a regulation parameter have on how we consolidate feedback?” or “How should we estimate round
trip times when a tree-based feedback mechanism is used
as opposed to when a broadcast-based feedback mechanism is used?” and so on. The purpose of this paper
is not to study specific congestion control schemes or to
propose new ones, but rather to develop a framework for
studying general techniques for doing multicast congestion control. This will enable us to understand the tradeoffs involved when choosing a certain congestion control
scheme for a specific application.
We find that if round-trip times are to be estimated
in a scalable manner, it is necessary that the receivers be
organized into some kind of hierarchy to send feedback.
The more well-defined the hierarchy, the more accurate
the round-trip time estimates. We also find that in the absence of a well-defined hierarchy, rate-based schemes allow for more scalable feedback consolidation (and therefore reduced feedback overheads) than window-based
schemes. Finally, we find that timeouts can be detected
more accurately when a well-defined hierarchy exists for
the receivers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief overview of the requirements
for multicast congestion control and identifies the three
mechanisms that constitute the monitor component. Section 3 explores how feedback consolidation can be scalably done under a variety of environments. Section 4 discusses how round-trip times can be estimated in a scalable manner. Section 5 describes mechanisms for loss
detection and timeouts. We discuss the implications of
our findings and conclude in Section 6.

2 Requirements for Reliable Multicast Congestion
Control

An end-to-end congestion control scheme controls network congestion by regulating traffic at the sender. Two
well-know types of end-to-end traffic regulation are the
rate-based and the window-based schemes. In rate-based
schemes, the regulation parameter is the transmission
rate (or the sending rate) rs . This means that traffic is
regulated by keeping rs at or below an acceptable level.
Rate-based schemes work in the same way for both unicast and multicast communication. In window-based
schemes, the regulation parameter is the number of outstanding packets to the receiver(s) and the traffic is controlled by keeping this number at or below the assigned
window size. It is shown in [GS99] that in multicast
communication, window-based regulation requires one
window size wj per receiver j : the number of outstanding packets to each receiver must be independently controlled and kept below the corresponding window size.
Applying a common window size to all receivers typically results in restricting the multicast transmission rate
beyond the requirements of congestion control. Therefore, window-based schemes for multicast must use N
regulation parameters wj , where N is the number of receivers.
An important part of traffic regulation is to adaptively
determine the regulation parameter(s) of choice, based
on the network congestion status. In rate-based regulation, the approach that has been commonly proposed
for determining the rate rs , is to first determine an acceptable rate rj for each receiver j , solely based on congestion status of the network path leading to j , and regardless of other receivers’ status. The actual multicast
transmission rate rs is then set to

rs

= min r
j

j

:

(1)

This approach for determining the multicast transmission rate may be called unicast decomposition since the
nominal receiver rates rj are determined based only on
the status of the communication path to j . In windowbase regulation, the unicast decomposition approach
translates to determining each window size wj , solely
based on the congestion status of the path leading to j
[GS99]. In general, one can conceive of other ways of
updating the regulation parameters. However, our dis2

In this paper, we describe an architecture composed
of the above three elements to support implementation
of congestion control. We are not interested in the form
and details of algorithms needed to update receiver rates
or window sizes, beyond asserting that such algorithms
utilize the message loss, and round trip time (RTT) information available to each receiver for the following purposes:

cussion in this paper is based on the unicast decomposition approach, since it leads to simpler implementations.
The current Internet lacks mechanisms for explicit
congestion notification. Thus, the only available signs of
congestion are the packet losses and packet delays that
are observable by each receiver. Therefore, an algorithm
for updating a receiver’s nominal rate rj or window
size wj must make use of the loss and delay (or round
trip time) measurements pertaining to packets traveling
towards that receiver. Unlike TCP congestion control
where such an update algorithm is run at the sender, scalable implementations of congestion control for multicast
communication require a receiver-driven approach. In
this approach, each receiver j is responsible for updating
its rate rj or window size wj based on its delay and loss
observations. As (1) indicates, in rate-based regulation,
the receiver should provide a feedback with the updated
value rj to the sender (or some other entity in the group)
so that the transmission rate rs may be determined. In
window-based regulation, however, the updated window
size wj is not the right feedback to be sent by j . As
shown in [GS99], each receiver should compute a number nj as the maximum packet sequence number that it
expects and send a feedback with that value. This parameter nj is a function of the window size wj and other
information locally available at j [GS99]. The sender
performs traffic regulation by only sending packets up to
the sequence number nsend , determined by

nsend

= min n
j

j

:

– The loss information serves as the main indication of
congestion, in the current Internet where no mechanism for explicit congestion notification exists.
– The round trip time estimation, if done on a short time
scale, provides an additional measure of network
congestion.
– More importantly, the receiver round trip time information could be necessary in order to achieve
a certain fairness criterion in congestion control.
As shown in [GS99], if the fairness criterion is
such that the average throughput is inversely proportional to the round-trip time (a la TCP), then rate
based regulation scheme require the estimation of
round trip times. On the other hand, if the fairness
criterion is such that the average throughput is independent of the round-trip time, then window based
regulation schemes require estimation of round trip
times. Thus, in order to achieve a given fairness
criterion in congestion control schemes, it is not
possible to implement both rate-based and windowbased schemes without estimating round-trip times.
For at least one of these two forms of regulation,
receiver RTTs must be known.

(2)

We refer to the ensemble of activities needed to execute
(1) or (2), as consolidation of receiver feedback.
We now summarize the results of the above discussion. Implementing an end-to-end, receiver-driven, multicast congestion control strategy, based on unicast decomposition, requires mechanisms for executing the following activities in a scalable manner.

A particularly important case in loss detection is the
detection of back-to-back losses up to (and including)
the most recent message from the sender. It is important
that the receivers be able to distinguish this case from the
situation where the sender simply stops sending. Timeouts are necessary for this purpose and thus the appropriate setting of timeouts is an important function.
We now briefly describe the elements in the policy component that affect the architectural elements.
For the purposes of this paper, we have identified two
such elements — the regulation parameter and the feedback topology. The regulation parameter can either
be the transmission rate, in which case the conges-

– A mechanism for consolidating receiver feedback in
(1) or (2).
– A mechanism for estimating receiver round trip times,
and
– A mechanism for detecting packet losses and timeouts.
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using a tree-based topology either at the transport layer
or at the network layer. Since the current Internet does
not have any network layer support for congestion control, we use a transport layer tree topology for sending
feedback. Another solution would be to suppress feedback from receivers that have been determined not to
have the smallest feedback. One way to accomplish this
is with a broadcast-based feedback topology where every
receiver can hear the feedback sent by other receivers. A
receiver that hears a feedback smaller than its own suppresses its own feedback. This approach is similar to
the technique used for error control in the SRM protocol [FJM+ 95]. Hybrid topologies based on various combinations of the tree- and broadcast-based topologies can
also be used. In the rest of this section, we study feedback consolidation using these topologies for both ratebased and window-based congestion control. However,
before considering any specific feedback topology, we
describe a feedback suppression technique that can be
used in any feedback topology.

tion control mechanism is rate-based, or the window
sizes, in which case the congestion control mechanism is
window-based. For example, TCP uses a window-based
mechanism whereas the proposed TCP Friendly Reliable Multicast Congestion Control Algorithm (TFMCC)
[HF98] is a rate-based one. As we shall see in Section 3, the choice of the regulation parameter has important consequences for the architecture. The second
policy element that affects the architecture is the feedback topology. A common feedback topology is the treebased feedback topology where the receivers are organized into a tree (typically at transport layer) with the
sender at the root, and each receiver sends its feedback
to its parent in the tree. The RMTP protocol [PSLB97]
uses this mechanism. Alternatively, a broadcast-based
feedback topology could be used, such as in the SRM
protocol [FJM+ 95]. In this case, each receiver broadcasts its feedback to the entire multicast group (or a
subset thereof). Excess feedbacks are suppressed using
randomization or some other technique, so as to avoid
the feedback implosion problem. Note that the feedback topology is different from the feedback consolidation mechanism — they are undoubtedly tightly coupled, but the feedback topology specifies who to send the
feedback to and the feedback consolidation mechanism
specifies how to make the feedback sending mechanism
scale. In the next few sections, we discuss each of the architectural elements in greater detail and show how they
are affected by the different choices for the regulation
parameter and the feedback topology.

3.1 Suppression of Receiver Feedback

We consider rate-based congestion control first. We assume that congestion control feedback rj is sent from
each receiver j directly to the sender. We also assume
that the current transmission rate is known to the receivers. This information can be explicitly included in
the packet headers at the time of transmission. Furthermore, the receivers may send feedback either periodically, or when certain special packets (typically flagged
by the sender) are received. In either case, we refer to
the interval between successive rounds of feedback as
the feedback interval.
Let rspast be the most recent transmission rate of the
sender. Let the smallest feedback received by the sender
during the previous feedback interval be from receiver
b, i.e., let rbpast
rspast . Denote by Æmax the maximum
increase that the rate rb of receiver b could have undergone during the past feedback interval. Based on the
algorithm used to update receiver rates, an explicit expression can be provided for Æmax as a function of rspast
and the duration of the most recent feedback interval. It
follows that the feedback rb that receiver b now provides
to the sender cannot be more than rbpast Æmax . Therefore, unless receiver b has dropped out of the multicast
group, the transmission rate, rs , of the sender after the

3 Consolidation of Receiver Congestion Control
Feedback

While the feedback consolidation in (1) or (2) is conceptually simple, it still poses a scalability problem at the
sender if the sender is left with the task of receiving and
processing feedback from all receivers and performing
the minimization. This scalability problem may be alleviated in a number of ways. One solution would be
to organize the receivers into a hierarchy of groups and
subgroups. The consolidation can now be performed in
multiple stages by first consolidating the feedback of receivers within the smallest subgroups and then progressively consolidating feedback in larger subgroups until it
is complete [GS99]. This solution can be implemented

=

+
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following conditions are met:

next update will satisfy:

rs

 rpast + Æmax :
s

min(r ; rlast ) > rpast + Æmax;

(3)

j

It follows that a receiver j with the updated rate rj can
suppress its feedback if

rj > rspast

+ Æmax;

j

or,

rj

s

 rlast :

(6)

(7)

j

Qualitatively speaking, when receiver rates typically
undergo small changes during an update, with-memory
consolidation results in better suppression. Conversely,
if the rate update algorithm is more dynamic and results
in larger changes in receiver rates, memoryless consolidation could allow for more suppression, since it is less
likely that (6) would be satisfied even when (4) is met.
In general, Æmax should be a relatively small value
since the increments in receiver rates during rate updates are typically small. Therefore, the above suppression policy in both memoryless and with-memory cases
leads to substantial reduction in the number of feedback
messages sent to the sender. Typically, a small fraction
of receivers would need to send feedback during each
feedback interval. Nevertheless, the scalability improvement provided by the above suppression policy is relative; with a sufficiently large multicast group, the sender
could still suffer from the feedback implosion problem.
In Sections 3.3 and 3.2, we shall discuss other feedback
consolidation techniques that either improve the performance of the feedback suppression mechanism or make
the consolidation mechanism scale better.
We consider window-based congestion control next.
For a receiver j , let wj and mj denote the window size
of j and the highest packet sequence number received by
j. Assuming that all packets with sequence numbers up
to mj have been received, the feedback parameter nj is
calculated by j as [GS99],

(4)

because the new value of rj will have no effect in updating the value of rs .
We now ask the following question: if the feedback
value of a receiver remains (almost) unchanged after
a feedback interval, should the receiver send the feedback? The answer depends on whether the sender, after
each feedback interval, removes the feedback value that
it has received from each receiver, or stores it and continues to apply it in subsequent updates until it receives a
new feedback from the same receiver. We refer to these
two scenarios as memoryless and with-memory consolidation, respectively. It may appear that with-memory
consolidation allows for better suppression since a feedback need not be sent unless its value has changed. This
is not always true: let rjlast denote the last feedback value
sent by j to the sender. Assume that, after an update,
the new feedback value rj satisfies the condition stated
in (4). In memoryless consolidation, the feedback can be
safely suppressed by j . However, in with-memory consolidation, the suppression would be allowed only if the
outdated feedback value rjpast , which is kept at the sender,
also satisfies
rjlast > rspast Æmax :
(5)

+

Otherwise, rjlast could become the smallest feedback
value at the sender during the next update and restrict the
new sender rate, unnecessarily. Note that rjlast and rspast
do not necessarily belong to the same feedback interval;
while rspast is the transmission rate during the most recent
interval, rjlast is the most recent feedback sent by j , which
may have been sent during any previous interval.
The above observations for the cases of memoryless
and with-memory consolidation may be summarized as
follows:

nj

=m +w :
j

(8)

j

We now determine the conditions under which receiver
j can suppress its feedback. Let mj oj be the highest sequence number of a packet that has been sent by
the sender at the time it receives a feedback (if not suppressed) from j for packet nj . It follows that oj is the
number of outstanding packets that have been sent to
receiver j when feedback for nj arrives at the sender.
We can further say that the feedback for nj can be suppressed if nj is sufficiently larger than mj oj . Alternatively, using (8), we can say that the feedback for nj
can be suppressed if wj is sufficiently larger than oj .

+

Memoryless Consolidation: Feedback may be suppressed by a receiver j , provided that rj satisfies
(4).

+

With-memory Consolidation: Feedback may be suppressed by a receiver j , provided that one of the
5

to the one used in [FJM+ 95] for the suppression of error control messages. Once the sender polls the receivers
to send their congestion control feedback, each receiver
schedules the transmission of its feedback after a random delay. However, the feedback is suppressed if, prior
to the scheduled time, the receiver hears a feedback from
some other receiver with a lesser or equal value. The delay distribution used to schedule the sending of the feedback depends on the feedback value to be reported, such
that receivers with a smaller feedback value (and thus
more likely to form the bottleneck) tend to send their
feedback sooner. A random (rather than a fixed) delay
is used so that the transmission of feedback by receivers
with almost equal feedback parameters would not coincide. This would allow for the suppression of similar
feedback messages which have been scheduled for a later
time.
The performance of the above feedback suppression
scheme is still to be studied. However, it is qualitatively clear that the amount of suppression that can be
achieved by this technique depends on the ratio of the
maximum permissible delay in scheduling feedback to
receiver round trip times. Unless the feedback from different receivers can be spread over several round trip
times, the achievable suppression would be negligible.
The random wait suppression scheme can be be combined with the suppression technique proposed in Section 3.1 to achieve better performance. In this combined
scheme, a feedback will not be scheduled if the feedback
value exceeds the threshold specified in (4) (or, in the
case of with-memory consolidation, satisfies (6) or (7)).
Finally, we note that the random wait suppression
scheme, like the technique of Section 3.1, cannot be
extended to window-based congestion control. The
essence of a window-based scheme is to provide quick
feedback from receivers in order to achieve tight control
at the sender over the number of outstanding packets to
each receiver. This approach is inconsistent with delaying receiver feedback for up to several round trip times,
which is necessary to enable sufficient suppression.

There are two major problems in determining oj .
First, the receiver needs to determine the number of outstanding packets at a time in the future: i.e., the time
when the feedback for nj would reach the sender (if not
suppressed). This issue can be addressed by using some
upper bound on oj , based on the number of outstanding
packets to j at some recent time in the past. For example,
denote the number of outstanding packets to j
let opast
j
when packet mj was sent by the sender. It may be possible to find a value max such that the following upper
bound would hold:

oj

 opast + max:
j

(9)

Using this result, the decision to suppress the feedback
for nj would depend on whether or not wj is larger
than opast
max . The second problem is that in large
j
multicast groups, determining the number of outstanding packets to j , even at some time in the past, is not
feasible. This would involve sending acknowledgments
from each receiver j to the sender for some or all packets,
having the sender determine the number of outstanding
packets for each j , and reporting it back to j . This procedure does not scale and produces additional feedback
messages instead of suppressing them.
In conclusion, while the transmission rate can be
readily determined by each receiver in a multicast group,
the same is not true about the number of outstanding
packets to the receivers. Notice also that the transmission rate is the same for the whole multicast group,
while the number of outstanding packets vary from receiver to receiver. Because of this fundamental difference between determining the rate and the number of
outstanding packets, we conclude that the feedback suppression method discussed above for rate-based congestion control cannot be extended to window-based congestion control without severely limiting scalability.

+

3.2 Feedback Consolidation for Broadcast-based
Topologies

We now consider a pure broadcast feedback topology in
which each receiver broadcasts its feedback messages to
the entire multicast group. In [HF98], a feedback suppression technique for rate-based congestion control has
been described which exploits the fact that each receiver
hears the feedback sent by other receivers. We refer to it
as the random wait technique. The idea is very similar

3.3 Feedback Consolidation for Tree-based Topologies

In sections 3.1 and 3.2, we attempted to improve scalability by suppressing feedback messages that could be
avoided. In this section, we summarize an alternative ap6

lem at the sender for large multicast groups. One possible solution would be to measure one-way delays at the
receivers assuming some form of global clock synchronization between the sender and the receivers. However,
this approach has a scalability problem since clock synchronization algorithms depend on all-to-all broadcast
messages. An alternative approach would be to have all
members of the multicast group synchronize to GPS receivers, but such systems are still not commonplace. To
address this issue, we present a family of round-trip time
estimation algorithms that do not require clock synchronization, are scalable, and work for multiple feedback
topologies.

proach for improving scalability [GS99]. We consider a
multicast session with receivers organized hierarchically
in a tree, with the sender at the root, as shown in Figure 4.1. In order to eliminate feedback implosion at the
sender, the consolidation of feedback messages can be
performed in a distributed fashion at each node in the
tree. Each receiver in the tree periodically sends congestion control feedback only to its parent in the tree. The
parent consolidates the feedback information from all its
children along with its own and sends it up the tree. Note
that each receiver can either send its feedback to its parent as soon as the feedback value changes, or it can send
this value periodically (such as every Æj units of time).
Feedback consolidation using a tree-based topology
scales well. For any group size, a hierarchical group organization always exists such that the number of children
of the sender or any parent receiver could be limited as
desired. Moreover, this approach is equally applicable to
rate-based and window-based congestion control.
Finally, we note that in rate-based congestion control,
the above tree-based consolidation scheme can, in principle, be combined with the feedback suppression technique of Section 3.1 to further minimize the number of
feedback messages processed by each entity. However,
the improvement obtained from this combination is negligible except for tree-based topologies where the number of children per parent is very large.

4.1 The Tree-based Feedback Topology

We first consider a multicast session with a tree-based
feedback topology (Figure 4.1) in which each receiver j
regularly sends congestion control feedback information
to its parent. We define the round trip time for a receiver
j to be equal to the time that elapsed between the sender
multicasting a packet p (to all receivers in the group including j ) and the potential impact of j ’s acknowledgment for p reaching the sender. We use the term “potential impact of j ’s acknowledgment for p reaching the
sender” since an acknowledgment from a receiver low
down in the feedback tree never directly reaches the
sender, but is filtered and aggregated by intermediate
nodes. Now, the average round trip time j for receiver
j can be expressed as,

4 Estimation of Round-Trip Times

In this section, we describe algorithms for measuring
round-trip times in a multicast setting. For this purpose, we first define what we mean by the notion of a
round-trip time in a multicast environment. Typically,
the round-trip time between a sender and a receiver is
equal to the time elapsed between the sender sending
a packet and receiving an acknowledgment for it from
the receiver. In unicast communication, the packet round
trip times are measured by taking the difference between
the time a packet is sent out and the arrival of its acknowledgment at the sender. Since both the send time
and the time of acknowledgment arrival are measured
at the sender, clock synchronization between the sender
and the destination is not required.
This approach cannot be used in multicast communication since it would lead to the ack implosion prob-

j

= +Æ +
s;j

j

j;s

;

(10)

where s;j denotes the average one-way delay associated
with the forward path from the sender to receiver j , j;s
denotes the average time between the transmission of a
feedback message by receiver j and the potential impact
of this message reaching the sender, and Æj is the average time between the arrival of a packet at j and the
transmission of the first congestion control feedback out
of j . For example, if congestion control feedback messages are sent by receiver j periodically, with a period
of j , the time between the arrival of a packet at j and
the transmission of the first congestion control feedback
out of j is uniformly distributed between and j . This
implies that Æj
j= .
Denoting the parent of receiver j in the tree hierarchy
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Figure 1: A hierarchical organization of receivers for upward consolidation of congestion control feedback and
downward distribution of delay information.

j;j 0

as j 0 , the delay term j;s in (10) can be expressed as

j;s

= +Æ +
j;j 0

j0

(11)

j 0 ;s

= +Æ +
s;j 0

j0

j 0 ;s

:

j 0

= +Æ +
s;j

j;j 0

j

(13)

We now show that the delay difference j j 0 in equation 13 can be locally determined by the parent j 0 . Consider a multicast packet p. Let tps denote the time at
which p is transmitted by the sender. Let tpj , tpj0 denote
the arrival time of p at j , j 0 , respectively. We denote
by fdbk p; j the first congestion control feedback sent
from j to j 0 after time tpj . Let this feedback arrive at j 0

( )
fdbk

at time tj 0

( ) . Clearly,
p;j

E ftpj0 g

=t +
p
s

s;j 0

;

j;j 0

j

:

(15)

= tfdbk(

p;j

j0

)

tpj0 :

(16)

= E ftfdbk(
+Æ + 

p
E fj;j
0g

s;j
j

j

)

p;j g

j0

j;j 0

j 0 :

E ftpj0 g

s;j 0

(17)

= +
j;j 0

j0

:

(18)

In summary, we have shown that the round trip time
of each receiver j can be recursively determined by
adding j;j 0 to the round trip time of its parent. The
quantity j;j 0 , for each receiver j , may be determined
p
by its parent j 0 . This can be done by measuring j;j
0 for
different packets p and determining their average. We
refer to j;j 0 as the RTT differential of receiver j .
p
Note that for the parent j 0 to measure j;j
0 , it must
be able to identify which of the feedback messages received from j is the first one sent following the arrival
of p at j . In order to facilitate this discussion, we now
make a distinction between the congestion control feedback and per-packet acknowledgments that are sent by
each receiver j to its parent (for all or some of the packets received by j ) in order to assist the parent in calculating the RTT differential of j . The distinction made
here between the congestion control feedback and the acknowledgments is an abstract one; in reality both types
of information could be embedded in the same physical message. Using the notation introduced earlier, let
(p;j)
tpj denote the time when p arrives at j and let tAck
j
denote the time when j sends out the acknowledgment
Ack(p;j )
denote the time when
for p. Furthermore, let tj 0

(12)

s;j 0

=
=
=

j

Combining (10), (11), and (12) we get,

j

s;j

Or, equivalently,

where j;j 0 denotes the average one-way delay for the
congestion feedback from receiver j to reach its parent
j 0 . Thus j;s is the sum of the average time for the feedback to go from j to j 0 and then from j 0 to the sender s.
The Æj 0 term accounts for the average time between the
arrival of a feedback message from the child j and the
transmission of the first feedback message out of j 0 .
We now develop a recursive algorithm in which the
round trip time j of each receiver j is determined using
the round trip time j 0 of its parent j 0 . To this end, we
first use an expansion similar to (10) for j 0 ,

j 0

+ +Æ +

This quantity is the difference in time between the occurrence of two events: the first event occurs when j 0 receives the packet p and the second, when j 0 receives the
first feedback message that j sent out after j received p.
Since these two events are both observed by the same receiver j 0 , their time difference can be measured without
any clock synchronization. Furthermore, by combining
p
(13) – (16), we may express the average value of j;j
0 , as
follows
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Now, consider the quantity

 ^


Fj

E ftj 0

(14)
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j 0 receives this acknowledgment, and let j denote the
expected time it takes j to send the acknowledgment for
packet p after it has received p, i.e.,

= E ft

j

^

( )

tpj g :

Ack p;j
j

(19)



Finally, let j;j 0 denote the expected time difference between the arrival of p at j 0 and the arrival of the corresponding acknowledgment from j , i.e.,

^ = E ft

j;j 0

( )

tpj0 g:

Ack p;j
j0

^

=
=

tps

+ + +
Æ + ;
s;j

j;j 0

j;j 0

j

j

(21)

j

=0

= ^ + Æ
j

j :

j

(24)

^ = ^

4.2 The Broadcast-based Feedback Topology

We now come to the case of the broadcast-based feedback topology. As explained in Section 3.2, in its purest
form, a broadcast-based feedback topology works as follows: on the receipt of a packet, a receiver waits for a
period of random duration to see if it receives a feedback from some other receiver that is less than or equal
to its own feedback. If not, it broadcasts its own feedback to the multicast group. In such a scenario, it is very
difficult, if not impossible, to estimate RTTs at the receivers because a particular receiver may never send any
feedbacks. We therefore solve the problem for a slightly
more structured topology, namely, the hop-scoped feedback topology that is described in the next section.

(23)

Thus, we conclude that the receiver round trip times in
a multicast group organized as a tree hierarchy can be
estimated using the following algorithm:



j :

(22)

j;j 0

and sends it down to j . Using (18), (21) and (19), j can
determine its round trip time j as

j

j

A more detailed description of this algorithm and some
applications can be found in [BG98]. A similar algorithm was independently developed and presented at the
RMRG meeting in Dec, 1998 [Rhe98].

^

j0

j

and sends a message with the updated information
to k . This process is initiated every T seconds by
the sender, which sends to each child k its adjusted
k;s . (Recall that for the
round trip time k
.)
sender s, s

^

^ =  + ^

= ^ + Æ

^ = +^

s;j 0

where the last equality results from (13). The difference
between the quantity j;j 0 which can be measured by j 0
and the desired quantity j;j 0 consists of two terms j
and Æj , both of which can be measured by the receiver
j.
Now suppose that j 0 knows its round trip time j 0 ,
and the adjusted RTT differential j;j 0 for its child j .
Then j 0 computes the parameter

j

^

It also updates the adjusted round trip time of each
child k as
k j k;j
(25)

(t +  )
p
s

Each time a receiver j receives a new feedback from
j 0 about its adjusted round trip time j , it updates its
round trip time as,

j

(20)

We call this the adjusted RTT differential. It follows that

j;j 0

Each receiver j maintains an estimate of the parameter j . Every time it sends an acknowledgment
for a packet p to its parent, it uses the time elapsed
between the arrival of p and the sending of the acknowledgment for p to update j .

Each receiver j that is a parent in the tree hierarchy
maintains an estimate of the adjusted RTT differential k;j for each child k . Each time j receives a
packet p from the sender and an acknowledgment
for p from k , it uses the time difference between
these two events to update k;j . The update may
be done by an exponentially weighted algorithm or
some other averaging process. This calculation is
also performed by the sender for each of its children, i.e., for each receiver which is just one level
below the sender in the tree hierarchy.

^

^

4.3 The Hop-Scoped Feedback Topology

The idea of a hop-scoped feedback topology has been
previously used for error-control [LESZ98]. In this
topology, each receiver sends out a feedback with a timeto-live (TTL) field that limits the scope to all neighbors

9

(

=

(

In the multiparent hierarchical feedback topology, the receivers are
organized as in the tree-based case, except that each node
can now have multiple parents. The only exceptions are
the direct descendants of the root, which have a single
parent.
Each receiver in the multi-parent tree topology sends
its congestion control feedback to all its parents. Each
parent then consolidates feedbacks from all its children
and sends the consolidated feedback up the tree till the
feedback reaches the root. This is possible because the
multi-parent hierarchical topology is loop-free i.e., it is
not possible to start from a receiver j and follow some
child-parent chain in the topology to end up at j once
more.
It is clear from the above description that the potential
impact of a receiver’s congestion control feedback can
reach the sender through multiple paths. Therefore, the
round trip time is determined by the feedback path with
the smallest delay. Note that the feedback path with the
minimum delay may change on a per-packet basis.
We shall now show that the iterative approach (described in the last section) for estimating round trip times
is in essence applicable to the multi-parent hierarchical topology. This approach uses the delay differential
measured at each receiver. However, since we need to
determine for each packet, the smallest round trip time
over multiple feedback paths, the estimation of round
trip times requires some additional steps.
Consider a receiver j and let Pj denote the set of parents of j , i.e. the receivers to which j sends its congestion control feedback. Let fdbk m; j denote the first
congestion control feedback sent by j , following the arrival of message m at j . The message m can either be a
feedback message sent by a child of j , or a data packet
sent by the sender. Denote by Æ m; j the time elapsed
between the arrival of m at j and the transmission of

)

(

)

( )

0

(

)

fdbk

where tps is defined in Section 4.1 and ts
denotes the time at which the potential impact of
fdbk m; j reaches the sender, assuming that j has no
parent other than j 0 . When j has multiple parents, the
earliest time at which the potential impact of fdbk m; j
reaches the sender is

The Multi-Parent Feedback Topology:

(

)

fdbk m; j by j . Consider a parent j 0 2 Pj , and a given
0
packet p. Denote by jp;j the round trip time of packet
p for receiver j , assuming that j has no parent other than
j 0 . Then,
0
 tfdbk(p;j);j0 tp ;
jp;j
(26)
s
s

within a certain number of hops. Any neighbor who receives such a feedback, consolidates it with all the other
feedbacks it has received, and rebroadcasts it (using the
same hop scoped mechanism) till it reaches the sender.
To solve the RTT measurement problem in this topology, we first solve the problem in an intermediate, multiparent hierarchical topology, and then show how to extend the solution to the hop-scoped topology.

p;j ;j

)

tsfdbk(p;j )

= min tfdbk(

)

p;j ;j

s

j 0 2Pj

0

:

(27)

Therefore, jp , or the round trip time of p to receiver j ,
would be

jp

= tfdbk( )
= min 

tps

p;j

s

p;j

j 0 2Pj

0

j

:

(28)

m
denote the time taken by message m to go
Let k;`
from k to `, where m represents a data packet or feedback message, and k , ` represent nodes in the feedback
0
hierarchy. Using this notation, we can expand jp;j as

jp;j

0

=
=

+ Æ(p; j ) +  fdbk( )
fdbk( )
 + Æ (p; j ) + 
+
fdbk(fdbk(
Æ (fdbk(p; j ); j ) + 
p
s;j

p;j

j;s

p;j

p

j;j 0

s;j

) ) : (29)

p;j ;j

0

j 0 ;s

0

p
Next, notice that the quantity j;j
0 , earlier defined in
(16), may be expressed as

p
j;j
0

= tfdbk( ) t
= (t +  + Æ(p; j ) +  fdbk( ) ) (t +  )
(30)
=  + Æ(p; j ) +  fdbk( )  :
p;j

p

j0

p
s

j0

p;j

p

p
s

j;j 0

s;j

p;j

p

j;j 0

s;j

p

s;j 0

p

s;j 0

p
0
As we observed before, j;j
0 can be measured by j , pro0
vided that j knows which congestion control feedback
received from j is the first feedback sent following the
arrival of p at j . Earlier, we showed that for a tree-based
p
topology, j;j 0 (which is the same as E fj;j
0 g) equals the
difference between the round trip times of j and j 0 . In
order to check the validity of a similar relationship here,
p(j )
let us first define the auxiliary parameter j 0 , as

~

jp0(j )

~
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=

jp;j

0

p
j;j
0 :

(31)

n

6= min E  + ~ ( )
= min f +  g ;

From (29)–(31), it follows that

~

( )=

j 0

p j

p

s;j 0

+ Æ(fdbk(p; j ); j )+ 
0

( ( ) )

fdbk fdbk

j 0 ;s

p;j ;j

0

jp0

=  + Æ(p; j ) +  fdbk(
p

p;j

0

s;j 0

j 0 ;s
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(

(33)
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(

(

(

)

j

~
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=

^

^ = min

=
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j 0 2Pj

where

p
j;j
0



+ ^

p

j0

^ = 0 :

;

(38)

(39)

Theorem 1 Assume that the transmission delays between the various pairs of receivers in the multicast
group are statistically independent. Also assume that
the waiting times Æ m; j between the arrival of a data
packet or feedback message m at a receiver j and the
transmission of the first feedback from j after this arrival
are statistically independent of the arrival time of m and
the type of m. Then, for each receiver j , the modified
packet round trip time jp and the actual packet round
trip time jp are identically distributed. In particular,

(

+~

=

=



sp

All we need for a receiver j is the average round trip
E fjp g, and not the round trip time jp for
time j
each packet p. Note that in general, the average of the
minimum of several random variables is not equal to the
minimum of their averages, i.e.

j

(37)

Definition 1 The modified round trip time of packet p
for receiver j is recursively defined as

j 0
j j;j 0 , and the result in (34) agrees with our
earlier observation in (18).
We now use the result in (34) to calculate the average
round trip times j . First, combining (28) and (31), we
have


p(j )
p
jp


:
(35)
0
0
j;j
j
0
j 2Pj

;

=

p

= min

j0

jp0(j ) 6 jp0 , the packet round trip times to various receivers in the multicast group cannot be determined recursively. In the following, we exploit the fact that
E fjp0(j ) g
E fjp0 g, and come up with an auxiliary
quantity, called the modified packet round trip time jp .
This quantity can be determined recursively and then
used to calculate the average round trip time j .

)

=

p

j;j 0

p j

In the special case of a tree-based topology where each
0
jp . Therefore,
receiver j has only one parent, jp;j
p j

p

j

~()

~

=

= E f g =  + 

tion (35), if we could replace the quantities j 0 in the
right hand side of (35) with jp0 . Unfortunately, since

)

~

(36)

j0

which is identical to (18).
A recursive algorithm for the estimation of packet
round trip times jp would have been provided by Equa-

)

(

o

j0

where the second equality follows from (34). We conclude that in order to determine the average round trip
time j , there is no way but to first find the packet round
trip times jp (or similar per-packet quantities to be discussed below) for several packets, and then calculate
their average. The only exception is when receiver j has
only one parent j 0 , in which case we can conclude from
(35) and (34) that

Note that the right hand sides of (32) and (33) have
fdbk(m;j 0 )
p
Æ m; j 0
j 0 ;s
, where
the common form s;j
0
m
p in (33), and m
fdbk p; j in (32). The term
0
Æ m; j in this expression is the time taken by j 0 to send
the first feedback after the arrival of message m at j 0 .
While the actual value assumed by Æ m; j 0 varies
from message to message, we can make the following
observation about its statistical average. If there is no
statistical correlation between the arrival times of (data
or feedback) messages at a receiver and the transmission
times of feedback messages by the receiver, then the statistical average of the quantity Æ m; j 0 is independent
of whether m is a feedback message or a data packet. In
other words, the expected value of Æ m; j 0 is the same
for all messages m, regardless of whether m is a data
packet or a feedback message.
fdbk(m;j 0 )
. The assumption
Now consider the term j 0 ;s
0
we made for Æ m; j also implies that the statistical avfdbk(m;j 0 )
is independent of whether m is a
erage of j 0 ;s
feedback message or a data packet. Based on these obp(j )
servations, we conclude that while j 0 and jp0 are not
equal, they have the same statistical average. We thus
have,
E fjp0(j ) g E fjp0 g j 0 :
(34)

=

j;j 0

j 0 2Pj

For comparison, jp0 may also be expanded as
0

j;j 0

j 0 2Pj

(32)

p j

p

)

^
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p

j

j

:

(40)

It then computes its modified RTT for packet p as

Proof: Omitted.
The above definition and theorem demonstrate how a
recursive algorithm may be used to efficiently estimate
the average receiver round trip times j in a multicast
group with multi-parent hierarchical feedback topology.
The main features of such an algorithm are outlined below:







^

The modified round trip times sp need not be determined for every packet p. Instead, the algorithm
could determine sp for a subset of the packets transmitted by the sender that are specially marked by
the sender for this purpose. Using this selective approach, the number of packets for which the modified round trip times are being measured concurrently, can be limited to a small number. This will
minimize the state that needs to be stored at each
receiver for calculating RTTs.

For each marked packet p, once a receiver j has determined its own modified RTT jp (to be described
below), it calculates the quantity

^

p

p
k;j

(41)

for each child k and sends the result down to k . Obp
has been
viously, this may be done only after k;j
determined. The sender initiates this procedure by
p
.
sending down to each child k the value kp;s k;s

()

^ =
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We now
show a simple way in which the scheme for the multiparent feedback topology can be extended to the hopscoped feedback topology described earlier. The basic
idea is to super-impose a multi-parent hierarchical feedback topology on the hop-scoped feedback topology. Let
h be the maximum number of hops a feedback message
travels. For each receiver, an appropriate value for h
(such that the receiver remains connected to the sender)
can be calculated using periodic session messages as described in [LESZ98].
The RTT measurement scheme works the same way
as in the multi-parent hierarchy except the following. Instead of sending congestion control feedback to all parents, each receiver now sends congestion control feedback to all its neighbors within h hops. If the sender
lies within h hops, the receiver sends its feedback to the
sender only. Note that this process as-is could lead to
feedback loops, which will not allow us to superimpose
a multi-parent feedback topology. This is because the
multi-parent feedback topology is loop-free. Therefore,
we use the following technique to eliminate feedback
loops.
For any receiver j , let F j be the set of receivers
from which j receives congestion control feedback.
Then, if j is not the sender, it ignores congestion control feedback from all receivers k 2 F j where the IP
address of k is lexicographically less than that of j . In

When a receiver j has received a marked packet p
and a congestion control feedback from a child k
containing the sequence number of p, it determines
p
as the time elapsed between the arthe value of k;j
rival of p at j and arrival of the corresponding feedback from k at j .

j

:

Extending Multi-Parent to Hop-Scoped:

Once a marked packet is received, its sequence
number should be included in the next congestion
control feedback sent by the recipient.

^ = ^ + 

0

We note that this algorithm differs from the algorithm
described in Section 4.1 for the tree-based topology in
two ways. The first difference is that each parent must
provide delay information for every marked packet to its
children. This is in contrast to the previous algorithm
where the delay information provided by each parent
was based on running averages. The second difference is
that each receiver gets delay information from multiple
parents, and is responsible for computing the minimum
over this delay information.

^

kp;j

j

^

^



p;j

j 0 2Pj

As explained earlier, j can now calculate its own
RTT j by taking a running average of the quantities
jp .

The algorithm should try to determine the modified
receiver round trip times sp , for a sufficiently large
number of packets p. The average receiver round
trip times j , can then be estimated by applying
an appropriate averaging algorithm on the values of
sp , obtained for the various packets p.

^



^ = min ^

jp

()

For each marked packet p, each receiver j waits un0
til it receives the quantities jp;j from all parents j 0 .

^
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other words, receiver j (if it is not the sender) treats all
neighbors with lexicographically lower IP addresses as
its parents and all other neighbors as its children. Hence,
p
, and j , it uses updates
for calculating updates to jp , k;j
from receivers in F j with lexicographically lower IP
addresses, and sends it own updates to receivers in F j
with lexicographically higher addresses. However, if j is
the sender, then it treats all its neighbors within h hops
as its children in the superimposed multi-parent hierarchy and accepts congestion control feedback from all of
them. There is still one problem with this scheme: if
receiver j has no neighbors within a distance of h hops
with an IP address that is lexicographically less than its
own, its congestion control feedback will never reach the
sender. To remedy this, we modify the algorithm as follows: during the exchange of session messages, the value
of h is set at receiver j as

()

h

losses may not be detected: typically, some other parameter that is affected by packet loss (e.g., the packet
receive rate) is calculated at the receiver and compared
with the value of the same parameter when there is no
loss (e.g., the rate at which the sender is actually transmitting, encapsulated in the packet header). If the difference between the two values exceeds a certain threshold,
a packet loss is signaled. In this case, the receiver does
not actually detect which individual packets have been
lost, only that some packets have been lost, and (possibly) the number of lost packets. For multicast congestion
control, either mechanism can be used.
An important component of the loss detection mechanism is the timeout mechanism at the sender. A timeout
occurs at the sender when it has not received feedbacks
for a sufficiently long period of time. This is an indication of lost packets, and therefore, potential network
congestion. The timeout mechanism is responsible for
deciding when a timeout occurs, which is directly related
to the feedback topology since the feedback topology determines how the feedbacks get back to the sender.
We describe a timeout mechanism for the tree-based
feedback topology first. In this case, as described in
Section 4.1, each receiver j in the feedback tree sends
a feedback every j units. Thus, if d1 ; d2 ;    ; dk denote the direct descendants of the sender in the feedback
tree, the sender receives direct (aggregated) feedbacks
from each of them every d1 ; d2 ;    ; dk units, respectively. The sender sets the timeout for receiver di
to some multiple (greater than 1) of di . Using a timeout that is greater than di ensures that there are not too
many premature timeouts. However, this is not enough
because of the unreported loss problem: each receiver
j in the feedback tree keeps track of the last feedback
received from each of its children. These feedback values are used to compute the consolidated feedback that
is sent up the tree. Now, if feedbacks from j ’s child k
start getting lost due to congestion, the sender will not
be able to detect this because j will continue to use the
value of the last feedback received from k . To avoid this
problem, each receiver j maintains a local epoch number
ej that is incremented by j every time it sends a new
feedback. For receiver j , let Cj be the set of all j ’s children. Then the epoch number Ej included by j in each
of its feedback messages is given by:

^

= min(h

()

m

; hs

)

(43)

where hs is the hop count to the sender and hm is the
minimum number of hops such that there is at least one
receiver with an IP address lexicographically less than
that of receiver j within hm hops2 . If hm  hs , j sends
its congestion control feedback directly to the sender and
no one else. The rest of the algorithm is the same as in
the multi-parent case.



 

5 Loss Detection and Timeouts

In any reliable end-to-end transport mechanism, detection of lost packets is an important issue. Packet losses
are the only indication of network congestion since the
current Internet does not provide explicit congestion indication3 . Loss detection for congestion control can be
explicit or implicit. In the first case, individual lost packets are detected using sequence numbers. Every packet
is labeled with a unique sequence number that is incremented whenever a new packet is sent. When a packet
is received out of sequence, it indicates a potential loss.
In the case of implicit loss detection, individual packet

max(h ; min(h
c

))





=

speaking, the number of hops h should be given by h
m ; hs , where hc is the value for hop count calculated by the algorithm described in [LESZ98]
3 This assumption is strictly true only for networks where the sole
cause of packet loss is buffer overflow in routers. In wireless networks,
where packet losses can occur due to data corruption, such an assumption is invalid.
2 Strictly
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= min(e ; min fE : k 2 C g)
j

k

k

j

(44)

where Ek is the epoch number j receives from its child
k . If the epoch number received by the sender from the
same direct descendant di does not change for a sufficiently long period of time, 4 it implies that there is at
least one node in the subtree rooted at di that has not sent
in a feedback for more than one feedback cycle. Therefore, this is also a signal for potential network congestion.
We now explain the rationale behind how the epoch
numbers are incremented: receivers that send feedback less frequently (low frequency receivers) than others (high frequency receivers) will also increment their
epoch number less frequently. Therefore, if the epoch
numbers are incremented by the same amount at all
receivers, the epoch numbers at the low frequency receivers will always be lower. This, combined with equation (44) implies that the epoch number for a low frequency receiver has a higher probability of being equal to
the final consolidated epoch number that the sender sees.
Now, let j , k be receivers with last reported epoch numbers Ej ; Ek , respectively. Let j be a low frequency receiver and k be a high frequency receiver with Ej  Ek .
Then the consolidated epoch number at the sender is at
most Ej . Assume that the feedbacks sent by k after the
one with epoch number Ek are lost. The sender will
not detect this till the consolidated epoch number at the
sender reaches Ek , which is undesirable. To circumvent
this, the low frequency receivers must increment their
epoch numbers by a higher amount, and the increment
value of j encapsulates precisely this.
We now come to the broadcast-based feedback topology. In this case, for every packet sent, the sender receives feedback from the subset of receivers that did not
receive any feedback during their random wait interval
(see Section 4.2). For those receivers that belong to this
subset, the sender is able to estimate the time it takes
for them to send a feedback. However, such estimates
may not be enough to set a timeout period since the receivers that were forced to suppress their feedbacks obviously require longer to send their feedback. Thus, if
the timeout period at the sender is set using only the received feedbacks, it is possible that there is a receiver

with a longer round-trip time, which implies that the
sender may timeout prematurely. To be on the conservative side, it is necessary to set the timeout period to be
large enough such that the chances of a premature timeout are low. Since such a timeout can be set only if we
have a large number of observations for feedback times
(that may not always be available), a default large value
(such as 500 ms) should be used.
Finally, we consider the hop-scoped feedback topology. We have shown in Section 4.3 that a multi-parent hierarchy can be superimposed on a hop-scoped feedback
topology. We therefore only show how to solve the timeout problem for the multi-parent hierarchy. The algorithm in this case is exactly the same as in the tree-based
case except that now the periodic feedbacks containing
epoch numbers are sent to all parents in the feedback
topology.
6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented alternative architectures
for the construction of reliable multicast congestion control schemes. We have identified the three main architectural elements as the mechanism for feedback consolidation, the mechanism for RTT estimation and the mechanism for loss detection and timeouts. We have shown
how each of these mechanisms can be implemented under different scenarios determined by the choice of the
regulation parameter and the feedback topology.
For estimating round-trip times, we have presented
two algorithms that are scalable and do not require the
sender and receiver clocks to be synchronized. Of the
three feedback topologies that we have discussed, RTT
estimation works best for a tree-based topology. While
it is difficult (if not impossible) to estimate round-trip
times in the broadcast-based case without some form of
clock synchronization, we are able to do so in the hopscoped case by superimposing a hierarchical structure
(similar to a tree) on the hop-scoped feedback topology. The main lesson here is that if RTTs have to be
estimated in a scalable manner without using clock synchronization, the receivers in a multicast group must be
organized in some form of hierarchy. The accuracy of
the estimated timeouts depends on how well-defined this
hierarchy is. Creating and maintaining such a hierarchy, however, has some overheads. The advantage of



4 This

period of time can be set equal to the maximum of

 +
j

Æj;j 0 for all receivers j in the subtree rooted at di , where Æj;j 0 is the
maximum expected variation in the transmission delay from receiver j

to its parent.
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broadcast-based schemes, at first glance, is that they do
not have any such overheads. However, such schemes require periodic exchange of session messages which can
also be used for estimating RTTs (among other things).
Such messages typically tend to be all-to-all broadcast
messages and may not scale well. An actual quantification of the tradeoffs between the overheads of session
messages and the creation and maintenance of receiver
hierarchies is left as the subject of further study.
We have also studied techniques for feedback consolidation for both tree-based and broadcast-based topologies. In a tree-based feedback topology, scalable consolidation of feedback is readily possible for both ratebased and window-based schemes. In contrast, in a
broadcast-based feedback topology a limited degree of
scalability can be achieved by using some form of feedback suppression. We have described two techniques
for feedback suppression: one technique exploits knowledge about how the transmission rate is updated on
the receipt of feedbacks to suppress unnecessary feedbacks. The second scheme is based on introducing
random feedback delays which depend on the value of
the feedback. We have shown that both of these techniques are mainly applicable to rate-based congestion
control and have limited, if any, effectiveness in the
case of window-based congestion control. Thus, for a
broadcast-based topology, a limited degree of scalability is possible only for rate-based congestion control,
whereas a tree-based topology provides completely scalability of feedback consolidation for both rate-based and
window-based congestion control.
Finally, we have described schemes for detecting
losses as well as timeouts. Although the timeout mechanisms that we describe are sender-based, they scale well
since they do not involve feedback from all receivers. A
more careful analysis of the tradeoffs between feedback
overhead and accuracy of timeouts is required in order
to determine the optimal feedback frequency.
To sum up, we can say that tree-based feedback
topologies show better scaling properties than broadcastbased topologies. However, for small multicast group
sizes, broadcast-based topologies could also be used,
since the overheads of session messages in such cases
may not be excessive. It is our belief that the actual
choice may ultimately depend on the characteristics of
the application that will use the multicast service.
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Abstract
Networked appliances are easy to use devices that are designed
and built for a single function. This paper presents the design
and implementation of a networked appliance for packet telephony. We examine the practical issues involved in the design
and implementation of the appliance at all layers, including
hardware architecture, system services, and the application. At
each layer, we identify important challenges and describe the
solutions that we implemented. Our packet telephony appliance
is built around the Euphony network processor that integrates
networking and DSP functions with a CPU. It uses a real-time
operating system to provide predictable processing and networking support. In addition to describing the appliance, this
paper presents two mechanisms which are of general use in the
design of networked appliances. One mechanism is IObufs,
which provides a unified buffering scheme that allows zero-copy
data movement. Another is the Event Exchange (EVX), which
provides a flexible mechanism for event distribution, allowing
software modules to be composed together in an extensible manner. EVX and IObufs are used together to provide highly efficient intra-appliance communication. The combination of EVX
and a general-purpose CPU provide a platform that can evolve
gracefully to support new protocols, advanced telephony services, and enhanced user interfaces.

1 Introduction
The potential cost savings of using data networks for intracompany telecommunications are well recognized, and many
companies are interconnecting their office PBXs using corporate intranets. Given that most office environments are also
equipped with high-speed LANs, there is an opportunity for
additional cost savings by extending packet telephony to the
desktop, thus eliminating the need to maintain two separate
office networks. With greater penetration of high-speed residential access and new technologies for in-home networking,
similar opportunities exist for using packet telephony in the
home.
These developments raise the question of what types of
devices people might use to access packet telephony services,
motivating the work we present in this paper. It is clear that to
capitalize on the new opportunities presented by packet telephony requires devices that can process multimedia data and
implement new user interfaces. The use of PCs as telephony
devices is hampered by several factors including software/
hardware installation and configuration difficulties, low voice
quality due to operating system latencies and scheduling idiosyncrasies, and expense in comparison to most consumer
appliances. In addition, PCs are relatively large, generate

noise and heat, and can be difficult to use. We believe that
new special-purpose telephone appliances are the best solution.
In this paper we present the hardware and software architecture of a packet telephony appliance. Our work was guided by
four basic principles: low cost, extensibility, ease of use, and
reliability. Low cost is a crucial factor for consumer devices.
Our design addresses this issue through aggressive integration
of hardware functions, retaining a basic keypad as the default
input device (but supporting remote and attached GUIs), and
having low memory requirements by using a small real-time
operating system and zero-copy techniques. Our second
design principle is extensibility. Despite a wealth of experience with packet voice, the field of packet telephony is in its
infancy and lacking standards. Thus it is essential that a
packet telephony appliance be designed to operate under software control and be able to accommodate new protocols and
services as they appear. This is not the case with currently
available telephony appliances. We present an event communication mechanism that allows easy integration of new software modules on the appliance. Our third principle is ease of
use. Telephones must be designed for ordinary people who
have no technical background and are unwilling to invest time
in setting up and configuring new appliances. By retaining the
simple keypad we provide users with a familiar interface. For
basic telephony service the appliance needs no user configuration, plug-in components or additional audio equipment.
Finally, consumer appliances are expected to operate to a high
level of reliability despite being used in possibly hostile physical environments and to operate in an “always on” power
state. For these reasons we avoided the temptation to use a
CPU that requires cooling, used solid state Flash memory
rather than a hard drive, and did not include an integrated display. In terms of software, we minimized the phone’s reliance
on external systems when providing a highly reliable basic
telephone service.
The goal of our project is to investigate the practical issues
involved in designing and implementing a packet telephony
appliance. We examine the design space at all layers, including hardware, system services, and the application. At each
layer we identify the challenges and propose appropriate
solutions. Our contribution is a comprehensive hardware and
software architecture that includes a low-cost integrated network processor, a lightweight call signaling implementation,
a modular and extensible telephony application design, and

an event exchange mechanism for flexible inter-module communication. The Euphony ATM Telephone (EAT) is our custom built packet telephone appliance, shown in Figure 1. It
looks much like a conventional telephone and can be used
without any training in order to access basic telephony service. It allows many familiar telephony features, such as call
waiting, to be implemented locally. It also provides access to
networked servers that implement functions such as speechenabled dialing and call by name.

Figure 1. Euphony ATM Telephone

In the next section we describe the system environment in
which EAT operates and elements of our packet telephony
infrastructure. Section 3 describes hardware architecture.
Section 4 discusses software system services while Section 5
presents the telephony application. Sections 6 & 7 discuss
related and future work. Finally, Section 8 offers conclusions.

2 Packet Telephony Environment
There are many ongoing activities in the standards and
research communities that relate to packet telephony. For
example, the ITU has defined the H.323 [9] family of protocols for multimedia communication, and the IETF is standardizing the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [8] as a
mechanism for setting up calls. At AT&T Labs, the Telephony Over Packet Networks (TOPS) [2] architecture
addresses several aspects of packet telephony. Many key
issues are still topics for research, including quality of service, security, privacy, authentication, and billing. Fortunately, the functional components of a packet telephone are
largely independent of the underlying networking technology,
signaling, and directory services employed. The packet telephony appliance described in this paper is based on the TOPS
architecture, but is designed to easily evolve to support new
standards. To aid in understanding the functionality required
of our packet telephone, we provide a brief overview of the
TOPS architecture.
A guiding principle of TOPS is to make it more convenient to
reach a user. A packet telephony service requires a directory
service function that can translate between telephone num-

bers and network layer addresses, such as IP or ATM
addresses. This simple functionality is enhanced in TOPS to
allow callers to reach a person using a Distinguishing Name
(DN) rather than an address by storing information in the
directory service about DNs and the set of devices where
users can be reached. A DN is a unique identifier for the person or entity to be called and may be an X.500 distinguishing
name, an e-mail address, or a traditional telephone number.
Callers obtain terminal addresses of users by issuing a name
resolution query to the directory service. As users move
between terminals, they can securely modify their record
entries to reflect the locations where they can be reached.
Thus, user mobility is supported as a fundamental capability
of TOPS.
The directory service provides a mechanism for individual
users to control how a name resolution query is handled, for
example based on time of day or caller identity. Thus, users
can customize access to their information. Compared to existing telephony features such as “personal phone numbers” and
“intelligent 800-number” services, this approach is more flexible while also giving more control to the user. TOPS terminals range from computers running telephony applications to
low-cost packet telephony appliances. Terminal capabilities
are stored in the directory and returned to the caller as part of
name resolution so that appropriate communication resources
can be setup.
Functions provided by the traditional telephone network, such
as routing, connectivity, and resource management, are
already supported by packet networks. This, coupled with
intelligent end-systems reduces the need for intermediate network entities to be involved in packet telephone calls. Packet
telephones in the TOPS architecture communicate directly
with each other using Application-Layer Signaling (ALS).
ALS is used to setup a call, negotiate capabilities, establish
and manage media channels, and terminate calls. TOPS
defines an efficient encapsulation format for audio data but
does not preclude the use of other formats.
We have constructed a packet telephony testbed to gain experience with the TOPS architecture. To ensure good quality
voice transport, we adopted ATM in our testbed as the underlying networking technology. Voice is carried over switched
virtual circuits which are established at call time. Other data
such as call signaling and directory interactions do not have
strict delay requirements and for simplicity are implemented
using IP over ATM. Our environment includes a gateway providing a bridge to a PBX. We have several other terminal
types in addition to EAT. These are: a PC-equipped with a
sound card running a telephony application, a PC acting as a
proxy for a set of analog telephones, and a voice-enabled
wireless PDA [6].

3 Hardware Architecture

Euphony is based on a MIPS RISC processor core that was
augmented with a single cycle pipelined multiplier and signal
processing instructions. Most of the system logic required to
build a complete system is contained within Euphony, including the logic required to interface to standard SRAMs,
DRAMs, VRAMs, and many peripheral devices. Power-on
reset generation and a five channel DMA controller are provided on-chip. In addition, Euphony provides general purpose
I/O pins which may be configured as bit I/O ports or as interrupts.
Euphony contains two primary I/O interfaces, a serial audio
port compatible with many popular A/Ds, D/As, and telephone codecs and an ATM interface with architectural support for AAL5 segmentation and reassembly (SAR)
processing. Unlike traditional SARs which are either completely implemented in hardware or software, Euphony’s
ATM interface provides hardware support for time critical
functions, such as CRC-32 calculation, and leaves non-time
critical functions to software. The advantage of this approach
is that it provides good performance and only requires a small
amount of die area.
A block diagram of EAT is shown in Figure 2. EAT contains 4
MB of SRAM and 2 MB of Flash memory1. Although EAT is
targeted as a cost sensitive consumer device, we chose to prototype the system using SRAM since it allowed us to experiment with different memory speeds by changing the number
of wait-states used in SRAM accesses. A commercial version
would use DRAM connected to Euphony’s DRAM controller.
Euphony’s signal processing capabilities coupled with its
integrated serial port provides a good platform for packet telephony audio processing. EAT has three audio input/output
interfaces: a telephone handset, a case mounted microphone
and speaker, and an external microphone/line input and line
output. The case speaker is used to generate telephone ringing. This allows EAT to not only generate traditional telephone ringing tones, but also allows the implementation of
1.

Our packet telephony application together with all the system code occupies
about 2MB of SRAM and 1MB of Flash memory.
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The goal of prototyping EAT was to demonstrate that a packet
telephony appliance can be constructed that implements the
advanced services promised by packet telephony and does so
at a cost in line with consumer devices. Reliability and ease of
use were also important goals of the prototype. The central
component of EAT is Euphony [15,16], a network processor
which integrates computing, media processing, and networking into a single low-cost VLSI device. Euphony was jointly
developed by AT&T Labs - Research and LSI Logic and
implemented using LSI Logic’s LCB500K 0.5 micron drawn
cell-based ASIC process. Euphony integrates many of the
functions required to build network appliances on-chip,
thereby reducing cost, power, and size.

UART
(16552)

RS232 (Console)
RS232 (Debug Port)

Figure 2. EAT Block Diagram

services such as voice announcement. The case microphone
and speaker together may be used to implement a speaker
phone. The external microphone/line input and line output
support two audio channels (i.e., stereo operation) and allow
EAT to connect to external speakers and microphones.
The audio input and output interfaces are implemented by
connecting Euphony’s serial port to high quality 18-bit linear
A/D and D/A converters. Audio data format conversion, such
as µ-law, is performed in software. Two of Euphony’s DMA
channels are used to move data between memory and the A/D
and D/A converters. The sample rate for the A/D and D/A
may be independently selected to be 44.1 KHz, 32 KHz, or 8
KHz.
EAT is implemented using two circuit boards mounted within
a custom built plastic case. The system logic board, shown in
Figure 3, mounts in the base of the case and contains all of the
digital and analog components. A second I/O interface board
containing a keypad, four status LEDs, and a micro-switch
for the off-hook detector mounts at the top of the unit. The
system logic board and I/O interface board are connected
with a ribbon cable.
EAT connects to standard 25 Mbps ATM networks using
Euphony’s ATM interface. In addition to an ATM connection,
EAT contains two RS232 serial ports, a console and a debug
port. Only the console is available for external connections. A
PC-style DB9 connector on the back of the case can be connected to external devices, such as a Palm Pilot or an LCD
touch display.

4 EAT System Software Services
In this section we examine the system-level software services
provided by EAT. These services consist of a real-time single
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Figure 3. EAT System Logic Board

address space operating system kernel, a zero-copy I/O buffering mechanism used for communication within EAT, an
event-based mechanism for inter-module communication, and
an IP/ATM networking stack. Figure 4 shows EAT’s system
software environment.
4.1 Kernel
EAT loads and executes the VxWorks kernel on power-up.
Once booted, the VxWorks kernel can load applications from
a network server or from an onboard Flash file system. There
are several reasons why we chose VxWorks for EAT rather
than a standard operating system such as Linux. First, the
VxWorks kernel has mature support for multithreaded applications in an embedded systems environment while systems
such as Linux are optimized for a timesharing environment.
Second, VxWorks supports the real-time scheduling features
that our telephony applications require. Third, VxWorks has a
smaller memory footprint than traditional systems because
general purpose kernel features such as disk-based filesystems, virtual memory, multiple address spaces, multiuser support, and user accounting are not relevant to the EAT
environment. In addition, like standard operating systems,
VxWorks provides a rich environment that supports dynamic
loading of application code and a socket-based TCP/IP networking stack, but unlike standard operating systems which
are self-hosting, VxWorks provides an excellent set of tools
for embedded systems development.
VxWorks has a single address space in which the kernel and
application threads execute. The thread scheduler supports
both timesharing and preemptive scheduling based on static
real-time priorities. VxWorks supports interprocess communication by providing pipes, message queues, and semaphores. Threads blocked on a semaphore can queue in priority
order. To minimize priority inversion for real-time threads,
VxWorks implements priority inheritance for semaphore
operations.
4.2 IObufs: A Uniform Buffering Mechanism for Zero
Copy Operation
To reduce memory usage and to avoid the additional latency
of data copying, we aggressively use copy reduction tech-

EAT Hardware

Figure 4. EAT Software Architecture

niques by taking advantage of EAT’s single address space
architecture. Our approach to achieving zero-copy is the use
of IObufs for storing and passing data. IObufs, whose structure is shown in Figure 5, are similar to “mbufs” used in
4BSD Unix systems [11]. Like mbufs, IObufs allow buffer
manipulation operations, such as linking to form larger packets, without data copying. In addition, application specific
information can be stored within IObufs. Our ATM driver
uses this feature to store DMA state and partial CRC checksum information while transferring data between IObufs and
the network. The novel aspect of our system is the use of
IObufs as a uniform buffering mechanism across all modules
in EAT including the application and I/O subsystems. This
reduces data movement costs and enables cross subsystem
optimizations. In addition to this, we use IObufs with the
event exchange IPC mechanism described in the next section
to obtain benefits such as one to many communication and
flow control. Thus the combination of these two mechanisms
achieves integration of event distribution with data movement.
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4.3 EVX: An Inter-Module Communications Mechanism
EAT applications consist of a number of interconnected software modules. These modules come in two classes: those
which interface with hardware devices and those which
implement software services. The initial EAT software environment did not define a mechanism for inter-module communication. As a result, modules shared information and
synchronized themselves in an ad-hoc manner using
VxWorks interprocess communication mechanisms. This led
to three unfortunate limitations. First, modules were tightly
coupled making it difficult to reconfigure interconnections
without editing affected modules and recompiling. Determining module interconnection was also a challenge, since predefined module calls were distributed throughout the
application. Second, our initial applications had a restricted
form of event delivery; an event producer could only deliver
an event to a single consumer. This is a limitation because we
found that multiple modules needed to receive the same types
of events, for example a keypad event needed to be sent to
both a tone generator module and a digit collection module.
Third, the lack of structured inter-module communication
coupled with EAT’s unprotected single address space blurred
the boundary between modules by allowing them to communicate by modifying each others global memory state rather
than using a well defined API. This later caused us problems
when reconfiguring and debugging EAT applications.
To address these problems, and to provide a more flexible
software environment for EAT applications we introduced the
Event Exchange (EVX) inter-module communication mechanism. The Event Exchange allows components of the phone
to share information in a flexible and efficient manner. EVX
delivers events posted by a module on its “sending port” to
one or more interested modules on their EVX “receiving
ports.” Features of EVX include:
•

Events are named independently of module function
names or addresses allowing easy reconfiguration of
EVX-based applications. A module can be replaced
without modifying other modules.

•

Events can be delivered to one or more receivers without the event producing module having to explicitly
identify the event’s receivers.

•

Event data is delivered through a zero-copy reference
count-based mechanism that reduces the cost of delivering an event to multiple modules. This mechanism
can be used with IObufs to provide a way to exchange
bulk data at low cost.

•

Events are queued at the sending port to provide flow
control. This prevents event producers, such as the
tone generator, from consuming all of EAT’s
resources.

EVX allows EAT-based applications to be separated into two
parts: a set of independent modules and a small compositional

EVX Function
evx_init
evx_connect

Description
Initializes EVX’s global state.
Establishes a connection between a sending port and a receiving
port. Ports are referenced by their string names. Data structures
are allocated when the port is referenced in a evx_connect call.
This includes setting the port’s queue length.

evx_initsp

Initializes a sending port.

evx_initdp

Initializes a receiving port.

evx_post

Post an event to a sending port. This blocks if the port’s event
queue is full and the non-blocking flag is not set. Optionally,
evx_post will wait until the event is delivered, providing synchronous semantics.

evx_receive

Receive an event from a sending port. If there is no pending event
and the non-blocking flag is set, then evx_receive returns null.
When a receiver finishes processing an event it must call evx_ack
to acknowledge it.

evx_ack

Release a receiver’s reference to a received event, allowing the
sender to recycle the event for future use. Optionally the sender
may request a callback when the event is freed.

evx_swalloc

Allocate a new semaphore-wait object. These objects allow a
thread to block waiting for events on the associated port(s). An
object can be associated with a pipe, allowing a thread to use
select to simultaneously wait for an event and I/O.

evx_swadd

Add a receive port to a semaphore-wait object. A receive port is
associated with only one object at a time.

evx_swremove

Remove a receive port from a semaphore-wait object.

evx_swwait

Wait for an event to arrive on one of the receive ports added to the
specified semaphore wait object.

evx_swget

Get a list of receive ports that have pending events from a semaphore-wait object.

evx_swpipefd

Return the pipe file descriptor associated with the specified semaphore-wait object so that a client may select on it. EVX writes
a byte to the pipe when a receive port with no queued events
receives one. EVX removes this byte from the pipe when an event
is received.

Table 1. EVX API

application that ties modules together. To use EVX, a developer determines which modules are needed for the application and how they interconnect. In the current version of
EVX, interconnections are determined when the compositional application is written, but future versions will allow for
runtime configuration. When the compositional application
starts, it initializes EVX’s global state and creates sending
and receiving ports for each module. Each port has a character string name and an associated port data structure. EVX
manages this association so that function names do not have
to be hardwired into modules. Each module commences by
initializing its ports before use, using the queue size of its
sending port to provide flow control and to prevent the module from exhausting memory resources. At that point, event
producing modules can post events to their sending ports.
Posted events are delivered to receiving modules by EVX.
Receivers process an event and then issue an acknowledgment. EVX allows threads to block waiting for an event and/
or arriving network data.
An important property of the EVX event distribution mechanism is that events are processed at the priority of the receiving thread. This is motivated by the need to support
predictable processing for EAT application modules that deal
with media streams such as audio. Decoupling the priority of
the sender from the priority at which the event is processed
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naturally lends itself to a multicast IPC model since the same
event can be processed at different priorities depending on
the receiving thread.
Table 1 shows the EVX API. The main functions used by
EVX modules are evx_post to post an event,
evx_receive to receive an event, evx_ack to acknowledge a received event, evx_swwait to wait for an event to
arrive, and evx_swget to get a list of receive ports with
pending events. Note that the use of semaphore-wait objects
allows a decoupling between the specification of events of
interest from waiting for events to arrive, thus addressing the
known problem with select in scaling to a large number
of descriptors [3].
Adapting the EAT application to use EVX has yielded
reduced complexity and easier reconfiguration and extensibility. For example, it allows signaling-specific functions to
be encapsulated into a single module. To use a different signaling protocol just requires adding a new signaling module
and adjusting module interconnections. In the future, combining dynamic EVX reconfiguration and dynamically
loaded code will provide even more flexibility to EAT application developers. Section 6 describes how EVX is used in
the EAT packet telephony application.

most of the work: cell header checking, DMA with CRC calculation, and physical cell transmission and reception. The
software initiates DMA transfers for cell transmission and
reception. Each AAL5 packet is comprised of one or more
IObufs, allowing software to simply hand off a pointer to an
IObuf to initiate a DMA transfer. The software also does cell
pacing.
The ILMI, UNI, and LANE ATM layers are part of the Harris and Jeffries (H&J) Soft ATM package. ILMI registers
EAT’s ATM address with the switch while UNI provides signaling for connection setup and release. LANE allows an
Ethernet physical layer to be emulated on an ATM network.
When used with an Ethernet bridge, LANE allows EAT to
communicate over both ATM and Ethernet.
The VxWorks TCP/IP stack on EAT provides a complete set
of network facilities. This allows remote file access, remote
procedure calls, and access to EAT using telnet. The network
facilities also include WindRivers embedded HTTP Server.
We use the HTTP server to implement a GUI for advanced
services. Using a web browser, a user could place a call,
check messages, perform directory lookups, or change EAT
configurations.

5 EAT Packet Telephony Application
4.4 Networking
EAT supports both IP over ATM and native ATM networking. EAT takes advantage of the flexibility and variety of services offered by IP to implement control functions and uses
ATM to provide network QoS for voice traffic. As shown in
Figure 4, EAT networking is comprised of an ATM driver
that implements segmentation and reassembly, ATM layers,
and a TCP/IP stack.
EAT implements segmentation and reassembly with a combination of hardware and software. The hardware performs

The EAT packet telephone application is a program that runs
on top of EAT’s hardware and software services described in
the previous two sections. Figure 6 shows major components
of the application and their interconnections using the EVX
event communication mechanism.
5.1 Mixer
A mixer module accepts IObufs containing audio samples
posted as EVX events on its two receive ports and produces
an EVX event with an IObuf containing the summed digital

samples on its send port. The mixer may scale audio samples
from its ports prior to summing them. Scaling factors can be
set on a per port basis by the call controller.

also used by the tone generator to produce more complex
tones such as busy and ringing.
5.3 Compression

The EAT telephone application contains two mixers. The
mixer in the audio output path mixes audio samples received
from a microphone with audio samples produced by a tone
generator. This allows tones resulting from key presses to be
heard by the remote endpoint. The mixer in the audio input
path sums audio samples received from the network with a
scaled version of the locally generated audio samples, and
feeds the result into the audio output device. The scaled version of the locally generated audio is called the side-tone.
Side-tone is auditory feedback that enables the speaker to
hear her own voice. Absence of side-tone makes it difficult to
determine how loudly to speak, and gives the phone a dead
feeling.
5.2 Tone Generator
In the current telephone network, tones are used to provide
various forms of auditory feedback to the user and as a form
of in-band signaling. For example the busy tone is used to
notify the caller that the far end is busy. A combination of
tones are used to represent keypad symbols. These tones are
often converted back to keypad symbols by a tone detector at
the far end in systems such as voicemail. Although a packet
network provides separate data and control channels, touch
tones are still useful when interworking with legacy systems.
Rather than increasing the cost of EAT by using a special purpose hardware tone generator, EAT implements tone generation in software. We wrote a fixed-point integer-based tone
generation module which has low overhead. The EAT tone
generator produces tones in response to EVX events posted
on its receive port. Tone samples are placed into IObufs and
are posted as events on its send port. The EVX flow control
mechanism allows the rate at which the tone generator produces IObufs to adapt to the rate at which the D/A drains
audio samples.
When the phone application is started, the tone generator
module creates a 512-entry table consisting of equally spaced
samples of a sine wave which are scaled for full output. To
generate a tone of a particular frequency f, the tone generator
treats the table as a circular array and samples it every
f
512  ---
 s

entries, where s is the sampling frequency.

Clearly, this approach produces tones which are not exact. We
chose a table with 512 entries since it requires only a small
amount of memory (2048 bytes) and allows tones to be generated with small enough error to interoperate with legacy telephone systems.
Multiple single frequency tones must be summed to create
most standard telephone tones. For example, the tone produced by pressing key 5 on a conventional telephone is equal
to the sum of a 770 Hz tone and a 1,336 Hz tone. The table is

Packet telephony audio is typically compressed before being
sent out onto the network. There are several well known standards for audio compression. In EAT we currently use G.711
(µ-law), since it is simple to implement and has negligible
processing overhead — encoding and decoding only require a
table lookup and a few shift and logical operations.
Audio compression is implemented using two modules, an
audio compressor and an audio decompressor. The audio
compressor module accepts IObufs containing 18-bit PCM
samples on its receive port. It converts the PCM samples to 8bit µ-law and stores them in IObufs that are posted as events
on its sending port. The audio decompressor module performs
the reverse operation.
Although EAT currently implements G.711, the audio compressor and decompressor modules could be replaced with
modules that implement other standards, such as G.728. We
are planning to modify the phone application to allow the call
controller to select the one of several coding standards negotiated during call setup.
5.4 Silence detection
Besides compression, another way to reduce network bandwidth is silence suppression — when a speaker is silent, voice
packets are not transmitted. Detecting silent periods is done
with a Voice Activity Detector (VAD). The challenge in
implementing a VAD is being able to determine what parts of
an audio signal are voice and what is background noise which
can be treated as silence. A VAD operates by computing the
power of each discrete sample and comparing it with a decision threshold. It adjusts the threshold in response to changes
in noise levels. For EAT we adopted the VAD described in
[10] primarily because it is less complex than existing
approaches and requires less numeric precision for computing
and updating operating parameters.
5.5 Playout Buffer
The playout buffer module receives decompressed audio samples from the network and performs delay jitter removal and
loss concealment. Audio packets can experience variable
transit delays due to queuing and congestion. The variance in
delay is called the jitter. The playout buffer module estimates
jitter and delays audio samples appropriately. This introduces
additional delay but avoids gaps during audio playback
caused by audio packets arriving late. Packet networks can
also occasionally lose packets. Although it is impossible to
reconstruct audio samples from a missing packet, it is possible to produce transitions that are less distracting than pure
silence. Loss concealment mechanisms are available to do
this.

5.6 Putting The Audio Path Together
The audio input driver delivers audio samples from the D/A
in IObufs. The IObufs are passed as EVX events to the mixer
in the audio output path. The mixer sums these audio samples
with samples from the tone generator. The output of the mixer
is then sent to the audio input path as side-tone and to the
VAD module. VAD passes non-silent audio samples to the
audio compression module for coding. Finally, once a fixed
number of coded samples are available, they are passed to the
network interface module where they are encapsulated in a
packet and transmitted on the network. We currently employ a
simple encapsulation similar to that described in [5] but in the
future other encapsulations, such as RTP [21], may be used.

user actions that it receives on EVX ports. It uses EVX events
to post call states that are of relevance to other components.
For example when ALS gets a busy indication from a called
party it posts this state as an event on its send port. This
causes the tone generator to generate a busy tone if that call is
in focus. Using a common EVX event format for posting signaling events allows ALS to be replaced by different signaling protocols without having to modify other modules in the
application. It also allows a single packet telephone application to support multiple signaling protocols on a per call
basis.
Calling Party
invite

The network interface module receives audio packets from
the network, decapsulates them, determines if any packets
were lost, and passes the audio data in IObufs as EVX events
to the audio decompressor module. There the audio samples
are uncompressed and passed to the playout buffer module.
The playout buffer module determines the playout time for
the audio samples. If packets were lost, the playout buffer
module performs loss concealment. When it is time for data
in the playout buffer to be processed, an IObuf is sent to the
mixer in the audio input path. This mixer combines audio
received from the network with a scaled version of the sidetone and passes it to the audio output driver. The audio output
driver plays the audio on the selected output device (i.e.,
handset, case speaker, or external speaker).
5.7 Call Controller
The call controller sets up and manages telephone conversations on the packet telephone. When a user initiates a new
call, an EVX event is sent by a user interface component (e.g.
the hook monitor) to the call controller. In response to this,
the call controller prompts the user for the distinguished name
(DN) of the party to be called. Since the DN can be input
using any available user interface such as a keypad or a
remote web browser, we use EVX events to prompt the user
and to pass the DN to the call controller. Thus, different user
interfaces can be accommodated.
Once the call controller has obtained the DN, it initiates a
directory lookup to map the DN to a set of call appearances.
The call controller passes information from a call appearance
as an EVX event to a signaling module which uses the event
information to establish a call. Unlike most traditional
phones, a packet phone may have multiple simultaneous calls
in progress. It is the function of the call controller to pass user
interface events it receives to the currently active call context
(i.e., the one in focus).
5.8 Signaling
At present, our signaling module implements the TOPS application layer signaling (ALS) protocol [2]. For each call, an
ALS module maintains a call state machine and makes the
appropriate transitions according to network messages and
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ALS was designed to allow telephony applications and servers to interact for the purposes of call establishment, management, and termination. A principle in its design was that the
common case of point-to-point voice telephony must be supported simply and efficiently, while more complicated scenarios, such as multimedia and conference calls, can be handled
through protocol enhancements. Salient features of the protocol are:
•

A lightweight protocol with a small set of messages,

•

Single protocol for all interactions (i.e., between
applications, PSTN gateways, and conferencing servers),

•

Allows negotiation of call parameters such as number
of media streams and terminal capabilities,

•

Allows interaction with network protocols to ensure
that sufficient resources are available for a call,

•

Transport-layer independent.

ALS uses a two-phase message exchange. The first exchange
involves inviting the remote terminal to enter into a call and
includes call parameters and terminal capabilities. If the
remote terminal does not support the requested capabilities,
or the remote terminal is busy, a negative acknowledgment is
returned. A positive acknowledgment causes media streams
to be set-up and network resources to be allocated. If

resources are available, a second message exchange is used to
alert the called party of an incoming call. Figure 7 shows
these message exchanges. Figure 8 shows a single call protocol state machine at the calling party. For simplicity, some
states, unexpected conditions, and time-outs are not shown.
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6 Related Work
Numerous techniques exist to reduce copying in the network
subsystem. The closest scheme to IObufs is I/O-Lite [17].
Both systems use a common data representation across subsystems but I/O-Lite requires that buffers be immutable, since
it uses this property to enforce protection when data is shared
between domains. IObufs avoids this problem since all
threads are in the same domain. IObufs can be located in any
memory region. In contrast, I/O-Lite uses the Fbuf [4] mechanism for data movement and its buffers are restricted to be in
a specific region. This can result in data copying.
EAT’s event exchange (EVX) provides a software bus-style
mechanism that integrates event delivery with IObuf data
communication. EVX is based on the publisher/subscriber
model [14,18] and naturally supports one-to-many communication. By defining module communication in terms of send
and receive ports, EVX obtains the flexibility of distributed
object systems, and can support similar approaches for decoupled event delivery [7]. EVX provides flow control similar to
Unix SVR4 STREAMS [19,23]. Scout [12,13] is an example
of a operating system that targets network devices. It uses the
notion of a path that connects modules and allows resource
accounting and quality of service, but does not address integrated event/data delivery.
EVX’s integration of networking and event notification
through the use of a pipe is similar to the mechanism used in

[20] to hide the difference between semaphores and socketbased I/O. EVX’s separation of event interest selection and
waiting for event notification was based on observations in [3]
on the expense of using select to wait for I/O.
Our work draws on work conducted during the 1980s on
projects such as Etherphone [22] and ISLAND [1], which
explored many of the basic issues related to packet voice
transmission using voice terminals in an office LAN environment. Since we began this project, several companies have
released IP telephone products targeted at the LAN-based
PBX market. For example, Selsius Systems Inc. provide an
Ethernet-based phone and Symbol Technologies Inc. offer a
wireless LAN phone. These phones are designed to use a predetermined protocol (H.323) and fixed coders, and rely for
the most part on a LAN-based PBX server to implement telephony services. In comparison, EAT was designed specifically to be extensible and can accommodate new protocols
and services easily.

7 Future Work
EAT is now an integral part of the TOPS packet telephony
environment at AT&T Labs. In addition to augmenting the
browser-based control interface, we plan to use EAT to
explore several other issues related to telephony appliances.
An interesting feature of EAT is its ability to implement telephony services such as call waiting at the telephone device
itself, rather than in network switches, as is the case for traditional telephony. This allows new services to be more easily
tested, implemented, and deployed. In designing EAT we provided mechanisms that enable extensibility, and we plan to
explore how new services can be automatically discovered
and dynamically installed in a phone. For example, some
form of service scripting language may be appropriate. EAT
programmability may also be used to dynamically load voice
coders based on call capability negotiation and to provide personalized behavior based on the preferences of a registered
user. How to provide these features is a subject of future
work.
Telephony appliances are required to interact with various
network servers, for example EAT currently uses the TOPS
directory service and a gateway. We are interested in exploring more generally how EAT might use other services to support conferencing, speech processing, and user/terminal/call
mobility. Finally, we are interested in using EAT to enable
new services, including those involving access to high-quality
music and the use of location information to influence call
handling.

8 Conclusion
In this paper we presented the design and implementation of
EAT, a packet telephony appliance. Our work makes three
contributions: the detailed system architecture of a packet
telephony appliance, a unified buffering mechanism for space
and time efficiency, and a related event exchange mechanisms

that enables extensibility. Our paper describes the overall
packet telephony system architecture. The EAT packet telephony appliance that we built is based on the novel Euphony
network processor that integrates networking and DSP functions to provide a low cost and efficient solution for building
networked appliances. EAT runs a real-time operating system
that allows predictable operation with support for guaranteed
processing of voice data. The system services provide for
buffering, interprocess communication, and networking on
which the phone application is built. Finally, we presented the
architecture of the phone application itself and the interconnection between its components.
In addition to describing the hardware and software architecture of EAT, our paper introduced two general mechanisms
which grew out of our need to conserve memory and a highly
efficient but extensible software system. The first of these is
IObufs, which are used by all software modules that require
data to be exchanged. The second is the Event Exchange. The
combination of these two mechanisms provides an efficient
scheme for integrated event/data delivery and allows EAT to
easily evolve to accommodate new protocols and services.
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Abstract

ing data of interest. For example, a single video camera generates nearly 2TB of raw digital (YUV422 format[8]) video in
the course of a day. Even if compression schemes are used that
offer compression ratios of 100:1, this volume of data is difficult and costly to transmit, store, and retrieve[4] — and this is
all made that much worse by having to deal with multiple
video sources in a given application.
The technology described in this paper provides a practical
means of compressing this type of video stream with compression ratios that are orders of magnitude greater than is possible
through traditional video compression approaches alone. In
addition to reducing the required storage space for the
acquired video data, this compression method also assists in
the automatic identification of significant events within the
video data set.
This is made possible by the fact that the video data generated by these applications contains tremendous amounts of
temporal redundancy — the cameras are focussed on the same
scene for long periods of time, and punctuated with only brief
intervals of something interesting happening. Traditional digital video compression techniques (such as MPEG[2]) attempt
to minimize the amount of data that is generated from these
largely unchanging scenes. However, they still generate
unmanageably large amounts of data with this class of application. For example, an MPEG1 video stream of a constant
scene representative of a security video camera’s view generates a constant data rate of over 16GB of data per day.

There exists a class of interesting video applications that
generate large volumes of data, and for which existing video
compression techniques alone do not reduce the data to a
manageable amount. Examples of this type of application
include a wide range of video monitoring applications which
use stationary video cameras (e.g., facility security cameras,
video monitoring of manufacturing processes, etc.). This
paper presents a new compression technique for just such a
class of video applications, that can provide compression
ratios of on the order of 5000:1 and are realizable with
extremely low implementation costs.
This new technique, known as “gated compression,” works
in conjunction with standard video compression techniques
and provides an additional level of compression by suppressing (or “gating”) the compressed video stream. This technique involves the detection, in real-time, of when a newly
compressed field of video does not differ significantly from the
previously transmitted video field, and simply discarding the
field.
This compression scheme also lends itself readily to the
inclusion of a rate-limiting function. Rate limiting can be used
to ensure that the resulting data stream does not exceed a
specified storage limit over a given interval of time. Effective
rate-limiting is accomplished by applying a modulation function to the on/off gating of the compressed video stream.
This paper defines the key principles of the gated compression technique, describes an Internet-based hardware implementation of this compression scheme, and presents some
empirical results to illustrate the effectiveness of this
approach.

A. Overview of Gated Compression
Gated compression is a technique which takes advantage
of the characteristics of some of this class of applications in
order to achieve a multiplicative increase in compression ratio
over that offered by other video compression techniques. In
the example implementation described in this paper, the data
rate for a single surveillance video camera is reduced to a
maximum of 1GB per day, and some selected minimum value
(e.g., 500KB per day). The actual amount of data generated by
a given camera is, of course, a function of the activity which
occurs in the camera’s field of view. It is shown in this paper
that an average camera in the experiments described below
generated approximately 300MB of data per day, providing an
effective compression ratio of over 5000:1, without loss of
significant data.
The gated video compressor only emits compressed video
fields when a particular field is significantly different from the
last field it has emitted. This means that the gated compressor
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I. Introduction
There exist many video applications that continually generate enormous quantities of video data which contains very
low information content and is sparsely distributed. This class
of applications is characterized by (typically) having a set of
fixed-mount video cameras, “staring” at an occasionally varying scene. Examples of this type of application include video
monitoring applications such as traffic observation, building
security surveillance, manufacturing process monitoring, etc.
These “staring” video applications emit huge amounts of data
that presents a storage problem, as well as a problem in locat1

video signal, and exactly how the decision to transmit a field is
made. The following sections describe some of the policies
which have been shown to be effective in an example implementation of a network appliance which incorporates an
implementation of a gated video compressor.

goes silent whenever a series of fields that do not differ significantly are detected, and runs at full video capture rate whenever the observed scene is changing.
The key concept behind this form of compression is the
detection of “significant” changes between each captured
video field and a selected reference field. This field difference
information is used to enable (or “gate”) on and off a stream
of compressed versions of the input video fields.

II. Details of the Technique
The heart of this compression technique lies within the
gating logic function shown in Figure 1. This functional unit
which determines when an incoming field is worth passing on
to the next stage in the system. In effect, the gating logic is
performing a simplified form of motion detection on a live
video stream, and generating a control signal which is active
whenever motion is detected within the incoming video
stream.
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Figure 1 Diagram of a Gated Video Compression Scheme
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As shown in the figure above, the main flow of data
through a gated compressor is from the digitizer/decoder unit,
to a standard video compression unit, and then on through the
gating mechanism which determines whether each individual
field of compressed video is emitted by the compressor, or discarded. The gating logic operates in parallel with the digitization and compression of the video signal, and is the function
which determines which fields pass the gate, and which are
suppressed by the gating mechanism.
The gating logic contains a mechanism that calculates the
(weighted) difference between the current incoming video
field and a stored reference field. At the end of each incoming
field, the gating policy module evaluates the accumulated difference information and decides whether the most recently
compressed field should be transmitted or dropped. Should the
gating policy determine that the incoming field is sufficiently
different from the reference, the gate is opened and the compressed field is passed on to the next phase in the video pipeline (e.g., to networking code where it is encapsulated and sent
over the network, or to a file where it is stored). Also at the
end of each video field time, a new reference field may be chosen according to a defined policy.
In addition to all of this, a rate limiting module monitors
the cumulative volume of data being generated by the compressor and signals the gating policy to inhibit the production
of fields that it would ordinarily have allowed to be emitted, in
order to enforce a given maximum data rate over a given interval of time.
There are many different policy decisions that are applied
to the mechanisms of a gated compressor in a specific implementation. These may include a number of parameters which
define exactly what constitutes a “significant” change in the
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Figure 2 Detailed Block Diagram of the Gating Logic Component

The function of each of the main components illustrated in
Figure 2 is described below, along with the technical motivations behind some of the more significant design decisions
relating to each of the functions.
A. Video Digitization and Decoding
The first stage of a gated video compressor is where the
analog video signal is digitized and decoded. The decoder
emits a serial digital data stream that is comprised of a subchannel of luminance information, along with another subchannel containing the video signal’s chrominance information. In addition, the decoder emits a series of control signals
which provide pixel, scan-line, field, and frame timing information. This timing information is used to synchronize the
various sub-sections of the compressor.
Although the decoder passed on all of its output information to the standard video compressor in the next stage of the
gated compressor, it is possible to pass only the luma portion
of the video signal to the gating mechanism. By operating
only on the luma portion of each video pixel, the cost and
complexity of a gated compression unit can be reduced significantly over that required if the full color signal were processed. This optimization can be performed when color
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changes in the video input signal, in the absence of any
changes in the brightness of the signal, are not possible, or
deemed uninteresting. This corresponds well with the
response of the human visual system which perceives changes
in brightness much more readily than differences in color. It
should be noted that, while the gating logic may be disregarding the video stream’s color information, the standard video
compressor would still operate on the full video signal. Therefore, the output of the gated compressor would be in full color.
Thus, the use of luma information only in the gating logic section would not necessarily diminish the effectiveness or functionality of this compression scheme. Throughout the
remainder of this description it is assumed that the gating
logic is operating on luma values only.

In this way, the compressor can be made to be less sensitive to changes in some areas within the field of view, and
more sensitive to other areas. This could be useful when an
area with a continuously moving object (e.g., a clock or a fan)
exists. In such a case, the sensitivity within this area could be
attenuated. Similarly, some areas (e.g., a consistently lit door,
desk top, or assembly line) could be defined to have a hypersensitivity to change. An image editing interface can be used
to specify the regions that should be more or less sensitive to
change in pixel values, the output of which can be loaded into
an array of pixel threshold weights. These weights define the
degree of change required before a given pixel can be deemed
to have changed.
C. Significant Video Field Change Detection

B. Serial Pixel Differencing

The motion detection unit determines whether sufficiently
large numbers of pixels differ from their corresponding values
in the reference field to result in an indication that the incoming video field has changed. This is done by maintaining a
count of the number of different pixels for each field of incoming video, and comparing this count with another threshold
value. In an overly simplistic example, a significant field could
be identified if more than N of the M pixels in the incoming
field are considered different from those in the reference field.
While this approach could be used with a gated compressor,
such a scheme would suffer from a number of deficiencies
which would degrade the effectiveness of the compressor.
The use of a constant pixel threshold would result in a
compressor that would have a constant level of sensitivity to
change in the video field of view. This would be mean that the
unit would behave the same regardless of whether the scene
has been static, or varying over a recent past interval of time,
resulting in the same number of fields being captured during
periods of sustained activity as during isolated events. This is
undesirable when the application wishes to record more fields
during a sporadic event, and less during sustained periods of
activity.
A better approach is one where the unit is able to detect
when the current “ambient” level of change is high and desensitize the motion detector in proportion to the amount of
change in video frames that is currently being observed. This
can be done in a particularly effective manner by computing
the average motion over a recently passed interval of time and
defining a field to be significant when it’s number of changed
pixels differs from the average by a given amount (as opposed
to when it exceeds a fixed value). It is possible to maintain an
effective average of recent per-field cumulative pixel difference counts, without having to maintain a long history and
perform a sliding window average over these values.
A trailing exponential average function such as that given
in Equation 1 can be used to generate the average number of
pixels which are changing within a field over time. The result
is an average where previous field’s values contribute successively less to the current average. This provides a good
approximation to a sliding window average, at a much lower
cost, and much simpler implementation.

The first stage in the gating logic function involves the
comparison of the incoming video field with the reference
field. As each pixel digitized it is compared to the pixel corresponding to it in the current reference field. This comparison
determines the numeric difference between these two pixels.
In the ideal case where a video scene is not changing, the
value of each pixel at the same location within a video field
should have the same value across successive fields. However,
this is not true in practice as the sensors and transport paths in
video cameras are subject to the injection of noise. This means
that even when a scene does not change, the value of pixels at
any given location in the video field will change from field to
field.
The degree of variation in pixel value which occurs from
field to field due to noise has been found to be well-defined
and consistent (across individual video cameras of moderate
to high quality). Therefore, a thresholding mechanism must be
applied to the field-to-field pixel differences in order to deal
with the effects of pixel noise.
In this compression scheme, this thresholding is accomplished by taking the absolute value of the difference between
an incoming pixel and its reference pixel, and comparing it
with a given threshold value. If this difference is greater than
the threshold, the variance cannot be attributed solely to noise
and so the incoming pixel is considered to be significantly different from its reference value.
Taking the absolute value of the pixel differences has the
effect of making sure that it does not matter whether the
incoming pixel is brighter or darker than its reference pixel,
but only the magnitude of the difference between pixels is
considered in the comparison operation.
The output of the per-pixel differencing unit is a binary
signal that indicates whether the current incoming pixel is significantly different from its reference value. This binary
stream is sent on to the motion detection unit which is
described below.
An augmentation may be made to this basic pixel thresholding mechanism by using different threshold values for each
pixel position. This has the effect of allowing each pixel position to be made more or less sensitive to variations.
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ai=(α∗ai-1)+((1-α)∗xi)

Equation 1

video coding formats. This phase alternation is useful in the
analog domain, but introduces an artificial shift in the value of
a given pixel location from field to field. An effort must be
made to ensure that comparisons are only done between
incoming video fields which belong to the same phase group
as the reference field.

One problem with any sort of averaging calculation like
this is that it is effectively a low-pass filter, which suffer from
a problem known as phase lag — i.e., the value of the computed average lags behind that of the actual value. The effect
of this phase lag is a reaction time “shadow,” where the sudden drop off in actual activity leaves the compressor excessively insensitive to smaller changes in motion. This could
allow the unit to fail to detect significant motion following a
sustained period of higher motion.
This problem can be dealt with by building into the adaptive activity detection function an asymmetric response to
changes in the amount of motion being observed. In particular,
when the difference count for a field is significantly less than
the current average, the current value is weighted more in the
average. This has the effect of bringing the average value
down quicker, thereby reducing the sensitivity “shadow” area,
and making the compressor more adaptive to different situations. In effect, this detects the video signal’s noise floor —
i.e., the average of the recent least changing frames.

E. Cumulative Data Rate Limiting
Another mechanism which is used to great advantage with
this compression scheme is the data volume limiter function.
This mechanism is used to ensure that the effective data rate of
the device does not exceed a given amount over some period
of time. This function is particularly useful for ensuring that
devices which use gated compression do not overload a network, or to ensure that storage space is not exceeded in the
event that the output of a device is being recorded.
This mechanism keeps track of the number of bytes which
have been sent by the device over some past period of time. In
addition, the mechanism has user-definable parameters which
indicate the maximum amount of data which can be sent over
a given interval of time. The rate controlling unit monitors the
device’s history of data transmission and projects forward in
time to determine whether the current data rate needs to be
reduced in order to meet the overall data production restrictions.
The rate limiting mechanism calculates a nominal rate for
the compressor as a whole, and uses that rate to determine if
additional fields should be discarded in order to reduce the
unit’s total output of data. For example, if the device’s parameters are set so that it is not to generate more than 50MB per
hour, the nominal rate over that hour is roughly 7Mbps. At the
beginning of a period of activity there is plenty of budget, so
no attempt is made to limit the rate and bursts of traffic greater
than the nominal rate are allowed. However, the rate limiting
mechanism keeps track of what has been sent and as time goes
on, if the amount of data sent exceeds the nominal rate, the
rate limiter will instruct the gating mechanism to suppress
additional fields until the nominal rate is achieved. After a
prolonged burst of traffic above the nominal level, the rate
limiter will cause fields to be dropped in a dithering-like fashion (i.e., with an irregular duty-cycle) so that the effective data
rate will remain at or below the nominal level, but large
groups of consecutive fields are not discarded. In addition,
when fields are being dropped for rate control purposes, the
reference field is not changed, so that the next field allowed
under the rate-control will show a significant difference.

D. Reference Field Selection
In many applications of this type of compressor, it is
important that changes in lighting not be confused with
motion or some other significant change in the scene being
monitored. The ability of the compressor to distinguish significant motion from other artifacts depends greatly on the policy
used to choose the reference fields.
At the end of each video field time — and in parallel with
the determination of whether the compressed field is to be
emitted — a decision is made as to whether the current reference field is to be updated with the newly arrived field. A simplistic reference frame selection policy would have each
incoming field serve as the reference field for the subsequent
input field. However, the use of this policy has the effect of
making the gating logic unable to detect very slow moving
objects. Another policy might choose a new reference field
periodically (e.g., every Nth frame). Unfortunately, this too
has the effect of not being able to detect small changes which
occur over time. While this might be a desirable property for
some applications, another policy might suit other applications better. In particular, a policy which chooses the reference
frame to be the last field of video which was captured prior to
the video being gated off is particularly useful. With this policy, the motion effects of slow moving objects will accumulate
as the incoming pixels gradually diverge from their reference
pixels, eventually causing a significant field event to be triggered.
Regardless of the specific reference field selection policy
that is chosen, it is important to take into account the specific
fields being compared in making the gating determination. If
care is not taken in the choice of fields being compared, it is
possible for a source of apparent, but false, change can be
introduced in the field comparison process. This is due to the
phase alternation of chrominance information in standard

III. An Example Implementation
To validate the viability and explore the effectiveness of
the gated video compression described here, a video Internet
appliance known as the NetCam was created. A photo of an
actual NetCam unit can be seen in Figure 3.
The NetCam is a small, self-contained unit, which acts as a
full network citizen, abiding by all the conventions and operating with all the standard protocols which define a host device
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on an Intranet or on the greater Internet. NetCam connects to a
source of power and then directly to the network and has no
switches, jumpers, or external displays — it simply plugs into
the network as if it were a household appliance.

NetCam to operate at full video frame capture rate and still be
a small, low-cost, and low-power device.
A. Overview of NetCam Hardware
The key functional specifications for the NetCam hardware include:
• multi-format video digitizer (PAL/NTSC)
• full-frame rate MJPEG video compression
• single channel digitizer of microphone or line-level
audio at standard sampling depths (e.g., 8 or 16 bits per
sample) and rates (e.g., 8KHz, 32KHz, 44.1KHz,
48KHz, etc.)
• full-/half-duplex 10/100Mbps Ethernet interface
• hardware support for gated video compression
• less than 15W total power consumption
• less than 300cc total volume
• 24VAC external transformer, on-board power supply
• 512KB boot PROM
• 512KB FLASH
• 8MB DRAM

Figure 3 Photograph of the NetCam Internet Video Appliance

Multiple instances of the NetCam can be connected with
off-the-shelf computer networking hardware to create digital
versions of the traditional analog closed circuit television systems. In addition, these devices can coexist with computer
systems on a (TCP/IP-based) local area network (such as
Ethernet), or on the larger Internet. This device includes support for configuration via DHCP, ICMP message handling,
address resolution with ARP and RARP protocols, sending
and receiving of IP, UDP, and TCP packets, as well as transfers between files on a remote host and its local memory by
way of the TFTP protocol. Most significantly however, this
device can send and receive digital audio and compressed digital video using the Internet standard RTP and RTCP protocols[6], as well as being able to use IP multicast protocols.
The use of multicast RTP-encapsulated motion JPEG
(MJPEG) and audio was popularized on the MBONE[5]— the
experimental Multicast Backbone of the Internet. This device
interoperates with a number of applications written for use
with these standards — e.g., it can be used to send audio and
video data to the popular “vic” and “vat” video teleconferencing software[7], as well as the ShowMeTV product from Sun
Microsystems.
While the RTP/RTCP protocols have been specified to
work with other forms of video coding, such as MPEG,
Motion JPEG is a better choice for most applications. While
MPEG can provide higher compression ratios than motion
JPEG, it suffers when run on a computer communications network with the possibility of congestion-based packet loss.
MPEG is not well suited for use with unreliable or datagrambased protocols. This is because the loss of a single packet of
an MPEG stream could result in the loss of an entire Group of
Pictures (GOP), which could be tens of frames of video. With
MJPEG, it is possible to lose a packet (and perform very simple error concealment) and not lose even one frame of video.
Another benefit of the use of MJPEG over MPEG is that
MJPEG encoding is significantly simpler and cheaper to
encode and decode than MPEG encoding. This allows the

The NetCam hardware was designed to be highly flexible
and a modular design approach was taken where each major
function is implemented on a roughly 3”x3” printed circuit
board. The boards which make up the NetCam are: the CPU
board, the 10/100Mbps Ethernet board, the audio codec board,
the video digitizer/compressor board, and the power supply
board. These boards and their external connectors are shown
in Figure 4.
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Figure 4 The NetCam Front Panel Connectors

This modular construction makes it possible to replace any
of the major components with a minimal amount of effort. It is
possible to easily exchange the Motion JPEG compression
unit with an MPEG compression board should it be so desired.
It is also possible to swap out the network interface board and
have the device work with any number of different network
types, as opposed to just Ethernet — e.g., Token Ring, ATM,
etc. Likewise, the processor module can be replaced with a
different type of CPU. The firmware is similarly modular in
that there is very little effort involved in changing the specific
implementation of any of the major components.
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In order for this device to be a simple, self-contained,
stand-alone appliance, yet be able to function in a fully general Internet environment, it is required that all of the necessary settings and parameter changes be remotely controllable
across the network. The NetCam allows all of the internal settings to be read and written over the network, instead of
requiring the device be connected to a control panel, or external computer in order to change the unit’s parameters. In addition, all administration and update functions are available over
the network as well. An initial set of configuration values are
placed in the CPU board’s flash memory when the system is
first installed, and then all subsequent changes to the configuration values of the unit can be done over the Internet. For true
unattended remote operation, in addition to all this, the unit
must be able to automatically detect and recover from failures.
The NetCam does this with a watchdog timer which must be
successfully reset periodically or the system will restart itself.
Also, the device automatically resets and restarts itself following any power failure or other exception condition. As an
additional security feature, the NetCam periodically emits a
keep-alive message that indicates whether a valid video input
signal is present.
A diagram illustrating the main components on each of the
NetCam boards is given in Figure 5.
CPU Board

Ethernet Board

The NetCam’s real-time executive includes the following
functionality:
• threads — enables preemptive multitasking in single
and multiple processor systems
• mutexes — synchronize thread access to resources
• message queues — enables inter-thread communications
• memory management — supports allocation and freeing of memory
• real-time support — provides priority scheduling with
full preemption and priority inheritance to ensure critical tasks are handled in a timely manner
• device driver architecture — handles low-level interrupt
processing, etc.
• drivers implemented for Ethernet, serial port,
clock, and video and audio subsystems
• debugging support — trap handling with symbolic
back-trace, thread profiling, assertions
• application support, including:
• libc functions: printf, sprintf, memset, bcopy,
bzero, memcpy, strlen, and memcmp
• packet-filter-based network protocol stack, including:
• ARP/RARP, ICMP, DHCP, IP, UDP, TCP, TFTP,
and RTP/RTCP
Each NetCam unit is initialized to contain the following
set of application programs pre-loaded in the simple flash file
system:
• netconfig — a network parameter configuration tool
• tftp — an implementation of the trivial file transfer protocol
• netcam — the audio/video transmitter application program
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IV. Experimental Results
A prototype Java-based distributed security video application was created (in cooperation with Sun’s Corporate Security group) to explore the effectiveness of the NetCam and its
implementation of gated video compression. This application
was designed as a prototype for a network-based digital
replacement for the functionality currently being provided by
a traditional analog camera and coaxial cable distribution system.
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CVBS SVideo

Video Input Board

(AD)
AD1845
Audio
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SRAM

FRAM

Line
I/O

Video Output Board
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Figure 5 NetCam Hardware Block Diagram

B. NetCam Software Features
The major software components within the NetCam
include the PROM-resident monitor, the executive and the
application program. An overview of the key features of each
of these components is provided below.

A. An Example Corporate Security Video System
The existing analog security video system is a fairly typical installation with analog video cameras monitoring all of
the entrances and exits of each building. A typical building
has between 6 and 12 security video cameras. The video from
each group of buildings is transported to a central collecting
site where it is recorded and stored. The output from each
camera is recorded in a time-lapse fashion, at between one and
five frames per second, on a dedicated (industrial-grade) video
recorder.

The PROM monitor in the NetCam provides the following
functions:
• peek/poke registers, i/o, and memory locations
• download (S-Records) over serial line
• manipulate simple flash file system
• start/stop program execution
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A full-time security staff exists to change video tapes,
maintain the cameras, the video distribution network, and the
video recorders. The security staff is responsible for retrieving
and reviewing recordings as part of security investigations, as
well as monitoring the video from selected cameras in real
time.
This sort of installation is clearly quite costly both in terms
of the amount of equipment required, as well as the manpower
costs required by such a system. While this may represent the
current state of the art in video security systems, it leaves
much to be desired in terms of both cost and effectiveness.
The sheer number of video feeds that must be provided to support a campus with a dozen buildings, each of which having a
dozen cameras, presents a serious management problem. In
practice, the ability to provide investigators with useful information is limited both by the technical limits of this kind of
system and the limits of a highly human-interaction-intensive
process. It has been reported that it takes approximately one
hour of investigator time for each hour of recorded video
reviewed[9].
Clearly, an opportunity exists to provide improved effectiveness, at substantially lower cost, with a digital solution.
However, a examination of the quantity of video that must be
handled leads quickly to the conclusion that existing compression techniques are not up to the task. This is an example of
where the NetCam and gated video compression can provide a
superior solution.

Video Archive Server
Campus
Network

Live Viewing

Status Monitoring

Security
Subnet
Building #1

Building #2

Archive Retrieval

Video Cameras + NetCams

Video Cameras + NetCams

Figure 6 The Prototype NetCam-Based Security Video Application

C. Measurements from the Prototype System
The results of this initial experimental use of the NetCam
demonstrate the overall effectiveness of both the gated compression and rate limiting techniques described above. These
measurements demonstrate that there is great opportunity to
exploit the advantages of gated compression, and the combination of gating and rate-limiting provides an effective means
of reducing continuous video streams to manageable levels.
The highly regular and stylized traffic patterns which are
typical of this application domain can be seen clearly in the
graph shown in Figure 7. This graph shows the number of
frames captured by a representative camera, for each hour of
the day, over a four week period. The activity patterns of a
common office building can be seen both within the daily
cycle of activity which begins with the cleaning staff working
around midnight, progresses to a quiet period leading up to the
arrival of the building occupants in the morning, then ramping
up to a sustained level of activity throughout the day, and then
ramping down to another quiet period at the end of the day. In
addition to this daily cycle of activity, the relative lack of
activity during weekends is also evident in this graph. This
data illustrates how periods of inactivity in the observed environment translate into natural opportunities for compression
of the video stream. Whereas without the use of gated compression (and rate limiting), a video camera would capture
over 200,000 fields of video per hour, the example shown in
Figure 7 captures a maximum of less than 4,000 fields of
video (and averages less than 1,000 fields) per hour. This
behavior provides an additional two orders of magnitude in
compression over whatever other video compression technique is used with the gating method.
The plots given in Figure 8 indicate that each of the example building’s NetCams emit video fields with the same characteristic envelope. This is somewhat unexpected as the
cameras are focussed on different entrances to the building,
with obviously different usage patterns. These measurements
reinforce the notion that a significant opportunity for gating
video off exists within security video applications, regardless
of the specific scene being monitored.

B. A NetCam-Based Security Video Application
A prototype NetCam-based security video application was
created, and is illustrated in Figure 6. In this system, a NetCam unit is paired with each of the existing security cameras
in a set of buildings, and connected to a private local-area subnetwork. The video is collected at a server which archives the
data to tape. This archive server is connected to both the private security video subnet and the campus backbone network.
The archive server maintains a recording of the camera outputs over a given interval of time and behaves much like a
video FIFO where each hour the oldest hour of video from
each camera is replaced with the most recent hour’s video.
The archive server not only records the video emitted from
all of the connected NetCams, but also responds to requests to
playback stored video sequences. A Java-applet-based web
application is provided to allow the security staff to recall the
video for a given building and camera, for a defined interval of
time, from any place on the network.
In addition, the fact that the RTP encapsulated video from
the NetCams is being multicast allows multiple simultaneous
listeners to be active on each video stream. For example, the
archive server’s recording process, a monitoring process that
generates an alarm when a camera goes away, and any number
of live viewing applications could all be monitoring the output
of a given camera’s NetCam.
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The effectiveness of the NetCam’s gating and rate-limiting
functions can be seen in the plot given in . This graph shows
the number of bytes of data emitted by a representative NetCam over the course of a ten week period. Both the representative daily and weekly characteristics are reflected in this
graph. In this example, the subject NetCam was configured to
limit its output to less than 1GB per day. The cumulative data
volume over the given period was measured to be 78GB, with
an average of 46MB/hour, a minimum of 600KB/hour, and a
maximum of 146MB/hour.
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Figure 9 Amount of Data Emitted by a NetCam Over Nine Weeks

Finally, to put these figures in perspective, Table 1 is given
which illustrates the storage required per camera for raw
(YUV422 format[8]) video, MJPEG[1] and MPEG[2] compressed video, and gated motion-JPEG video.
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Figure 8 A Month’s Average Daily Output of From Three NetCams

A measure of the degree to which the gating and rate-limiting mechanisms distribute the sampling of a video stream
can be seen in the distribution of field capture times. An illustration of this for a representative NetCam is shown in Figure
10. In this plot, the approximately 800 frames captured during
the hour interval shown are fairly well distributed over time.
There is only one instance where the maximum of 30 frames
is captured during a one second interval, and there was, on
average, less than four frames captured during each second
where activity was detected by the NetCam

second
minute
hour
day
week
month

422YUV
(1:1)

MJPEG
(50:1)

MPEG
(100:1)

20 MB
1.2 GB
72 GB
1.7 TB
12 TB
52 TB

400 KB
24 MB
1.4 GB
34.6 GB
242 GB
1 TB

200KB
12 MB
720 MB
18 GB
126 GB
540 GB

Gated & Limited
MJPEG
(2000:1 worst case)
11 KB (avg.)
667 KB (avg.)
40 MB (limit)
1 GB (max.)
7 GB (max.)
30 GB (max.)

Table 1 Volume of Video Data Output Over a Given Interval of Time
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V. Alternative Solutions

interest, and there is no indication of where these interesting
frames appear within the captured data set.
A better approach would be to reduce the frame capture
rate to as close to zero as possible during periods when the
scene being monitored is unchanging, and then capture at full
rate when something interest occurs. In this way, an equivalent
number of frames might be captured, but the capture times are
made to correspond with the times when events of interest
occur. An additional benefit of this idealized approach is the
reduction in uninteresting frames within the data set, which
aids in the process of locating specific events of interest.
Other attempts have been made at determining when interesting events are occurring based purely on the contents of the
video stream. The most promising, image-processing-based,
techniques tend to be extremely hardware-intensive, and
therefore too expensive for many applications. At the very
extreme high end of the spectrum of approaches, many image
processing techniques have been developed which automatically segment a video image into regions of pixels which correspond to objects in the camera’s field of view. The motion of
these object can then be detected, classified, and tracked[3].
These techniques are prohibitively expensive and rarely can be
made to run in real-time — i.e., they typically cannot be used
for digital video security applications.
Some digital techniques use the very computationallyintensive approach to detect motion, which involves taking
regions (typically an NxM rectangle) of pixels from the incoming video stream and correlating them with the pixels in a reference image. This approach can be thought of as an
approximation to the generalized image understanding
approach described above. In this case, the incoming image is
arbitrarily divided up into rectangles which are then compared
against (to be localized on) a reference image. This is considerably simpler than trying to first segment the incoming image
into objects and then compare the new location of the object
against its location in the reference object. This technique is
used as part of the MPEG video compression standard and is
known as motion-estimation. While this approach can be quite
effective in detecting motion, it is also costly and time consuming. Sophisticated and costly custom integrated circuits
must be used to perform this kind of motion detection. Furthermore, this approach tends to be quite sensitive the to the
quality of the incoming image; noise on the incoming video
signal makes it very difficult to locate given regions in a reference image. For all of these reasons, motion estimation techniques have not been widely used for the types of applications
of interest here.
Other digital techniques for motion detection in security
video applications are based on the detection of edges in video
images — i.e., abrupt transitions in color or brightness which
serve delineate one region from another. This type of approach
simplifies the process by requiring only transitions be stored
and detected, as opposed to values of large numbers of pixels.
This takes advantage of the fact that there is a high degree of
correlation between pixels in a video image (i.e., large regions
of pixels tend to share similar values). These types of devices
tend to be very sensitive to false trigger events due to lighting

Although a number of other techniques have been developed to detect motion in real-time video streams, each of these
techniques suffers from one sort of deficiency or another.
One general class of techniques employs a variety of different adjunct means of detecting motion — i.e., by emitting
or detecting some form of energy other than that in the visual
spectrum (e.g., microwave, infrared, etc.). Typically in such
systems, the adjunct detection system is used to switch a video
camera or recording device on and off. These techniques tend
to be less reliable and easier to detect and defeat than techniques based solely on the use of the information contained in
the video stream itself.
The video-only techniques can be classified into those
which operate in the analog domain and those which operate
in the digital domain. A number of simplistic analog
approaches have been employed (e.g., such as placing photocells on a television monitor) with less than the desired level
of effectiveness. Analog techniques such as detecting changes
in light values using one-shot timers to sample fixed locations
in the video signal, or sampling fixed regions of the video signal and comparing against preset values, have been used to
detect motion in video. Other analog techniques filter or integrate the incoming video signal and look for gross changes in
the signal’s characteristics to detect motion. These approaches
tend to be inexpensive, but also provide poor results as they
are dealing with some adulterated (and simplified) version of
the video signal which discards the bulk of the information
content of the signal. Working with a signal with so little
information content, the best that can be achieved is a rough
approximation that motion has occurred in the scene when the
incoming signal changes in a particular way.
All of these analog techniques tend to be imprecise in what
they measure and so have inherent limitations in the degree of
sensitivity that they can have to actual motion, as well as being
susceptible to false triggers. Digital techniques tend to be
much better at reducing both false positive (i.e., detecting
motion when there is none) and false negative (not detection
motion when it exists) motion detection outputs. The digital
approach has the property of being able to repeatably associate a numerical value with a physical portion of the video
camera’s field of view. This ability to quantify the light coming from an area in space makes it possible to more accurately
determine when motion occur in the scene being observed
than can be done by analog means.
Most digital continuous monitoring video systems tend to
be variants of time-lapse video approaches, all of which are
based on the assumption is that it is not practical to store all of
the data, and it is not possible to know when something interesting is happening. Thus, they greatly reduce the capture
frame rate (e.g., to one frame a second) and capture samples
uniformly distributed in time. This approach is not very effective due to the fact that events of interest tend to be bursty and
the sampling is done uniformly in time. The captured video
still contains the same density of information of interest, however there are far fewer frames which contain the events of
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VI. Conclusions

changes. A stationary scene may appear to move as the lighting changes the location of shadows in a scene over the course
of a day.
The majority of video motion detection techniques work
on the principle of comparing the incoming video signal to
some stored reference signal. Some devices are constrained to
only use the previous frame as a reference. While this has the
benefit of requiring less storage, is less sensitive to false trigger events due to slowly changing lighting, and it lends itself
to a more simple implementation, it has the drawback of making the system unable to detect slow rate of change events.
Ideally, a motion detection device could choose arbitrary
frames as the current reference frame. This way, reference
frames can be chosen periodically to adapt to changing lighting conditions, and also during a period where motion is
detected, to allow the system to adapt to differing degrees of
motion. This, in fact, is how the device being described here
operates.
In the digital domain, a common method for detecting
motion is to subtract the value of an incoming pixel from the
corresponding pixel in the reference frame and accumulate the
resulting difference and generate a motion indication should
the difference signal exceed some preset amount. Among the
shortcomings of this approach are the fact that the entire frame
is being differenced against a reference frame and the result is
accumulated to make the motion determination. This is a
problem in that changes over the whole image field can cancel
out, thereby giving a false reading. For example, a given pixel
could be brighter than its corresponding value in the reference
frame by amount N, and another pixel could be darker than its
reference value by -N. In such a case, the changes cancel out
and significant motion might not be detected.
In addition, the simple differencing of corresponding pixels is insufficient for an effective motion detector. At the very
least, the system must use the absolute value of the pixel differences — i.e., a difference of N is equivalent to a difference
of -N. Similarly, the magnitude of differences is significant.
The output of all video cameras have noise imposed upon the
video signal. This means that the value reported for a pixel of
an unchanging scene may vary plus and minus some amount
simply due to thermally induced noise. Most existing methods
do not compensate for this and so noise on the video signal
contributes to false positive responses as well as to the need to
desensitize motion detectors to the point where addition false
negatives are generated.
The NetCam described here uses both a pixel difference
threshold (which defines the degree (in absolute value) to
which a pixel must vary from it’s corresponding reference
pixel in order to be considered different), and a frame difference threshold (which defines the number of pixels which
must be different for a motion detection indication to be
given).

This paper introduces a new application-specific video
compression technique that allows a compressed video stream
to be switched (or gated) off whenever the current video field
does not differ significantly from the last field sent. By (serially) performing per-pixel comparisons of incoming fields
with the most recently transmitted field, it is possible to determine if the new field contains new information which should
be sent, or whether the field is essentially the same and therefore need not be transmitted. This approach can result in an
increase in compression ratios, in addition to that given by the
native compression method, of a factor of 100 or more. In
video surveillance applications, the use of gated compression,
in conjunction with MJPEG compression, can yield an effective compression ration of over 5000:1.
It was noted that the video in many fixed-camera applications is highly redundant. In these cases, gated compression
ensures that these devices generate absolutely no network traffic when there is no activity in the camera’s field of view.
However, when a significant event occurs, gating allows for
transmitting at full frame rate, allowing the capture of highly
detailed and complete video sequences, then returning to the
quiescent state when the event ends. This results in highly
bursty traffic from the devices, alternately transmitting at full
rate and being silent. It is possible with to set parameters
which define exactly how sensitive to differences in video
images such a device should be. In fact, it is possible to set the
gating mechanism’s parameters such that no gating is done at
all and every frame of video is passed through to the network.
In addition, a data-size limiting mechanism can be used in
conjunction with gating function to ensure that a video source
does not exceed a given amount of data in a period of time.
Gated compression can be effective even when used with
broadcast television sources. For example, in cases where 30
frame per second interlaced video has been converted from 24
frame per second film, a technique called “3-2 pull-down” is
used[8]. This duplicates one field two additional times followed by the display of the next field, which is then duplicated
once (resulting in the following type of pattern: aaabbcccdd...). When this type of video signal is presented to a
device that uses gated compression, the gating mechanism
removes the redundant fields and achieves an additional compression factor of 60%, with no loss in video quality (as all
repeated fields are simply redisplays of the first field).
This paper describes a small, low-cost, Internet appliance
that implements the gated compression scheme and illustrates
the effectiveness of this approach in an example application.
This device uses digital processing techniques to quickly,
accurately, and inexpensively detect motion in video streams
captured by a video camera. This device is shown to be capable of detecting small amounts of motion in a scene, as well as
significant changes in motion in a constantly changing scene
(by dynamically adjusting its sensitivity to the current level of
background motion). The results of a series of experiments
were presented to illustrate the effectiveness of the gated compression technique in an actual surveillance video application.
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Abstract
In this paper, we study the effect of using FIFO or fair queuing on the end-to-end delay and jitter observed by CBR traffic
in large-scale networks, where: (1) the bandwidth requirement and the packet sizes vary considerably across the CBR
flows; (2) the class of CBR flows occupy different fractions
of the total link bandwidth; and (3) the class of CBR flows
share each network link with several other flows with different packet arrival patterns. Our results provide an empirical basis to evaluate the effectiveness of FIFO and per flow
scheduling for CBR flows, as well as guidelines for deploying CBR services in the Internet.

1

Introduction

The Internet has traditionally supported the best-effort service
model in which the network offers no assurance about when,
or even if, packets will be delivered. This service model has
proved to be adequate for elastic applications (e.g., ftp, telnet, and http) that tolerate packet delays and losses rather
gracefully. With the commercialization of the Internet and
the deployment of inelastic continuous media applications,
however, the best-effort service model is increasingly becoming inadequate. For example, to meet the timeliness requirements of digital audio and video playback, most multimedia
applications require greater predictability with respect to endto-end delay and bandwidth than that offered by the current
best-effort networks. To facilitate the co-existence of these
emerging applications with conventional elastic applications,
there is an increasing need for designing networks that differentiate between the services provided to different customers
and applications.
One architecture for achieving service differentiation requires (1) networks to employ per-flow scheduling algorithms [3, 16] and (2) sources and receivers to exchange signaling messages that establish packet classification and forwarding state on each router along the path [14]. In this ar This research was supported in part by an AT&T Foundation Award,
IBM Faculty Development Award, Intel, the National Science Foundation
(CAREER award CCR-9624757, and Research Infrastructure Award CDA9624082), Lucent Bell Laboratories, NASA, Mitsubishi Electric Research
Laboratories (MERL), and Sun Microsystems Inc.
y This work was carried out when the author was with AT&T Labs–
Research, Floram Park, New Jersey.

zEnsim Corporation
Mountain View, California

chitecture, however, the amount of state information required
to be maintained at each router scales in proportion to the
number of concurrent flows, which can be potentially large on
high-speed links. To address this scalability requirement, the
differentiated services architecture has been proposed [12].
This architecture achieves scalability by implementing complex classification and conditioning functions only at network
boundary routers (which process lower volumes of traffic and
lesser numbers of flows), and providing service differentiation inside the network for aggregated traffic rather than on a
per-flow basis [12].
An example of this philosophy is the Virtual Leased Line
service model [8, 12]. This service model guarantees a reserved rate to a flow. Flows requesting this service are shaped
to constant bit rate (CBR) flows, and the packets of the flow
are then marked as belonging to a particular service class (expedited forwarding service class in [8]) by appropriately setting the Type-of-Service (ToS) byte in the IP header of the
packet [11]. The routers transmit packets belonging to this
service class in the first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. To ensure
that the rate guarantees of the flows can be met, the routers
employ appropriate scheduling algorithm to ensure that on
any given link, the rate available for this service class is at
least the aggregate of the reserved rates of flows that request
the Virtual Leased Line service. Note that this service does
not guarantee an upper bound on delay; however, it is expected to closely resemble the service offered by a leased line.
The design of the Virtual Leased Line and other such service models are based on the following conjecture: If all the
flows belonging to that service class are smoothed to CBR at
the source or the ingress routers and if the bandwidth available to the service class is at least as large as the aggregate
rate of all the flows, then FIFO scheduling of packets belonging to the aggregate is sufficient. The validity of this
conjecture is essential for the deployment of many proposed
services; yet, very little is known about: (1) the end-to-end
delay and jitter observed by packets belonging to the CBR
flows as they travel through many routers, and (2) the sizes of
build-out buffer required at the end-point to restore the CBR
nature of the flow prior to delivering the packets to the applications. This problem was investigated in [6]; however,
that study assumes equal packet size for all flows. Hence, the
conclusions of that study may not apply to the Internet, which
allows variable-size network layer packets. We discuss in de-

tail the related work in Section 6.
In this paper, we study—through simulations—the effect
of using FIFO or fair queuing on the end-to-end delay and
jitter observed by CBR traffic in large-scale networks, where:
(1) the bandwidth requirement and the packet sizes vary considerably across the CBR flows; (2) the class of CBR flows
occupies different fractions of the total link bandwidth; and
(3) the class of CBR flows shares each network link with
other flows with different packet arrival patterns. We find that
the difference between the end-to-end performance of CBR
flows yielded by FIFO and fair queuing is significant in networks that service flows with substantially different packet
sizes. Since the current Internet allows flows to use different
packet sizes, our results provide engineering guidelines for
deploying CBR services in the Internet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a context for comparing the performance of FIFO
and fair queuing for CBR flows. In Section 3, we describe
our experimental setup, selection of experimental parameters,
and the metrics for our evaluation. Sections 4 and 5 discuss
results of our experiments. Section 6 describes the related
work, and finally, Section 7 summarizes our conclusions.

algorithms, since it has been shown that fairness is a desirable property of algorithms [3], we restrict our attention to
the class of fair queuing algorithms in GR.
Now, consider a network where all the flows are smoothed
out to CBR at the edge of the network (as is the case in the
Virtual Leased Line service model). Since a CBR flow has a
burst size of one packet, from (1), we conclude that the endto-end delay guarantee for a CBR flow in case of fair queuing
is:
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+
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i

(2)

where If = RLf is the inter-packet spacing for the CBR flows.
FIFO does not provide such a bound. However, it is conjectured that due to the elimination of traffic bursts at the edge
of the network, the queues at network switches may never
grow to a significant size; therefore, FIFO may provide worstcase delays that are comparable to the delay bounds guaranteed by fair queuing algorithms. The main objective of this
work is to evaluate—through simulations—the validity of this
conjecture in the context of large-scale networks.
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Experimental Methodology

Problem Formulation

FIFO is the simplest known discipline for scheduling flows
in a network; it transmits packets in the order of their arrival.
The simplicity of FIFO, however, comes at a cost—it is wellknown that FIFO does not protect flows from each other; a
burst of packet arrival from a flow affects the performance of
all the other flows sharing the network. Thus, in a network
with bursty traffic, FIFO does not provide end-to-end delay
and bandwidth guarantees to flows. Furthermore, it has been
shown that FIFO preserves or increases bunching of packets
within a flow [4], thus worsening the end-to-end delay and
jitter as the size of the network increases.
To address the limitations of FIFO, several different packet
scheduling algorithms have been proposed [3, 16]. These algorithms maintain a per-flow state and provide bounded endto-end delay guarantee to a flow regardless of the behavior of
other flows in the network. In particular, it has been shown
that for a leaky bucket flow, a network employing the Guaranteed Rate (GR) scheduling algorithms [5] guarantees that
the maximum end-to-end delay is bounded by
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Rf
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i

(1)

where  , L, and Rf , respectively, denote the burstiness, the
maximum packet size, and the bit rate requirement of the
flow; K is the number of hops the flow is traversing; and
i is a constant that depends on the scheduling algorithm at
switch i. Though this result is applicable for a large class of

We have developed a network simulator using CSIM [1] to
study the effect of using FIFO or fair queuing on the end-toend performance of CBR traffic in large-scale networks. In
this section, we describe our simulation environment, the design of our experiments, and the metrics for the performance
evaluation.

3.1 Simulation Environment
3.1.1

Network Topology

For our experiments, we consider a linear, multi-hop network
topology (see Figure 1(a)). This network model is fairly general and has been used in literature [7, 9, 10, 15]. Let Mn
denote a linear, multi-hop network topology with n routers,
and let Ri (i 2 [1; n]) denote the ith router in the topology.
Given such a topology, we are interested in the end-to-end
performance of tagged traffic, which refers to the set of CBR
flows that enters the network topology at router R1 and traverses the multi-hop network topology Mn . Specifically, we
measure how the characteristics of the individual CBR flows
aggregated in the tagged traffic are altered as they interact
with other CBR aggregates (referred to as the cross traffic)
that enter and depart the network at each router along the path.
We model each router in this network as having three input ports (I1 ; I2 ; and I3 ) and three output ports (O1 ; O2 ;
and O3 ). Each input port de-multiplexes 1/3 of its flows to
each of the three output ports (see Figure 1(b)). Using these
routers, we construct the linear, multi-hop network topology
Mn as follows: Mn consists of n routers such that, for all i
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Figure 1: Simulation environment: network topology and router architecture
(1  i  n , 1), the output port O2 of router Ri is connected
to the input port I2 of router Ri+1 . Through each router port,
an aggregation of CBR flows enters the network. We refer
to 1/3 of the flows entering port I2 of router R1 as the tagged
traffic. For each router, the traffic routed to the output port O2
consists of: (1) The tagged traffic (entering the router from
port I2 ); (2) 1/3 of the flows entering from input port I1 ; and
(3) 1/3 of the flows entering from input port I3 . We refer to
flows entering from ports I1 and I3 that are routed to port
O2 as cross traffic. All of the remaining traffic entering each
router is routed to ports O1 and O3 .
The above topology ensures that: (1) the tagged traffic that
enters the network at router R1 is routed all the way through
the multi-hop network Mn , and (2) the cross traffic entering the network at router Ri (i 2 [1; n]) interferes with the
transmission of the tagged traffic for a single hop, and leaves
the network at router Ri+1 . This topology facilitates experimentation with different compositions of the cross traffic and
different network depths.
3.1.2

Modeling Cross Traffic

The extent to which the cross traffic entering each router affects the characteristics of the CBR flows in the tagged traffic
depends on the burstiness of the cross traffic. Note that, although we have assumed that each flow entering the network
is shaped to CBR at the source, the aggregate cross traffic
entering each router may be bursty. This burstiness results
from: (1) the inherent differences in the bit rate requirements
and the phases of the CBR flows, and (2) the traffic distortions
in the network.
To reasonably approximate this burstiness, we model the
cross traffic entering at each router in the network as consisting of two types of flows: (1) flows that are at the beginning
of their routes or have traversed through a small number of
routers, and (2) flows that are at the end of their routes or have
traversed through a large number of hops. This model closely
approximates the current Internet—each backbone router is a
small number of hops away from some set of hosts while being far away from some others. Given this model, the interesting question in modeling the cross traffic is: what are the

reasonable values for small and large?
To address this question, we conducted an experiment with
a seven-hop network topology (M7 ) with 40Mbps link bandwidth and fixed size (512 Bytes) packets. The CBR flows entering the network were selected from two classes: (1) flows
with bit rates in the range 1.5-5 Mbps, and (2) flows with bit
rates in the range 32-95 Kbps. The bit rate for each flow was
selected randomly from the respective ranges. Flows from
each class were assigned equal share of the link bandwidth.
The link utilization was set to 97%. For this experimental
setup, we measured the burstiness of the tagged traffic emanating from port O2 of each router in the M7 topology. Since
all the flows have the same packet size, we measure burstiness
in terms of index of dispersion for intervals (IDI); IDI measures the variability of packet arrivals at various time scales1 .
Figure 2 plots the IDI values observed for the tagged traffic, assuming that packets are scheduled at the routers using
FIFO and WF2 Q+ . The results indicate that: (1) although
the variability in the inter-packet arrival times for individual
flows may increase as CBR flows traverse through a multihop network, the IDI values for the aggregate tagged traffic
reduces with increase in the hop count; and (2) IDI values for
the aggregate tagged traffic does not change appreciably after 4 hops. Hence, for the rest of this paper, we will assume
that the cross traffic entering port I1 of each router in the network has traveled through 1 or 2 network hops, and the traffic
entering port I3 has traveled through 4 hops2 .
1 The

IDI for an inter-arrival process fXi g is formally defined as [6]:

Ji (n) =

P

n  var[ nk=1 Xi+k ]
P
E 2 [ nk=1 Xi+k ]

If the process is wide-sense stationary, then Ji (n) = J (n) for all i. The
function J (n) describes the variation in the inter-packet arrival process at
different time scales. Note that for CBR flows, J (n) = 0, while for a Poisson arrival process, J (n) = 1 for all n.
2 Note that our experiment to measure the burstiness of the aggregate
flows was conducted for a network with fixed packet size. The conclusions
presented here may change slightly if the above experiment is repeated in a
different network environment.
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Figure 2: IDI values for traffic emanating from router Ri (i 2 [1; 7]) in an M7 network topology.

3.2 Design of Experiments
We conduct two sets of experiments; one for the network environment that supports a single class of service (namely the
CBR service class), and the other for the network environment that simultaneously supports multiple service classes.
3.2.1

CBR Networks

In this set of experiments, we compare the end-to-end performance of CBR flows in networks where each router employs either FIFO or Worst-case Fair Weighted Fair Queuing
(WF2 Q+ ) [2] to arbitrate access to link bandwidth, and (1)
all flows are shaped to CBR at the source or at the ingress
routers, and (2) all the flows request the same class of service.
We experiment with different compositions of CBR flows and
different network configurations.
Experiment 1: A CBR flow fi is characterized by specifying its bit rate requirement ri and its packet size li . In
a large-scale network, such as the Internet, both ri and
li may vary considerably across the CBR flows. In this
experiment, we systematically evaluate the effect of heterogeneity along each of these two dimensions on the
end-to-end performance of individual CBR flows. We
simulate the following three network environments.
1. A network environment in which all CBR flows
have different bandwidth requirements, but the
packet size for all the flows is the same. ATM networks are good examples of such environments.
2. A network environment in which all flows have the
same bandwidth requirement, but the packet size
for the flows are different.
3. A network environment in which the bit rate requirement as well as the packet sizes vary considerably across flows. The current Internet is an excellent example of such a network.

Experiment 2: In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of
increasing the number of hops that the tagged traffic traverses through on the end-to-end performance of individual CBR flows. This allows us to draw conclusions
about large networks.
Experiment 3: In this experiment, we study the impact of
different network utilization levels on the results of Experiment 1 and 2.
We present the results of these experiments in Section 4.
3.2.2

Multi-class Networks

The differentiated services architecture is expected to support
many different types of end-to-end services. A network can
enable the co-existence of these services by employing packet
scheduling algorithms to protect application classes from one
another. Figure 3 depicts such a scheduling framework with
k service classes (denoted by C1 ; C2 ; :::; Ck ). The link bandwidth available to a service class is proportional to its weight
(denoted by w1 ; w2 ; :::; wk ). The proportionate fair allocation
of link bandwidth among classes is achieved by WF2 Q+ ; the
transmission order of packets belonging to a service class is
determined by a class-specific scheduler.
The objective of this set of experiments is to compare the
end-to-end performance of CBR flows in network environments that: (1) supports multiple service classes, (2) uses
WF2 Q+ to allocate link bandwidth among the service classes,
and (3) uses either FIFO or WF2 Q+ to determine the order for
transmitting packets belonging to the CBR service class. We
conduct the following experiments.
Experiment 1: Flows that belong to other service classes
may follow different packet arrival processes. In this
experiment, we study the effect of two different arrival
processes—back-logged and on-off—for flows belong-
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Figure 3: Scheduling framework for each output port
ing to other service classes on the end-to-end performance of CBR flows.
Experiment 2: In this experiment, we evaluate the effect of
supporting different number of service classes on the
end-to-end performance of CBR flows.
Experiment 3: In environments that support multiple service classes, different fractions of the total link bandwidth may be available to the CBR service class. In this
experiment, we determine the effect of allocating different fractions of the total link bandwidth to the CBR class
on the end-to-end performance of individual CBR flows.
We present the results of these experiments in Section 5.

3.3 Performance Measures
We use the following three metrics for our evaluation:
1. End-to-end queuing delay: For each flow fi , we measure the distribution of the end-to-end queuing delay
(di )—the difference between the end-to-end delay and
the propagation latency—suffered by its packets.
2. Normalized inter-packet separation: For each flow, we
measure the distribution and the variance of the normalized inter-packet separation at the destination. The normalization is performed with respect to the inter-packet
spacing of the CBR flow at the source. This measures
the extent to which a CBR flow is distorted while it travels through multiple routers.
3. Build-out buffer size: This is the size of the buffer required at the destination node to restore the spacing between packets to its initial value at the source. We estimate the build-out buffer size as follows.

max
Let dmin
i and di , respectively, refer to the minimum
and the maximum delay suffered by packets of flow fi .
Then, all packets that experience the minimum delay
dmin
i have to be buffered at the destination for an interval

In this set of experiments, we compare the end-to-end performance of CBR flows in network environments where each
router employs either FIFO or WF2 Q+ to arbitrate access to
link bandwidth, and: (1) the CBR flows have heterogeneous
requirements; (2) CBR flows traverse different number of
hops; and (3) the average network utilization levels are different. For each of these experiments, we simulate a linear, 20hop network topology (M20 ), with 40Mbps link bandwidth.

4.1 Heterogeneity in CBR Flows
We experiment with tagged traffic consisting of flows selected
from two classes; we vary the ratio of the average packet arrival rates of the flows belonging to the two classes from 10
to 100. Note that, for a CBR flow, the rate of packet arrival
is given by ri =li , where ri and li , respectively, refer to the
bandwidth requirement and packet size for flow fi . Hence,
we construct flows that belong to these classes either by appropriately controlling ri , li , or both. We assume that flows
belonging to each class get an equal share of the link bandwidth. Moreover, we select flows from each of these two
classes such that the overall network utilization is 97%.
4.1.1

Heterogeneity in Bandwidth Requirements

We simulate a network environment where all CBR sources
have packets of size 512 bytes, but their bandwidth requirements are selected from intervals such that the ratio of average
bandwidth requirement of flows belonging to the two classes
varies from 10 to 100. Figures 4, 5, and 6 depict the results
of our simulations. The following conclusions can be derived
from these figures.
1. Unlike FIFO, which schedules packets in the order of
their arrival, WF2 Q+ schedules packets in the increasing order of their finish tags [2]. Since finish tag computation is governed by the inverse of the packet arrival
rate, WF2 Q+ provides lower end-to-end queuing delay
to flows with high packet arrival rate while increasing
the end-to-end queuing delay for flows with low packet
arrival rates. Figure 4 illustrates this behavior.
Perhaps a more interesting observation is that the end-toend delay distributions do not change significantly with
increase in the ratio of average packet arrival rates of the
two classes of flows. Since this experiment assumes that
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Figure 6: Average buffer space required at destination to rebuild a CBR flow
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packet sizes are identical for all flows, Figure 4 suggests
that FIFO may be adequate for supporting CBR services
in ATM networks (similar result was also noted in [6]).
2. Figure 5 illustrates that for flows with higher rates of
packet arrival, the variance in the normalized interpacket spacing increases with increase in the heterogeneity of CBR flows. For flows with low rates of packet
arrival, on the other hand, the variance for both FIFO
and WF2 Q+ does not change appreciably. For FIFO,
the maximum inter-packet spacing at the destination is
about 3 times the corresponding value at the source; for
WF2 Q+ , the maximum is about 1.5 times.
3. Figure 6 indicates that the average build-out buffer requirements for flows with high arrival rates increase with
increase in in the ratio of average packet arrival rates of
the two classes of flows. Furthermore, FIFO requires
about 4 times larger build-out buffer size than WF2 Q+ .
For flows with low arrival rates, on the other hand, the
build-out buffer size does not depend on the ratio.
Note that, for flows with high rates of packet arrivals,
Figure 4 indicate that the maximum and the minimum
delay observed by packets do not appreciably change
with increase in heterogeneity. Hence, the increase in
the build-out buffer size can be attributed predominantly
to the increase in the bandwidth requirement of flows.
4.1.2

Heterogeneity in Packet Sizes

We simulate a network environment where all CBR flows
have the same bandwidth requirement (namely, 113 Kbps),
but their packet sizes are selected from intervals such that the
ratio of average packet sizes of flows belonging to the two
classes varies from 10 to 100. To obtain this range, we kept
the interval of smaller packet sizes fixed, and changed the interval from which larger packet sizes are chosen. Note that
the larger the packet size, the smaller is the rate of packet arrivals. Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 plot results of our experiments.
1. Figure 7(a) indicates that under WF2 Q+ scheduling, the
end-to-end delay suffered by flows with high packet arrival rates does not change appreciably; however, with
FIFO, the end-to-end delay increases substantially. Figure 7(b) indicates that, with increase in packet size,
and hence an increase in the inter-arrival time for packets, flows suffer a larger end-to-end queuing delay with
WF2 Q+ . With FIFO, however, the end-to-end queuing
delay does not change appreciably.
Note that since the packet size interval for smaller packets is kept fixed, the packet arrival rate for the corresponding flows remains unchanged. On the contrary,
for the flows with smaller packet arrival rates, increasing the packet size reduces the arrival rate even further
(and thereby increases the inter-arrival time for packets).

Hence, to put the results presented in Figure 7 in context,
consider Figure 8, which plots 99.9%-percentile of the
the normalized end-to-end queuing delay for each flow;
the normalization is done with respect to the inter-arrival
time at the source of packets for each flow.
Figure 8(a) indicates that the 99.9%-percentile normalized end-to-end queuing delay suffered by flows in a
class increases with the increase in the packet sizes for
flows in the other class. Furthermore, the flows suffer
almost an order of magnitude higher end-to-end queuing delay with FIFO than with WF2 Q+ . Figure 8(b),
on the other hand, indicates that, although the absolute
end-to-end delay for flows with low packet arrival rates
increases with increase in the heterogeneity in packet
sizes, the normalized delay does not change appreciably. This illustrates that the increase in absolute end-toend queuing delays for these flows is in proportion to the
increase in their packet sizes.
2. Figure 9 indicates that the variance of the normalized
inter-packet separation at the destination increases with
increase in ratio of packet sizes of the flows belonging
to the two classes. For flows with a higher frequency
of packet arrivals, the variance increases from 0.05 to
0.63 for FIFO, and from 0.004 to 0.21 for WF2 Q+ when
the ratio of average packet sizes for the two classes increases from 10 to 100. The variance in the normalized
inter-packet separation at the destination is not significant for flows with low packet arrival frequency. For
FIFO, the maximum inter-packet separation at the destination is about 10 times the corresponding value at the
source; for WF2 Q+ the maximum is about 3 times.
3. Figure 10 indicates that the average build-out buffer requirement increases for flows belonging to both classes,
which is consistent with the increase in the end-to-end
queuing delay. For flows with higher packet arrival rates,
the build-out buffer requirement for FIFO is about an
order of magnitude larger than WF2 Q+ ; for the other
class of flows, WF2 Q+ requires twice as much build-out
buffer as FIFO. It is interesting to note that although the
number of packets that need to be buffered at the destination is dramatically higher for flows with high packet
arrival rates than its counterpart, due to the heterogeneity
in packet sizes, the maximum buffer space requirements
for the high frequency flows under FIFO is similar to
that of low frequency flows under WF2 Q+ .
4.1.3

Heterogeneity in Bandwidth Requirements
and Packet Sizes

In this section, we study the effect of heterogeneity in both
the bandwidth requirements or the packet sizes on the end-toend performance of CBR flows. To conduct this experiment,
we simulate a series of network environments with different
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Figure 10: Average buffer space required at destination to rebuild a CBR flow
ratios of packet sizes (namely, 5, 30, 60, and 120) for the two
classes of flows. For each environment, we selected the bandwidth requirement of flows such that the ratio of packet arrival
rates (or inter-packet separation) varied from 15 to 130. Figure 11 depicts the results of these experiments.
Figure 11(a) plots the 99.9%-percentile of the distributions
of the end-to-end queuing delay. It indicates that for networks
that support CBR flows with small heterogeneity in packet
sizes, increasing the ratio of packet arrival rates (by changing
the ratio of bandwidth requirements of flow classes) does not
yield any noticeable increase the end-to-end queuing delay.
However, for network environments that support larger heterogeneity in packet sizes (e.g., packet size ratios of 60 and
120), increasing the ratio of packet arrival rates increases the
maximum end-to-end delay suffered by flows with high arrival rates. Figure 11(b) supports that same conclusion with
respect to the normalized inter-packet separation.

4.2 Effect of Network Depth
In this section, we evaluate the effect of network depth (i.e.,
the number of hops that a flow traverses through) on the endto-end performance of CBR flows. For this experiment, we
select CBR flows from two classes: (1) flows with bit rates
in the range 1.5-5 Mbps, and (2) flows with bit rates in the
range 32-95 Kbps. The bit rate for each flow was selected
randomly from the respective ranges. For these flows, we
consider three possible scenarios for packet sizes: (1) highbandwidth flows use large packet sizes, and vice versa; (2)
all flows have the same packet size; and (3) high-bandwidth
flows use small packet sizes, and vice versa. These selections
yield CBR flow classes with ratios of packet arrival rates of
2, 36, and 540, respectively. Figures 12, 13, and 14 plot the
results of these experiments.
Figures 12 and 14, respectively, indicate that the 99.9%percentile of queuing delay suffered by flows and the average
build-out buffer requirement at the destination increases lin-

early with increase in the number of hops traversed. The normalized inter-packet spacing, on the other hand, increases at
first with increase in the hop count, but saturates after a few
hops (see Figure 13). This illustrates that even with FIFO, the
traffic distortion observed by CBR flows is bounded.
For the case where high-bandwidth flows use small packet
sizes and vice versa, Figures 12 and 14 also illustrate that
for high-bandwidth flows: (1) the end-to-end queuing delay
observed by high-bandwidth flows is almost two orders of
magnitude larger with FIFO than WF2 Q+ ; and (2) the buildout buffer is about 7 times as large for FIFO than WF2 Q+
.

4.3 Effect of Network Utilization
In the previous sections, we had conducted all the experiments assuming a network environment at 97% utilization.
In this section, we evaluate the effect of different network
utilization levels (ranging from 40% to 97%) on the results
presented in previous sections. Figures 15, 16, and 17 plot
the results of this experiment.
Figures 15 and 17 indicate that for flows with high packet
arrival rates, for FIFO scheduling, the end-to-end queuing delay and build-out buffer size reduce by a factor of 10 as the
network utilization decreases from 97% to 40%. The performance under WF2 Q+ remains mostly unaffected. Interestingly, in the presence of heterogeneous CBR flows, FIFO
yields higher end-to-end queuing delays than WF 2 Q+ even at
40-50% utilization. For flows with low packet arrival rates,
on the other hand, the end-to-end queuing delay and buffer
size reduces for both FIFO and WF2 Q+ . Figure 16 illustrates that normalized inter-packet spacing at the destination
is independent of the network utilization levels.
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packet frequency)
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Figure 12: 99.9%-percentile of normalized end-to-end queuing delay
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Figure 13: 99.9%-percentile of normalized inter-packet spacing
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Figure 14: Buffer requirement at destination
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Figure 15: 99.9%-percentile of normalized end-to-end queuing delay
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Figure 16: 99.9%-percentile of normalized inter-packet spacing
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Figure 17: Buffer space required to rebuild a CBR stream at the destination

5

Evaluation in Multi-Class Networks

The objective of this set of experiments is to compare the endto-end characteristics of CBR flows in networks that support
multiple service classes, each receiving a fair-share of the link
bandwidth according to its weight. We consider network scenarios where FIFO or WF2 Q+ is used to arbitrate access to
link bandwidth among flows within the CBR class and (1)
flows in the other service classes have different arrival patterns; (2) different numbers of service classes are supported
by the network; and (3) different fractions of the total link
bandwidth are available to the CBR service class;
For each of these experiments, the CBR class is composed
of flows with bandwidth selected from two intervals of 1.55 Mbps and 32-96 Kbps. The packets of all flows are 512
bytes in length. The network utilization level is set to 97%.
The link bandwidth is scaled to an appropriate value so as
to ensure that the CBR service class receives 40 Mbps link
bandwidth.

5.1 Arrival Pattern of Competing Traffic
We simulate network environments with 15 classes of either
permanently back-logged or on-off traffic sources, competing
for 50 % of the link bandwidth with the CBR class. The onoff sources have an average on-time and off-time of 10 ms
and 100 ms respectively. Figures 18 and 19 plot the 99.9%percentile of the normalized end-to-end queuing delay and
inter-packet separation observed at the destination as the CBR
flows traverse a different number of hops.
These figures indicate that the end-to-end performance of
the CBR flows is independent of the arrival pattern of the
cross-traffic classes. This is because fair allocation of link
bandwidth among the different classes of service masks any
adverse effects of bursty arrival of packets for other service
classes on the performance of CBR flows. Hence, for the
remainder of this section, we will assume that all the cross-

traffic classes are on-off sources.

5.2 Number of Other Traffic Classes
We simulate network environments that support 2 through 16
different service classes. Independent of the number of service classes, we assume that the CBR service class receives
50% share of the link bandwidth. Figures 20 and 21 plot the
results of these experiments (for an M20 topology). They indicate that, due to fair allocation of link bandwidth among the
service classes, the end-to-end performance of flows in the
CBR service class is affected only marginally with increase
in the number of service classes.

5.3 Percentage link bandwidth to the CBR
class
In this experiment, we simulate network environments with
15 other service classes sharing the link bandwidth with the
CBR service class, and vary the percent share of link bandwidth available to the CBR service class from 10% to 100%.
Figures 22 and 23 plot the results of this experiment (for an
M20 topology). The figures indicate that with WF2 Q+ , the
end-to-end performance of CBR flows does not change appreciably for different fractions of link bandwidth availability.
However, with FIFO, the end-to-end queuing delay increases
with reduction in the percentage of the link bandwidth available to the CBR class.

6

Related Work

There have been several analytical studies for evaluating the
end-to-end performance of CBR flows. Roberts and Virtamo [13] derive bounds on the queue size distribution for
superposed CBR streams with heterogeneity in their periods. Matragi et al. [10] provide techniques for estimating the
end-to-end jitter incurred to CBR traffic in an ATM network.
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Figure 18: 99.9 percentile of normalized end-to-end queuing delay - for different characterizations of other classes of traffic
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Figure 19: 99.9 percentile of normalized inter-packets spacing - for different characterizations of other classes of traffic
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Figure 20: Cumulative distribution of normalized end-to-end queuing delay - for different number of other classes of traffic
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Figure 21: Cumulative distribution of normalized inter-packet spacing - for different number of other classes of traffic
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Figure 22: Cumulative distribution of normalized end-to-end queuing delay - for different percentage of link bandwidth
available to the CBR class
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Figure 23: Cumulative distribution of normalized inter-packet spacing - for different percentage of link bandwidth available
to the CBR class

Their study is thus limited to flows with fixed packet sizes,
and they do not talk about the actual end-to-end delay incurred, or the build-out buffer requirement at the destination.
Gruenenfelder [7] studies a connection going through multiple hops and observes that the end-to-end delay distribution
depends on the auto-covariance of the cross-traffic sharing the
network links. DeSimone [4] shows that the inter-arrival time
of packets becomes more bursty in a traffic stream on passing
through networks that carry packets of highly variable size.
However, this study focuses on non-CBR traffic, and it is not
obvious if the same result would hold for CBR networks. Furthermore, the analysis is carried out assuming a single cross
traffic stream and a small network.
Grossglauser and Keshav [6] present a simulation study of
the end-to-end delay and jitter observed by CBR flows as they
traverse large networks while interacting with several cross
traffic flows. However, their study assumes fixed packet sizes,
making the study applicable to ATM-type networks.

7

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we studied—through simulations—the effect of
using FIFO or fair queuing on the performance of CBR traffic in the context of large-scale networks, in which: (1) the
bandwidth requirement and the packet sizes vary considerably across the CBR flows; (2) the class of CBR flows occupy different fractions of the total link bandwidth; and (3)
the class of CBR flows share each network link with several
other flows with different packet arrival patterns. Our experiments demonstrated that:
1. For networks where all flows have the same packet size,
end-to-end queuing delays do not change significantly
with increase in heterogeneity of bandwidth requirements of CBR flows. Hence, FIFO is adequate to support CBR services in ATM networks.
2. End-to-end delay and build-out buffer size increases linearly with increase in heterogeneity of packet sizes.
Flows can suffer almost an order of magnitude higher
end-to-end queuing delay with FIFO than with WF2 Q+
. This result demonstrates the invalidity of the conjecture reported in Section 2, and thereby argues that in
networks that service flows with substantially different
packet sizes, per-flow scheduling techniques will be desirable.
3. The end-to-end performance for CBR flows worsens linearly with increase in the depth of the network.
4. At low-levels of network utilization, the difference between the end-to-end performance of CBR flows yielded
by FIFO and WF2 Q+ reduces.
5. The above results are mostly unaffected by the number
of other service classes that network may support.
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Abstract
Layered multicast is a promising technique for broadcasting adaptive-quality video to heterogeneous receivers. Past evaluation of layered multicast protocols
has focused on the effectiveness of determining the maximal number of layers that can be delivered to each receiver. Unfortunately, this is only a partial metric and
does not capture all aspects of the “viewing experience”.
This paper extends past analysis by investigating stability of layered multicast schemes and the related issues
of fairness and scalability. Our study is motivated by the
desire to transmit small-scale TV broadcasts (hundreds
or thousands of viewers) over IP-based networks with
heterogeneous receivers. Although users are aware of
their physical bandwidth limitations, they will still expect TV-like characteristics of their video such as consistent quality (i.e., stability).
Our results shows that Receiver-Driven Layered Multicast (RLM) exhibits significant and persistent instability. Previous work also raises fairness as a potential problem with RLM. We show that with CBR traffic RLM can be arbitrarily unfair, but with VBR traffic,
RLM provided better fairness than we anticipated. Our
analysis of stability in RLM prompted us to question
RLM’s ability to select the optimum number layers for
a non-shared access link. We show that RLM is very
conservative in its choice resulting in low link utilization.

1 Introduction
The Internet is rapidly becoming the next global network infrastructure, supplanting special-purpose telephony and TV networks. Although originally designed
for data transport, the Internet is increasingly being used
to deliver multimedia services. This introduces new
challenges, since media streams require higher levels of

service quality and service stability than traditional data
transport. Unlike telephone and TV networks, the Internet is a heterogeneous network, where receivers differ
greatly in capabilities, link capacities, and network connectivity. Consequently, no single fixed bandwidth media stream will be optimal for all receivers. In addition,
network load and traffic conditions (losses) can change
dramatically, and rapidly. The ability of the Internet and
its applications to cope with heterogeneity and adapt to
changing network conditions has been a key factor in its
success.
To accommodate heterogeneous receivers and adapt
to congestion, it has been proposed to encode the media
stream onto multiple layers and transmit each layer on
its own multicast group [MJV96]. Receivers subscribe
to as many layers as network conditions and receiver capabilities allow. Several schemes for layered multicast
have been proposed [MJV96, WSS97, LPA98, BCZ98,
VRC98, TPB97]. This paper focuses on the ReceiverDriven Layered Multicast (RLM) protocol [MJV96], but
we believe our discussion and analysis are generally applicable to layered multicast protocols (section 6).
Past evaluation of layered multicast protocols have focused on their ability to identify the maximal number of
layers that can be delivered to each receiver in the face
of heterogeneity and sustained congestion [MJV96].
In [BBS98], a “utility model” was developed to compare RLM with schemes that use uniform and priority
dropping at routers. Although these studies concluded
that RLM is well suited for congestion and heterogeneity adaptation, they are just the first step toward evaluating the receiver’s overall “viewing experience”. Additional metrics are needed.
This paper extends past analysis by investigating the
stability of layered multicast in RLM, and the related issues of fairness and scalability. Our study is motivated
by the desire to transmit small-scale TV broadcast (hundreds or thousands of viewers) over IP-based networks

to heterogeneous receivers. The model is that video is
streamed from a broadcast source (or a small number
of sources) to receivers. We are primarily interested in
broadcast events that are large enough to benefit significantly from multicasting, but are still too small or too
geographically sparse to be cost-effectively distributed
via satellite or cable distribution networks currently
used for TV broadcasts. Example broadcast events include distance learning and training sessions (e.g., televised university classes), special events (e.g., concerts,
lectures or sporting events such as a European soccer
match), and focused-community events (e.g., large conferences or meetings). Although users are aware of their
physical bandwidth limitations, they will still expect
TV-like characteristics from their video such as consistent quality (i.e., stability). Frequent (observable) quality changes quickly become annoying. Furthermore, we
expect multiple IP-based broadcast sessions will occur
simultaneously and will compete for the network bandwidth, much like current TV networks broadcast multiple channels at the same time. As a result, it is important
that bandwidth be allocated fairly among the broadcast
sessions, where each session consists of all layers in a
given media stream.
In this paper we report on our evaluation of how multiple RLM sessions interact and interfere with one another in an IP environment. Our initial objective was
to investigate “multimedia-only” networks consisting
solely of competing RLM sessions. Although the Internet carries other traffic types (namely TCP/UDP), we
wanted to distinguish the interactions of RLM with itself
from the interactions of RLM with arbitrary protocols.
Moreover, early deployment of IP-based TV broadcasts
will likely employ virtual private networks built on top
of the Internet that will isolate video traffic from other
traffic sources. In fact, the MBONE, which carries a variety of multicast sessions, consists of virtual links each
with limited virtual bandwidth (typically 512 Kb/s or
less). Even conventional cable TV networks may decide
to support or convert to digital IP-based TV distribution
over reserved channels as well as supporting other channels reserved for general IP traffic. The compression ratios of digital video versus analog video make this an
enticing idea.
The following sections describe the results of our
study. We simulated the performance of multiple RLM
sessions competing for resources across a single bottleneck using the NS simulator from Lawrence Berkeley Labs. We then considered four measures of protocol quality: i) stability of the layered assignment and
the protocol, ii) fairness of bandwidth allocation to ses-

sions, iii) the impact of scalability on stability and fairness, and iv) utilization of access links as a metric of
RLM’s ability to adapt to heterogeneity. Stability is the
most important of these as frequent changes in quality
are annoying at best and intolerable at worst. Our results
show that RLM exhibits significant and persistent instability even with favorable conditions. Lack of fairness
is a known issue with RLM [MJV96, BBS98, MVJ99],
although prior work does not quantify the extent of unfairness. Our results show that RLM exhibits arbitrary
unfairness, and shows strong dependency between the
bandwidth acquired by a session and the relative arrival
order of sessions for CBR traffic. Utilization is of primary importance on access links where there is limited
or no sharing. We use this as a measure of RLM’s ability
to adapt to heterogeneity. Our studies show that RLM
utilizes such links very poorly.

2 RLM
The Receiver-driven Layered Multicast protocol (RLM)
[MJV96] describes an approach for multicast delivery
of layered video to heterogeneous receivers. The source
encodes the video signal onto multiple discrete layers,
where each layer incrementally refines the layer below
it and is transmitted on a separate IP multicast group.
A receiver selectively subscribes to as many layers as
its access bandwidth and network conditions will permit. Thus RLM can cope with bandwidth heterogeneity
and can adapt to changing congestion conditions. RLM
is designed to exploit existing IP multicast capabilities,
and does not require any new mechanisms within the
network. Moreover the RLM protocol is run only at receivers and is transparent to senders.
When RLM detects sustained losses it drops a layer in
an attempt to reduce the congestion. To learn of (newly)
available bandwidth, RLM periodically conducts a joinexperiment that probes the network by adding the next
layer. If the join-experiment produces congestion, RLM
concludes the bandwidth is not available, drops the
new layer, and doubles the time before the next joinexperiment. Each receiver also maintains a detectiontimer, TD , that estimates the amount of time between
joining a layer and the subsequent onset of congestion.
TD is used to detect congestion or the lack of congestion
(i.e., successful join-experiments).
RLM includes optimizations to speed up convergence
and enhance stability within a session. Receivers announce their join-experiments to other receivers in the
session. The join announcement prevents other re-

ceivers from joining the same or higher layers during
the experiment. However, a receiver that wishes to join
a lower layer is allowed to do so. By announcing the
experiments, all receivers learn of failed experiments.
When they know a join is in progress and begin to observe losses, they conclude the join-experiment failed
and exponentially back-off their join timer for the failed
layer.
If a receiver has been stable for some time, it becomes more conservative about dropping a layer. When
congestion arises, it enters a “hysteresis” state for one
detection-time period (TD ) and then transitions to a
“measurement” state. If the congestion abates by the
end of the measurement period, the receiver does not
drop a layer but instead returns to the stable state. If
the congestion persists and the measured loss rate exceeds a threshold (25% for the RLM implementation in
NS) it drops its highest layer. The delays in the various
states are meant to dampen state transitions and prevent
thrashing behavior.

2.1

Evaluation Environment

The original RLM paper [MJV96] investigated basic protocol properties such as latency, scalability and
convergence rate within a single session. Bajaj et.
al. [BBS98] considered multiple sessions, but focused
on RLM’s congestion adaptation mechanism compared
to network-based mechanisms such as priority and uniform dropping rather than focusing on the interaction
between sessions. Our work builds on and extends the
simulation results presented in the above papers by analyzing properties of RLM when multiple RLM sessions
share a bottleneck link. Before we present our results,
we describe the simulation model we used to perform
our experiments.
Our study is based on the simulation model used in
[BBS98]. The simulation topology is depicted in Figure 1 and is designed to examine a shared bottleneck
link. In each experiment there are n concurrent sessions, each having a single source and a single receiver.
Each source has a dedicated 10 Mb/s link to the router
at the head of the bottleneck link. The routers use FIFO
scheduling with a tail drop policy. The bottleneck capacity is n  500 Kb/s. All the receivers are downstream of the bottleneck link. Each source transmits a
layered video session consisting of 6 layers. The base
layer sends at a rate of 32 Kb/s, with the rate doubling
with each subsequent layer. Thus the total bandwidth
of 4 layers is 480 Kb/s, and hence the bottleneck link
can accommodate 4 layers per source. Our results were

obtained from simulations using NS version 2 and the
RLM protocol code used by the authors of the original
RLM papers.
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Figure 1: Simulation Topology

We used the source model described in [BBS98], with
both CBR and VBR traffic. For the base layer, traffic
is generated over 1 second intervals. In each interval
n packets are transmitted, where n is chosen independently from the following random distribution: n = 1
with probability 1 , 1=P , and n = PA + 1 , P with
probability 1=P . A is the average number of packets
per interval and is chosen to be four 1000-byte packets
in our experiments. P is used to regulate the burstiness
of the traffic and represents its peak to mean ratio. For
P = 1 the above model produces CBR traffic. As P increases, traffic becomes more bursty. We use P = 3 and
P = 5 for VBR experiments. Others [RT99] have commonly observed peak to mean ratios in the range of 2 to
10. The n packets are transmitted in a single burst, starting at a random time (uniformly distributed) within the
interval. For each higher layer l the interval is broken
into 2l subintervals, and n packets are sent in one burst
at a random time in each of these subintervals correlated
across layers.
In several of the graphs presented here, we show a
single example run to illustrate RLM’s behavior and service quality as viewed by a receiver over time. Although
behavior varies from run to run, we performed many
simulations to verify that the examples shown here are
representative. A more complete analysis can be found
in [GGHS99].
To ground our work we started by reproducing the results in [BBS98] and [MJV96]. Using the parameters
in the two papers we were able to reproduce and verify
their results. The following sections build on the previous analysis, evaluating the issues of stability, scalability, fairness, and heterogeneity.

3

Stability

An important metric for evaluating video distribution
protocols and end-user experience is the stability of the
service quality. Ideally the user will not observe any noticable changes in the video quality for the duration of
the media stream (i.e., the video quality remains stable).
The control mechanism in layered multicast schemes
that manages service quality is the layer adaptation algorithm. Unfortunately, adding or dropping layers to react
to changes in network load can result in sudden changes
in video quality. The specific change in perceived quality depends on the encoding scheme being used. For example, if a spatial model such as MPEG-2’s [Com93]
spatial scalability mode is used to encode the layers,
adding/removing a layer changes the size/resolution of
the image. Most people would agree this is unacceptable. Temporal encoding schemes such as those used
in [Com93, LPA98, BCZ98] typically result in substantial changes in frame rate that dictate how smooth or
jerky the video appears. In short, the observed change
in video quality depends on the encoding scheme, but
changes in subscription level typically results in a noticeable fluctuation in video quality 1 . In some cases, the
receiver application may be able to dampen the effects
of level changes, making them less annoying. Therefore, the degree to which level fluctuations negatively
affect quality depends on the user, the session and the
application displaying the video.
Note that minor quality changes such as sporadic
packet losses or short-term level changes are unavoidable. This can be caused by random transient congestion in the best-effort network. Alternatively, it can be
caused by RLM’s join-experiments that probe the network to learn if additional bandwidth is available. In
a best-effort network, subscribing to a layer does not
guarantee that the receiver will get every packet from
that layer. Even if the subscription level is not changing, transient network congestion may cause shortterm loses and delays that can affect the quality of the
video. These transient losses or packet delays may be
masked by the application via frame interpolation techniques and buffering respectively. Similarly, short-term
changes in subscription level such as those caused by
failed join-experiments may be masked at the application level. These are unavoidable and part of the
protocol and thus do not constitute protocol instability
(assuming we ignore the separate but related issues of
1 One possible exception is the use of ThinStreams as proposed
in [WSS97], but even that is dependent on the size of the layers and
the encoding scheme.

join/leave latencies and overheads). The primary concern of our study was longer-term level changes that result in prolonged quality degradation or improvement
that cannot be hidden or masked by the application. If
these unmaskable, and thus perceivable, changes in subscription level occur frequently, the viewer will quickly
become annoyed.

3.1

Stability Experiments

There are several factors that have the potential to affect
the stability of sessions through a bottleneck link. Factors such as the number of sessions, the burstiness of the
traffic, the start time of new sessions, the number of receivers per session, the encoding/layering scheme, and
the termination time of existing sessions can all play a
role in stability. The following explores the first three
factors and their affects on stability.
We measure stability as the frequency at which the
subscription level at a receiver changes. Because the
rate at which RLM adds or drops layers is a function
of the congestion on the network, we began our analysis of stability in RLM by examining its performance
using three different traffic sources; namely constant bit
rate (CBR) sources, variable bit rate sources with P=3
(VBR-3), and variable bit rate sources with P=5 (VBR5). These sources are defined in [BBS98] and summarized in section 2.1. Our intuition was that the more
bursty the traffic source, the greater the fluctuation in
network load would be, thereby increasing the probability that RLM will add/drop layers frequently. Because
many encoding schemes produce VBR video sources,
this could be a significant problem. On the other hand,
as the number of sessions increases, the variation in network load should diminish because of statistical multiplexing, resulting in better protocol stability. We explore
both of these hypothesis in the following sections (sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 respectively).
Before presenting our simulation results, recall that
the RLM protocol causes receivers who have not recently added a layer to ignore congestion for one
detection-timeout period before taking any action. Following the detection-timeout period, the receivers enter a measurement state where they monitor the lossrate for another detection period. Only if the loss rate
exceeds a predefined threshold will the receiver drop a
layer. In other words, receivers that have been at the
same level for some period of time will not react quickly
to observed congestion. In theory, this slowness to react
should enhance the protocol’s stability.

Stability of Competing Sessions

To evaluate the stability of RLM for varying traffic types
we study the interaction of two sessions competing for
the bandwidth of a shared bottleneck link. We performed three experiments; one for each traffic class:
CBR, VBR-3 and VBR-5. We then recorded the subscription level of each session over time and computed
the number of level changes that occurred. To avoid
“minor” changes, each point on the subscription level
graphs reflects the average subscription level over a five
second interval. Figures 2 - 4 show the results from the
three tests. Each figure plots (a) the subscription level
changes over time, and (b) the number of changes that
occur during each 5-second interval.
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Figure 2: Subscription level stability for CBR traffic. Figure (a) on the left shows how subscription level
changes over time. Figure (b) on the right shows the
number of changes that occurred during each five second interval.

Figure 3: How subscription level changes over time for
VBR-3 traffic. Figure (a) on the left shows how subscription level changes over time. Figure (b) on the right
shows the number of changes that occurred during each
five second interval.
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As expected, the two CBR sessions converge rapidly
to a fair allocation - four levels each - and then remain stable (see figure 2a). The same does not hold for
the VBR sources. Both VBR-3 and VBR-5 experience
many level changes throughout the simulation causing
receivers to observe a wide range of video quality. Note
that the VBR-3 test shows a period in which the video
quality becomes four times better in less than a four
minute window. Although the VBR-5 test in figure 4a
does not show it, we have seen similar quality swings
with VBR-5.
Another interesting phenomena is how the receiver’s
quality “flip-flops” over time. This occurs in both the
VBR-3 and VBR-5 tests. In the VBR-3 test, receiver 1
initially receives four layers while receiver 2 only receives two layers (e.g. time 400-650). As time progresses the two trade places with receiver 2 receiving
four layers and receiver 1 only getting two layers (e.g.
time 920-1050). In between (at time 800) the system is
running at the “fair” allocation of 3 layers for each receiver. From a stability standpoint, this is a significant
protocol deficiency.
In a system that is becoming more stable over time,
one expects an initial series of layer changes followed by
longer and longer durations without any layer changes.
Only the CBR exhibits this type of stabilization (see figure 2b). As evident from Figure 3b and Figure 4b, level
changes continue to occur with VBR traffic for the duration of the simulation. In other words, there is no indication that the system will converge to a stable state. We
have run much longer simulations and have not seen any
signs of convergence. Also recall that we do not count
join-experiments as instability, so each point represents
a significant level shift lasting for at least five seconds.
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Figure 4: How subscription level changes over time for
VBR-5 traffic. Figure (a) on the left shows how subscription level changes over time. Figure (b) on the right
shows the number of changes that occurred during each
five second interval.

Traffic
Type
CBR
VBR3
VBR5

Breakdown of Layer Changes
Total
Receiver 1
Receiver 2
Up/Dn Tot Up Dn Tot Up Dn
12
7
5
2
5
4
1
30
17
9
8
13
8
5
49
27 15 12 22 12 10

Table 1: Number of subscription level changes seen by
each receiver
Table 1 shows the breakdown of level changes per
receiver for each of the traffic classes. From the users
standpoint, there are 49 level changes that occur during
the 1200 second VBR-5 test, with 27 occurring in receiver 1 and 22 occurring in receiver 2. This implies
that, on average, receiver 1 and receiver 2 see a substan-

tive change in video quality every 44 and 54 seconds
respectively. For most users this would be considered
unacceptable. If we assume that level increases can be
integrated gradually by the application, then only level
decreases introduce noticeable changes. Even then, receiver 1 and receiver 2, on average, see level drops every
100 and 120 seconds respectively.
Figure 5 compares the stability of CBR, VBR-3, and
VBR-5 by plotting the cumulative number of changes
per receiver that occurred over time. The slope of the
curve indicates the rate of change, or the instability.
From the figure we clearly see a marked increase in the
rate of change as variability increases. Except for the
transient start-up period the three curves appear in strict
order of variability, CBR, VBR-3 and VBR-5.

of sessions.
Figures 6 and 7 shows the subscription level over time
for tests involving 2, 4, 8, and 16 independent VBR5 sessions. Again, to remove the affect of short-term
level changes, the subscription level is reported as an
average over five second intervals. To make the graphs
more readable, the subscription level for each session
is offset by 0.05 times the session level. For example,
session 3 subscribed to level 2 would be plotted at 2.15
rather than 2. Each graph illustrates the same stability
problems found in the small-system case (2 sessions);
namely that subscription levels are unstable, experience
large quality swings, and flip-flop.
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3.1.2

Scalability

The previous section showed that RLM does not provide stability for VBR traffic, despite the fact that it is
designed to ignore transient congestion. However, the
principles of multiplexing have the potential to mitigate
the instability affects caused by VBR traffic. Largescale systems may not be as susceptible to VBR-induced
instability because of the increased level of resource
sharing between sessions.
To evaluate whether stability improves as system size
increases, we ran simulations with two, four, eight, and
sixteen simultaneous VBR sessions. In all cases we use
VBR-5 type sources. To maintain system ratios, the network bandwidth was increased in relation to the number
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Figure 5: Stability Comparison: the cumulative number
of level changes per receiver over time for traffic types
CBR, VBR-3, and VBR-5.
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Figure 6: Subscription level stability for VBR-5 traffic
for 2 and 4 simultaneous sessions.
Figure 8 shows the cumulative number of level
changes for the 4, 8, and 16 session tests. Each is normalized to show the cumulative number of level changes
per receiver. As the system size increase, the rate at
which sessions change levels does not improve much,

implying that larger-scale multiplexing is unable to mitigate the effects of the VBR traffic.
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Figure 7: Subscription level stability for VBR-5 traffic
for 8 and 16 simultaneous sessions.
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Past work on RLM [MJV96, BBS98] did not analyze
interaction between sessions, but noted that RLM does
not ensure fairness. This does not necessarily imply that
RLM is grossly unfair. We set out to quantify fairness
in RLM, analyzing bandwidth allocation among competing sessions and exploring how the protocol mechanisms impact fairness.
We define fair allocation as equal allocation to all sessions sharing a bottleneck link. Clearly other fairness
policies are possible. Given our fairness policy the goal
is to avoid a situation where one session is receiving up
to the highest layer (e.g., HDTV quality service) while
another session is only receiving the base-layer (e.g.,
fuzzy black/white service). From a fairness standpoint,
both sessions should receive the same number of layers
(e.g., standard VHS quality service). Clearly some receivers will receive better or worse performance depending on the capacity of their bottleneck link. However, all
sessions that share the same (primary) bottleneck should
receive an equal slice of the bottleneck link’s bandwidth.
Ideally the protocol (RLM) will provide both fair and
stable video quality. However, these properties are independent, and thus it is possible for RLM to fail at one
or both. For example, receivers of two different sessions
may both experience constant quality (stability) but one
session’s receivers get up to the highest layer while the
other session’s receivers only get the base layer (unfairness). On the other hand, receivers of two different sessions may all see continuously changing quality (instability), but over time both sessions receive the same average bandwidth (fairness). Finally, one session may receive constantly changing high-quality video, while another session receives constantly changing low-quality
video (unstable and unfair).
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Figure 8: Stability Comparison: the average number of
layer changes per receiver (cumulative) over time for
different numbers of sessions.

Fairness among competing sessions

In RLM and other receiver-driven layered multicast
schemes[VRC98, TPB97, WSS97], receivers in different sessions independently decide how many layers they
should subscribe to. To analyze how these decisions
are made, we define a receiver’s hold priority for layer
L, denoted hL , as the importance (priority) of holding
(not dropping) layer L. Similarly, we define a receiver’s
request priority for layer L, denoted rL, as the importance (priority) of adding layer L. Both hL and rL

are typically defined in terms of the minimum amount
of time that congestion must persist before dropping
a layer. Stability is enhanced by setting the hold priorities higher than the request priorities. However to
achieve fairness in layer allocation, receivers requesting lower layers must have precedence over those requesting or holding resources for higher layers. This
implies that for a layered scheme to be fair and stable,
the holding priority of each layer must exceed the request priority for that layer, and the request priority of a
lower layer must exceed the holding priority of a higher
layer. More formally, we must have that hL > rL , and
rL > hL+k ; 8k > 0, where rL and hL are the request
and hold priorities for layer L, respectively. Clearly this
implies that rL > hL+k > rL+k and hL > hL+k for
k > 0. In other words, the hold and request priorities
must decrease for higher layers.
The challenge to achieving a deterministic and stable
state is to dynamically determine settings for hL and rL
across all sessions (and their receivers) to meet the requirements above. We want hL to be large enough to
withstand transient congestion, but small enough to detect real load shifts. Unfortunately, it is difficult for a
receiver to distinguish transient congestion from persistent shifts in network load. Transient congestion may be
protocol induced, as caused by join experiments from
other sessions, or random congestion as caused by new
sessions, or by variable bit rate traffic from this or other
existing sessions. The duration of the join-experiment,
rL depends on the time it takes a joiner to detect its own
congestion. This means that the hold times must be set
dynamically based on the request times in order for a
receiver to persist through the congestion caused by a
join-experiment. Given this dependency, coordination
is required between receivers in order to set the h and r
values in a way that ensures fairness and stability. We
are currently investigating methods to approximate the
above optimal priority assignment without communication.
In RLM, receivers do not even know about other
RLM sessions, which seems a reasonable design. However, it means that receivers from different sessions do
not communicate to set the values of hL and rL. Instead,
hL is based on RLM’s detection-timer (which is derived
from network measurements of the time it takes a joiner
to generate congestion) and varies from receiver to receiver. The request time is designed to be much smaller
than the hold time, rL << hL , so that join-experiments
will not cause receivers to give up the layers they currently hold. This works well within a session because
the receivers that are getting higher layers do not steal

bandwidth from receivers with lower bandwidth. However, this does not work well for multiple competing
sessions. RLM’s algorithm tries to “ride-out” transient
congestion rather than give up a layer to a more deserving session. Only if the congestion persists for at least
two detection timeout periods will a receiver believe the
congestion is a persistent change in the offered load and
drop a layer.
4.1.1 Fairness Experiments
To quantify the potential unfairness of RLM, we created multiple RLM sessions sharing a single bottleneck
using the topology show in Figure 1 and described in
section 2.1. We then recorded (and graphed) the subscription level of each session during every second of
the simulation. The subscription level provides an indication of the quality currently observed by each session.
We began by testing the simplest case: two competing RLM sessions sending CBR traffic. Our thinking
was that if RLM is unable to achieve fairness in this situation, then it is unlikely that RLM will achieve fairness
under any conditions. Figure 9a shows the subscription
levels of the two CBR sessions over time when the two
sessions are started at roughly the same time; within 10
seconds of each other. In this case, the receivers rampup at approximately the same rate until the link becomes
congested. Because they ramp-up at similar rates, they
grab equal amounts of the bottleneck bandwidth and
achieve fairness, demonstrating that in an ideal situation
RLM will provide both fairness and stability. (Interestingly, starting the sessions at exactly the same time increases the time it takes for them to converge to the fair
level because the join-experiments overlap).
Knowing that RLM is engineered for stability and
thus hesitates to give up a layer, we wanted to see if
a new session could steal bandwidth away from an existing session and achieve a fair allocation of the bandwidth. To test this, we reran the previous experiment
but started the sessions at different times, namely times
60 and 260 in the simulation. Figure 9b shows the subscription levels for the two sessions. Initially the first
session is able to subscribe to five layers, consuming all
the bandwidth on the link. The second session initially
subscribes to and gets the base layer without exceeding
the maximum loss rate threshold. However, as soon as
it attempts to join layer two it causes substantial congestion causing it to backdown. On the other hand, the first
session goes into a measurement state to see if the congestion was short-term congestion or long-term congestion. Because the second session gives up quickly, the

first session assumes it was short-term congestion and
does not give up its layers. In short, RLM with CBR
traffic has the potential to be extremely unfair. Bandwidth is allocated among sessions on a first-come-firstserved basis which is unacceptable for the IP-based TV
distribution mechanism we envision. For example, the
person that wants to tune into their televised university
class may not be able to obtain more than the base layer
because another user started watching the NASA space
shuttle launch first. By virtue of being first, the NASA
watcher receives HDTV quality video and refuses to
give up quality. Ironically, RLM is suppose to be designed to provide incentives for users to cut back their
bandwidth usage in the face of congestion [BBS98].
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Figure 9: Fairness between two competing CBR sessions. Figure (a) on the left shows the sessions started
at approximately the same time while Figure (b) on the
right shows the sessions started at different times.
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Figure 10: Fairness between two competing VBR-3 sessions. Figure (a) on the left shows the sessions started
at approximately the same time while Figure (b) on the
right shows the sessions started at different times.
To see if VBR traffic affects RLM’s ability to achieve
fairness, we reran the previous test using VBR-3 traf-

5 Heterogeneity
The primary aim of RLM is to support video distribution
in a heterogeneous bandwidth environment, i.e. where
receivers can have different bottleneck bandwidths, typically determined by their access link. The bottleneck
capacity determines the number of layers to which a receiver can subscribe. RLM is said to “search for the optimal level of subscription” by adding layers until congestion occurs. When congestion occurs, it drops the
layer, but continues to probe at progressively larger intervals to see if the bottleneck bandwidth has increased.
In this section we present results for a set of experiments
that aim to evaluate the fundamental claim that RLM can
find and operate at the “optimal” level. In particular, we
question the definition of “optimal”. We examine the
performance of a single receiver whose bottleneck link
is the last-hop link (e.g., the connection from an ISP to
the home). In our experiments, the bottleneck link bandwidth is capable of sustaining four layers. This amounts
to 480 Kb/s and is certainly in the range of bandwidths
offered by digital subscriber loop (DSL) technologies.
Subscription level plots are generated with an averag-

ing interval of 5 seconds; the utility and received packet
plots use a 50 second interval.
Comparing subscription levels for CBR and VBR-5
7
CBR
VBR-5
6

5
Subscription Level

fic instead of CBR traffic. Figure 10 shows the results
which show the system is highly unstable, even when
the sessions are started at different times. In fact, the
system is so unstable that it is difficult to conclude that
the system is fair or unfair. Although the two sessions
are rarely subscribed to the same level, there does not
appear to be any inherent bias in the algorithm that gives
one session preferential treatment over another. In fact,
over the long-term, figure 10a shows the average subscription level for session one and two to be 3.61 2.77
respectively, while figure 10b shows the average subscription level for sessions one and two to be 3.42 and
2.98 respectively. Certainly, the service received by the
sessions differs but the difference it not as much as we
anticipated. Similar observations can be made about the
graphs in Figure 8. Part of the reason for the improved
average fairness is the fact that the burstiness of the traffic prevents the algorithm from subscribing to the highest possible layer (5) (even when there is only one session in figure 10b from time 60 to 260), thereby leaving
bandwidth available for new sessions.
On the other hand, each graph exhibits short periods
of stability. Only a few of these stable periods show the
sessions at the same layer. During most periods, the subscriptions levels differ by one and often two levels. In
other words, on shorter-time scales, the protocol seems
to be highly unfair, regardless of the session start time.
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Figure 11: Subscription levels for a single receiver.
The first experiment aims to reproduce the result presented in [McCanne96] for a CBR source. As shown in
Figure 11 RLM does indeed find the bottleneck bandwidth for CBR traffic. Next we conducted experiments
to evaluate the effectiveness of RLM for VBR traffic
sources. The burstiness of VBR traffic can be expected
to produce greater packet losses in comparison to CBR,
and may cause RLM to backoff, resulting in a lower
average subscription level. The result is shown in Figure 11 compared with CBR. The impact is quite dramatic, with the subscription level rarely exceeding more
than just the base layer. This is extremely low utilization of the link, given that the base layer, on average, accounts for just 1/15th of the available bandwidth.
Clearly VBR traffic significantly reduces the effectiveness of RLM in determining the highest possible link
utilization and leads us to conclude that RLM is overly
cautious in its operation. Depending on the utility function used to evaluate user happiness, our home user may
be very displeased with average utilization of just 32
Kb/s from the 480 Kb/s link.
The low level of subscription for RLM with VBR traffic raises the question of whether one would be better
off with uniform dropping. In uniform dropping, the receiver statically chooses its optimal subscription level
and performs no adaptation in the face of congestion.
The network drops packets uniformly across all layers
so that each layer experiences the same loss rate. The
next set of experiments compare uniform and RLM. We
show the packets received per layer in Figure 12a. The
source sends three layers but RLM never subscribes to
more than two, so we compare with the case where uni-

form is subscribed to two layers in order to match that
of RLM. The results shows that RLM obtains better performance for the base layer than uniform. With uniform,
layers 1 and 2 have averages of 3.44 and 7.04, while for
RLM layers 1 and 2 have averages of 4.12 and 0.79.
On the other hand, uniform dropping can clearly deliver
more packets from a greater number of layers, as seen
in Figure 12b. To compare these results really requires
information which is dependent on the layered coder,
specifically regarding how much packet loss is tolerable
on a layer, and also the dependence of higher layers on
the performance of lower layers.
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Figure 13: A comparison of utility for a single receiver
with three layers of VBR-5 traffic.
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Figure 12: Received packets for a single receiver with
VBR-5 traffic. Figure (a) depicts the case with uniform
subscribed to 2 layers, while figure (b) is for uniform
subscribed to 3 layers.

To further compare, we examined the impact on utility, where utility is a rough estimate of the service quality observed by a receiver. The utility function maps the
service received (usually based on the number of packets received) to a performance level. We used the utility
function from [BBS98] in which the utility (value-perbit) is exponentially decreasing with each layer, resulting in layers of equal utility. Figure 13 shows the utility
results for RLM and uniform dropping, using three layers. The difference in favor of uniform dropping is substantial, showing well over 50% better utilization. An
issue in comparing RLM and uniform dropping is that
it depends on a specific choice of utility function. In
short, the choice of parameters used in the RLM implementation defines the “optimal” subscription level,
which may, or may not, match the user’s definition of
optimal utility.

6 Related Work
We have conducted a detailed analysis of RLM, investigating issues of fairness, stability and bandwidth utilization. After having reproduced and verified the results of

[MJV96, BBS98], we have extended their simulations,
allowing us to scrutinize the assumptions and properties
of the protocol. In particular we have studied the performance of multiple competing RLM sessions. Although
multiple sessions were used in [BBS98], the paper focused on the very specific problem of priority versus
uniform packet dropping policies, and did not address
the interaction between RLM sessions.
ThinStreams[WSS97] addresses issues of fairness for
multiple sessions consisting of “thin” equal-sized layers. The algorithm requires that receivers calculate join
and leave thresholds based on their current level of subscription. The idea here is that receivers subscribing
to a larger number of layers will surrender them more
quickly than a receiver with a smaller subscription set.
Stability issues are not addressed, and may be significant given the join/leave overheads of thin layers.
The issue of fairness between RLM and TCP traffic has also been studied [VRC98, TPB97]. The idea
in [VRC98] is for receivers to use a join/leave strategy for congestion control which mimics the behavior
of TCP. This relies on making appropriate choices of
layer bandwidths and the time delay between trying to
increase subscription. In [TPB97], each receiver tries
to determine the share of bandwidth that an equivalent
TCP connection would use, and then makes join/leave
decisions in order to match that value for the multicast
session. TCP’s objectives differ significantly from the
objectives one would design for a video transmission
protocol. Consequently, making the layered multicast
scheme behave like TCP can help it “get along”, but
may wreak havoc on the “visual experience”. The focus in both studies is to provide fairness between all
TCP and all RLM traffic, rather than between individual
RLM sessions. Although these solutions interact better with TCP, they will experience the same saw-tooth
instability that TCP flows. In fact, the use of multiplicative decrease will result in more sudden and drastic level changes than RLM. Also, because these protocols behave like TCP, they will offer “fairness” similar
to that of TCP, which is known to produce arbitrary unfairness. Other enhancements over RLM such as synchronized joins between receivers in the same session
may offer substantial improvements over RLM. However, since our study used a single reciever per session,
these enhancements will not improve on the RLM stability and fairness results presented here.
Other work on layered multicast includes [LPA98,
LPPA97], which addresses error recovery issues and
[BCZ98] which uses router-based adaptation to provide
more accurate reactions to network congestion.

7 Conclusions
In this paper we have reported on our studies of how
RLM manages multiple competing sessions. Specifically we have studied the stability and fairness of the
layered allocation across multiple sessions, and how
these two metrics are affected by number of sessions
and variability of the traffic offered by these sessions.
Lastly we have studied the ability of RLM to adapt to
heterogeneity and discover the bandwidth of an access
bottleneck.
We conclude that RLM exhibits significant and persistent instability with VBR traffic. This instability
causes frequent layer shifts - frequent enough to be intolerable by users, still too far apart for an application
to be able to effectively mask it. In one example, using
our most variable source we observed significant level
shifts every 45 seconds. At times the instability is severe enough to cause the relative allocation of sessions
to flip-flop. As observed in the original RLM paper,
RLM is stable for CBR.
With CBR traffic RLM can be arbitrarily unfair. Once
a session has achieved dominant allocation, another
CBR source is starved. We showed an example where
a session starts after another session has ramped up to
link capacity. The second session only manages to add
the base layer and is unable to acquire its fair allocation from the competing session. With VBR traffic the
instability of RLM prevents us from reaching a strong
conclusion. Competing VBR sessions seem to alternate
between periods of relative stability and periods of absolute chaos. During the stable periods the system is arbitrarily unfair. However during unstable periods (when
there is flip-flopping of sessions), we notice 20 (simulated) minute runs in which the average subscription
level for the run is approximately the same across sessions.
We find that RLM successfully adapts to heterogeneous links. However we find that RLM aggressively
(perhaps too aggressively) protects the lower layer of the
video, to the point of not tolerating any losses at lower
layers before utilizing the higher ones. With VBR traffic
this results in very low utilization of the link bandwidth.
Although this is consistent with the stated goals of the
RLM design, this exposes a built in assumption of the
utility function, namely that any fraction of a lower layer
is more valuable than some fraction of a higher one. We
question the validity of this assumption. Of course the
incredibly low utility observed also questions the goodness of the encoding scheme used.
While our studies have identified some significant

problems with RLM, significantly more work is warranted. We are still exploring (a) inherent limitations of
RLM and (b) how layered multicast without the problems of RLM can be realized.
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Abstract

Multicast protocols target applications involving a large
number of receivers with heterogeneous data reception capabilities. To accommodate heterogeneity, the sender may
transmit at multiple rates, requiring mechanisms to determine the rates and allocate receivers to rates. In this
paper, we develop a protocol to control the rates of a multicast session, with the goal of maximizing the inter-receiver
fairness, an intra-session measure that captures the collective \satisfaction" of the session receivers. Our target
environment is the Internet, where fair sharing of bandwidth must be achieved via end-system mechanisms and
fairness to TCP is important. We develop and evaluate protocols to maximize this measure by maintaining a
xed-rate base group and a variable-rate group. We show
that our schemes o er improvement over single-rate sessions, while maintaining TCP-friendliness.

1 Introduction

Multicast protocols target applications involving a
large number of receivers with heterogeneous data reception capabilities. Depending on the type of application,
this heterogeneity can be accommodated in one of two
ways. In a single-rate session, the source adjusts its sending rate based on feedback it receives from the network
and/or the receivers. In a typical single-rate protocol
(e.g., [1]), the rate is picked to match the lowest capacity
receiver (or path to a receiver). In a multi-rate session the
sender can transmit at di erent rates to di erent receivers
through layering [2, 3, 4] or destination-set splitting [5, 6]
In either case, there needs to be (1) criteria for the setting of the session rate(s) and the allocation of receivers
to the rates (in the case of multi-rate sessions) and (2)
protocols for implementing the appropriate rate settings
and allocations.
In this paper we aim to develop a protocol to control
the rate of a multicast session with the goal of maximizing
 This work is supported in part by a research grant from NSF
under contract NCR-9628379.

inter-receiver fairness, an intra-session measure that cap-

tures the collective \satisfaction" of the session receivers,
based on the rate at which they are receiving and the
data loss they are experiencing. We also strive to achieve
inter-session fairness among similarly controlled multicast
sessions and between multicast sessions and TCP sessions.
In [7] we rst introduced the concept of inter-receiver fairness together with a protocol to control the rate of an
ATM multicast ABR connection in a manner that maximizes inter-receiver fairness.
This paper is concerned with developing a similar protocol within the Internet environment. The current Internet di ers signi cantly from the ATM ABR environment
in which our previous protocol operated. Our work targets the current (and near-term) best-e ort Internet, in
which the fair sharing of links is primarily the responsibility of end-to-end rate control protocols. In addition
(and unlike ATM), because Internet routers do not currently possess the capability to aggregate feedback returned from receivers, the scalability of the feedback is
of primary concern. Finally, an emerging requirement for
rate adjustment protocols operating over the Internet is
TCP-friendliness [8]. Our protocol encompasses features
to deal with all the Internet constraints mentioned above.
In Section 2 we rst give a brief overview of our proposed protocol and its features. We present the de nition
of inter-receiver fairness formally in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss the protocol operation in detail, including features that are designed to make it TCP-friendly. In
Section 5 we present results from simulations of our protocol to demonstrate its behavior. The paper is concluded
in Section 6.

2 Protocol Overview

We assume that each receiver can estimate its isolated
rate. Informally, this is the rate that the receiver should
receive under fair sharing of the network resources, but

without being limited by other receivers in the same session 1 . The isolated rate concept was rst de ned in [7],
and we use recently developed formalisms for the fair rate
allocation in multi-rate multicast sessions [9] to formalize our original de nition as described later. Typically,
the isolated rate varies over time depending on network
trac conditions.
A receiver is \unhappy" if it belongs to a group with
higher or lower rate than its isolated rate. If the rate is
higher than the receiver's fair share, we assume that losses
will result; if the rate is lower, the receiver is arti cially
constrained. The extent of unhappiness at receiver i with
group rate r is represented by a fairness function, Fi(r),
which achieves a maximum at a receiver's isolated rate.
We de ne the inter-receiver fairness for a given session as
a weighted sum of the fairness values of the receivers in the
session. The main objective of a rate allocation protocol
is to operate at a rate that maximizes the inter-receiver
fairness within other constraints that may be imposed
(e.g., being TCP-friendly).
Because a rate that maximizes inter-receiver fairness
can exceed some receivers' isolated rates, such receivers
will experience data loss. We assume that each receiver
can specify a loss tolerance which allows the session rate
to exceed its isolated rate as long as the operation is
within the loss tolerance. Such losses, however, can be
problematic within the Internet, particularly under the
assumption of drop-tail, FIFO queuing in routers. This
is because if a receiver is experiencing loss, it would mean
that other ows sharing the receiver's bottleneck link are
also experiencing loss. Whereas in our case the loss is
within some receiver tolerance, no such guarantees can
be made for the other ows 2.
For this reason, we attempt to operate with little or no
loss experienced by the multicast session's receivers. To
achieve this, our protocol requires the source to transmit
on another multicast group (the \base" or B-group) at the
lowest possible data rate that is acceptable to the application. A receiver that experiences losses while receiving
on the original group (called the \variable" or V-group),
will rst inform the source of its lower isolated rate with
the goal of potentially in uencing the source to reduce its
rate. If losses continue despite this (typically because reducing the rate will reduce the inter-receiver fairness for
this session), the receiver will leave the V-group and join
the B-group. If after joining the B-group the receiver is
still experiencing losses, then it is made to leave the session entirely. The protocol also provides mechanisms for
receivers in the B-group to try to re-join the V-group.
This scheme is essentially a special case of a
1 Of course, the isolated rate is never more than the receiver's
own maximum reception rate, typically governed by its processing capacity. We use the terms \fair share" and \isolated rate"
interchangeably.
2 This was not a problem in our original ATM-based development
since we assumed some form of per- ow queuing in operation at the
ATM switches.

destination-set grouping (DSG) protocol as described in
[6]. There are, however, many di erences. First, our
goal here is to maximize the inter-receiver fairness and to
maintain inter-session fairness and TCP-friendliness. As
a consequence, the information included in the feedback
to the source is di erent, and di erent techniques are required for its aggregation and processing. Second, the use
of destination-set splitting is limited to the provision of
the low-rate B-group which avoids some of the problems
that may be associated with the use of a large number of
arbitrary-rate replicated streams 3 .

3 Inter-Receiver Fairness: De nitions

The inter-receiver fairness (IRF) achieved by a multicast session is a function of the individual fairness values
obtained by each receiver in the session. We develop the
expression for the session's IRF in three steps: (1) we formally de ne the isolated rate of a receiver, as required to
de ne the individual fairness; (2) we review the de nition
of individual fairness for a single group session [7] and
extend that de nition to two groups; (3) we combine the
individual fairness values into the session IRF.

3.1 Isolated Rate

In previous work, we informally de ned the isolated
rate to be the rate that a receiver would obtain if unconstrained by the other receivers in the group [7], assuming
max-min link sharing. That is, our isolated rate de nition allowed for the receivers in a single session to receive
at di erent rates. Recently, Rubenstein et al. have formalized this notion under the term \multi-rate max-min
fair allocation [9]." They de ne an allocation to be multirate max-min fair if (1) it is feasible (i.e., no link is overloaded), (2) the multicast session is a multi-rate session
and (3) no receiver can increase its allocated rate without causing a decrease in the rate to a more constrained
receiver. The reader is referred to [9] for the precise definition. Hereafter, we use the term \isolated rate" of a
receiver to refer to the receiver's rate under a multi-rate
max-min fair allocation.
An example of multi-rate max-min fair allocation is illustrated in Fig. 1. This network has two connections, a
multicast connection, A, with one source (AS) and two
receivers (AR0 , AR1), and a unicast connection, B, with
source BS and receiver BR0. S0 , S1 and S2 are routers.
The constrained links are L0 and L1; each is labeled with
its capacity. All other links are assumed to be unconstrained. Each receiver is labeled with its isolated rate,
as determined by the multi-rate max-min fair allocation
scheme. Both receivers AR0 and BR0 will get rate 2.5,
and AR1 will get 2.0, due to the existence of the bottleneck link L1 .
For a survey of replicated-stream, and also layering, mechanisms, please refer to [10].
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Figure 1: The Multi-rate Max-min Fair Allocation

3.2.2 Two Groups

Our scheme involves two groups per multicast session, the
base (or B-) group and the variable (or V-) group. The
rate of the B-group, rb , is determined by the application
and assumed to be xed. The rate of the V-group, rv , is
selected to maximize the inter-receiver fairness and will
vary over the lifetime of the session. At any point in
time, each receiver is in the V-group, the B-group or no
group at all. For receivers in the V-group, the fairness is
Fi(rv ); for receivers in the B-group, the fairness is Fi (rb);
for receivers in no group, the fairness is 0.0.

The following de nitions make use of the isolated rate
for each receiver. The details of the algorithm for estimating the isolated rate in the Internet are described in
section 4.2.1.

3.2 Individual Receiver Fairness
3.2.1 Single Group

Our starting point is the receiver fairness function that
we previously de ned, which assumes a single group session [7]. We summarize that de nition here for completeness.
The individual receiver fairness function maps from the
sending rate of the (single) source to a fairness value normalized to the range (0:0 : : :1:0). The fairness value quanti es the notion that if the actual rate of the connection
exceeds the isolated rate, then the receiver experiences
performance degradation in the form of losses; if the actual rate is less than the isolated rate, then the receiver
experiences performance degradation in the form of decreased throughput. In either case, there is a form of
unfairness to the receiver.
For receiver i, the fairness function is denoted by Fi(r),
where r is the sending rate of the connection. Many different functions are possible for Fi(r), depending on the
application and the receiver characteristics. We assume
that all fairness functions obey certain properties, including (1) Fi(ri ) = 1.0, where ri is the isolated rate of receiver
i and (2) Fi (r) is non-decreasing in the range [0; ri) and
non-increasing in the range (ri; 1]. In our simulation
experiments, we use a particular fairness function of the
form:


if r  ri
if r > ri

min(ri ; r) (1)
= max(r
i ; r)
A receiver is also allowed to specify the maximum acceptable loss tolerance, `i , indicating the maximum fraction of transmitted data that can acceptably be lost. For a
single group session, the loss tolerance restricts the sending rate r to be at most ri =(1 , `i ).
Fi(r) =

r
ri
ri
r
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Figure 2: Fairness Under Moderate Isolated Rates
Our scheme includes a protocol to allow receivers to
move between groups. Ideally, a receiver belongs to the
group that maximizes its individual fairness while keeping
losses below the loss tolerance. This criteria results in
three cases, based on the relationship of the isolated rate
ri and loss tolerance li to the rates rb and rv :
 ri < (1 , li )rb
In this case, the receiver's isolated rate is low enough
that it will experience intolerable losses, even in the
B-group. Such a receiver should leave the multicast
session.
 (1 , li )rb  ri < rx (1 , li )
where rx is the minimum rate of the V-group 4 . In
this case, the receiver has a moderate isolated rate.
The rate is sucient to receive the B-group, but the
rate is not high enough to receive the V-group without intolerable losses. Note that such a receiver may
experience losses in the B-group, but the losses will
be within the loss tolerance. Fig. 2 shows a graphical
4 Selection of the minimum rate of the V-group has to ensure
that bene ts obtained from the two-group model can justify costs
associated with it. Moreover, it should ensure that if a receiver has
capability to stay in the V-group, that receiver should achieve more
fairness than obtained in the B-group. Please see section 4.2.2 for
details.

representation of this case. The x axis is the isolated
rate of a receiver, and the y axis is the corresponding fairness value. In the gure, the straight line to
the left indicates loss fairness and the curve to the
right denotes throughput fairness experienced by a
receiver.

 rx (1 , li )  ri

In this case, the receiver has an isolated rate that
is high enough to receive the V-group. The receiver
may experience losses, but the losses will be within
its loss tolerance. This case is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The x axis is the sending rate of the V-group, and the
y axis is the corresponding fairness value achieved by
a receiver. This gure is di erent from Fig. 2 in that
the straight line to the left indicates throughput fairness and the curve in the middle denotes loss fairness
experienced by a receiver. The rightmost straight
line shows throughput fairness experienced by a receiver if the receiver does not have capability to stay
in the V-group and has to move to the B-group. In
this scenario, the receiver achieves a constant fairness
value.
r_x*(1-l_i) <= r_i

Fairness Value

F_i(r)
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V-group Rate (r_v)

Figure 3: Fairness Under High Isolated Rates

3.3 Inter-Receiver Fairness Function in
Two-group Model
In the two-group model, we de ne the inter-receiver
fairness achieved by the multicast group to be the
weighted sum of the individual fairness values of receivers,
both in the B-group and in the V-group. That is,
IRF(rb ; rv ) =

nb
X

=1

i

F (rb) +

i i

+
X

nb nv

= +1

i nb

F (rv )

i i

where nb and nv are the number of receivers in the Bgroup and in the V-group, respectively, Fi() is the fairness
functions for receiver i, and rb and rv are the transmission rates of the B-group and the V-group, respectively.
The rst term in equation (2) is the inter-receiver fairness value achieved by the receivers in the B-group and
the second term is the fairness value achieved by the receivers in the V-group. Note that receivers that have left
the multicast session do not gure into the IRF function.
This de nition allows receivers to contribute unequally to
the total inter-receiver fairness, via unequal i's. These
weights can be statically assigned or may vary over time.

4 Protocol Implementation

We describe the high-level operation of the two protocol components, followed by a discussion of four key
details: estimating the isolated rate, determining the minimum rate of the V-group, approximating the IRF using
samples of isolated rates, and eciently selecting the Vgroup rate to maximize the IRF. These are novel issues
(not addressed in [1] and [6]) which are necessitated by
our goal of maximizing the inter-receiver fairness.

4.1 Protocol Components

Loss Fairness

1.0

X

P

b +nv
subject to ni=1
i = 1:0;
and 0  i  1:0; i = 1; : : :; nb + nv

(2)

Our protocol has two components:
1. The intra-group protocol used by the sender to gather
and use isolated rate information from the receivers
in each group. For the V-group, the isolated rates
are used to adjust the group rate. For the B-group,
the isolated rates are used to decide whether to invite any B-group receivers to move to the V-group.
The intra-group protocol is a modi ed version of the
probabilistic polling algorithm described in [1].
2. The inter-group protocol used by receivers, with assistance from the sender, to move between groups as
their isolated rates change. This protocol is a simplied version of the stream change protocol proposed
in [6].

4.1.1 Intra-group Protocol Overview

We now describe an algorithm that combines the scalable polling algorithm in [1] and the IRF mechanism that
we proposed. This algorithm is run independently in the
B-group and the V-group. The goal of the polling is to
estimate the size of each group and the isolated rates for
receivers in the group, so that the multicast source can
adjust the V-group transmission rate. The polling algorithm consists of a series of rounds, termed an epoch [1].

Epochs, which are initiated periodically, consist of the
following steps:
1. At the start of an epoch, both the multicast source
and all the receivers generate random keys of length
16 bits.
2. When the source wishes to solicit responses from receivers, it sends out polling packets to all receivers
in the group. Each polling packet contains the 16bit random key, an indication of the number of signi cant bits to use in the key, and the type of
the packet. There are two types of polling packets: size-solicitation packets and state-inquiry packets [1]. Size-solicitation packets are used to estimate
the number of receivers in the group; state-inquiry
packets are used to sample the estimated isolated
rates of the receivers. Size-solicitation packets are
sent out in rounds preceding state-inquiry packets.
Initially in an epoch, all 16 bits are signi cant and the
type of the polling packet is size-solicitation. If the
multicast source does not get any reply in a round,
it decreases the number of signi cant bits by one in
the following round, thereby increasing the probability of a reply. The sender proceeds through the
rounds until a \hit" is achieved, i.e., until at least
one receiver replies. This allows the sender to estimate the receiver group size through a simple formula
illustrated in [1] 5.
State-inquiry packets are sent out to receivers in
subsequent rounds. Responses to the state-inquiry
packets from the multicast receivers indicate the estimated isolated rates of receivers,
3. When a polling packet arrives from the sender, each
receiver compares the random key in the packet to its
locally generated key, using the number of signi cant
bits declared in the packet. If the relevant bits match,
the receiver takes one of two di erent actions:
If the packet is a size-solicitation packet, the receiver
will send a response back to the sender so that the
sender can estimate the receiver group size [1].
If the packet is a state-inquiry packet and the group
is large 6 , only those receivers experiencing loss will
reply. If the group is small, all receivers will reply. Each matching receiver responds with its iso5 According to [1], if a hit of size-solicitation occurs in round ,
1
then the multicast group size n can be estimated as:
1 14
n  e16 25,
:

round

= :

After the estimation has been done, the group is de ned to be
\small" or \large".
6 According to step 2, the size-solicitation round in which a hit is
made should precede the state-inquiry round. This means that the
multicast sender knows the (estimated) group size before it sends
out the state-inquiry packets. Then it can inform receivers of the
group size.

lated rate, estimated using the measured packet arrival rate and loss rate at the receiver. The isolated
rate estimation is described in Section 4.2.1.
4. When the source gets both the size-solicitation and
the state-inquiry responses from the receivers, it can
use the di erence in the index between rounds in
which each hit occurs to estimate the percentage of
the receivers that are experiencing loss [1] 7.
If this probing procedure takes place in the B-group,
the source will use the above information to determine whether the inter-group protocol should be
called, inviting the receivers in the B-group with sufcient isolated rates to join the V-group.
In the V-group, the sender uses the gathered information to decide a new rate. If no receivers are experiencing loss, the sender will increase its rate, using
the loss tolerance to bound the increase. If some
receivers are experiencing loss, the sender will call
an optimization process to select a rate that maximizes the current inter-receiver fairness. Because the
sender typically has information from just a subset
of the receivers, the IRF function must be approximated. The approximation process is described in
Section 4.2.3. Ecient optimization of the IRF function is described in Section 4.2.4.

4.1.2 Inter-group Protocol Overview
Each receiver continually monitors the reception rate and
packet loss rate for its current group. There are three
scenarios that cause a receiver to change to a di erent
group.
1. If a receiver in the B-group experiences losses that
exceed its loss tolerance, then the receiver leaves the
multicast session.
2. If a receiver in the V-group experiences losses that
exceed its loss tolerance, or the loss experienced by
the receiver does not exceed its loss tolerance but
persists for a while, then the receiver leaves the Vgroup and joins the lower rate B-group.
3. If a receiver in the B-group does not experience any
loss, then it may join the higher V-group. This group
advancement is by invitation from the source and is
similar to the scheme used in [6].
7
If the \hit" rounds of size-solicitation and state-inquiry are
round1 and round2 , respectively, then the percentage experiencing loss is estimated to be
2 14
e16 25,
1,
2) 1 4
= e(
16
25
,
1 14
e
:

round

= :

:

round

= :

round

round
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Figure 4: Receiver State-transit Diagram

4.1.3 Receiver State Diagram

In summary, the state-transit diagram of a receiver is described in Fig.4. There are three states: the V-group
state (V), the B-group state (B), and the transition state
(T). Each state transition is labeled with the reason for
the transition. Initially, all receivers are in the V state.
If a receiver in the V state receives a polling packet
from the multicast sender, the receiver enters into the T
state by probabilistically sending a response to the sender
(see section 4.1.1). This receiver in the T state continues
to measure its experienced packet loss. If the measured
loss exceeds the loss tolerance of the receiver, it voluntarily leaves the V-group and join the B-group by applying the inter-group protocol. This receiver's state also
changes from the T state to the B state. On the contrary,
if the measured loss does not exceed the loss tolerance of
the receiver, the receiver continues to stay in the V-group
and moves back to the V state.
If a receiver in the B state (i.e., in the B-group) does
not experience any data loss, it may join the higher Vgroup upon receiving the group advancement invitation
from the sender. While in opposition, if a receiver in
the B state experiences moderate loss (less than its loss
tolerance), it has to stay in the B-group even receiving an
advancement invitation from the sender. Furthermore, Bstate receivers experiencing heavy loss (more than their
loss tolerance) should leave the multicast group entirely.

4.2 Implementation Details

Sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 give a high-level description of the implementation of the Inter-Receiver Fairness
protocol. In this section we cover four key details:
 Estimating the isolated rate
 Determining the minimum rate of the V-group
 Approximating the IRF using samples of isolated
rates, and
 Eciently selecting the V-group rate to maximize
the IRF.

4.2.1 Estimation of the Receiver's Isolated rate

For the purposes of estimating isolated rate, the receivers
are separated into two categories: those experiencing loss
and those experiencing no loss. Let rs denote the sending
rate for the receiver's group (i.e., rs = rb for the B-group
and rs = rv for the V-group).
If a receiver experiences loss it means there exists at
least one link on the receiver's path from the sender
which is fully utilized. The receiver could report the rate,
ri = rs  (1 , lossi ), as the isolated rate, where lossi is the
measured loss percentage. However this behavior is suciently aggressive as to lead to unfriendliness when TCP
connections are sharing the bottleneck link. Instead, we
reduce the estimate of the isolated rate by a reduction
factor, intended to be similar to TCP's rate reduction in
the face of loss. In Section 5 we investigate the e ect of
using more conservative rate reduction on TCP sources.
If a receiver does not experience loss, then we know
that the isolated rate is at least the current transmission rate, however, we don't know how much larger the
isolated rate is. One possibility would be for the receiver to estimate the isolated rate by applying a relatively conservative increase function: a receiver that does
not experience loss reports its estimated isolated rate ri
= rs=(1 , li ), where li is the loss tolerance for the receiver.
The e ect of this estimation is that even if the true isolated rate is exactly rs , the sender can operate as high as
the reported ri without causing intolerable losses. This
approach, however, is not scalable to large group sizes,
because it requires every no-loss experiencing receiver to
estimate its isolated rate based on its individual loss tolerance. Therefore, we propose an approach whereby the
sender estimates the representative isolated rate for receivers that are not experiencing loss by using the current
source sending rate and a group loss tolerance. The group
loss tolerance is determined by the application; individual receivers may specify loss tolerances that are larger.
Speci cally, if rs is the sending rate and lt is the loss tolerance for the group, then the isolated rate is estimated
to be rs =(1 , lt).
In summary, the estimation of the isolated rate of a
receiver is:

 (1 , lossi ) if experiencing loss
ri = rrss =(1
, lt)
if experiencing no-loss
where rs is the transmission rate of the receiver's group,
lossi is the measured loss percentage at receiver i, and lt
is the loss tolerance for the group.

4.2.2 Determination of the Minimum Rate of the
V-group

In the inter-receiver fair multicast protocol, the transmission rate of the V-group should be larger than a minimum value to compensate for the implementation costs
associated with the two-group model. However, how to

determine the minimum rate is not trivial. In this paper,
we use the loss tolerance of the application to select the
minimum rate.
Suppose at some time, the sending rate of the B-group
in a multicast application is xed at rb and that of the Vgroup is rv . Moreover, assume that the application loss
tolerance is lt. We observe that the criterion for selecting
the minimumrate of the V-group should guarantee: when
the V-group sends at a rate higher than its minimum
rate, if a receiver has capability to stay in the V-group,
it should achieve more fairness value than if the receiver
stays in the B-group. Based on this observation, we select
the minimum rate of the V-group to be rvbot = rb=(1 , lt)2 .
Let rx = rb =(1 , lt). This selection can be explained
in two cases:
1. At one time the V-group is sending at the rate rvbot
and the estimated isolated rate ri of receiver i is
greater than rx . This means that receiver i has capability to stay in the V-group. According to the
particular single receiver fairness function de ned in
equation (1), if the receiver chooses to stay in the
B-group, it obtains fairness value i  rb/ri ( i is the
IRF weight of receiver i), which is less than i (1lt) 8; however, if the receiver stays in the V-group, it
achieves a fairness value greater than i  (1-lt).
2. At other time the V-group is sending at a rate higher
than rvbot and receiver i has capability to stay in the
V-group. Obviously, the receiver achieves more fairness value when staying in the V-group than that in
the B-group.
This rate selection provides an ecient way for a
V-group receiver to determine its group membership:
through measuring the loss percentage, a receiver chooses
to stay in the V-group if the measured loss is less than its
loss tolerance or join the B-group otherwise.
Moreover, we should note that this rate selection is
dependent on the speci c single receiver fairness function
used in this paper. Di erent minimum rate may be selected if a di erent function is chosen.

report their isolated rates. Thus the sender must approximate the IRF function using samples of isolated rates.
In our algorithm, the di erence in index between the
size-solicitation hit and the state-solicitation hit can be
used to roughly determine what percentage of the multicast group members are experiencing loss; all other receivers are assumed to experience no loss [1].
The sender receives feedback from some of the receivers
who are experiencing loss. The sender uses the estimated
isolated rates reported by the selected receivers as representatives of the isolated rates for all receivers experiencing loss. Speci cally, if k responses are obtained at
the sender and the number of receivers experiencing loss
is estimated to be m, then each response is presumed to
represent the isolated rate for m=k receivers.
For example, consider a source with sending rate rs.
Within a polling epoch, the source is able to estimate the
total group size, n, and the number of receivers experiencing loss, m. Suppose that during the state-solicitation
process, three isolated rates, r1, r2 and r3 , are reported to
the source. Then m=3 receivers are assumed to have isolated rate ri for each i = 1; 2; 3. The remaining (n-m) receivers are assumed to have isolated rate rnls = rs=(1,lt).
Using the IRF function described earlier, the source approximates the IRF for the current receivers to be:

4.2.3 Approximation of the Inter-Receiver Fairness Function

4.2.4 Ecient IRF Optimization at Source

The core of the inter-receiver fairness optimization is the
determination of the isolated rates of receivers. Ideally,
if the source could obtain the (estimated) isolated rate of
every receiver, then equation (2) could be used directly to
maximize the IRF measure. However, to avoid feedback
implosion the receivers are probabilistically selected to
8

This can be derived through simple computation:
 rr <  rr =  r =(1r , lt) =  (1 , lt)
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The next section explains how to eciently determine
the source rate ropt that maximizes the approximate IRF
function 9 .
We note that the weight of an individual receiver can
be embedded in the selection probability: a receiver with
a higher weight can be allowed a higher probability of
matching the 16-bit source random number. For example, suppose the weight of receiver A is twice as much as
that of B. Then A may generate twice as many random
numbers as B in attempting to match the source random
number, doubling the probability that the source hears
from A.
We have previously proven [7] that the IRF function
can be eciently optimized if individual fairness function meets several conditions. Speci cally, the necessary
conditions are:
1. only one point of discontinuity at r = ri
2. second derivative  0 in the region r < ri
3. second derivative  0 in the region r > ri
Accuracy of the approximate algorithm has been examined in
our previous work. The reader is referred to [7] for details.
9
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Figure 5: Two-group model optimization
where r is the source rate and ri is the isolated rate of
receiver i.
Basically, the proof shows that, given the isolated rates
of receivers, the optimal value of the source rate must be
one of them. Thus the source need only evaluate the IRF
function for each ri and select the best rate.
In the two-group model, the rate selected for the Vgroup should optimize the IRF function, with the additional complexity that receivers with low isolated rates
may be pushed down to the B-group. Because of this
complexity, multiple iterations are required to optimize
the IRF. In iteration i, the (i , 1)-st lowest rate receivers
in the V-group are assumed to be moved to the B-group,
and the IRF is optimized using the remaining receivers.
Fig.5 illustrates the optimization algorithm. This gure shows the rst two iterations of the algorithm. rb is
the B-group sending rate, n is the number of receivers in
the V-group and lt is the application-speci c loss tolerance. r1; r2; : : :; rn are the n isolated rates of the V-group
receivers; they are all greater than the minimum rate of
the V-group. Without loss of generality, we assume they
are in non-decreasing order. Let r1lt =r1 =(1 , lt). Note
that the optimal rate selected in the rst iteration cannot
exceed r1lt , otherwise, receiver 1 will experience intolerable loss. Thus, r1lt is the upper bound of the rate selection
range for this iteration. In this example, the optimization
algorithm can only select a rate from r1, r2 , or r3 . Assume
in the rst iteration, the IRF protocol picks r2 as the best
rate, assuming all receivers remain in the V-group.
In the second iteration, receiver 1 is assumed to be
moved to the B-group. Thus, the optimization algorithm need only evaluate the IRF function at the remaining n , 1 isolated rates, r2; : : :; rn, and select the best
one. Now receiver 2 has the minimum isolated rate. Let
r2lt =r2 =(1 , lt). Then r2lt is the upper bound of the rate
selection range for this iteration, and the algorithm need
only consider r2; : : :; r5. Suppose in this iteration rate
r5 optimizes the IRF function and is selected as the best
rate. Then, the inter-receiver fairness achieved under rate
r5 in the second iteration is compared with that obtained

under rate r2 in the rst iteration. The better one determines the current optimal rate after two iterations. This
optimization continues until no better inter-receiver fairness can be achieved in an iteration when compared to
that in the previous iteration.
In fact, we can further reduce the complexity of the
optimization algorithm by avoiding redundant computation in di erent iterations. For instance, in Fig.5, neither
r2 nor r3 should be considered for the optimization in the
second iteration, because they have already been examined in the rst iteration. The total inter-receiver fairness
achieved by the n receivers can only decrease if either r2
or r3 is selected, when compared with that achieved in
the rst iteration. Hence we need only consider rates r4
or r5 in the second iteration, i.e., the rates falling into the
range [r1lt ; r2lt].

5 Simulations
In this section, we examine the performance of our
scheme under a variety of network topologies and group
characteristics. We implemented our protocol in the
LBNL network simulator ns-2 [11].
In the simulation, the inter-group protocol is called every 20 seconds. The sender invites the B-group receivers
to join the V-group whenever the number of B-group receivers exceeds 10% of the total and at least one receiver
in the B-group is not experiencing loss. Moreover, a receiver that leaves the V-group must remain in the B-group
for at least 20 seconds before re-joining the V-group. This
is used to prevent the oscillation of a receiver between the
V-group and the B-group. In the intra-group protocol,
the sending frequency of the polling packets is constant
and set at ve seconds 10.
Con gurations in the simulations have the following
properties:
 All connections are uni-directional. No trac ows
from the receiver(s) to the sender, except the control
packets. The type of the TCP connections used in
the simulation is \Tahoe" TCP.

 The type of the routers is \DropTail".
 Unless otherwise stated, the link bandwidth is 1.0
Mbps.

 All receivers in the same multicast session have the

same loss tolerance, set at 10% 11. Receivers in the
same multicast session are assigned the same IRF
weights.

10 We select this time so that each epoch has sucient time to
complete before the next epoch begins.
11 We select 10% as the loss tolerance to re ect the ability of
certain real time applications which can tolerate a limited amount
of random loss.
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5.1 Single Multicast Group

We start by examining the performance of a single IRF
multicast group, without any other connections. We use
the topology shown in Fig. 6, which has 30 receivers, 27
connected to router S1 and 3 connected to router S2 .
Each link is labeled with its bandwidth capacity. A is
900 Kbps. Note, in this scenario, the TCP connection
(denoted as dashed line in the gure) does not exist.
Fig. 7 and 8 show the receiving rates with bandwidth
B at 700 Kbps and 300 Kbps, respectively. Receivers 0{
26 are fast receivers because they have the isolated rates
900 Kbps, while receivers 27{29 are slow receivers with
isolated rates being B (either 700 Kbps or 300 Kbps).
Consider Fig. 7. At the beginning, because the sender's
rate is low, the slow receivers can remain in the V-group.
However, when the sending rate of the multicast session
approaches the isolated rates of the slow receivers (around
60 seconds), the inter-receiver fairness optimization determines that it would be better if the slow receivers move
to the B-group. Then, roughly at 78 second, the slow
receivers move to the B-group. Now, the slow receivers
receive at the B-group rate 200 Kbps and the fast ones
get the leftover on link S0 {S1 , which is 800 Kbps. At 100
seconds, the receivers in the B-group receive an invitation
from the sender and they return to the V-group. Later,
when the slow receivers can't tolerate the loss, they move
back to the B-group again.
We notice that, in Fig. 7, the rate of the fast receiver
(i.e., the V-group rate) gets dropped at 90 seconds. This
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Figure 8: Topology One: B=300 Kbps
is because, at that time, with the slow receivers in the Bgroup receiving at rate 200 Kbps and the V-group sending
rate at around 800 Kbps, the fast receivers do not experience any loss. Thus they try to increase their bandwidth
allocation. However, this increment causes loss to those
fast receivers and accordingly they will backo . The Bgroup is sending at constant rate and such loss won't affect it. The same thing happens at 140 seconds again.
The inter-receiver fairness of the whole multicast session
improves over a single session at rate 700 Kbps. However
the improvement is modest since the isolated rates are
fairly similar.
If the heterogeneity increases, the IRF may be greatly
improved. In Fig. 8, B is 300 Kbps; thus the isolated rates
of slow receivers are 300 Kbps while those of the fast ones
are still 900 Kbps. The slow receivers are quickly unable
to stay in the V-group. Each time these receivers attempt
to move to the V-group (e.g., at 40, 80 and 140 seconds),
the losses are signi cant, and the receivers move back to
the B-group. In this case, the inter-receiver fairness of
the whole multicast session improves signi cantly, about
117% 12.
In this scenario, the isolated rates of receivers 0-26 are 900 Kbps
and receivers 27-29 are 300 Kbps. The inter-receiver fairness when
12

5.2 Interaction Among Multiple IRF Multicast Connections

Next we examine the interaction between di erent multicast connections when our scheme is used. Fig.9 shows
a topology with two multicast connections, A and B.
Both A and B have one sender and ten receivers. These
two connections share one common bottleneck link whose
bandwidth capacity is 1.0 Mbps.
AR0

is 392.8 Kbps 13.
We also investigate the interaction between interreceiver fair multicast when they share di erent bottleneck links. Fig.11 shows the third simulation con guration. A and B are two multicast connections, each with
ten receivers. The bottleneck link of the B group is the
link L12 , whose available bandwidth is 0.4 Mbps. The
bottleneck link of the A group is the link L01. Thus, the
isolated rates of receivers in the B group are 0.4 Mbps
and those in the A group are 0.6 Mbps.
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The simulation result is shown in Fig. 10. From the gure, we see that both sessions have similar behavior and
they roughly fairly share the bottleneck bandwidth. Initially both groups increase their sending rates without experiencing any loss, until the point (50 seconds) at which
the link is saturated. After that, their respective rates oscillate for a while and then the relatively high losses force
each group to backo its sending rate (at 150 seconds).
The backo clears the bottleneck link L and eliminates
loss, so the sending rates of both groups increase again.
The average throughput of both groups over the whole
simulation period is quite similar; A is 399.7 Kbps and B
not using our protocol is 0.4 and when using our protocol is 0.867.
The improvement is around 117%.
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Figure 12: Topology Three: Sharing Di erent
Bottleneck Links
Fig.12 shows the simulation results. We can see that
both A and B vary approximately around the rates commensurate with their own capabilities: A varies in between 500  600 Kbps and B varies between 300  400
Kbps. The average throughput of group A over the whole
simulation period is 503.8 Kbps and that of group B is
311.5 Kbps.
13 The reason the sum of the average throughput of A and B
groups is less than 1.0 Mbps is due to the e ect of the rate reduction
on loss detection and the relatively long polling epoch in the intragroup protocol for recovery.

5.3 Multicast Sharing With TCP
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Figure 15: Sharing With TCP: Without Rate Reduction (B=1.2Mbps)
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Figure 13: Sharing With TCP: Without Rate Reduction (B=700 Kbps)
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Figure 16: Sharing With TCP: With Rate Reduction (B=1.2Mbps)
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Figure 14: Sharing With TCP: With Rate Reduction (B=700 Kbps)
Fig. 13 and 14 show the simulation results without and
with the rate reduction factor, respectively. The simulation period is 300 seconds and the TCP connection starts
at 80 seconds and leaves at 250 seconds. As can be seen
in Fig. 13, if we do not use the rate reduction factor,
the TCP connection is unfairly treated and receives very
little bandwidth. The average throughput of the TCP
connection over its active period ([80s, 250s]) is only 77
Kbps. In Fig. 14, we see that with rate reduction, the
IRF multicast can fairly share bandwidth with the TCP
connection. The TCP average throughput over its active
period is now improved to 220 Kbps 14.
14
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When we deploy the IRF multicast protocol in the Internet, we must consider the interaction with TCP. We
use the topology shown in Fig.6 to examine the behavior of the IRF protocol with TCP connections. There
are two connections, one multicast connection with 30 receivers (R0 : : : R29) and one TCP connection (from node
TcpS to TcpR). They share one common link, whose
bandwidth capacity B is 700 Kbps. A is 1.0 Mbps.

The reason the TCP connectiondoes not get average bandwidth

To get a better understanding of the behavior of the reduction factor, we re-run the simulation by increasing the
bandwidth B from 700 Kbps to 1.2 Mbps (see Fig. 15 and
16). The simulation period is 275 seconds and the TCP
connection starts at 80 seconds and does not leave in the
middle. In this scenario, there is extra bandwidth on the
shared link and TCP can obtain it. From the Fig. 15, we
can see that if we do not use the reduction factor, TCP
is unfairly treated and receives only the leftover bandwidth on link L. In this case, the average throughput of
the TCP connection is only 233 Kbps. In Fig. 16, with
the usage of the reduction factor TCP competes fairly for
the bandwidth with the IRF multicast: TCP can force
the competing receivers (R27; R28; R29) to move to the Bgroup. In this example, TCP achieves average throughput
488 Kbps.
closer to 350 Mbps is because our IRF protocol is not as sensitive
to the measured loss as TCP is. Our IRF multicast may ignore a
small measured loss for a while.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The issue of controlling sending rates for a multicast
session over the Internet is especially challenging because
of the need to consider the heterogeneity of the session's
receivers and network paths. In our work we use an interreceiver fairness measure to evaluate particular rate control mechanisms. Our focus is on the feasibility of developing protocols that can be used to maximize interreceiver fairness.
To this end, this paper develops a protocol for the rate
control of a multicast session operating over the Internet in such a way that the session's inter-receiver fairness measure is maximized. Additional goals for the rate
control protocol are that it be TCP-friendly and that it
exhibits good sharing with similarly-controlled multicast
sessions. Because of our concerns with the e ect of heavy
losses on the sharing properties of the protocol, we propose the use of a low-rate B-group that can accommodate
low-rate receivers. In e ect, we develop a special case of
the DSG protocol [6] that di ers from the original work
in its rate setting criteria, namely maximization of IRF,
and its fair sharing goals.
Although in this paper we strive to provide fairness
between multicast sessions and TCP sessions, there is no
consensus on the de nition of the fairness, let alone bandwidth allocation mechanisms between multicast sessions
and TCP sessions. Several recent papers have examined
this fairness issue [12, 13, 14]. Our ongoing work is to
investigate this issue more substantially and endeavor to
apply the quantitative fairness measure in this paper to
multicast congestion control. Moreover, we will extend
the speci c two-group model to a more generalized multigroup model in the future.
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Abstract
Many existing digital audio and video applications
assume overprovisioning. Such applications perform
well on dedicated, lightly loaded systems, but may
perform badly in cases of server hot spots or network congestion. We present Eclipse/BSD's solution for running such applications automatically under resource reservations that guarantee the required
performance. The key idea in our solution is to give
les a new attribute | the resource requirement.
We then interpose between legacy applications and
the operating system a modi ed version of the libc
library, dynamically linked with applications at load
time. The modi ed library intercepts certain system
calls and automatically establishes resource reservations according to the requirements of the accessed
les, whether local or remote.

1 Introduction
Digital audio and video applications require sucient resources, including CPU, memory, and network and disk bandwidth, in order to perform
properly. However, conventional time-sharing operating systems, such as Unix [9] and Windows
NT [5], and best-e ort networks, such as the currentgeneration Internet, cannot guarantee resource availability in the amount required by any given application. Therefore, these applications may often not
perform as expected.
Discussions on how best to solve this problem are
often polarized. One possible solution is to provide
quality of service guarantees and admission control :
Operating systems and networks are modi ed so
that the system admits a request only if the system
has set aside sucient resources to guarantee that it

will satisfy the request within speci ed performance
bounds. The opposite solution is overprovisioning :
Simply assume that the total amount of resources
tends to be larger than a worst-case workload would
demand.
Because deployment of systems with quality of service guarantees has been slow, many existing digital
audio and video applications assume overprovisioning. Such applications may perform well on dedicated systems, in absence of other load, but perform
poorly, for example, in cases of server hot spots or
network congestion.
Slowly but surely, however, systems that do provide quality of service guarantees are being introduced. In a recent paper [3], for example, we described Eclipse/BSD, a new operating system that
allows applications to set up resource reservations
and thereby guarantee performance within certain
bounds. We implemented Eclipse/BSD by modifying FreeBSD, a freely available derivative of 4.4 BSD
Unix [9].
This paper's contribution is to show how legacy applications may, without being modi ed, enjoy quality of service guarantees on Eclipse/BSD. This allows certain applications that were written assuming
overprovisioning to run well even on systems that
are neither dedicated nor lightly loaded. The key
idea in our solution is to give les a new attribute
| the resource requirement . We then interpose between legacy applications and the operating system
a modi ed version of the libc library, dynamically
linked with applications at load time. The modi ed
library intercepts certain system calls and automatically establishes resource reservations according to
the requirements of the accessed les, whether local
or remote.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
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Figure 1: Eclipse/BSD's schedulers apportion resources to each queue according to the queue's share.
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Figure 2: Eclipse/BSD's /reserv le system allows applications to create resource reservations.
Section 2 reviews how applications can create resource reservations in Eclipse/BSD. Section 3 then
describes how Eclipse/BSD supports resource requirements, including NFS extensions for making
ephemeral reservations with the required resources.
Section 4 introduces requirement brokers , which establish the required resource reservations automatically. The resource reservations created by a broker
are children of the application's root reservations;
Section 5 shows how users can set such reservations
from the shell, before invoking the application. Experiments in section 6 demonstrate that brokers can
guarantee to unmodi ed existing applications the required performance. Section 7 discusses related and
future work, and section 8 concludes.

2 Resource reservations
This section summarizes our previous work [3], describing how Eclipse/BSD applications can hierarchically create, use, or destroy resource reservations.

Eclipse/BSD uses a hierarchical proportional sharing scheduler to manage each independent physical
resource, such as CPU, memory, network and disk
bandwidth. Every request arriving at a scheduler
must specify a queue , and the scheduler apportions
resources to each queue according to the queue's
share , as shown in Figure 1. Eclipse/BSD's schedulers are di erent from those of FreeBSD, which do
not provide hierarchical proportional sharing. For
example, Eclipse/BSD uses, for CPU scheduling, the
MTR-LS algorithm [2]; for disk scheduling, the new
YFQ algorithm [4]; for network output link scheduling, Bennet and Zhang's H-WF2 Q algorithm [1].
Eclipse/BSD applications create resource reservations using the new /reserv le system. In /reserv,
resource reservations are represented by directories.
Resource reservations are called internal reservations if they can have children, or queues if they cannot. Each independently managed physical resource
in the system is represented by an internal reservation under /reserv: for example, CPU, memory, network and disk bandwidth, as shown in Figure 2. Each resource reservation r has a share le,

which speci es r's portion of its parent's resources.
share contains two values: the minimum absolute
value, used for admission control, and the weight
with which r shares its parent's resources. If r's
parent is /reserv, then r's share le is read-only
and represents the resource in its entirety. An application creates an internal reservation or queue as
a child of an internal reservation r by opening r's
newreserv or newqueue le, respectively; the open
call returns the le descriptor of the newly created
share le, which is initially null. Writes to share
les may fail due to admission control. A new command to the fcntl system call, F SHARE WAIT,
allows a process to block until the previous failed
write to share may succeed if retried.
A process p's reservation domain is the list of p's
internal root reservations for each resource1. A process p can open newreserv or newqueue only in
internal reservations that are equal to or descend
from one of p's root reservations, and can write
into share les only in resource reservations that
descend from p's root reservations. Queue q0 of
process p's root reservation r is called p's default
queue for the respective resource. The reservation
domain of process pid is represented by the readonly le /proc/pid/rdom. The reservation domain
of processes spawned by process pid is initialized to
the contents of the writable le /proc/pid/crdom,
which must contain internal reservations that are
equal to or descend from pid's root reservations.
In Eclipse/BSD, di erent requests may specify the
same object but di erent queues. For example, two
processes may be in di erent reservation domains
and each need to use a di erent disk queue to access a shared le, or a di erent network output link
queue to send packets over a shared socket. Therefore, Eclipse/BSD queues are associated with references to shared objects, rather than the shared
objects themselves.
In the case of input/output (I/O) objects, such
as vnodes and sockets, each le descriptor that
refers to the object also contains a pointer to a
queue. Eclipse/BSD copies that queue pointer to
the I/O requests issued on that le descriptor.
Note that le descriptors can be private, even if
the referred object is not. The le descriptor's
queue pointer is initialized to the process's default
queue for the respective device: for vnodes, at
open time; for connected sockets, at connect or
Note that our current concept of reservation domain is
somewhat di erent from that in our previous work [2].
1

accept time; for
or sendmsg time.

unconnected sockets, at sendto
However, the fcntl system call
gets two new commands: F QUEUE SET, for setting a le descriptor's pointer to a di erent queue,
and F QUEUE GET, for obtaining the name of the
queue to which a le descriptor points.
Each resource reservation r has a reference count.
The le descriptor of r's share le points to r; additionally, rdom and crdom les and various le descriptors may refer to r, as explained in the previous
paragraphs. If r's reference count falls to zero and
r's GC ag is enabled (default), Eclipse/BSD garbage
collects r. Privileged processes can use new commands to the fcntl system call, F COLLECT SET
or F COLLECT GET, to set or get a resource reservation's GC ag.

3 Resource requirements
The previous section explained why resource reservations usually should not be attributes of shared
objects, such as les and sockets: Each reference
to the object should use its own, possibly di erent
reservation. On the contrary, however, the resource
requirements of a shared object often are well dened. This is particularly true for media streams:
The data rate for digital audio or video strips often
is well-known or can be easily bounded. This section
describes how Eclipse/BSD supports resource requirements and how new applications may use such
support.
In Eclipse/BSD, les get a new attribute,
resource req, that speci es the
le's nominal
data rate, in Kbps. For example, a le containing a
video strip might have resource req equal to 1500
(that is, 1.5 Mbps).
Eclipse/BSD stores resource req in the le's inode.
Applications use two new commands to the fcntl
system call, F RREQ SET and F RREQ GET, to
set or get a le's resource req, respectively. The
permissions necessary for these commands are the
same as those for writing or reading the le, respectively. A new utility, chrreq, uses these commands
to make it possible to set or get a le's resource req
from the shell.
For distributed le systems to be able to set or get
resource req, the client/server protocol used may
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Figure 3: Eclipse/BSD's NFS server uses ephemeral descriptors to keep track of queues created for accessing
and transmitting les with the required resources.
need to extended, either by introducing new request
types or by adding resource req to the le attributes that are transfered in existing request types.
For example, in NFS [9], the client could invoke either new procedures or new versions of the existing GETATTR and SETATTR procedures (Eclipse/BSD
opted for the latter2).
Eclipse/BSD o ers a new command for the fcntl
system call, F QUEUE CREATE AND SET, that,
applied to a le descriptor fd that references a local
le f , (1) automatically creates a new disk queue
whose share matches f 's requirements, and (2) sets
fd's queue pointer to that queue. The command's argument speci es whether the le will be read and/or
written. If f 's resource req is null, no queue is created and an error is returned; otherwise, the new
queue is created as a child of the process's root
reservation for the device where the le is located.
If the queue's share cannot be set according to
resource req, due to admission control, then share
is closed (causing the queue to be garbage collected)
and an error is returned. Otherwise, fd's queue
pointer is set to the new queue, share is closed, and
success is returned. Because fd's is the only remaining reference to the new queue, that queue will be
automatically garbage collected when the application closes fd .
If, on the other hand, le descriptor fd references a
remote le f , then F QUEUE CREATE AND SET
requires queues that match f 's requirements to be
created at the server's disk and client and server
network interfaces. Client queues and, for stateful distributed le systems, also server queues, can
be created analogously to the local case, described
2 If an Eclipse/BSD NFS client receives an error indication
from a legacy NFS server, the client reverts to the standard
versions of those procedures.

in the previous paragraph. However, stateless distributed le systems, such as NFS, require ephemeral
server queues, which are garbage collected by timeout, instead of when f is closed. In such cases,
F QUEUE CREATE AND SET sets fd's QCS ag
(which by default is not set). If fd's QCS ag is set,
Eclipse/BSD uses new versions of NFS's READ and
WRITE procedures2 for I/O through fd. Requests in
the new versions include not only the le handle, returned by the server, but also the process identi er
of the client process. When an Eclipse/BSD NFS
server receives one such request, the server hashes
the client IP address, process identi er, and le handle to nd an ephemeral descriptor , as shown in Figure 3. An ephemeral descriptor contains pointers to
the le and to a disk queue and a network interface queue matching the le's requirements. The
server uses the descriptor's queues on accesses to
the le by the respective client. Ephemeral descriptors also contain an expiration time and are linked
in a timeout queue. Each time a request hashes
to an ephemeral descriptor, that descriptor's expiration is extended. When current time exceeds a
descriptor's expiration time, the descriptor's referenced queues and the descriptor itself are garbage
collected. On the other hand, if a given request does
not hash to any existing descriptor, the server allocates a new descriptor, creates new disk and network
interface queues matching the accessed le's requirements, and makes the new descriptor point to the le
and the new queues.
Eclipse/BSD does not make F QUEUE CREATE AND SET implicit in every open call because, in
some cases, a le's resource requirements are irrelevant. For example, when a le is being copied, it
does not require any particular data rate, even if the
le contains a video strip.

4 Requirement brokers
The previous section shows that after opening a local or remote le, an Eclipse/BSD
application can use a new fcntl command,
F QUEUE CREATE AND SET, to guarantee the
required resources for accessing the le. Because
that command is new, however, it does not benet legacy applications. This section explains how
Eclipse/BSD can support also such applications.
In Eclipse/BSD, users may interpose a requirement
broker between a legacy application and the operating system. Such broker intercepts certain system
calls and automatically establishes resource reservations according to resource requirements.
Requirement brokers that are used by many applications may be implemented by modifying the system's libc library, which is dynamically linked with
applications at load time. Users may set environment variables to enable or disable brokers implemented within libc. On the other hand, a requirement broker for a speci c application /path/app
may be implemented by rede ning intercepted system calls in a new library, /pathl/libapp.so, that
is dynamically pre-linked with /path/app before
libc. A user may cause such pre-linking by moving
/path/app to /path/app.leg and de ning a new
script /path/app:
#! /bin/sh
LD_PRELOAD=/pathl/libapp.so /path/app.leg $*

Eclipse/BSD's le system broker is implemented by
modifying libc and is enabled by environment variable AUTO FILE RESERV. Such broker intercepts
only open calls; if the call is successful, the broker invokes fcntl F QUEUE CREATE AND SET. The
le system broker therefore causes even unmodi ed
existing applications to access local or remote les
automatically with the required reservations.
A network broker can also be de ned for
each application-level client/server protocol (e.g.,
HTTP). Network brokers typically are implemented
by speci c pre-linked libraries and usually must
intercept more system calls than do le system
brokers. Network brokers may need to intercept socket, connect, accept, and close system calls so as to maintain a list of the process's
open sockets and their state. They may also need to
intercept write, send, sendto, sendmsg, read,

recv, recvfrom, and rcvmsg calls

on sockets in order to eavesdrop on requests and replies and keep
track of what les are being accessed over what sockets. If the protocol supports only whole- le transfers, le access begins with a request and ends with
the corresponding reply. Otherwise, in stateful protocols, access to a le may begin with an open request and end with a close request; in stateless protocols, access to a le may begin with a fetch or
store request and may be presumed to have ended a
certain timeout after the last fetch or store request.
When network access to a le begins, the network broker consults the le's resource requirements
and creates a queue of matching share as a child
of the process's root reservation for the respective
network interface (the broker may invoke fcntl
F SHARE WAIT to block until the required share
is obtained). The broker sets to the new queue the
queue pointer of the le descriptor fd used to send or
receive the le. The broker also closes share, so that
fd's is the only reference to the new queue. When
access to the le ends, the broker closes fd , causing
the queue to be garbage collected.
If multiple les are accessed over the same socket,
the network broker may need to dup the socket's le
descriptor for each le. Each duped descriptor can
point to a queue with the respective le's required
resources. The broker then converts between original and duped descriptors on each fetch or store
request or reply on a le.
However, network brokers need not be complex.
The network broker for ftpd (Eclipse/BSD's FTP
server daemon), for example, intercepts the read,
open, connect, and close system calls. The broker snoops read calls on the control socket to detect RETR filename (retrieve) and STOR filename
(store) commands from the client. In such cases, the
broker records the le name and corresponding resource requirements. At the subsequent open and
connect calls, respectively, the broker creates and
sets disk and network queues matching the requirements. The broker destroys those queues at the subsequent close call.
The above le system and network brokers ignore
CPU and memory requirements. More sophisticated
brokers adjust the application's CPU and memory
reservations according to CPU and memory requirement templates , which can be static or dynamic .
A static template gives for each application the required CPU (in SPECint95) and memory (in KB),

regardless of le accesses. A dynamic template gives,
for each application and name extension of a le accessed by the application, the additional CPU and
memory requirement. Additional requirements are
the sum of a xed term and the product of a variable
term and the accessed le's resource req. CPU and
memory requirement templates are experimentally
determined and maintained by the system administrator.

5 Setting an application's reservation
domain from the shell

As explained in the previous section, requirement
brokers act on behalf of legacy applications to automatically create queues that match the resource
requirements of accessed les. Such queues are children of the application's root reservations. This section shows how users can set an application's reservation domain (i.e., the root reservations) from the
shell.
Eclipse/BSD provides a new utility, newreserv, for
creating a new internal reservation that is a child of
a named internal reservation. The created internal
reservation is not garbage collected when the utility exits because the utility has set-user-id mode
set and runs as a privileged process, which can
use fcntl F COLLECT SET to prevent a resource
reservation's garbage collection. newreserv prints
the name of the new internal reservation.
Before using newreserv, users will typically need to
invoke ps to determine the shell's process id, s, and
then nd the shell's reservation domain by invoking
cat /proc/s/rdom. Given the shell's root reservations, users can then create new internal reservations using newreserv. To set the share of resource
reservation b of resource a, users may invoke cat >
/reserv/a/b/share. Finally, users can use cat >
/proc/s/crdom to set the shell's crdom le to a list
of internal reservations that are equal to or descend
from the shell's root reservations. Applications will
be started from the shell with reservation domain
(rdom) equal to the shell's crdom le.

6 Experimental results
This section demonstrates experimentally that
Eclipse/BSD's brokers work as expected both in local and in remote le accesses, automatically reserving resources according to the le requirements.
We performed our experiments on a pair of PCs connected by a lightly loaded Ethernet at 100 Mbps.
Both PCs ran either the FreeBSD 2.2.8 or the
Eclipse/BSD operating system. The server PC had
a 266 MHz Pentium II CPU, 64 MB RAM, and a 9
GB SCSI disk. The client PC had a 133 MHz Pentium CPU, 32 MB RAM, and a 4.3 GB IDE disk.
A series of experiments tested Eclipse/BSD's NFS
extensions and le system broker. In these experiments, applications A, B, C, and D simultaneously
read each a di erent 100 MB le (respectively, fA ,
fB , fC , and fD ) with requirement respectively of
2.4, 1.8, 1.2, and 0.6 Mbps. Applications ran either
all on the client PC or all on the server PC; les
remained always on the disk of the server PC. To
prevent cache e ects, applications read very large
unrelated les before each experiment. There was
no other load on the PCs. To ensure repeatable and
nearly worst-case conditions, sectors of each le were
perfectly interleaved on the disk. Each application
measured its throughput by, each two seconds, dividing by such period the number of bytes read by
the application since the previous measurement.
Figures 4 and 5 show the throughput obtained by
each application when the applications ran on the
server PC (local le access) using either FreeBSD
or Eclipse/BSD and le system broker, respectively.
The gures show that FreeBSD has much higher
throughput variance and that Eclipse/BSD's le system broker automatically and correctly discriminates the di erent le requirements3.
Similar results are shown in Figures 6 and 7 for the
case where the applications ran on the client PC (remote le access). FreeBSD does not discriminate the
3 Because in these experiments the les are perfectly interleaved but are sequentially read at di erent rates, seek overheads gradually increase. Our current implementation uses a
disk scheduling algorithm, YFQ [4], that does not properly
account for the absolute impact of seek overheads (it guarantees only proportional sharing of net disk bandwidth). This
causes the decaying absolute throughputs shown in Figures 5
and 7. We veri ed experimentally that absolute throughputs
are nearly proportionally shared and constant if les are accessed randomly (causing average seek overheads to remain
nearly constant).
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Figure 4: FreeBSD gives widely variable but similar
throughput to all applications accessing local les.

Figure 5: Eclipse/BSD's le system broker automatically creates disk queues that give each application
the required performance for accessing local les.

applications, giving too little or too much bandwidth
to di erent applications at di erent times. On the
contrary, Eclipse/BSD's le system broker automatically gives to each application the required performance.

requirements faster, particularly in wide area networks.

A nal experiment tested Eclipse/BSD's FTP broker. In this experiment, each of three FTP clients
A, B, and C simultaneously retrieved a large (> 100
MB) le (respectively, fA, fB , and fC ) with a requirement respectively of 3.6, 2.4, and 1.2 Mbps.
Our measurements showed that Eclipse/BSD's FTP
broker indeed caused each le to be transferred with
the required bandwidth.

7 Related and future work
An alternative that may be of interest is associating resource req with le type , instead of with
individual les, as we did here. For example, the
system could use a database that speci es that all
les whose name has a certain extension have a corresponding resource req. Such scheme would be
less exible than the one presented here, since presumably only the system administrator would be
able to change the database. On the other hand,
a replicated database could make consulting a le's

SLIC [6] allows interposition of kernel events, such
as system calls and signals, by trusted kernel extensions. Requirement brokers could be implemented
as SLIC extensions, but then their installation would
require intervention of the system administrator, unlike the solution presented here. Requirement brokers actually need not be trusted, since they use system primitives just like any application. This allows
us to implement brokers at user level, as described
in this paper, by modifying libc.
Odyssey [11] is a framework for resource management in mobile systems. Odyssey does not provide
quality of service guarantees, which are dicult to
achieve in mobile environments. Instead, Odyssey
monitors available resources and noti es applications when relevant changes happen; applications
then adapt by operating at di erent delity levels. Odyssey's Cellophane is analogous to a network
broker: It permits a legacy application, Netscape,
to adapt using Odyssey primitives. Interposition is
in this case simpli ed by Netscape's proxy facility,
which redirects requests and makes it unnecessary
to eavesdrop on sockets.
Eclipse/BSD provides hierarchical proportional re-
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Figure 6: FreeBSD's NFS does not discriminate between applications, giving bandwidth that is sometimes excessive, sometimes de cient.

Figure 7: Eclipse/BSD's le system broker and NFS
extensions give to each application the required performance.

source sharing, which is useful in soft real time and
certain multimedia applications. It would be interesting to investigate whether Eclipse/BSD's notions
of resource requirements and requirement brokers
could be adapted to systems that support hard real
time applications, such as Nemesis [8], SMART [10],
and Rialto [7].

tee the required performance.

8 Conclusions
Eclipse/BSD is an operating system that is derived from FreeBSD and that provides hierarchical proportional resource sharing. We previously had shown how new applications can exploit
Eclipse/BSD's resource reservations to guarantee
performance within certain bounds. In this paper,
we presented how Eclipse/BSD supports the complementary notion of resource requirements, both in
the local and the remote case. In particular, we described extensions to NFS that enable it to make
reservations and thereby provide a required quality
of service. We then demonstrated experimentally
that by interposing requirement brokers | modi ed
versions of libc that intercept certain system calls
| Eclipse/BSD can run unmodi ed legacy applications automatically under reservations that guaran-

Quality of service support is likely to evolve dramatically in the near future with the introduction
of di erentiated-service networks and new operating systems. We believe that the notion of resource
requirements and the interposition of requirement
brokers similar to the ones described here may help
existing applications bene t from the improved quality of service of future systems.
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Abstract | As networked multimedia applications
become widespread, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that these applications can coexist with current TCP-based applications. The
TCP protocol is designed to reduce its sending rate
when congestion is detected. Networked multimedia applications should exhibit similar behavior, if
they wish to co-exist with TCP-based applications
[9]. Using TCP for multimedia applications is not
practical, since the protocol combines error control and congestion control, an appropriate combination for non-real time reliable data transfer,
but inappropriate for loss-tolerant real time applications. In this paper we present a protocol that
operates by measuring loss rates and round trip
times and then uses them to set the transmission
rate to that which TCP would achieve under similar
conditions. The analysis in [13] is used to determine
this \TCP-friendly" rate. This protocol represents
a rst step towards developing a comprehensive protocol for congestion control for time-sensitive multimedia data streams. We evaluate the protocol
under various trac conditions, using simulations
and implementation. The simulations are used to
study the behavior of the protocol under controlled
conditions. The implementation and experimentation involve over 300 experiments over the Internet, using several machines in the US and UK. Our
experimental and simulation results show that the
protocol is fair to TCP and to other sessions running TFRCP, and that the formula-based approach
to achieving TCP-friendliness is indeed practical.
I. Introduction

Networked multimedia applications usually employ
non-TCP protocols (usually UDP with some application level control) to transmit continuous media (CM)
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data such as audio and video. As these applications
become widespread, it becomes increasingly important to ensure that they are able to co-exist with each
other and with current TCP-based applications. A
key requirement of such a co-existence is the implementation of some form of congestion control that results in a reduction of transmission rate in the face of
network congestion. Many current CM applications
simply transmit data at the rate at which it was encoded, regardless of the congestion state of the network.
Two major considerations come into play when designing a congestion control protocol for CM applications. First, because these applications are both
loss-tolerant and time-sensitive, the transmission rate
might best be adapted in a manner that is cognizant
of the loss resilience and timing constraints of the application [14, 18]. Second, since the applications must
co-exist with TCP-based applications, the congestion
control algorithms should adapt their rate in a way
that \fairly" shares congested bandwidth with TCP
applications. One de nition of \fair" is that of TCP
\friendliness" [9] { if a non-TCP connection shares a
bottleneck link with TCP connections, traveling over
the same network path, then the non-TCP connection should receive the same share of bandwidth (i.e.,
achieve the same throughput) as a TCP connection.
To develop a comprehensive CM congestion control protocol, one can begin by designing a congestion
control protocol that sets the transmission rate in a
TCP-friendly manner. Once such a \strawman" or
baseline protocol is designed, it can then be modi ed
to support the timeliness requirements of CM data,
perhaps with some loss of \friendliness." The design of
the \strawman" TCP-friendly protocol must be exible enough to allow such modi cations. This requirement for exibility rules out the use of TCP itself as
the baseline protocol. The congestion control mech-

anisms of TCP are tightly coupled with the mechanisms that provide reliable delivery, an appropriate
combination for non-real time reliable data transfer,
but inappropriate for loss-tolerant time-sensitive CM
applications. In this paper, we propose a simple baseline TCP-friendly rate control protocol (TFRCP) that
does not couple error-recovery and congestion control,
and retains sucient exibility for later modi cations.
We present a congestion control algorithm that controls the sending rate in a manner that is roughly
equivalent to that of TCP. Speci cally, if a TCP
connection achieves throughput X under given network conditions and measured over a given interval
length, then the proposed protocol should also have a
throughput of X over an interval of the same length
and under the same network conditions. Note that
the throughput X has to be measured over some
time interval, and based on the de nition of \TCPFriendliness" proposed in [9], we assume that this interval is signi cantly larger than the round trip time.
The actual transmission rate, X , is determined by using a model-based characterization of TCP throughput in terms of network conditions such as mean round
trip time and loss rate. We base our protocol on the
model proposed in [13]. In [23] the authors have proposed a similar approach for multicast congestion control, using the formula proposed in [9]. Our protocol
di ers form theirs in that we use a more accurate characterization of TCP and unlike [23] we do not require
the use of data layering. Other TCP-friendly baseline protocols that try to mimic the major features
of TCP congestion control algorithm without providing reliable delivery have been proposed [7, 17, 20, 24].
Some ongoing work, based partially on our ideas, with
a focus on formula-based multicast congestion control,
is also reported in [5, 6]. We discuss some of these protocols and their limitations in the next section.
We believe there are several advantages to taking
a formula-based approach towards developing a TCPfriendly congestion control scheme. First, a formula
based approach is exible. By changing the formula,
one can easily adjust the performance of the protocol. This feature can later be exploited for making
the protocol sensitive to the timeliness requirement
of the media being transported. In addition, if TCP
and non-TCP ows are treated separately in the network (perhaps using a scheme such as [2]), then the
formula-based approach can be modi ed to allow nonTCP ows to compete only against one another. Finally, in [23], it has been shown that such an approach
is more suitable for multicasting. Thus, a formula-

based approach based on an abstract TCP characterization can be viewed as a rst step towards developing
a comprehensive solution to the problem of congestion
control for CM ows.
We evaluate the protocol under various trac conditions, using simulations and implementation. The
simulations are used to study the behavior of the
protocol under controlled conditions. The implementation and experimentation involve over 300 experiments over the Internet, using several machines in
the US and UK. Our experimental and simulation results show that the protocol is fair to TCP and to
other sessions running TFRCP, and that the formulabased approach to achieving TCP-friendliness is indeed practical.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present an overview of related work reported in the literature, followed by a description of
our protocol and its advantages. In Section III, we
present simulation studies of our protocol. In Section
IV, we present results from a \real-world" implementation of the protocol. In Section V we discuss some of
our design choices. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. Rate Adjustment Protocols

Several TCP-friendly rate adjustment protocols
have recently been reported in the literature [7, 17,
20, 23, 24]. Of these, [23, 24] are speci c to multicast
applications, while [7, 17, 20] are unicast oriented. We
now brie y review each of these ve schemes, describe
the new TFRCP protocol, and show how it overcomes
some of the limitations of earlier work.
A. Previous Work

In [7], authors describe a protocol that may be classi ed as a \TCP-Exact" approach. They propose a
protocol which manages its window size in exactly the
same way as TCP does, but instead of retransmitting
lost packets, it allows the user to send new data in
each packet. The principle concern with this protocol
is its in exibility. Since the protocol strictly adheres
to TCP window dynamics, it would be hard to modify
it to take into account timeliness requirements of CM
data delivery.
The TCP-friendly protocols reported in [17, 20, 23,
24] are based (either explicitly or implicitly) on the
TCP characterization rst reported in [9] and later
formalized in [10, 12]. This characterization states
that in absence of timeouts, the steady state through-

put of a long-lived TCP connection is given by:
Throughput = R Cpp

(1)

where C is a constant that is usually set to either
1:22 or 1:31, depending on whether or not receiver
uses delayed acknowledgments, R is the round trip
time experienced by the connection, and p is the expected number of window reduction events per packet
sent. Note that the throughput is measured in terms
of packets/unit time. Also note that p is not the
packet loss rate, but is the frequency of loss indications per packet sent [10]. The packet loss rate provides an upper bound on the value of p, and may be
used as an approximation. The key assumption behind the characterization in (1) is that timeouts do
not occur at all. Consequently, it is reported in [10]
that (1) is not accurate for loss rates higher than 5%.
As the formula does not account for timeouts, it typically overestimates the throughput of a connection as
loss rate increases. Data presented in [10, 13] shows
that timeouts account for a large percentage of window reduction events in real TCP connections, and
that they a ect performance signi cantly.
In [23] the authors propose a multicast congestion
control scheme in which the data is transmitted in a
\layered" manner over di erent multicast groups. The
more layers a receiver joins, the more data it receives.
In [23] the receivers compute round trip times and estimate the packet loss rate p, and use (1) to compute
the \TCP-friendly" rate at which they should receive
the data. Based on this estimate, and the knowledge
of the layering schemes, each receiver can dynamically
decide to join or leave certain multicast groups to adjust the rate at which it receives the data. In [24], the
authors propose a similar scheme in which the layers
have data rates that are xed multiples of a base rate,
and a TCP-like e ect (additive increase, multiplicative decrease) is achieved by using strict time limits
on when a receiver might join or leave a group. The
analysis of the algorithm yields a throughput characterization that is similar to (1). Apart from not being
TCP-friendly at loss rates above 5%, both schemes
rely on data layering, which is not easy to achieve for
all types of CM encodings. In addition, determining
round trip times in a multicast setting is a dicult
task, as noted in [23].
In [20] the authors propose a scheme that is suitable
mainly for unicast applications, but may be modi ed
for multicast applications. The scheme relies on regular RTP/RTCP reports [19] sent between the sender

and the receiver to estimate the loss rate and round
trip times. In addition, they propose modi cations to
RTP that allow the protocol to estimate the bottleneck link bandwidth using the packet-pair technique
proposed in [1]. An additive increase/multiplicative
decrease scheme based on these three estimates (loss
rate, round trip delay, and bottleneck bandwidth) is
then used to control the sending rate. The scheme
has several tunable parameters whose values must
be set by the user. In addition, the scheme is not
\provably" TCP-friendly, although TCP-friendliness
is evidenced in the few simulations reported in the
paper. In [17] the authors propose an additive increase/multiplicative decrease rate control protocol
that uses ACKs (in a manner similar to TCP) to estimate round trip times and detect lost packets. The
rate adjustment is done every round trip time. The
authors also propose to use the ratio of long-term and
short-term averages of round trip times to further ne
tune the sending rate on a per-packet basis.
Although the protocols reported in [20] and [17] do
not explicitly use (1) to control their rates, the work
in [9, 10, 12] has shown that the relationship between
loss rate and the throughput of these protocols will be
similar to (1). As a result, these protocols will not be
\TCP-friendly" at loss rates higher than 5%. While
[20] ignores this problem, in [17] the authors mention
that their work is targeted towards a future scenario
in which SACK TCP [3] and RED [4] switches will be
widely deployed, reducing the probability of timeouts.
However, in the present Internet, TCP-Reno [21] is
the predominant protocol and very few RED switches
have been deployed.
In the next section we propose a new protocol that
achieves TCP friendliness in a more \real world" scenario that includes competing TCP-Reno connections,
drop-tail switches and diverse background trac conditions.
B. The TFRCP Protocol
The TFRCP protocol is a rate-adjustment congestion control protocol that is based on the TCP characterization proposed in [13]. Unlike [9, 10, 12], the
characterization in [13] takes into account the e ects
of timeouts, a consideration that is particularly important when TCP-Reno (one of the most widely deployed versions of TCP) is used with drop-tail routers,
which tend to produce correlated losses. If a TCPReno connection encounters correlated losses, it tends
to experience a signi cant number of timeouts [3]. In
[13] the authors quantify this phenomenon and its ef-

fects on throughput. The resulting analytic charac- is equal to the time the packet was sent plus the curterization of TCP throughput can stated as follows: rent base timeout value. We call this the \timeout
limit" for the packet.
Throughput  f (Wmax ; R; p; B )
(2) As the sender sends packets, it also receives ACKs
where throughput is measured in packets per unit from the receiver. Consider an ACK carrying setime, Wmax is the receiver's declared window size, R quence number k that is received by the sender at
is the round trip time experienced by the connection, time tk . Let the timestamp carried by the ACK be
p is the loss rate (or, more accurately, the frequency sk . The sender updates the lost/received status of
of loss indications per packet sent) and B is the base packets (k , 7 : : : k) using the bit vector available in
timeout value [21]. A complete statement of the for- the ACK. The sender also updates the round trip time
estimate (R) and base timeout (B ) using the di ermula is presented in the Appendix.
There are two parts to the TFRCP protocol: a ence tk , sk . This update is done exactly as in TCP;
sender-side protocol and a receiver-side protocol. The see [22] thfor the details of the computation. At the end
sender-side protocol works in rounds of duration M of the i round, the sender computes ri+1 as follows:
time units. We call M the recomputation interval. At Let the current time be ti . Let j be the packet
the beginning of each round, the sender computes a with the smallest sequence number, whose received
TCP-friendly rate (we will shortly describe this com- status was \unknown" at the end of round i , 1, l
putation in detail), and sends packets at that rate. be the last packet sent and a be the highest sequence
Each packet carries a sequence number and a times- number for which we have received an ACK. Then any
tamp indicating the time the packet was sent. The re- packet whose sequence number lies between j and l,
ceiver acknowledges each packet, by sending an ACK (both included) and whose timeout limit is less than
that carries the sequence number and timestamp of ti , is marked as lost. Also, any packet whose sequence
the packet it is acknowledging. Consider an ACK for number lies between j and a (both included), and
a packet whose sequence number is k. In addition to whose received status is \unknown" is marked as lost.
the sequence number and the timestamp, the ACK Let xi be the number of packets marked as \received"
also carries a bit vector of 8 bits indicating whether between j and a, and let yi be the number of packets
or not each of the previous 8 packets (k , 7 : : : k) was marked as \lost" between j and a. Then:
received. The sender processes these ACKs to com-  If yi = 0, then no packets were lost and:
pute sending rate for the next round. Note that each
ri+1 = 2  ri
packet is ACKd eight times, providing some protection against ACK losses.
Hence, when no packets are lost in a round, packets
Let us now consider the sending rate computation are sent twice as fast in the next round. We will disin detail. Consider round i. Let ri be the sending rate cuss this feature more in Section V.
for this round, R be the the current round trip time  Otherwise, yi 6= 0. Let pi = x y+iy . In this case, the
i i
estimate, and B be the estimate of the base timeout rate for round i + 1 is
value. The number of packets to be sent in this round
is ni = ri  M . The ni packets are clocked out uniri+1 = f (Wmax ; R; pi ; B )
1
formly during the round . As noted earlier, packets
carry a sequence number and a timestamp indicating where f is de ned in (2). It is here that the analytic
the time the packet was sent. The sender keeps a characterization in [13] comes into play.
log of all packets it has sent in this round. The log The starting value r0 , can be set to any reasonable
contains two entries for each packet. The rst entry value. We have found that for suciently long ows,
indicates whether the packet has been (i) received and and for reasonable values of M , the value of r0 has lithas been acknowledged by the receiver; (ii) presumed tle impact on the performance of the protocol. For all
lost; (iii) of unknown status (neither ACKd nor yet simulations and experiments described in this paper,
presumed lost). We call this the \received status" of we set this value to 40 packets/second. The initial
the packet. The second entry consists of a value that values of R and B are set in a manner similar to TCP
[22].
In simulation studies, it is possible clock out packets evenly
TFRCP has no built-in error recovery mechanisms.
over the entire duration of the round. This is not possible in
actual implementation, due to limited accuracy of timers. We When a comprehensive congestion control protocol,
based on TFRCP is developed, the applications will
discuss this further in Section IV.
1

be able to choose an error control strategy that is
appropriate for the given media type. An important
feature of any transmission control protocol is \selfBottleneck Link
limitation" [17]. This means that if the protocol starts
experiencing 100% or near 100% losses, its sending
rate should be reduced to almost zero. TCP achieves
this via timeouts and eventual closedown of the connection. The TFRCP protocol uses the model proposed in [13], which takes into account the e ect of
Senders
Receivers
timeouts and automatically reduces the sending rate
to very small values at high loss rates.
The key question is how frequently the sender
Fig. 1. Simulation Topology
should re-compute the rate, i.e., how to determine the
value of M . In the following section we use simula- connections allow us to study the steady-state betions to explore various strategies for choosing M , and havior of our protocol. Medium-duration FTP contheir impact on the performance of the protocol.
nections introduce moderate uctuations in the background trac. Finally, self-similar UDP trac is beIII. Simulation Results
lieved to be a good model for short TCP connections
In this section we present simulation studies of the such as those resulting from web trac [15, 25].
TFRCP protocol. The simulations are used to study When multiple TCP connections are simulated over
the behavior of the protocol under controlled con- a single bottleneck link, the connections can become
ditions. In the following section we present addi- synchronized. We take two measures to prevent such
tional studies carried out over the Internet. We have synchronization. First, we start the connections at
used the ns simulator [11] for our simulations. There slightly di erent times. Second, before each packet is
are two main challenges for any simulation study of sent out, a small random delay is added to simulate
this nature: rst, how to select appropriate network processing overhead. These measures are applied to
topologies and how to e ectively model the back- both TCP and TFRCP connections.
ground trac and second, how to de ne and measure
appropriate performance metrics. Several diculties B. Performance Metrics
in this regard are pointed out in [16]. Thus, before we Recall that we view TFRCP protocol as only a rst
present any simulation results, we discuss our simula- step towards developing a comprehensive congestion
tion topology and our performance metrics.
control protocol for CM data ows. Thus, we are
only interested in measuring the \TCP-friendliness"
A. Simulation Topology
of the TFRCP protocol. We de ne the \friendliness"
In our simulations, we use a simple topology to un- metric as follows. Let kc denote the total number
cover and illuminate the important issues; our exper- of monitored TFRCP connections and kt denote the
iments with TFRCP over the Internet test its use in total number of monitored TCP connections. We de\real-world" scenarios. The simulated network topol- note the throughput of the kc TFRCP connections
ogy assumes a single shared bottleneck link, as shown by T c ; T c ; : : : T c and that of the TCP connections by
kc
in Figure 1. The sources are arranged on one end of T t ; T1t ; : :2: T t respectively.
De ne:
1
2
k
t
the link and the receivers on the other side. All links
Pkt t
Pkc c
except the bottleneck link are suciently provisioned
Ti
i=1 Ti
i
=1
and
T
=
T
=
T
C
to ensure that any drops/delays that occur are only
kc
kt
due to congestion at the bottleneck link. All links
are drop-tail links. Many previous studies [3, 4, 17, The performance metric of interest is the \friendliness
ratio", F :
20] have used similar topologies.
F = TC =TT
The problem of accurately modeling background
trac is more dicult. We consider three types of Another metric for measuring performance is the
background trac: in nite-duration FTP-like connec- \equivalence ratio", E :
tions, medium-duration FTP -like connections and
E = max(TT =TC ; TC =TT )
self-similar UDP trac. The in nite-duration FTP

Note that the value of E is always  1. E gives a
better visual representation of the closeness of the
throughputs achieved by the two protocols. However, this metric will distort any trend that might be
present in the ratio of the two throughputs as we vary
various parameters. For example, a decreasing value
of F as a function of some system parameter will not
always result in a decreasing value of E: Thus, we use
F as the fairness metric whenever we are interested
in trends, and use E otherwise. It is also important
that the TFRCP connections achieve fairness amongst
themselves. We de ne the ratio:
1ikc Tic
FC = max
min1ikc Tic
to characterize the fairness achieved among the
TFRCP connections.
C. Simulation Scenarios
We now present results of performance evaluation
of TFRCP protocol in various simulation scenarios.

C.1 Long duration ows with constant bottleneck
bandwidth
In this scenario we consider trac made up entirely
of equal numbers of in nite-duration TCP connections and in nite-duration TFRCP connections. All
connections always have data to send. All connections start at the beginning of simulation and last
until the simulation ends. The aim here is to study
steady state behavior of TFRCP protocol. If TFRCP
performs well (i.e., in a TCP-friendly manner), the
TCP and TFRCP connections should see approximately the same throughput.
We vary the total number of ows in the network between 10 and 50. Half of these connections are TCP connections and the rest are TFRCP
connections. The initial sending rate, r0 , for all
TFRCP connections was set to approximately 40
packets/second. The bottleneck bandwidth is held
constant at 1.5Mbps, and the bottleneck delay is set
to 50ms. This roughly simulates a situation in which
a number of connections share a T1 link. As the number of ows grows, the window sizes of individual TCP
connections shrink, increasing the probability of timeouts. In such circumstances, the congestion control
protocols proposed in [17, 20] are not be able to guarantee fairness.
We consider three di erent ways to determine how
frequently TFRCP should recompute its rate:

Fixed recomputation interval, i.e. we use a xed
value for M . We call this strategy S1.
 The recomputation interval is a xed multiple of
round trip time. If at the beginning of round i the
round trip time is rtti, then the next recomputation
is performed after K  rtti time units, where K is
constant. We call this strategy S2.
 The recomputation interval is calculated at the beginning of each round, and is set to sum of two numbers, one of which is a constant while the other is chosen from a uniform random distribution. This strategy will further prevent TFRCP connections from
synchronizing with each other. We call this strategy
S3.
In Figure 2(a) we present simulation results for the
case in which the TFRCP protocol uses strategy S1,
with ve values of M between 2 and 5 seconds. The
length of each simulation was 1000 seconds, and the
throughput of all connections was measured at the
end of the simulation. Each data point is an average of three experiments. It can be seen that with
steady state background trac, the protocol is able
to maintain a friendliness ratio close to 1.
In Figure 2(b) we present simulation results when
TFRCP protocol uses strategy S2, with four values
of K between 10 and 60. We notice that as the load
on the network increases, the resulting TFRCP behavior is more aggressive than TCP. As the load on
the network increases, the round trip time experienced
by each ow also increases. As a result, each TFRCP
ow re-computes its rate less frequently. TCP reduces
its transmission rate multiplicatively every time it encounters a loss, and increases it only additively in case
of no loss, thus the slowness of response of TFRCP
ows to react to losses hurts the throughput of TCP
connections. Thus TFRCP is more aggressive, and
clearly S2 is not an appropriate strategy for deciding
recomputation intervals.
In Figure 2(c) we present simulation results where
TFRCP protocol uses strategy S3. For each line we
use a di erent constant and a di erent uniform random distribution: 0:3 + [0; 5:4]; 1:5 + [0; 3] and 2:7 +
[0; 0:6]. For this simulation study, all TFRCP connections were started simultaneously. It can be seen that
in this third case the protocol is able to maintain a
friendliness ratio close to 1.
We have performed simulations with other bottleneck delays and observed similar results. In the rest
of this section we only present results using strategy
S1. We do this for two reasons. First, strategy S1
is the simplest strategy. The goal of this paper is to
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Fig. 2. Constant Bottleneck bandwidth, Bottleneck Delay 50ms

present TFRCP protocol as a baseline policy; use of
a simple policy to decide the recomputation interval
is consistent with that goal. Second, the question of
selecting the appropriate recomputation interval requires more complex answers than the three simple
strategies described here. The recomputation interval
must be short enough to allow TFRCP to be responsive, while at the same time it must be large enough
to allow the loss rate measurements to be meaningful.
This question is currently under research [5, 6]. Thus,
it is appropriate to restrict the baseline protocol described here to the simplest strategy.
Recall that the TFRCP connections should be fair
to each other as well. In Figure 3 we plot the value
of FC when the TFRCP protocol uses strategy S1.
It can be seen that the TFRCP protocol achieves acceptable fairness among TFRCP connections in most

cases.
C.2 Long duration ows with constant bottleneck
bandwidth share
In this scenario, the trac is made up of in niteduration TCP connections and in nite-duration
TFRCP connections. All connections start at the beginning of the simulation and last until the end. We
vary the total number of ows in the network between
10 and 50. The bottleneck bandwidth is computed by
multiplying the total number of ows by 4Kbps. The
bu er size at the bottleneck link was set in each case
to four times the bandwidth-delay product. These settings of packet and bu er sizes allow the TCP connections to have \reasonable" window sizes [17] and exhibit the full range of behavior such as slow start and
congestion avoidance. Each experiment is repeated
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bottleneck link bandwidth is set to 1.5Mbps and the
bottleneck delay is set to 50ms. The duration of simulation is 1000 seconds. The amount of data transferred by each background connection is chosen from
a uniform distribution. The interarrival times for the
medium-duration FTP connections are chosen such
that on average a constant number of background connections will be active. A higher average number of
background connections leads to more uctuations in
the background trac, and in addition, the window
size of each TCP connection tends to be smaller (due
to a smaller bandwidth share), increasing the possibility of timeouts. We are interested in the performance of TFRCP protocol as the average number of
background connections change. For graphs in Figures 5(a) and 5(b) the data transferred by each connection is chosen from [0; 80KB ] (average 40KB) and
[0; 160KB ] (average 80KB), respectively.
The results in Figure 5 show that TFRCP maintains a friendliness ratio of approximately one with
a recomputation interval M = 2 seconds. The ratio decreases as the recomputation interval becomes
larger. We conjecture that this behavior is due to the
nature of the background trac. As old connections
terminate and new ones start, there are small periods
of time during which the background trac decreases
slightly as the new connections go through their slow
start phase. TCP is better able to take advantage of
these small drops in the background trac, due to its
faster feedback mechanism. The TFRCP connection
changes its sending rate only every M seconds, and
hence is unable to take advantage of short-term drops
in the background trac.

for various values of the recomputation interval, M .
The initial sending rate, r0 , for all TFRCP connections was set to approximately 40 packets/second.
In Figures 4(a) and 4(b) we plot F and FC (TCPfriendliness and Fairness among TFRCP connections)
for this scenario when the bottleneck delay was 50ms
and the TFRCP connections used strategy S1. It
can be seen that with steady state background trafc, the protocol is able to maintain a friendliness ratio close to 1, and the TFRCP connections are fair
among themselves as well. We performed simulations with bottleneck delay of 20ms and 100ms as well
(not shown here), and found that for small bottleneck delays, TFRCP behaves more aggressively than
TCP. We conjecture that this is due to the fact that
with lower round trip times, TCP reacts to losses and
small changes in trac uctuations more quickly. At
higher round trip delays (100ms) the performance of
the TFRCP protocol for small values of M (< 3 sec- C.4 ON/OFF UDP trac
onds) shows high variance, as the protocol is unable In this simulation scenario, we model the e ects
to gather sucient samples to estimate loss rates ac- of competing web-like trac (very small TCP concurately.
nections, some UDP ows). It has been reported in
that WWW-related trac tends to be self-similar
C.3 Dynamically Arriving Medium-duration FTP [15]
in
nature.
In [25], it is shown that self-similar trafConnections
c may be created by using several ON/OFF UDP
In this simulation scenario, we study the e ect of sources whose ON/OFF times are drawn from heavy\slow" changes in the background trac. Recall that tailed distributions such as the Pareto distribution.
in the simulations described so far, trac consisted Figure 6 presents results from simulations in which
of in nite TCP and TFRCP connections. We now the \shape" parameter of the Pareto distribution is
consider the case that there is one in nite-duration set to 1.2. The mean ON time is 1 second and the
TCP connection, one in nite-duration TFRCP con- mean OFF time is 2 seconds. During ON times the
nection, and additional trac consisting of dynami- sources transmit with a rate of 12Kbps. The number
cally arriving TCP connections, each of which trans- of simultaneous connections is varied between 20 and
fers a xed amount of data. In computing F; we con- 80. The simulation was run for 25000 seconds. As in
sider only the two in nite-duration connections. The the previous subsection, there are two monitored con-
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Fig. 4. Constant Bottleneck bandwidth share, Bottleneck delay 50ms

nections, an in nite TCP connection and an in nite
TFRCP connection (i.e. k = 2). The bottleneck link
bandwidth is set to 1.5Mbps and the bottleneck delay
is set to 50ms. From the results in Figure 6, we can see
that the TFRCP protocol is still relatively fair. The
fairness index again decreases as the recomputation
interval, M , increases. We believe that this is due to
the fact that the TFRCP connection recomputes its
rate only after every M time units. Hence, it can not
increase its sending rate during the small periods of
time in which the background trac drops in intensity. Results for other values of the shape parameter
are similar.
D. Summary of simulation results
The simulations results presented in this section
show that the TFRCP protocol is `TCP-friendly" under a wide variety of trac conditions. We found that
the strategy to use a xed value for recomputation interval (M ), works well for a wide variety of trac
conditions. While the simulation study is based on
several di erent trac scenarios, it is important to
observe the performance of the protocol in real world.
In the next section we discuss the implementation and
present results based on experiments carried out over
the Internet.
IV. Implementation and Experimental
Results

As noted in [16], simulating an Internet-like environment is very dicult. It is thus essential to test
protocols like TFRCP via implementation and exper-

imentation in a real-world setting. Our goal here is
thus to show that the approach is practical, and that
performance of the protocol under real-world conditions is comparable to that observed in the simulations. We have implemented a prototype version of
our protocol and tested it on several Unix systems.
In this section, we rst describe the implementation,
and discuss some of the diculties encountered. We
then present the results from over 300 experiments
performed using this implementation.
A. Implementation
Our implementation of TFRCP is done in user
space, on top of UDP. The sender side of TFRCP
runs as two processes, one sending the data and the
other receiving ACKs. The two processes communicate via shared memory. An earlier attempt to implement the protocol using multiple threads failed, as the
p-threads package could not provide suciently accurate scheduling control to avoid starving either the
sender or the receiver thread. We were able to reuse
much of the ns simulation code for the actual implementation. However, we encountered three important
problems during the implementation:
 A signi cant problem in any actual implementation
is the the accuracy of the various timers involved. For
simulation purposes, we could time out packets with
arbitrary precision. This is not possible in an actual
implementation, as the timers are neither arbitrarily accurate nor are they free of overheads. In some
of our early experiments we found that when using
the gettimeofday and select system calls, we could
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not control inter-packet interval more accurately than
within several milliseconds. While we could achieve
better accuracy using busy waiting in the process that
sent the packets out, this can possibly starve the process that receives ACKs. On a FreeBSD machine
used in this study, busy waiting caused other problems that forced us to use gettimeofday and select
system call in our FreeBSD implementation. Due to
these diculties, it is not possible to clock packets out
smoothly over the duration of each round, as mentioned in Section II-B. Instead, we send packets out
in small bursts. Consider round i. Let R be the round
trip time estimate at the beginning of this round, and
ri be the sending rate. The duration of the round is
M time units. Then, the round is divided into bursts
of duration R each. The number of bursts is thus,
bi = M=R. In each burst, ni =bi (rounded to nearest

integer) packets are sent back-to-back, followed by a
silence period of R time units.
 Another important problem was the accuracy of the
round trip times. The TFRCP protocol begins measuring the round trip time for each packet as soon
as it is handed to the kernel socket using sendto.
Thus, our round trip times include the time each
packet spent waiting in the kernel bu ers (similarly
for ACKs). Thus, our estimate of round trip times is
higher than that of the in-kernel TCP's. In addition,
due to additional diculties with timers, we had to
restrict the protocol to transmit at least one packet
per round trip time.
 In our simulation studies, it was easy to ensure that
the packet sizes for TCP and TFRCP connections
were the same. It is more complicated to ensure this
in practice. Our implementation currently does not

Hostname
Domain
Operating System
alps
cc.gatech.edu
SunOS 4.1.3
bmt
cs.columbia.edu
FreeBSD 2.2.7
edgar
cs.washinton.edu
OSF1 3.2
manic
cs.umass.edu
IRIX 6.2
maria
wustl.edu
SunOS 4.1.3
newton nokia-boston.com
SunOS 5.5.1
sonic
cs.ucl.ac.uk
SunOS 5.5.1
void
cs.umass.edu
Linux 2.0.30
TABLE I

Hosts used for empirical studies

employ any path MTU discovery algorithm, nor does
it change the size of outgoing packets. For each experiment described in the next section, the packet size is
held constant, determined by the MTU discovered by
TCP in previous experiments between the same two
hosts. While we have found that we seldom had problems with the MTU value, it is hard to quantify the
e ects of constant packet size on throughput.
As a result of the implementation considerations
noted above, we expect the results from implementation experiments to di er somewhat from the simulation experiments. However, we can still use the implementation to corroborate the intuition gained through
our simulations, to examine TFRCP performance in
real-world setting, and to provide a starting point for
a more re ned implementation.

were void, manic and bmt respectively. Since we are
not interested in trends along the x-axis, we use E
as our performance metric. For each of the rst ve
bars, the x-axis shows the receiver. To plot this graph,
at least 15 experiments were performed between the
sender and the receiver at random times during the
day and night2 , and for each experiment the value
of E was computed. It is suggested in [8] that data
from such experiments should be represented by its
median, and that the variation be represented by the
semi-inter quartile range (SIQR), de ned as half of the
di erence between the 25th and the 75th percentiles of
the data set. Thus, the height of each bar is the median of that data set, while the the bar represents the
SIQR, centered about the median. The last bar represents the median and the SIQR of all experiments.
It can be seen that in most cases, the TFRCP protocol achieves a throughput that is within 35-50% of
the TCP throughput and that the di erence seldom
exceeds 75%. The median of all three data sets taken
together is 1.448 and the SIQR is 0.275. There are
many possible reasons for the observed di erence between the TCP and TFRCP throughputs. Some variation is unavoidable { we have found that the throughput of two simultaneous TCP connections between the
same hosts can di er by as much as 10%. Additional
variation results from the various implementation difculties described earlier. And nally, one must remember that the formula described in [13] is only an
approximation.
Figures 7(a)-7(c) are based on throughputs that
have been computed over the entire duration of the
experiment (i.e., 1000 seconds). It is also interesting
to compare the di erence in TCP and TFRCP as a
function of time, and over shorter intervals of time.
Such a comparison illustrates how well the TFRCP
protocol performs at various time scales. In Figure 8,
we plot the throughput of the TFRCP and the TCP
connections between manic and edgar, measured every 6, 12, 24 and 48 seconds respectively. It can be
seen that TFRCP tracks variations in throughput of
the TCP connection quite well, at various time scales.
To measure the sensitivity of the protocol to the
interval over which we measure the loss rate and
update the sending rate (i.e. the value of M ), we
performed several data transfers between the same
sender-receiver pair, using di erent measurement intervals. We now use F as our fairness metric, as we
are interested in the trend in the performance metric

B. Experimental Results
The hostnames, domains and operating systems of
the machines used for the implementation study are
listed in Table I. To measure the fairness of TFRCP
compared to TCP, we performed the following experiment. We established two connections between a pair
of hosts. One of these connections was controlled by
the TFRCP protocol, while the other was controlled
by the TCP protocol. Both connections ran simultaneously, and transferred data for 1000 seconds, as fast
as possible. The length of the recomputation interval,
M , for the TFRCP connection was set to 3 seconds;
the receiver's declared window size, Wmax , was set to
100 packets; and the initial sending rate, r0 , was set
to approximately 40 packets/second. The throughput
of the two connections was measured in terms of number of packets transferred in these 1000 seconds. Let
us denote these throughputs TC and TT respectively.
Experiments with bmt as a sender were performed only durFigures 7(a)-7(c) show the results when the senders ing the day.
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as we vary M . In Figure 9 we show the results of one
such study, performed between void and alps. The
measurement interval was varied between between 2
and 10 seconds. For each value of measurement interval, at least 20 experiment were conducted at random times. The data points are the medians of the
throughput ratios, and the error bars represent the
SIQR. One can see that as the measurement interval
grows larger, the TFRCP protocol becomes less aggressive. This result is consistent with the simulation
results presented in the previous section. From the
results presented in this section, we can conclude that
the protocol indeed performs well in a real world setting, despite the limitations and diculties imposed
by various implementation issues.

V. Discussion of Protocol Features

In this section we discuss the impact of some of the
design choices made while simulating and implementing TFRCP.
Recall that TFRCP doubles its sending rate when
no packets are lost in an entire recomputation period,
since the formula in (2) is not valid for zero loss rate.
During periods of no loss, the TCP window grows linearly (ignoring the initial slow start period), by one
every RTT. Since the sending rate is proportional to
the window size, one can say that the sending rate
of TCP grows linearly during periods of no loss. We
found that when we try to mimic this linear increase
behavior in TFRCP, the protocol performed poorly
(i.e., the friendliness ratio was higher). This is due to
the fact that in most of our simulations and Internet
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experiments, the fair share of the TFRCP connection tion interval of no loss, we increased the rate in a linear
tended to be relatively small. If, after a recomputa- fashion, the relative change in the rate was very high

(e.g., if no loss occurred during a three-second period,
and if RTT was 100ms, the rate would increase by
3=0:1 = 30). This led to very high losses in the next
round, which in turn dropped the sending rate to a
very low value, leading again to a no-loss, or low-loss,
period. This oscillatory behavior was detrimental to
the performance of the protocol. Doubling the sending rate seems to o er a good compromise between
responsiveness (ramping up the sending rate quickly)
and avoiding oscillatory behavior.
The value of Wmax can signi cantly a ect the
throughput computed using the formula in (2) at low
loss rates. While in the simulations studies it is easy
to ensure that competing TCP and TFRCP ows had
the same value for Wmax , this is hard to ensure in
practice. We note that this problem is inevitable
whenever ow control is employed: two TCP connections experiencing same network conditions, but
having di erent values for Wmax , will have di erent
throughputs.
Another design issue is how to set the initial value
for r0 . For the simulation and implementation results
reported in this paper, we set this value to approximately 40 packets/second. As long as the recomputation interval M was small compared to the time
over which the friendliness or equivalence was being
measured, the value for r0 had little impact on the
performance of TFRCP.
As mentioned in Section IV, timer inaccuracies and
overheads force us to send packets out in small bursts,
instead of clocking them out evenly over the duration
of each round. The impact of this burstiness on performance of TFRCP protocol is hard to quantify. On
one hand, one may imagine that burstiness would lead
to slightly higher loss rates for TFRCP connection,
forcing the throughput down. On the other hand,
trac from a TCP ow is somewhat bursty as well
[3]. Thus the impact of bursty nature of TFRCP ow
on friendliness ratio is hard to judge.
It should be noted that the formula in (2) is not
valid for certain network scenarios, such as TCP connections running over modem lines with large dedicated bu ers [13]. This implies that the TFRCP protocol would not work well in these situations either.
We are currently working on solutions to this problem. We also note that TFRCP reacts to changes in
network conditions only every M time units (i.e. the
duration of recomputation interval). If the network
trac conditions change on a faster time scale, the
di erence between the throughput of a TCP connection and a TFRCP connection experiencing similar

network conditions may be signi cant. Under such
dynamic conditions, obtaining accurate loss estimates
and round trip times can be problematic. We note
that in real-world testing, Figures 7(a)- 7(c), we have
found that the protocol works well with a recomputation interval of three seconds. One may question if
achieving TCP-Friendliness at large time granularities
is useful at all. We would like to point out that multiple TCP connections going over the same network
path need not achieve same throughput on a time
scale comparable to the round trip time. Thus, fairness needs to be measured over time intervals longer
than a few round trip times. One must also note that
very short TCP connections such as HTTP transfers,
do not achieve friendliness even among themselves.
Hence, we have restricted ourselves to achieving fairness between long term TCP and TFRCP connections. We believe that as long as the duration of a
ow is signi cantly larger than M , the TFRCP protocol achieves this goal.
VI. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a TCP-friendly rate
adjustment protocol. The protocol achieves TCPfriendliness by changing its sending rate, based on
TCP characterization developed in [13]. using the
measured loss rate and round trip times In addition to
studying the protocol through simulations, we implemented a prototype version of the protocol and tested
it with experiments over the Internet. The results
of both simulation and implementation experiments
show that the protocol is able to achieve throughputs
that are close to the the throughput of a TCP connection traveling over the same network path. Thus, we
conclude that formula-based feedback-loop approach
to congestion control and achieving TCP-friendliness
is indeed practical.
We have identi ed several avenues for future work.
We are currently working on developing better techniques for loss rate estimation. We plan to re ne the
implementation of the protocol, especially the implementation of various timers. We also plan to investigate if any other throughput formulas can be used in
the feedback loop, and their impact on performance
of the protocol. Above all, we are working towards
developing a comprehensive protocol for congestion
control of continuous media ows. The protocol will
take into account the e ects of limited bu er space
available at the sender and the receiver, along with
the timeliness requirements and loss tolerance of the
speci c media being sent.
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Abstract— Multimedia streaming applications consume a significant
amount of server and network resources due to the high bandwidth and
long duration of audio and video clips. Making streaming services economically viable requires techniques for minimizing the incremental cost
of serving a new client, particularly for popular content. Patching [1] reduces server and network overhead by allowing a client to receive (part of)
a multimedia stream by listening to an ongoing transmission of the same
clip, without increasing client playback delay. However, existing patching schemes [1–3] do not fully exploit the client buffer space or the ability to listen to more than one ongoing transmission, for reducing bandwidth overheads. In this paper, we first introduce Periodic Buffer Reuse
(PBR) patching that maximizes the amount of data that a client can retrieve from the ongoing transmission. Similar to the existing schemes,
PBR can employ a threshold to determine when to start a new complete
transmission of the stream. We derive a closed-form expression for the
transmission bandwidth requirements for PBR patching, and show how
to determine the optimal threshold value. Our performance comparison demonstrates that PBR can significantly outperform existing patching schemes. We then present Greedy Buffer Reuse (GBR), an algorithm
that allows clients to patch to multiple ongoing transmissions. We show
that this algorithm provably minimizes the server and network transmission bandwidth requirements. Simulation experiments demonstrate that
GBR patching offers a sizeable reduction in transmission overhead over
any of the threshold-based schemes, and rarely requires the client to listen to more than three simultaneous transmissions, for the scenarios we
examine.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A pervasive high-speed networking infrastructure and a mature digital video technology has led to the emergence of several networked multimedia applications which include streaming video as an integral component. Examples of such applications include live video broadcasts, distance learning, corporate telecasts, narrowcasts, and streaming of Web video
clips. Video streams typically have high bandwidth requirements even when compressed (e.g., 4 , 6 Mbps for MPEG-2),
and such flows can be relatively long lived, making it expensive
to deliver multimedia content. In addition, many applications
have asynchronous clients that may request a video stream at
different times. Still, particularly for popular clips, the client
requests may arrive close together in time relative to the du1 The work at the University of Massachusetts was supported in part under National Science Foundation grants NCR-9523807, NCR-9508274, CDA9502639 and ANI-9805185. Lixin Gao was supported by National Science
Foundation grant NCR-9729084 and NSF CAREER Grant ANI-9875513. Any
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
funding agencies.

ration of the stream. Making high-volume video services economically viable requires effective techniques that minimize
the incremental cost of serving a new client, while also limiting the client start-up latency and the likelihood of rejecting
requests due to resource constraints.
For popular video streams, the server and network resources
can be significantly reduced by allowing multiple clients to receive all, or part of, a single transmission [4–9]. For example, the server could batch requests that arrive close together
in time [4], and multicast the stream to the set of clients. In
addition to reducing server load, batching also lowers network
overheads, particularly when clients share one or more links in
common. However, batching must trade off the client playback
latency against the ability to aggregate successive requests.
Other approaches exploit the client’s buffer space and the ability to listen to multiple simultaneous transmissions, either by
passively listening on a shared medium or by joining/leaving
multiple multicast groups. In periodic broadcast schemes, the
server continuously broadcasts segments of the video on a collection of transmission channels [6–9]. Clients can listen to
multiple channels at the same time and store segments for later
playback. To limit start-up latency, the short initial segments
are repeatedly more frequently than later, longer ones. Hence,
achieving a low start-up latency requires a larger number of
channels, which increases the load on the server and the network.
This paper explores a technique for reducing server and network transmission bandwidth usage for disseminating a video
stream to multiple asynchronous clients, without introducing
any client startup delay. Known as patching [1], this involves
using client-side workahead buffering to allow a new client
to receive (part of) its future playback data requirement by
listening in to an existing ongoing transmission of the same
video, with the server transmitting afresh only the remaining
required frames. For example, suppose a multimedia server
begins streaming a two-hour video clip to a requesting client,
and a second client requests the same video ten minutes later.

Rather than transmitting the entire video a second time, the
server could stream just the first ten minutes of the clip to
the second client, while at the same time have this client retrieve and store (for a short period of time) the remaining video
frames from the ongoing transmission of the complete video to
the first client. This capitalizes on buffer space at the client site
to store a ten-minute sliding window of frames from the ongoing transmission, and sufficient client I/O bandwidth for listening to two simultaneous transmissions for the first ten minutes.
As a result, fewer server and network resources are required
to satisfy the clients. Unlike batching, patching allows a client
to begin playback immediately by receiving the initial video
frames directly from the server. Similar to periodic broadcast
schemes, patching exploits the client buffer space to store future frames from other video transmissions. Unlike periodic
broadcasting, the server transmits video data only on-demand,
when new clients arrive.
Existing patching schemes [1–3] do not fully exploit the
client buffer space or the ability of the client to listen to more
than one ongoing transmission, for reducing the transmission
bandwidth requirements. We refer to these earlier algorithms
as Restricted Buffer Reuse (RBR) schemes. In Section II, we
discuss these algorithms in more detail, and introduce a general model for designing patching services. Then, we propose
and analyze two new patching algorithms that capitalize on the
client buffer space to maximize the portion of the video that
can be received from ongoing transmissions of the same video.
First, in Section III, we present the Periodic Buffer Reuse
(PBR) algorithm that maximizes the amount of data that a subsequent client can receive from the existing complete transmission, even if the client buffer is not large enough to store
the entire sliding window of frames. As with earlier patching
schemes, PBR can be used in conjunction with a thresholding
policy that determines when a client request should trigger a
new complete transmission of the video stream. We derive a
closed-form expression for the transmission overheads under
our proposed patching scheme, and show how to compute the
threshold value that minimizes the expected aggregate transmission bandwidth required to satisfy each client. Based on
this analysis, we compare our approach to an RBR patching
policy that uses an optimal threshold [2].
Although PBR maximizes the amount of data that a client
can receive from an existing complete transmission, it does
not exploit the potential of receiving data from more than one
ongoing transmission. In Section IV, we present an optimal
patching algorithm, Greedy Buffer Reuse (GBR) that allows the
client to receive frames from multiple ongoing transmissions.
The algorithm is optimal in that no other patching scheme can

satisfy any given sequence of client requests with a lower transmission bandwidth usage. We present a proof of optimality,
and compare the performance of the optimal algorithm to PBR.
The simulation experiments show that GBR patching offers a
sizeable reduction in server and network overhead, and rarely
requires the client to listen to more than three ongoing transmissions, for the configurations we examine. This optimal algorithm provides a lower bound on the achievable transmission
overhead, and can thus serve as the basis of new patching algorithms with lower computational complexity, and simpler implementation. In Section V, we describe our ongoing research
on extending and evaluating both PBR and GBR patching. Section VI concludes the paper with a brief summary of the contributions of the work.
II. PATCHING M ODEL
In this section, we first present related work on patching algorithms. We then describe a practical setting for video patching services, based on the capabilities of today’s personal computers and network support for multicast. Finally, we provide
a brief summary of our patching model, which serves as the
basis of the new patching algorithms presented in Sections III
and IV. The new schemes can fully capitalize on the available client buffer space, as well as the ability of the client to
switch between different multicast groups, to reduce the aggregate transmission bandwidth required to serve a new client.
A. Related Work
A patching scheme dictates which video frames can be retrieved from an ongoing transmission, and when the patching
server should initiate a new complete transmission of the entire video. Existing patching schemes [1–3] limit the client
to listen to a contiguous set of frames from a single ongoing
transmission; the remainder of the frames must be retrieved
from the content server. For example, assume a discrete-time
model at the granularity of one frame time (e.g., 33 msec for a
30-frame/second video), where the client has a B -frame buffer.
Suppose that a client arrives t frame times after the beginning
of the most recently started complete transmission of an N frame video, initiated at the request of another client. Under
existing patching policies, if t  B , the initial t frames are
sent directly by the server, and the remainder of the frames are
retrieved from this ongoing complete transmission. If t > B ,
then the client receives only the last B consecutive frames of
the video from the existing transmission, and the server must
supply the rest of the frames to the new client. Thus, in this
latter case, only the final B frames of the video are shared by
the two clients.
Existing patching schemes include a second critical compo-

nent – a threshold value T 2 f0; 1; : : :; N , 1g is used to determine when to initiate a new complete transmission of the entire
video to satisfy a client request. The server does not start a new
complete transmission unless the client request arrives more
than T frame times after the beginning of the most recently
initiated complete transmission. All other clients with t  T
patch onto the earlier complete transmission. Existing patching schemes differ in the particular threshold chosen. Under
Greedy patching [1, 3] a client patches to an ongoing transmission whenever possible (i.e., T = N , 1); hence, at any time,
there is at most one ongoing complete transmission of the video
from the server. In contrast, Grace patching [1, 3] starts a new
complete transmission whenever a client arrives more than B
time units after the start of the last complete transmission (i.e.,
T = B ), rather than having the client patch only to the last B
frames of the earlier ongoing complete transmission. Therefore, there may be multiple ongoing complete transmissions
at any time for Grace. Grace patching typically outperforms
greedy patching, by allowing future client requests to benefit
from the start of a new transmission. Generalizing the idea of
threshold-based patching, it is possible to determine the value
of T that minimizes the average transmission required to serve
a client, as a function of the request arrival rate , the client
buffer size B , and the length of the video N . For a Poisson arrival process, it is possible to derive a closed-form expression
for the optimal value of T [2].
B. Practical Setting
Central to any effective patching scheme is the ability of
the client to listen to multiple transmission channels simultaneously, and to store frames ahead of their playout time. Patching operates well within the buffer space and I/O bandwidth of
today’s end systems. Both per-byte storage cost and access latencies for main memory and disk are decreasing dramatically.
In addition, system bus speeds are also increasing. Commodity
PCs already offer 100 MHz system bus and 64–128 megabytes
of main memory, as well as several gigabytes of disk storage.
These trends suggest that a significant segment of client stations have enough high-bandwidth storage space to accommodate several minutes worth of high-quality streaming video.
These clients also have sufficient I/O and disk bandwidth to
listen to multiple transmission channels simultaneously. For
example, the ubiquitous Ultra ATA IDE disk interfaces offer
about 33 Mbps. Newer PCs can support transfer rates of 40–
100 Mbps with Ultra SCSI or Fiber Channel I/O interfaces.
Transmission of a video to a set of clients is coordinated
by a patching server, located at the multimedia source or at a
proxy inside the network. Employing patching functionality at
a proxy is useful in various situations, e.g., to achieve patching

gains while streaming video from a conventional content server
which does not employ patching itself. Proxy-based patching
is also useful if multicasting capability is not available on an
end-end basis from the content server to clients. For example, in a heterogeneous internetworking environment, a proxy
server in a domain close to the clients may receive the video
on a unicast connection from the content server, and multicast the stream to downstream clients. Performing patching
at the proxy reduces the bandwidth consumed on the path from
the multimedia source to the proxy and from the proxy to the
clients. In some cases, the proxy can provide a patching service without requiring the cooperation of the server (and hence
any modifications to existing server sites) by issuing requests
for the appropriate frames of the video (e.g., using a protocol such as RTSP [10]). This is advantageous and suggests
that proxy patching services can be deployed incrementally in
the network. Figure 1 shows a patching server connecting to
a collection of asynchronous clients over a multicast-capable
network.
The selective acceptance of different video frames by the
client can be achieved in several ways. In one approach, the
patching server transmits video frames in various multicast
groups, with clients joining and leaving the groups to receive
the appropriate frames. Alternatively, the client can listen to
all server transmissions of the video, and use a local filter to
decide which frames to keep. This model is particularly appropriate for clients on a shared media, such as an Ethernet or a
cable access network. In the general case, when the clients are
not on a shared media, proxies inside the network can filter the
transmission to avoid sending unnecessary frames to the downstream clients. In this paper, we assume that join and leave
latencies are small, or that patching is performed by a proxy
that transmits frames to clients on a shared media. Section V
considers extensions that incorporate join and leave latencies.
C. System Model
We next provide a formal model of the patching system, and
introduce notation and key concepts that will be used in the
rest of the paper. Without loss of generality, we consider a
discrete-time system at the granularity of a frame time (e.g., 33
msec for a 30-frame/second video). We focus on patching for
a single N -frame video, since requests for different streams do
not interact. Suppose that client i requests the video stream at
time ti , and plays frame j at time ti + j , where j = 1; 2; : : : ; N .
Lossless, starvation-free playback is guaranteed if frame j is received at the client(s) by time ti + j . Frames that arrive before
their playback time are stored in the client’s B -frame workahead buffer. When multiple clients arrive simultaneously, the
requests are served as a single batch. Without loss of gener-
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Fig. 1. Video Patching Service: Video streams originate at a multimedia server, and travel through the network, to multiple asynchronous clients. Patching is
performed with the help of a patching server located at the source, or at a proxy server inside the network.

ality, we number the client batches in increasing order of the
request time (i.e., t1 < t2 < t3 : : :).
We define the most-recent complete (MRC) transmission for
a client i as the most recently initiated existing transmission
of the entire video at the time of client i’s arrival. Existing
patching schemes limit the client to listen to a contiguous set
of frames from one ongoing transmission – its MRC transmission. A new multicast-capable transmission channel is created
to transmit whatever frames client i cannot receive from existing transmissions. In our model, a transmission channel is
a logical entity that may intermittently transmit different segments of the video. Multiple channels can therefore be potentially time-multiplexed over the same underlying network
bandwidth.
When a new client i arrives, the patching server computes
a reception schedule
i for that client, and a channel transmission schedule
corresponding
to a new channel started
i
for the client, using some patching algorithm. The transmission schedule for channel Ci specifies which frames are transmitted on that channel, and the scheduled transmission times.
Depending on the service model, these frames are either requested directly by the client, or scheduled for transmission by
the server. For example, consider a client request that arrives
t  B time units after the start of the MRC transmission under
grace or greedy patching. Then, the server transmits frame j
at time ti + j on channel i, resulting in CSi;j = j for j  t.
The server does not transmit the remaining frames to client i,
resulting in CSi;j = 0 (idle slot) for j 2 ft + 1; t + 2; : : :; N g.
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The server (or the client) also computes a reception schedule
i for each client request i, to specify what frame(s) the
client should receive during each time slot. Each entry RSi;j is
a set of one or more pairs (k; l), indicating that frame k should
be retrieved from channel Cl at time ti + j , for j = 1; 2; : : : ; N .
For example, suppose channel m is the MRC transmission for
client i. Then, under grace or greedy patching with t  B , we
have RSi;j = f(j; i); (j +t; m)g for j  t, since the client must
receive the first t frames directly from the server on channel Ci ,
and simultaneously receive the next t frames from the MRC
transmission on channel m. The remaining frames are retrieved
from the MRC transmission, resulting in RSi;j = f(j + t; m)g
for j > t. Note that RSi;j has at most two entries for these two
algorithms – from the MRC channel and/or the transmission
channel Ci , and that the client retrieves a single contiguous set
of frames from each channel.

RS

Existing patching algorithms [1–3] do not fully exploit the
presence of the client workahead buffer to reduce the additional transmission from the server, particularly when t > B .
As such, we refer to the existing threshold-based patching algorithm using optimal thresholding [2] as RBR (Restricted Buffer
Reuse) in the remainder of the paper. We now present new
patching algorithms that exploit the client buffer space, and the
ability to listen to multiple multicast groups, for more effective
patching. In the next section, we propose a new patching algorithm that can retrieve multiple contiguous sets of frames from
the MRC channel and/or the transmission channel Ci . Then,
in Section IV, we present another patching algorithm that al-

lows a client to retrieve frames from any of the existing active
channels.
III. P ERIODIC BUFFER R EUSE (PBR) PATCHING
In this section, we present a new threshold-based patching
scheme that shares the following restriction with the existing schemes – a new client is restricted to patch to only its
MRC transmission. The new scheme, called Periodic Buffer
Reuse (PBR) maximizes the number of frames that a new client
can retrieve from this most recently initiated ongoing complete transmission, by exploiting client-side buffering more effectively. After describing the algorithm, we derive an analytic expression for the transmission bandwidth requirements
for streaming the video to a set of requesting clients. Based
on these results, we compare our proposed patching scheme to
RBR patching.

draining its buffer contents, and receive additional frames from
the MRC transmission. Frames which are transmitted on the
MRC channel between time t + B and 2t cannot be received by
the client due to lack of workahead buffer space, and are therefore fetched directly from the server, just before their respective
playback times at the client. The process repeats in a periodic
fashion, with the client receiving frames it +1; : : : ; it + B from
the ongoing transmission, and frames it + B + 1; : : : ; (i + 1)t
directly from the server, for i = 1; 2; : : :, as shown in Figure 2.
As in RBR, our proposed scheme includes a threshold T .
The patching service initiates a new complete transmission to
serve the new client whenever t > T . Later in the section, we
show how to compute the optimal value of T for this algorithm.

B. Transmission Overhead for a Client

A. Periodic Buffer Reuse with Thresholding
When a client arrives more than B time units after the start
of the most-recently initiated complete transmission of a video,
existing patching schemes buffer at most the last B frames of
the ongoing transmission. This may be too conservative, in that
the client buffer space may remain empty for a long time until
the existing channel starts transmitting the last B frames of the
video. Existing patching policies always retrieve a contiguous
set of frames from the MRC transmission, and require the client
to receive a separate transmission of all remaining frames. As
such, these schemes do not fully exploit the client buffer to reduce the amount of new transmission required from the server.
We now present a new patching scheme that maximizes the
number of frames that are retrieved from the existing complete
transmission, even when the client arrives more than B time
units after the complete transmission began. In this scheme,
the client retrieves a frame from the earlier transmission whenever buffer space is available. Whenever the client must receive
parts of the video from the server, these frames are retrieved as
late as possible, just before their playback times.
A reception schedule and corresponding channel transmission schedule must be computed based on the client’s buffer
size B , and arrival time t relative to the beginning of its MRC
transmission. When t  B , the client receives the first t frames
from the server, and the remaining N , t frames from the MRC
transmission, as in RBR patching. When t > B , the client still
must receive the first t frames directly from the server. Simultaneously, during the first B time units after the request is made,
the next B frames are received from the MRC transmission,
and buffered at the client. At time t + B , the client buffer is full,
since the client is still playing frames retrieved directly from
the server. After t , B additional time units, the client can start

Intuitively, PBR patching attempts to keep the client buffer
full at all times. Since the client is t time units behind its
MRC transmission, a frame must reside in the buffer for t
time units before it is consumed, freeing the space for storing another frame. To quantify the benefits of PBR patching, we derive an expression for D(t), the number of frames
transmitted by the server to a client that arrives t time units
after the initiation of its MRC transmission. PBR has the
same performance as RBR for very large and very small values of t. In particular, if t  B , the server transmits only
the first t frames, resulting in D(t) = t. Similarly, when
t 2 fN , B + 1; N , B + 2; : : : ; N , 1g, the client can
receive the last N , t frames from the ongoing MRC transmission, and D(t) = t. Finally, if the client buffer can store at
least half of the stream (i.e., B  N=2), then D(t) = t even
if t > B , since the client buffer is large enough to store all remaining N , t frames of its MRC transmission. Hence, when
t  B , t 2 fN , B +1; N , B +2; : : : ; N , 1g, or B  N=2,
we have D(t) = t, and the client buffers a single contiguous
set of frames from its MRC transmission, as in RBR patching.
The difference between PBR and RBR patching arises when
t 2 fB + 1; B + 2; : : : ; N , B g and B < N=2, when RBR
can only buffer the last B frames from the ongoing stream. Under PBR patching, the remainder of the ongoing transmission
is effectively divided into periods of length t, where B frames
are buffered from the ongoing transmission in each interval.
Following the first t frames, the remainder of the stream consists of b Nt,t c complete intervals of length t. Then, the end of

the stream consists of a partial interval of length (N , t)mod t.
During this partial interval, the client can buffer up to B frames
from the ongoing transmission, and must retrieve any remain-
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Fig. 2. PBR Patching: This figure shows how PBR patching operates for a client with a B -frame workahead buffer arriving t
MRC transmission. Frames are retrieved either from the MRC transmission, or from a new server transmission channel.

ing frames directly from the server. Consequently,
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For long video clips (large N ), the contribution of the
minf(N , t)mod t; B g term is small, and the difference be-

tween b N t,t c and Nt,t is insignificant. Hence, we approximate
D(t) with N , B (N , t)=t for B < N=2 and B < t  N , B .
This simplifies to N + B , NB=t, resulting in
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~ (t) to simplify the analysis in the
We use the expression for D
next subsection.
C. Average Transmission Requirement for a Client
To evaluate the PBR patching policy, we derive a closedform expression for the transmission bandwidth requirements
as a function of the client buffer size (B ), the length of the
video (N ), the threshold (T ), and the request arrival distribu-

tion. The performance metric we consider is Wc , the average
amount of data transmitted to each client using the PBR policy.
The analysis models a discrete-time system, where fXj g1
j =0
are discrete random variables denoting the number of client arrivals at times 0; 1; : : : respectively. Let fki g1
i=0 denote the
times at which the server schedules a transmission of the complete N -frame video. Under PBR, k0 is the time of the first

> B time units after the start of its

request for the video (i.e., k0 = minf j(  0)and(X >
A new complete transmission of the video is initiated
in response to the first client request that occurs more than
T time units after the previous complete transmission (i.e.,
ki+1 = minf j( > ki + T )and(X > 0)g, for i = 0; 1; : : :).
For analytic tractability, we assume that the Xi s are independent and identically distributed. Note that under PBR patching, clients arriving at times ki ; ki + 1; : : : ; ki + T patch to a
different complete transmission than clients arriving at times
ki+1 ; ki+1 + 1; : : :; ki+1 + T . In this sense, the behavior of the
patching system after time ki is independent of the behavior
before time ki . This fact and the i.i.d. assumptions allow us to
model the patching system as a renewal process with renewal
points at fki g1
i=0 . The analysis focuses on the first complete
transmission of the video at time k0 (which is initiated for the
batch of clients arriving at time k0 ), and the subsequent client
requests that patch to this transmission.

0)g).

To aid in deriving an expression for Wc , we introduce random variables A and W for the total number of client arrivals
within this renewal interval, and the total number of frames
scheduled for transmission by the server to satisfy these clients,
respectively. For a mean request arrival rate of , the average

number of clients is E [A] = 1+ T . Since Wc = E [W ]=E [A],
it remains to derive an expression for E [W ]. Since simultaneous client requests are served as a batch, the transmission bandwidth requirement depends only on the likelihood that at least
one request arrives in a single time interval. Let p be the probability that Xj > 0. Note that the probability distribution of
client arrivals only influences the expression for E [W ] through
the mean  and the probability p. The analysis therefore applies

Parameter

B
N
T
p

Wc
W
A

Definition
Client buffer size (in units of frame times)
Length of the video (number of frames)
Threshold for starting a new transmission (in frame times)
Likelihood of at least one arrival in a single time unit
Mean request arrival rate (requests per frame time)
Average transmission per client (number of frames)
Total data transmitted by the server (number of frames)
Total request load satisfied by server (number of requests)

Fig. 3. PBR Patching Model: This table summarizes the parameters of the analytic model of PBR patching.

arrivals over time fk0 + B + 1; k0 + B + 2; : : : ; k0 + T g.
The first approximation in this term stems from using the

to a wide range of client arrival processes.
To compute E [W ], note that every renewal interval includes
exactly one complete transmission of the N -frame video, and a
partial transmission of D(t) frames for every time slot t beyond
the start of this complete transmission that has one or more
client arrivals. Hence,

E [W ] = N + p

T
X
t=1

expression for

for t = 1; 2; : : : ; B and for
resulting in

~ (t), the
As in the expressions for D(t) and D
derivation of E [W ] considers three cases:
 T  B or B  N=2: In this case, D(t) = t for t =
1; 2; : : : ; T , resulting in
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On average, after the first batch arrives at k0 , pT batches
arrive (over the time interval fk0 + 1; k0 + 2; : : : ; k0 +
T g) within the renewal interval, requiring the server to
transmit an average of (T + 1)=2 frames to each set of
clients.
B < T  N , B and B < N=2: In this case, D(t) = t
for t = 1; 2; : : : ; B , resulting in

 N + p B (B2+ 1) + p
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PT

 N , B < T < N and B < N=2: In this case, D(t) = t

D(t)

T
X

In the second approximation, the

ln(T=B ) term stems from
ln(T=B ).

To simplify the analysis, we employ the approximate expres-



D~ (t).
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t



 T 
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The first two terms are for batch arrivals over time
fk0 ; k0 + 1; : : : ; k0 + B g. The third term is for batch



The first three terms are for batch arrivals over time
fk0 ; k0 + 1; : : : ; k0 + N , B g. The fourth term is for
batch arrivals over time fk0 + N , B + 1; k0 + N , B +
2; : : : ; k0 + T g. As before, the approximations stem from

P
D~ (t) instead of D(t), and replacing Nt=,BB+1 1=t
R N ,B
with t=B dt=t = ln((N , B )=B ).
Based on the expressions for E [W ], it is now possible to compute Wc = E [W ]=(1+ T ). Then, the optimal threshold value
using

can be computed, where

Topt = fT j Wc (T )  Wc (j ); j = 0; 1; : : : ; N , 1g:
For given values for

B , N , , and p, the value of Topt can

performing a binary search over the curve for Wc versus T . A
patching server could compute Topt offline, for different values
of the arrival rate , and use the appropriate threshold online,
based on the actual arrival rate.
The analysis of the patching algorithm in [2] assumes a
continuous time model, Poisson arrivals, and no batching of
clients. The RBR algorithm we consider in this paper is the
discrete time equivalent of that algorithm, and like PBR, uses
batching to serve multiple simultaneous clients. An approach
similar to the analysis used for PBR can be used to analyze this
RBR scheme for a range of client arrival processes.
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be computed by differentiating the expression for Wc with respect to T and using numerical methods to determine when the
derivative is zero. Alternatively, the minimum can be found by
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Fig. 4. Transmission Bandwidth vs. Threshold T for PBR Patching: The
~ (t)) expresgraph plots the exact (using D (t)) and approximate (using D
sions for Wc as a function of T for PBR patching. The experiment considers Poisson arrivals with 1= = 5 and 10 minutes. The video is one hour
long, and the client buffer is 225 MBytes.

D. Performance Comparison
As an initial comparison between PBR and RBR, we assume
that clients arrive according to a Poisson process with rate ,
and all clients arriving within the same frame time are batched
and served together. This results in p = 1 , e, . First, in Figure 4, we investigate how the transmission bandwidth requirements of PBR vary as a function of T , using both the exact (us-

~ (t)) expressions for Wc .
ing D(t)) and approximate (using D
The experiment considers a 1-hour long, 6 Mbps video stream
with average request inter-arrival times of 5 and 10 minutes,
and clients with 225 MBytes of buffer space (enough to store
up to five minutes of the video). Note that the approximation
for Wc is virtually indistinguishable from the exact expression
for small and moderate values of T (including the regime where

Wc is minimum), and is a moderately pessimistic estimate for
very large T (the error is within 2 , 4% of the exact value).
This behavior is consistent across a range of buffer sizes, and
arrival rates, suggesting that for practical purposes, it is sufficient to use the approximate expression for computing the optimal threshold.

Small values of T result in high bandwidth requirements,
since most clients cannot take advantage of ongoing transmissions of the same video. As T increases, Wc decreases rapidly,
as more clients have an opportunity to exploit their buffer space
by patching to an earlier transmission. However, the finite
client buffer size limits the benefit of patching beyond a certain point. When a client arrives long after the start of its MRC
transmission, most of the video frames for the client must be
retrieved directly from the server. Because of this, the transmission requirements eventually increase for larger threshold
values, since a large number of clients retrieve almost all of
their frames from the server. As a result, the curves have a cuplike shape, allowing a simple binary search procedure to locate

the optimal threshold value Topt .
The optimal threshold value Topt depends on the client
buffer size, as shown in Figure 5(a). For small to moderate
buffer sizes, Topt is larger than B for both RBR and PBR patching. RBR patching has a smaller optimal threshold, since the
algorithm only patches to the last B frames of the ongoing
transmission when t > B . The larger threshold, along with
the fact that a new client retrieves less frames from the server
under PBR than under RBR, both contribute to the superior performance of PBR. This is shown in Figure 5(b), which plots the
average transmission requirement per client Wc as a function
of the client buffer size when each algorithm uses its respective
optimal threshold. Small buffer sizes offer limited opportunities for patching, resulting in similar performance for PBR

and RBR. As the client buffer size increases, Wc decreases
more dramatically for PBR. For example, for a 45-MByte client
buffer (which can store one minute of the video), PBR requires
the server to transmit 242 MBytes less per client than RBR, a
saving of 15%.
Eventually, increasing the client buffer size offers diminishing returns for both algorithms, and the performance difference
between RBR and PBR starts to decrease, as shown in right
side of Figure 5(b). A large buffer allows more a later client to
receive more frames from its MRC transmission, thereby, pushing the optimal threshold higher. However, a higher threshold
allows a longer time gap between a complete transmission and
the clients that patch to it. This in turn requires the server
to transmit a larger number of frames to clients which arrive
a long time after the start of the complete transmission. In
many cases, the server could reduce its overhead by starting
a new complete transmission. As a result, the optimal threshold Topt eventually reaches a maximum value, independent of
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Fig. 6. Influence of Client Arrival Rate on PBR and RBR Patching: This
graph plots the transmission bandwidth requirement Wc as function of
mean arrival rate . The experiment considers a one-hour, 6-Mbps video,
and a 45-MByte client buffer that can store up to 1-minute of the video.

the client buffer size, as shown in Figure 5(a). These results
suggest that most of the benefits of patching can be achieved
with a moderate amount of client buffer space, even for relatively long videos. In a practical patching system, the patching
server could precompute buffer sizes for which
x% of the optimal, for different arrival rates.

Wc is within

The arrival rate has a significant influence on the performance of the patching algorithms. Figure 6 plots the average

transmission Wc required to satisfy each client, as a function of
the arrival rate . The experiment considers a 45-MByte client
buffer that is capable of storing one minute of the one-hour, 6Mbps video. Patching offers limited benefits for small arrival
rates, since client requests do not typically arrive sufficiently
close together in time. As  increases, patching is increasingly
effective, and Wc decreases. In this region, PBR requires sub-

stantially less bandwidth to serve each client. For example, Wc
is generally about 10 , 14% smaller under PBR than under
RBR. In addition, when the number of client requests is larger,
the reduction in the incremental overhead of serving each request is even more significant. The difference between PBR
and RBR decreases for larger arrival rates, where many clients
arrive close together in time, and can almost completely avoid
retrieving frames directly from the server. In this region, both
algorithms have an optimal threshold that is smaller than the
client buffer size B , resulting in very similar performance.
IV. O PTIMAL PATCHING
The effectiveness of RBR and PBR patching depends on selecting an appropriate threshold T , based on the request arrival
process and the system parameters (buffer size B and video
duration N ). However, the arrival rate is not always known
in advance, and may fluctuate across time. In this section, we

present an optimal patching algorithm, Greedy Buffer Reuse
(GBR), that does not depend on knowledge of the client arrival
process, and does not use thresholding. The algorithm allows
a client to subscribe to multiple ongoing transmissions to maximize the benefit of patching. The algorithm is incremental in
that it decides the schedule for each client in the order of client
arrival time. Therefore, it does not assume any future arrivals
or arrival patterns. The strategy is greedy in that each client
always fetches from on-going multicast channels as long as the
client buffer does not overflow. Therefore, it reduces the total number of frames each client has to fetch from the server
directly, given the client buffer size.
This GBR algorithm provides a lower bound on the transmission bandwidth required to serve client requests, and can
serve as the basis of new patching algorithms that have lower
computational complexity. After presenting the algorithm and
establishing the optimality properties, we compare the performance with PBR.
A. GBR Algorithm
The GBR algorithm sequences through the frames of the
video and schedules the client to receive a frame as late as possible – from an ongoing transmission (if possible), or directly
from the server. A frame is sent directly by the server in two
cases – when no ongoing transmission includes this frame, and
when the client does not have enough buffer space to store the
frame from an earlier transmission. Figure 7 presents the pseudocode for the algorithm, which computes a reception schedule
i and a channel schedule
i for client i, arriving at
time ti . As discussed in Section II-C, the channel schedule is
a vector, where CSi;j , j = 1; 2; : : : ; N , is either 0 (idle slot)
or a frame number k , indicating that the server should transmit frame k on channel Ci at time dj = ti + j . The reception
schedule is a vector that specifies the time and the channel from
which the client should receive each video frame. Entry RSi;j ,
j = 1; 2; : : :; N , is a set of pairs (k; l), indicating that frame k
should be retrieved from channel Cl at time ti + j .
The algorithm schedules frame reads from existing channels
into the client buffer as late as possible. The vectors
and
respectively keep track of the latest time and the channel
on which a particular frame will be sent. LTj is the latest
time that frame j is transmitted, considering all of the existing channels; LCj indicates which channel is responsible for
this transmission. The channel transmission schedule, latest arrival time, and latest arrival channel vectors are all maintained
at the patching server. To receive the different frames at the
correct times, a client should be aware of its own reception
schedule. The patching server might transmit the computed reception schedule to the client. Alternatively, it might transmit
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Fig. 5. Influence of Client Buffer Size on PBR and RBR Patching: The left graph shows how the optimal threshold Topt depends on the client buffer size B for
both PBR and RBR patching. Then, using the optimal threshold Topt , the right graph considers the influence of B on the transmission bandwidth requirement
Wc . Both experiments consider a one-hour, 6-Mbps stream with an average request inter-arrival time of 1= = 2 minutes.

LT LC

GBR schedule (Bi ; ti ;
; )
for j = 1; : : : ; N (consider frame j )
if (LTj  ti ) and (client i can store an additional frame for times LTj ; : : : ; dj , 1))
(i) Add frame j to the reception schedule (i.e., add tuple (j; LCj ) to RSi;LTj ,ti ).
(ii) Update buffer occupancy to store an additional frame for times LTj ; : : : ; dj , 1.
(iii) Do not schedule the frame for transmission on channel Ci (i.e., CSi;j = 0).
else
(i) Schedule frame j for transmission on channel Ci at time dj (i.e., CSi;j = j ).
(ii) Add frame j to the reception schedule (i.e., add tuple (j; Ci ) to RSi;dj ,ti ).
Fig. 7. GBR Patching Algorithm: This figure presents the pseudocode for processing the request for client i (client buffer size Bi ), arriving at time i. The greedy
algorithm produces a channel schedule
i for the server, and a reception schedule
i for the client.

CS

sufficient information (in this case, the latest arrival time and
latest arrival channel vectors) which could then be used by the
client to compute its reception schedule.
The key intuition behind the algorithm is that frames that are
received by the client closer to their consumption deadlines occupy the workahead buffer for a shorter time and, hence, maximize the chances of other frames using the same space. If
frame j is already scheduled for transmission by the server between time ti and ti + j , the client tries to receive the copy that
is transmitted last in that interval. If receiving this frame would
overflow the client buffer, the server schedules a new transmission of frame j at time ti + j , on channel Ci . We refer to the
resulting schedule as the greedy reception schedule for client i.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(BN ) per
client batch, for client buffer size B .
B. Optimality
The GBR algorithm in Figure 7 is an optimal patching algorithm, in that it minimizes the transmission bandwidth required
to satisfy a collection of clients. Consider M client arrivals
to the server, where our greedy algorithm computes a channel
and reception schedule for client i at its arrival time ti , based
on the existing channel schedules. Let the greedy schedule S at

RS

the server determine the set of reception and channel schedules
of all the clients, in the order of client arrival times.

Theorem 1: Given a client buffer size B , the greedy schedule is optimal in the sense that no other schedule requires fewer
frames from the server.
The proof of the theorem follows from proving the following
claim.

Claim: We can convert any valid schedule S to the greedy
schedule via a series of transformations, each of which does
not increase the number of frames that the server delivers.

Proof: We work in the order of client arrival times. For each
client, find the first frame j that is received in a non-greedy
fashion. We will transform the schedule without increasing the
number of frames that the server delivers so that the client receives frame j in a greedy fashion:

 Case 1: Frame j is multicast between ti and ti + j and is

received before the last multicast of the frame in schedule
S.
In this case, we can transform schedule S so that frame j
is received at the last multicast of that frame. The resulting
schedule S 0 will not require more frames from the server
and the client will not overflow its buffer since the frame
is received later.

 Case 2: Frame j is scheduled to be multicast between ti

and ti + j and the client buffer will not overflow if frame
j is received at the last scheduled multicast of the frame.
However, in schedule S , frame j is transmitted afresh to
this client at time ti + j .
We can construct another schedule S 0 as follows. Schedule S 0 lets the client receive frame j at the last multicast
of that frame. If there is another client that receives frame
j at time ti + j , we multicast frame j at the time that
the earliest arriving such client needs to playback frame j .
Also, other such clients retrieve frame j at this time. If no
such client exists, the rest of schedule remains the same.
Schedule S 0 is still valid, since each client still receives
the frame before its playback time. Moreover, no buffer
will overflow, since we only let some clients receive data
later. Finally, note that schedule S 0 does not transmit more
frames than schedule S .

Note that a consequence of Theorem 1 is that the GBR patching algorithm is also locally optimal. That is, this algorithm results in the server transmitting the minimum number of frames
afresh to any new client.
C. Performance Evaluation
In Figure 8(a), we compare the optimal patching algorithm
(GBR) against PBR patching using the optimal PBR threshold, as a function of the client arrival rate . The experiment
considers a one-hour, 6-Mbps video stream. Each point in the
graph is the average over six independent simulation experiments, each consisting of 720 distinct batch (of one or more
clients) arrivals. The individual client arrivals are generated by
a Poisson process, and multiple clients arriving within the same
time unit (frame time) are batched and served together.

For a high arrival rate with 1= = 10 seconds, the server
overhead per client for PBR is 60% higher than that for GBR,
a difference of 93 MBytes. As  decreases, clients arrive further apart from each other, reducing the effectiveness of patching, resulting in higher values of Wc for both algorithms. For

1= = 2 minutes, PBR results in a value for Wc that is 36%
higher than GBR; the corresponding difference between PBR
and GBR is 312 MBytes. These trends indicate that there is
substantial potential for improving the performance of patching beyond that of the algorithms in literature.

Although the optimal patching algorithm does not explicitly
limit the number of simultaneous channels for each client, the
results in Figure 8(b) show that a client rarely listens to more
than three channels at a time. The graph plots the proportion
of time that a client listens to less than or equal to x channels,
across several values of . Small values of  offer limited op-

portunities for patching, and the client spends most of its time
listening to just one channel. For example, when 1= = 3:5
minutes, the client spends 17% of the time idle, 67% of the
time listening to one channel, and about 1% of the time listening to three or more channels. For a high arrival rate, clients receive more frames from existing transmissions. However, even
for small client inter-arrival times, the number of simultaneous
channels is still quite low. For example, for 1= = 30 seconds,
40%, 37%, and 14% of the total time is spent idle, listening to
one and two channels respectively. Less than 1% of the time
is spent listening to more than 5 channels. This indicates that
most of the savings in transmission can be accrued if clients
are able to listen to three or four channels simultaneously. The
results also suggest that introducing an explicit constraint on
the number of simultaneous channels (i.e., number of tuples in
RSi;j ) should not degrade performance substantially.
V. O NGOING WORK
As ongoing work, we are pursuing a number of extensions
to PBR and optimal GBR patching:
 Performance evaluation of PBR: Extending the work
in Section III, we are comparing PBR and RBR patching under different client arrival processes. These experiments involve varying the values of p and  in the analytic model, allowing us to study the impact of bursty
arrivals on the relative performance of the two thresholdbased patching schemes. In addition, we are extending the
analysis to support batching of client requests that arrive
within  time units of each other. Finally, we are considering more flexible thresholding policies that incorporate
information about the number of client requests that have
arrived since the start of the previous complete transmission, to allow PBR’s threshold value to adjust to changes
in the arrival process across time.
 Computational complexity of GBR algorithm: The
GBR algorithm as presented in Section IV has a complexity of O(BN ) per client batch. We are investigating
another algorithm for computing the same channel and reception schedules that reduces the influence of the client
buffer size on the algorithmic complexity. To further reduce the computational overhead, we are evaluating a generalization of GBR that divides a video into consecutive
g-frame chunks, and applies the same scheduling decision
to all frames within a chunk. This effectively reduces the
client buffer size to B=g and the video length to N=g ,
and also reduces the number of client batches that must
be considered, at the expense of restricting the opportunities for patching. Still, the technique should be effective
for a range of small g values.
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network bandwidth constraints, or disk or memory bandwidth constraints, may keep the client from retrieving data
from more than K simultaneous transmission channels.
The results in Figure 8(b) show that GBR rarely requires
more than three simultaneous transmissions to the same
client. To avoid violating any constraints on K , we consider a simple heuristic extension to the optimal GBR algorithm. If retrieving a frame from an ongoing transmission would exceed the client I/O bandwidth, then a separate copy of the frame is scheduled for transmission from
the server at the frame’s playback time. Repeating the
process across the sequence of N playback times removes
any violations of the constraint K .
Dynamic join/leave from multicast groups: If the patching server is not connected to the set of clients via a shared
medium, the overhead of joining and leaving multicast
groups would limit the client’s ability to switch between
transmission channels at the frame level. Dividing the
video stream into g -frame chunks, as discussed above,
would impose a minimum time between joining and leaving multicast groups. As an alternate approach, the client
could subscribe to a set of K transmission channels for the
duration of the transfer, and apply local filtering to store
only the necessary video frames. This approach avoids
dynamic joining and leaving of multicast groups, at the
expense of consuming additional network bandwidth to
transfer frames that the client does not need (or the use of
network proxies to perform the filtering). We are investigating variants of GBR that generate schedules that apply
a single set of K transmission channels to each client.
Blocking service model: The model in Section II assumes that the server and the network have sufficient resources to satisfy all client requests. This approach is
a reasonable way to compare the various patching algo-

rithms, and to determine the amount of resources required
for a well-provisioned service. However, in a real system, the patching service should be able to block a client
request, when necessary. The simplest approach applies
the existing patching algorithms to compute the reception
and channel transmission schedules for the new client, and
rejects the request if the server or the network cannot satisfy the resource requirements of the schedule. Alternatively, the patching server could compute schedules that
reduce the likelihood of blocking future client requests.
Extensions of the GBR patching algorithm can exploit
any available latitude in scheduling frame transmissions
for the new client. For example, the server could transmit
a frame early (subject to the client buffer constraint) to reduce the total number of frames that must be sent in any
given time slot.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
The high transmission bandwidth requirements of streaming
video makes it a challenging problem to provision network resources for delivering such media to remote clients. In this paper, we examined patching, a technique for reducing the transmission to a client, by allowing sharing of data from existing,
ongoing transmissions of the same video. We introduced Periodic Buffer Reuse (PBR), a new patching scheme that maximizes the amount of data that a client can retrieve from the most
recently initiated complete transmission. Similar to existing
patching schemes, PBR employs a threshold to determine when
to start a new complete transmission of the stream. We analytically derived a closed-form expression for the transmission
bandwidth requirements for PBR patching, and showed how
to determine the optimal threshold value. Our performance
comparison showed that PBR can significantly outperform existing patching schemes. Then, we presented Greedy Buffer
Reuse (GBR), a patching algorithm that provably minimizes

the server transmission bandwidth requirements. Simulation
experiments showed that GBR patching offers a sizeable reduction in transmission overhead over any of the threshold-based
schemes, and rarely requires the client to listen to more than
three simultaneous transmissions. This algorithm can serve as
the basis of new patching algorithms that have lower computational complexity, and simpler implementation.
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Abstract
Periodic broadcast schemes have been proposed as a
scalable solution for the implementation of Video–on–
Demand (VoD) systems. Efficient periodic broadcast
schemes fragment each video into a number of segments
assuming that the videos are encoded using Constant Bit
Rate (CBR) coders. We focus instead on the more efficient and commonplace class of Variable Bit Rate (VBR)
encoded videos. The claim made in this paper is that the
significant bit rate variability of VBR video requires a different fragmentation approach for the construction of periodic broadcast schedules. Rigid fragmentation techniques
do not consider the particular video traces and may result in traffic which exceeds the available broadcast link
capacity and can lead to increased data losses. Remarkably, all known periodic broadcast schemes use rigid fragmentation techniques. We introduce a new fragmentation
scheme, Trace–Adaptive Fragmentation (TAF), which derives improved broadcast schedules for VBR video. Essentially, increased processing time for an off–line optimization
process is traded off for improved data loss performance
while also satisfying a prescribed maximum playout latency.
Numerical results show the benefits, feasibility and flexibility of the proposed scheme.

1. Introduction
In recent years, several techniques have been proposed for the implementation of scalable Video-on-Demand
(VoD) systems [1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15].
The techniques can be categorized into (a) batched multicast and (b) periodic broadcast schemes. Batched multicast schemes collect user requests (“batching”) over successive time intervals. The subscribers requesting the same
video within the same interval will receive the video stream
through a single multicast of the entire video. Periodic

broadcast schemes, as the name suggests, operate by periodically broadcasting the same video. Depending on the exact scheme, the video is transmitted as one complete unit or
fragmented into separate segments and each segment transmitted over a different channel. The lengths of the segments, normalized relative to the first segment, is also called
the broadcast series of the periodic broadcast scheme.
Compared to batched multicast, periodic broadcast
schemes are considered scalable because they bypass the
need to process individual user requests. The transmission schedules used by periodic broadcast are determined
off–line. In this sense, the periodic broadcast schemes for
VoD can be seen as an evolution of earlier teletext broadcast
schemes [4]. The computation of the schedules can account
for the popularity of the videos and the maximum tolerable
latency between the time a subscriber activates its set–top
box (“tunes-in”) and the point at which the uninterrupted
playout of the entire video can start. Clearly, an objective
is the minimization of the delay between “tune-in” and start
of playout, hereafter called the playout latency.
The periodic broadcast schemes require large bandwidth,
especially if short playout latency is required. The bandwidth allocated for the transmission of all the segments
comprising a video is several times the bandwidth necessary
to transmit a single instance of the video from beginning to
end at its nominal frame rate (also called consumption bandwidth of a video). In addition, the broadcast schemes impose particular synchronization relations between the different segments of the same video. Finally, the bandwidth requirements are further compounded by the fact that most periodic broadcast schemes assume Constant Bit Rate (CBR)
coded video. It has been observed [5] that, for the same
video quality, the average CBR bandwidth demands far exceed the average bandwidth demands of Variable Bit Rate
(VBR) coded video. In addition, VBR coding schemes are
becoming commonplace (MPEG-1 and MPEG-2) and extensive libraries of video material are already available in
VBR form.

The technique presented in this paper is suitable for VBR
as well as for CBR coded videos. The work is influenced by
the CCA [7] periodic broadcast schemes and by recent advances towards the periodic broadcast support of VBR encoded videos [14]. We expand the class of CCA schemes
in a way that allows us to derive a set of alternative fragmentations while still satisfying the desired playout latency
constraint. The wealth of fragmentation choices provides
direct benefits for VBR coded videos. Namely, different
fragmentations can result in drastically different data loss
performance (due to limited link capacity). We exploit this
property to expand the results of [14] by adopting a per–
video fragmentation scheme which results in less data loss
than the standard “rigid” fragmentation employed in [14].
The selection of the optimal fragmentation scheme from all
the feasible ones is the subject of an off–line optimization
process. The resulting scheme, called Trace-Adaptive Fragmentation (TAF), combines and improves the properties of
[7] and [14].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a review of the related research. Section 3 outlines the scope of the paper and the assumptions made.
Section 4 provides the characterization of the two important quantities of this study, the playout latency and the data
loss probability. Section 5 provides in detail the proposed
Trace–Adaptive Fragmentation (TAF) scheme. Section 6
summarizes our experimental results and Section 7 provides
an overview and conclusions as well as areas of future research.

2. Related Research
Batched multicast schemes are particularly inefficient for
the distribution of popular videos. Assuming a two hour
long video and batching intervals of 5 minutes, a popular
video may result in as many as 24 concurrent multicasts of
the same video. Reducing the replicated transmissions is
possible if the batching interval is increased, thus resulting
in worse playout latency for the most popular videos.
It has been repeatedly shown in the literature that the
popularities of videos follow the Zipf distribution. A typical skew factor for a Zipf distribution representing video
preferences is 0.271 (see [6]). That is, most of the demand
(80%) is for a few (10 to 20) very popular videos. Periodic broadcast schemes can then be used for the popular set
(“hot set”) of videos while a form of batched multicast can
be used for the less popular set (“cold set”). Thus, batched
multicast schemes are still valuable for scheduling the cold
set. In the following we focus in the distribution of hot set
videos using periodic broadcast.
The staggered periodic broadcast of entire videos [6]
is a scheme that requires bandwidth inversely proportional
to the playout latency objective. For example, on a 155

Mb/sec link, multiplexing the broadcast of ten two-hour
long movies (each encoded at 3 Mb/sec) we cannot provide a playout latency better than 24 minutes. Moreover,
this type of staggered broadcast demands large secondary
storage capacity and high secondary storage I/O capabilities at the set–top box. The solution to these issues is the
fragmentation of the complete video into a sequence of segments. The first segment can be short such that its broadcast
can be repeated very often resulting in short playout latency.
The complexity lies in the timing of the broadcast of subsequent segments such that no starvation of the receiver occurs. Moreover, the receiver can employ secondary storage
to store (completely or partially) segments in anticipation of
their playout.
The Pyramid Broadcasting (PB) presented by
Viswanathan and Imielinski [15] was the first scheme
to reduce the playout latency using fragmentation. In PB,
each segment is broadcast on a separate channel. However,
PB’s drawbacks are (a) the large client buffer size which
is usually more than 70% of the entire video and (b) the
high disk bandwidth required to write data to disk as
quickly as received. A number of efficient protocols have
been proposed to address these issues. Aggarwal et. al.
proposed the Permutation-based Pyramid Broadcasting
(PPB) [2] which reduces the buffer size requirements down
to approximately 50% of the video. Skyscraper Broadcasting (SB) presented by Hua et. al. [8] substantially
reduces the disk to approximately 10% of the video using a
novel fragmentation technique and a different broadcasting
scheme. Recently, Hua et. al. proposed a Client-Centric
Approach (CCA) [7] which incorporates the restriction on
how many channels a receiver can download at any point in
time.
Overall, the above periodic broadcast protocols (PB,
PPB, SB, CCA) share a similar structure, that is, equal
bandwidth for all channels and increasing size of segment
lengths. CCA has shown the best performance by making
maximum use of the client bandwidth and keeping a lower
buffer space requirement. The bandwidth requirements of
this family of protocols, for reasonable playout latencies, is
roughly 7 times the video consumption bandwidth.
Another approach to periodic broadcasting schemes, that
of Harmonic Broadcasting and its variants, exhibits a different structure, i.e., decreasing bandwidth for the channels and equal segment lengths. In this category fall Juhn
and Tseng’s Harmonic Broadcasting (HB) [9], Paris, Carter
and Long’s Cautious Harmonic Broadcasting (CHB) [10],
Quasi-Harmonic Broadcasting (QHB) and Polyharmonic
Broadcasting (PHB) [11]. These schemes aim to reduce
the start–up latency and improve the bandwidth efficiency.
PHB has given the best performance, especially as far as
bandwidth efficiency is concerned. Typical storage requirements are near 40% of the video size and transmission band-
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Figure 1. An example of a video frame sequence, (a), (the numbers are the frame sizes)
and two alternative fragmentation options for
the same sequence. In (b) the broadcast series is f1; 1g and the aggregate peak is 10
units. In (c) the broadcast series is f1; 2g and
the aggregate peak is 17 units.

width are roughly 5 times the video consumption bandwidth.
Until recently, all periodic broadcast techniques assumed
CBR encoded videos. Recently, [14] proposed a series of
multiplexing schemes for the periodic broadcast of VBR encoded video (VBR-B). Due to the significant rate variability of VBR-encoded video, different fragmentation schemes
could lead to different aggregate traffic shape when multiplexing the periodically broadcast segments together, resulting in different data loss rates. Figure 1 illustrates how
two alternative 2-segment broadcast schedules of the same
VBR video, result in substantially different aggregate traffic patterns, depending on the particular lengths of the segments. Based on this observation, we will focus on a way
to generate multiple candidate fragmentations for the same
playout latency requirement. Subsequently, we will select
the fragmentation that minimizes the data loss that occurs
due to the limited broadcast link capacity.

3. Scope and Assumptions
In this paper we consider only simple VoD service. The
key requirement of VoD service is the ability for uninter-

rupted playout once playout of a video starts. We will not
investigate additional (VCR-like) operations such as fastforward/backward and pause. We note that one can always
trivially support VCR-like operations once the entire video
is stored on secondary storage.
We will consider the combined broadcast of M videos,
with M in the range of 10 to 20 in order to correspond to observed distributions of “hot set” videos. All M videos are
multiplexed on the same broadcast physical link of bandwidth B (in Mb/sec). All videos have the same frame rate F
(in frames/sec). The frame sequence of each video is fully
n
, n = 1; : : : ; Nm , m = 1; : : : ; M
known a-priori. Let fm
stand for the number of bits in the nth frame of the mth
video, where Nm denotes the total number of frames of the
th
m
video.
In its general form, the problem of the periodic broadcast
of VBR videos can be stated as follows: Given M different
videos, characterized by their individual number of frames,
Nm , m = 1; : : : ; M and the actual per-video frame sizes
n
fm , n = 1; : : : ; Nm we wish to fragment them for periodic
broadcast and transmit them over a link of capacity equal to
B Mb/sec.
Several constraints need to be satisfied for the broadcast
schedule construction: (a) the playout latency constraint for
video m should be less or equal to wm seconds, (b) the number of segments video m is split into must be less or equal to
Km , and (c) the number of concurrently downloaded channels by the receiver must be less or equal to Cm . Note that
Km limits the bandwidth allocated by a VoD server for the
m–th movie. Similarly, Cm limits the bandwidth necessary
for the receiver.
We claim that the objective of minimizing the client secondary storage requirements is of minor importance and it
will not be taken into consideration in this paper. Improvements in storage capacities for magnetic hard disk drives
as well as the availability of re-writable optical disks allow
now the storage of an entire feature-length video. Instead,
we believe that the important restriction is that of the I/O
throughput of the secondary storage system. Cm can be
used to capture such an I/O throughput constraint.
We wish to derive a broadcast series for each of the M
videos. The m–th video broadcast series is represented by
fs1m; s2m ; : : : ; sKmm g. Note that s1m = 1 and all other sim are
normalized relative to s1m . A common theme in the current
literature is to only consider integer values for sim . One
benefit of integer sim appears to be the ability to express all
time durations as multiples of a basic unit (typically s1m ) and
hence reduce the complexity of keeping all the segments
synchronized with each other. We will thus maintain in this
paper the assumption of integer sim .
Each segment is broadcast on a separate logical channel.
The term logical channel is used in VoD literature to capture
the use of a single physical broadcast link to convey multi-

ple flows of data. Hence, the link capacity is split into several logical channels. The mechanisms through which the
sharing of the physical link is achieved will not be detailed.
However, note that in the case of CBR video and logical
channels of equal capacity, the mechanism required can be
straightforward Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). If the
logical channels are of different but constant bandwidths,
then a Fair Queueing scheduler could be used. In the case
of variable bandwidth per logical channel (as in the case of
VBR video), the sharing is achieved through statistical multiplexing. Depending on the scheme used, a corresponding
jitter absorption scheme is necessary at the receiver. Given
that the multiplexing we consider in this paper is bufferless,
no significant jitter absorption is necessary.
Finally, we note that in the construction of a periodic
schedule, there exist several choices for optimization criteria, such as minimization of the server bandwidth, minimization of the client buffer size etc. The objective we will
use is the minimization of overflow traffic beyond the link
capacity, when VBR traffic segments are aggregated. However, by committing to the minimization of data loss, the
schedule construction must still be able to capture all the
other relevant constraints, i.e., the ones stemming from the
synchronization between segments, and the hardware capabilities of the server and clients. How this is accomplished
is explained in the next two sections.

4. Periodic Broadcast of VBR Video
We follow the definitions of [14] regarding the periodic
broadcasting scheme for VBR traffic. Each video m is divided into Km segments prior to broadcasting. The server
Km video streams simultaneously, one
broadcasts M
m=1
M
per segment per video. Frames from m=1 Km logical
channels are multiplexed into the single broadcast link without buffering. Bits are lost whenever the aggregate broadcast traffic rate exceeds the link capacity. The server broadcasts each video segment at a rate F frames per second, the
consumption rate of the videos.
A user waits until the next starting point of the first segment. At the next broadcast of the first segment the user
begins to receive and concurrently display frames from the
beginning of the segment. As with the CBR schemes, the
client downloads the remaining segments of the video according to a specific download strategy [8, 7]. The choice of
the download strategy depends crucially on the client bandwidth, on the number of channels, Cm , that can be simultaneously received by the client.
Part of the download strategy is that, if a segment size
is larger than the segment following it, the next segment
can always be downloaded to the disk in advance of being
needed for playout, resulting in overhead in terms of disk
space and disk bandwidth. In this sense, there exists an in-
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P

herent conflict between start–up delay constraints and disk
space or disk bandwidth constraints. If these constraints are
tight, there may exist no schedule that simultaneously satisfies all of them.

4.1. Playout Latency
Next, we indicate how the playout latency depends on
m g be
the selected broadcast series. Let f s1m ; s2m ; :::; sK
m
a broadcast series for the mth video. Without any loss of
i
indicate the number of
generality, set s1m = 1. Let Nm
th
frames in the i segment of the mth video. The broadcast
series implies that the segment sizes are:
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Given a particular fragmentation of the video, the playout latency, is bounded by the time it takes to start receiving
the first segment of the video, which in turn is equal to the
broadcast duration of the first segment. Let Dm denote the
service latency for the mth video. We have:
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In general, for a broadcast series fs1m , s2m ,. . . ,
where s1m = 1 the service latency is given by:
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According to our assumption, the fragmentation strategy
must guarantee a playout latency of wm seconds maximum
for the users before they can watch a video of their choice.
From equation (4), we have:
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Clearly, equation (6) provides a simple benchmark as to
whether a broadcast series satisfies the playout latency constraint.
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Figure 2. Block diagram of TAF.

4.2. Bufferless Multiplexing Data Loss
In the bufferless multiplexer model, bits are lost from the
video streams if the aggregate amount of traffic that arrives
at the link during frame time t exceeds the link’s capacity.
Let Ati;m indicate the actual arrival bits sent by the stream of
the ith segment of the mth video during frame time t. Let
M
At denote the total arrival bits sent by all of the
Km
m=1
streams. Then, we have the following:

P

X Xm
K

M

=

At

t

(7)

Ai;m

m=1 i=1
t
Ai;m

=

alternate fragmentations are found that satisfy the per-video
delay constraints. In the second stage, one fragmentation is
selected for each video in such a way that combined traffic
of all the videos under the selected fragmentations minimizes the lost data. Note that in Figure 2 the input consists
of the Cm , Km , wm and Nm parameters for each one of the
M videos. Nm characterizes the corresponding video frame
sequence but the rest (Cm ; Km ; wm ) are all constraints of
the VoD system. That is, at the first stage, the actual frame
sequence plays no role, except through its total number of
frames.

5.1. Continuity Constraint and Segment Sizes

j
fm

(8)

5. The Trace–Adaptive Fragmentation (TAF)

The segments must be transmitted in such a relation to
each other that the continuity condition holds. The continuity condition ensures that no starvation will occur at the
client once it starts to consume the video stream and until
the end of the video.
We know that the client can download the video data
from Cm (2  Cm  Km ) streams simultaneously. If Cm
is equal to 1, then all of the segments have to be equallysized in order to guarantee the continuity condition. Immediately after the client process begins to download the
video segments, the user can start playing back the video at
its normal consumption rate of F frames per second in the
1
 Sm2  Sm3 : : : SmKm .
order 1 Sm
We follow a similar approach taken by CCA [7], that is,
to receive and playback the data fragments, a client uses
Cm + 1 service routines: Cm data loaders, L1 ; L2 ; : : : LCm ,
and one video player. A multi-threaded client multiplexes
itself among these routines. Each data loader can download
data at the consumption rate. The data segments are downloaded in Gm rounds. During each round, each of the Cm
loaders is responsible for downloading its respective data
segment in a certain transmission group, say the rth group,
at its earliest occurrence. When the download of the current
group has been completed, the loaders proceed to download
the next transmission group, i.e., (r + 1)th group, in the
same manner.

The Trace–Adaptive Fragmentation is summarized in the
block diagram of Figure 2. In the first stage, a number of

1 Note that S i is notation representing a set: the frames of the i–th
m
segment of the m–th video, while sim is an integer: the length of the i–th
segment of the m–th video relative to segment s1m = 1.

where j is given by:
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Notably, j stands for the index for the frame of the mth
video that is sent during frame time t. Thus, loss occurs in
frame time t if:
(10)

At > B=F

Let Ploss denote the long-run fraction of traffic loss, we
have:
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Equation (11) provides the definition of the data loss
which is the quantity we wish to minimize. Note that Ploss
is defined in terms of data loss in units of bits. However, we
consider the bit loss ratio as a sufficiently accurate approximation for the packet loss ratio when the packets are small,
e.g. if ATM cells were to be used as the underlying means
of conveying the segments.

The solution we adopt operates by fragmenting each
video file into Km segments and partitioning the Km segments further into Gm transmission groups, where Gm is
given by dKm =Cm e. Each group contains Cm segments
except for the last group that contains Km (dKm =Cm e
1)  Cm elements. Specifically, the i–th transmission group
(i 1)Cm +1
of the mth video contains the segments from Sm
iCm
up to Sm (inclusive).
Given the above definitions, the segment sizes in each
group possess the following properties:
1. a segment is greater or equal to the previous segment;
2. the size of the last segment of a group must be equal to
the size of the first segment of the next group;
3. the size of the segment in each group is an integer multiple of the size of the first segment of the group.
i
to indicate the maximum segment
We now introduce Xm
th
i
represents
size for the i segment of the mth video. Xm
the maximum allowable length for a segment in order to
guarantee, that regardless when this segment starts relative
to all the other segments of the same group, it can provide
i
relies on the
uninterrupted playout. The definition of Xm
knowledge of how much time is necessary for consuming
all the segments the precede it in the same group:
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m , represents the
for 2  i  Km . (Note that, smm
first segment of the group in which segment i belongs.) In
i
restates the fragmentation princifact, the definition of Xm
ple of CCA [7] and its correctness can be proven using exactly the same arguments as for CCA. The difference is that
i
is only the upper bound on the length of a segment.
the Xm
The correctness (continuity) holds even if the segments are
i
. In
chosen to have length less than their corresponding Xm
such case, starting to store the earliest occurrence of a segment may not be the most buffer–efficient approach, but we
are not concerned with the size of secondary storage at the
i
, each segment is guaranteed to
client. Overall, if sim  Xm
have become available (started transmission) once or more
times while the preceding segments were being consumed.
i
, the scheme specializes to CCA. If in
For sim = Xm
addition Km = Cm , then the scheme specializes to the
the geometric broadcast series f1; 2; 4; : : :g which has been
used in the VBR-B scheme [14]. Furthermore, as in SB,
we can use a constant W to restrict the size of the largest
segment from becoming too large. W solves the so-called
big-segment problem. If a segment is larger than W times
C

i=C

for i = 1; : : : ; Km do
i
sm = 1;
i
per equation (12);
calculate Xm
endfor
2
do
while s2m  Xm
if equation (6) satisfied then
output sim 8i // Feasible fragmentation.
endif
Cm bKm =Cm c+1
K
K
smm = smm + sm
;
for i = Km ; : : : ; 2 do
i
then
if sim  Xm
if (i 1) mod Cm = 1 then
Cm b(i 2)=Cm c+1
i 2
sm
= sim 2 + sm
;
i 1
i 2
sm
= sm ;
else
Cm b(i 1)=Cm c+1
i 1
sm
= sim 1 + sm
;
for j = i; : : : ; Km do
i
per equation (12);
calculate Xm
j
i 1
sm = sm ;
endfor
endif
else
break
endif
endfor
endwhile

Figure 3. Pseudocode for the generation of all
possible feasible broadcast series that guarantee the delay and continuity condition for
video m.

the size of the first segment, we force it to be exactly
units.

W

5.2. An Enumeration Algorithm
We present an enumeration algorithm which forms the
first component of the TAF scheme (Figure 2). The input of
the algorithm is parameters Km ; Cm ; Nm and wm and its
output are all feasible broadcast schedules that conform to
the playout latency and the continuity constraints. The enumeration starts with the base case where all segments are of
equal length. Very likely, such a configuration will fail with
respect to the delay constraints. The length of the segments
is increased gradually starting from the last segment. If the
last segment, even after increased to its maximum, cannot
satisfy the delay constraint, an increase of the second segment from the end can start. The process continues until it
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Figure 4. Example run of the enumeration algorithm, for Km = 6; Cm = 3; F =
1
5
25 frames/s; Nm = 40; 000 frames. Fm
to Fm
are the five feasible fragmentations that satisfy wm  60 sec.

becomes necessary to increase s2m to more than 2 (since, for
2
2
sm = 3  Xm the continuity cannot hold).
The algorithm is presented in Figure 3. An example run
of the algorithm is shown in Figure 4 where only five feasible solutions are found including the one that CCA con5
). We denote the set of feasible fragmentations
structs (Fm
j
g. The generation of the feasible
of the m–th video as fFm
schedules (Figure 2) is performed independently for each
one of the M videos. Note that the set of feasible schedules is potentially large. From Figure 4 we also extract the
instance (which fails the playout latency constraint) with
broadcast series f1; 2; 3; 3; 6; 6g and present it in Figure 5
to illustrate the temporal relation between the segments as
constructed by the first stage of the TAF scheme.

5.3. Loss Minimization
The next step is the selection of the optimal broadcast
schedule for each video, given the feasible schedules for M
videos (stage 2 of Figure 2). At this point, we can follow
a computationally expensive process of determining the aggregate traffic of all possible combinations of feasible video
schedules to determine the one that minimizes the loss rate.
For M videos, the combinations that need to be examined
are:

Y
M

jf gj
i

(13)

Fm

m=1

This approach requires extensive computation (depending on the set of feasible solutions), especially if the computation of the data loss for each combination is computationally expensive as well. Since all computation is performed
off–line, one can claim that processing power is not going
to be an issue. However, we can approximate the optimal
selection by picking for each video the feasible schedule
which results in the minimum peak rate. Thus, the aggregation of all the individual schedules is likely to produce
traffic which has a small peak rate as well, and hence small
loss ratio when multiplexed. In the presented experiments
we use this particular approximation instead of the optimal
solution.
At this point we must note that the computation of the
data loss ratio of equation (11) can be simplified. Let:
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Due to the periodic nature of the broadcast strategy, the agKm segments is also periodic
gregate traffic of the M
m=1
~
with a period of T frame times. To determine the data loss
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Figure 5. Example timing of the segments of the broadcast series
3; Km = 6.

rate, we only need to observe the traffic during the first T~
frame times. According to the relationship among successive segment sizes expressed in equation (1), we observe
that:
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Thus, to compare the packet loss rates of different fragmentations of the video files, we only need to calculate the
packet loss rate in the first T~ frame times. Hence, given a
particular selection of broadcast series for each one of the
M videos we can produce an estimate of the data loss probability in time O(T~).
In the calculation of the loss probability, the frame sizes
of the video traces are necessary, thus the need to include
i
in the second stage of TAF (Figthe information about fm
ure 2). Therefore, the total space requirements for keeping
Nm ). Note that CBR
track of the frame sizes if O( M
m=1
i
= ct:) allowing
coded videos can be included trivially (fm
TAF to produce schedules for a mixture of VBR and CBR
coded videos.

P

6. Experimental Results
The approximation introduced in the previous section selects for each video the feasible schedule that minimizes
the peak bitrate of the aggregated bandwidth (over all the
segments) for the specific video trace. The computational
complexity of identifying the per–video peak bitrate for a

f1 2 3 3 6 6g generated for
;

;

;

;

;

Cm

=

1
2
K
given broadcast series is O(LC M (Nm
; Nm ; : : : ; Nm m )),
which using the notation of the previous section, becomes
1
O (Nm s~
m ).
Figure 6 provides the peak bitrate found for each one of
10 example video traces of 40,000 frames each (see [13] for
the origin of the traces) depicting diverse material, including feature movies, TV news, sporting events etc. The set of
feasible schedules explored were the ones produced in Figure 4. Observe that the peak bitrate depends drastically on
the selection of the feasible broadcast schedule. For example, trace talk 2 exhibits peak bitrates from a maximum
4
) down to almost half the maximum
of 12.26 Mb/s (for Fm
3
at 6.19 Mb/s (for Fm ). Notably, the broadcast series used
5
, provides the minimum peak bitrate for only
by CCA, Fm
two of the ten examined traces.
The numbers in parentheses in Figure 6 are the client
peak bandwidth requirements. That is, the peak of the
aggregate traffic received by downloading simultaneously
Cm = 3 segments of the same group. It should be pointed
out that for VBR traffic, the peak experienced by a set-top
box depends on the random instant at which it started downloading. In other words, a set-top box does not necessarily
1
s~
remain active downloading Cm channels for Nm
m frame
times. In fact, the entire video can be completely downloaded in much lesser time. Thus, the reported peak bitrate
for a client is a worst–case unrealistic scenario. Nevertheless, Figure 6 clearly illustrates that reduced client bandwidth is achievable by limiting the number of channels that
can be simultaneously downloaded.
It must be emphasized that in the presentation of the
experimental results we have taken a server–centric view.
Hence the selection criterion we apply for a broadcast
schedule is to exhibit the lowest peak bitrate. One can
use a client-oriented view which encourages the selection
of schedules that minimize the client download bandwidth.
We can see from Figure 6 that doing so (thus selecting
the schedules with the boldface parenthesized values) does
not always result in low bandwidth demands for the server.

Video
mtv 1
mtv 2
race
talk 1
talk 2
simpsons
terminator
soccer 1
soccer 2
news 2

1

Fm

14.84
11.32
12.54
8.51
7.79
10.13
5.41
12.02
9.99
8.60

(11.89)
(9.52)
(8.43)
(6.01)
(5.03)
(6.90)
(3.50)
(8.88)
(8.35)
(6.96)

2

Fm

10.14
9.85
11.11
7.91
7.17
9.59
4.49
10.95
10.27
7.91

(8.05)
(8.54)
(7.07)
(5.38)
(4.45)
(6.92)
(3.02)
(7.07)
(7.35)
(5.71)

3

4

Fm

10.15
9.85
10.48
7.44
6.19
9.59
4.14
10.12
9.97
7.69

5

Fm

(8.05)
(8.54)
(7.07)
(4.91)
(4.40)
(6.92)
(3.02)
(7.07)
(7.36)
(5.71)

16.48
14.31
16.71
13.66
12.26
14.61
7.89
17.80
15.19
14.22

Fm

(10.09)
(9.76)
(9.09)
(7.14)
(6.35)
(8.14)
(4.57)
(9.81)
(9.23)
(8.37)

10.02
10.27
10.99
7.35
6.86
10.10
5.01
10.55
13.73
9.17

(7.89)
(7.08)
(7.76)
(5.43)
(4.52)
(7.25)
(3.21)
(6.67)
(8.76)
(6.78)

Figure 6. Peak aggregate transmission (reception) bitrate in Mb/sec of the multiplexed periodic broadcast traffic for each feasible schedule of Figure 4 for 10 video traces taken from [13]. The numbers in
boldface correspond to the minimum peak aggregate bitrate for each video over all the five feasible
fragmentations. (wm  60 sec; Cm = 3; Km = 6; Nm = 40; 000 frames; F = 25 frames/sec).

What is a good for the client set-top box is frequently not
good for the server.
Another angle to view the same results is to consider the
fact that given several feasible schedules, external factors
can be incorporated in the selection of the best schedule.
For example, in systems with heterogeneous set-top boxes,
it is possible to determine which fragmentation is better
used for which set-top boxes, possibly transmitting the same
video in two or more different fragmentation formats, one
for each set-top box technology.

6.1. Comparison of VBR-B and TAF
We conduct a comparison between TAF and VBR-B using the same set of 10 selected MPEG traces. However, to
provide a basis for the comparison, no limit on the number
of downloading channels is imposed (Cm = Km ). We are
already aware that the search for feasible schedules of TAF
subsumes the schedules produced for VBR-B (geometric
series). At the same time, TAF uses an approximate search
(instead of the exhaustive search implied by equation (13).
Therefore, it is not at all clear whether the approximate TAF
performs consistently better than VBR-B. For this reason,
we perform a set of additional experiments comparing directly TAF and VBR-B.
The lower peak bitrate for TAF compared to that of
VBR-B is readily confirmed in Figure 7. The differences
are not always spectacular and they are sensitive to the particular video trace. However, once multiplexed on the same
link, the modest differences in peak bitrate on a per-video
basis compound resulting in distinctly different loss behavior as Figure 8 reveals. Clearly TAF provides a performance
advantage in this environment.

Video
mtv 1
mtv 2
race
talk 1
talk 2
simpsons
terminator
soccer 1
soccer 2
news 2

VBR-B
11.70
11.75
12.88
9.51
9.12
11.41
5.90
13.48
12.76
10.45

TAF
9.86
9.17
11.22
7.33
6.76
9.06
4.55
10.32
10.44
7.86

Figure 7. Peak aggregate bitrate (in Mb/sec)
of the multiplexed periodic broadcast traffic
for VBR-B and TAF for 10 video traces taken
from [13] (wm  16:5 sec; Cm = Km = 7; Nm =
40; 000 frames; F = 25 frames/sec).

To determine the effect of server bandwidth on performance (Figure 8), we varied the link capacity B between
50 Mb/sec and 85 Mb/sec while the maximum playout latency, wm , was set to a borderline small value of 16.5 seconds. The playout latency pushed the scheduling to its
limits forcing particularly small first segments and much
lengthier subsequent ones. Because the number of segments
was small, Km = 7, the limit value W = 32 was used to
force VBR-B to not create too large segments and to match
exactly the playout latency objective. A similar intervention on TAF did not prove necessary since it identified several feasible schedules satisfying (or even exceeding) the
requirements of the playout latency constraint.
Similar to bufferless multiplexing, we can compare
VBR-B to TAF assuming buffered multiplexing at the
server. That is, all streams sent to the clients are fed to a
common buffer before transmission by the server. The results for this case are shown in 9. It is clear that for large
enough buffer size no appreciable loss is present, but at the
same time the arrival jitter at the clients can be increased.
Thus, we provide this example only to point out the flexibility of TAF which is in all aspects similar to the flexibility
of VBR-B while providing better loss rate results. Note that
Figures 8 to 11 are plotted using log–scale for the y–axis to
capture the wide range of values over which the loss probability spans for even small changes in system parameters
(e.g. link capacity B ). Hence, seemingly small differences
in Figure 9 between TAF and VBR-B are quite substantial
in terms of absolute numbers.
The Join-the-Shortest Queue prefetching scheme by
Reisslein and Ross in [12] can also be used by the server
to force the clients from any of the ongoing video streams
to prefetch video frames and to send the prefetched frames
to the buffers in the appropriate clients to fully utilize the
shared links’s bandwidth (when the link is idling due to
the VBR nature of the multiplexed video segments). It is
assumed that each stream has a virtual buffer and the one
with the shortest queue has the highest priority to prefetch
one more frame if the aggregated bandwidth is not currently over the shared links’ capacity. We refer the readers
to [12] for the details of the JSQ prefetching policy. Figure 10 presents the results produced by TAF and VBR-B
with the addition of the Join the Shortest Queue (JSQ) policy. Even in this case TAF has an advantage although its
potential for improvement is reduced w/ increasing virtual
buffer size. This is partly because of the more “compact”
aggregate traffic in the case of TAF compared to VBR-B.
That is, by avoiding extreme values in the required aggregate bandwidth, TAF presents less opportunities to prefetch
using JSQ.
A final extension of the basic scheme is the inclusion of
Group of Picture (GOP) smoothing to the broadcast schedule computation. Smoothing drastically reduces the vari-
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Figure 8. Comparison of the loss rate
for variable B between VBR-B and TAF.
The 10 videos of Figure 7 were used.
(wm  16:5 sec; Cm = Km = 7; Nm =
40; 000 frames; F = 25 frames/sec).

ance of the aggregate bandwidth, and this in turn reduces
the differences of the peak bitrate of the different candidate
fragmentations for TAF. Thus the selection of the minimum
peak bitrate becomes less consequential to the loss rate performance (Figure 11). Remarkably, even under settings that
smooth and “reshape” the traffic (such as buffered multiplexing, JSQ–prefetch and GOP–smoothing) TAF still provides a consistently better performance than VBR-B.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions
In this paper we consider the problem of periodic broadcast of VBR video for VoD systems. Given the a–priori
knowledge of the entire traffic and given the system objectives we have approached the problem as essentially a deterministic problem, for which choice of an “optimal” broadcast schedule may be possible. In order to cope with the
many and conflicting performance objectives we have focused on the construction of broadcast schedules that satisfy
playout latency constraints and enforce a maximum number
of server and client channels. An enumerative process identifies broadcast schedules that satisfy the constraints. Subsequently, the selection of a particular schedule is the result
of an optimization process which accounts for the VBR nature of the transmitted video segments. The optimization
process appears currently to be computationally expensive,
and, as a result, we propose a fast approximation which has
been shown to outperform existing schemes in a variety of
settings.
The lesson learned is that the rigid fragmentation
schemes used in the past may not be the best choice given
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Figure 11. Comparison of loss rate for variable B between VBR-B and TAF using GOP–
smoothing over periods equal to a single GOP
(12 frames). The 10 videos of Figure 7 were
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Figure 9. Comparison of loss rate between
VBR-B and TAF using buffered multiplexing for variable shared buffer size at the
server. The 10 videos of Figure 7 were
used. (wm  16:5 sec; Cm = Km = 7; Nm =
40; 000 frames; F
= 25 frames/sec; B =
38 Mb/sec).

P

TAF

TAF

the high variability of VBR traffic. Future research in this
direction will focus on the reformulation of the optimization problem in a manner that will allow better insight in
terms of a fast solution technique. In the meantime, several
heuristics will be tried for the selection of the best fragmentation such as heuristics for minimizing the variability of
the aggregated segments. We are also exploring techniques
to support interactive VCR–like operations and to support
potentially heterogeneous clients/set–top boxes.
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Abstract
We present an architecture that enables network connection sharing in an environment of
mobile, wireless, collaborating hosts. Dual-homed hosts with wireless connection to the Internet share their connection with other hosts of the collaborating group by acting as temporal
gateways. The system aims to increase data availability and quality of service while achieving
load balancing across the gateways. We focus on collaborative applications that support scalable, multimedia, streaming data, such as layered video. We discuss the main components of
the system, namely, admission control, gateway selection, measurement of the gateway traffic
and the announcement policy. Finally, we present the simulation results to quantify the system
performance.

1

Introduction

Light-weight laptops and PDAs, the deployment of wireless networks and services, and the popularity of the Internet make mobile computing attractive. These technologies will enable users
to connect to the Internet anytime and anywhere. This anytime-anywhere access will trigger the
design of new applications and enrich already existing ones. We would like to design a system
that assists users who wish to collaborate by creating a wireless network on the spot, dynamically.
By the term “on the spot” we mean instantaneously, with minimal overhead. The collaboration
takes place through existing applications, such as teleconferencing, news on demand, electronic
white boards, etc. We are particularly interested in these collaborative applications that support
scalable, multimedia, streaming data, such as layered video.
Current wireless technologies vary in terms of bandwidth, latencies, frequencies and coverage.
We can divide these into two main categories: those that provide a low bandwidth over a wide
geographic area and those that provide a high-bandwidth service over a narrow geographic area.
We speculate that no single wireless network technology can simultaneously provide low latency,
high bandwidth, wide-area data service to a large number of mobile users. In order a mobile user
to maintain connectivity to the Internet, the host may need to access different networks depending
on the speed at which the user moves and the availability of base stations. Also, depending on a
given task, the host may need to access different networks. For example, if she wants to retrieve
1
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Figure 1: Description of the environment: Hosts share a wireless LAN. Some of them have wireless
WAN connection to access the Internet.
information from devices in close proximity, the host will connect to the local area network they
form. Or if she needs to teleconference with a colleague who is far away, the host may have to
access the wide area network. We speculate that it would not be unusual for mobile users that
need high data availability to keep two network interfaces in order to increase the data availability
and connectivity to the network. As an example, consider a user with a wireless modem (e.g.,
Ricochet [1]) and a WaveLAN card [2] or an infrared interface. Or, instead of a Ricochet modem,
the user may have a Bluetooth device [3] that enables the laptop to transmit and receive data via
her mobile phone. Either via the Ricochet modem or via the mobile phone, she is able to access
the global network. The user may communicate with others in close proximity via the WaveLAN
or the infrared. However, it may not be possible to access the Internet via the WaveLAN interface.
In Section 2, we mention briefly related work that considers a deployment of a combination of
wireless networks of different technologies. Users with multiple network interfaces are moving in
this networking environment.
Current wide area network wireless deployment is characterized by intermittent connectivity, low
bit rates, and high end-to-end delays. These constraints provide a strong incentive to make better
utilization of the user’s local resources in order achieve better quality of service (QoS) and higher
data availability. The characteristics of collaborative applications led us to the natural extension
of data sharing to network connection sharing. The central idea is that collaborating hosts share
their network connections in order to improve their service, increase the data availability and have
potentially other benefits, as we describe in the following paragraphs.
Figure 1 illustrates the setup we consider in this paper: there is a group of hosts (A, B, C, D,
2

E, F and G) in close proximity that are capable of communicating via a wireless LAN, such as a
WaveLAN card. Some of them (A, B and E) have an additional network interface that provides
them with access to the Internet via a wireless WAN connection. All the hosts can communicate
with each other via the wireless LAN. It would be typical in the near future to support a wireless
WAN connection of 100 kb/s [4], [1], [5] 1 .
We envision this system to be applicable especially in cases where users meet in a conference or
in a meeting (e.g., IETF meeting) or in a train and want to gain Internet access. We assume that
the users are selfish. They decide to cooperate and share/lend their resources in order to facilitate
a common need and potentially have other gains as we describe in the following paragraphs.
The motivations for connection sharing are2
•

Utilization of the temporarily idle connections.

•

Exploit the statistical multiplexing for bursty traffic.

•

Reduction in the transmission of replicated data that belong to “shared” (collaborative)
applications.

Let us discuss further these motivations with some examples. When a user is connected to the
network, there are periods when the connection is idle such as when the user is reading a page that
was downloaded earlier. Very often, when a user does not use her connection temporarily (i.e., idle
connection), she does not disconnect from the network. While her connection is “idle”, a member
in the ad hoc network may use this mobile device as a gateway to the global network. Consider
another example, in which the group members (as in Figure 1) videoconference with some other
colleagues over the Internet, or view the news from a server. It is unnecessary to transmit the data
as multiple streams with the same content. Instead it is sufficient for one of the hosts with access
to the Internet to receive the stream via its wireless WAN connection and multicast it to the rest
via the wireless LAN. This host acts as a gateway temporarily. Throughout this paper, the term
“gateway” denotes any host that acts temporarily as a gateway for other hosts in the group. It
must have access to the Internet and an wireless LAN interface. The other hosts either do not have
a connection to the Internet or have a connection which is saturated at that instant. Also, we use
the term “gateway connection” to refer to the wireless WAN connection of the gateway.
Hence, in this environment regular users with wireless WAN connection act as gateways temporarily, unlike traditional networks where the routers do not “walk away”. Another difference
between this environment and traditional networks is the lack of mechanisms for directing flows to
different routers based on criteria such as bandwidth availability. Note that there is no fundamental
change in the connection sharing problem if instead of wireless WAN connections, we have wired
WAN connections, such as ADSL lines (or cable modem), provided that the dynamic nature of the
setup still remains the same.
1
Currently, there are wireless WAN modems of (approximately) 45 Kb/s. A shared 2 Mb/s wireless LAN is typical,
(e.g., [2]).
2
In this work we focus on the first two motivations. We discuss the third one in Section 5.
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Under the connection sharing mechanism, the gains for the users with no wireless WAN connection are obvious. However, even the users with a wireless WAN connection can potentially benefit.
As we describe in greater detail in Section 5, when users are receiving same data, (e.g., as participants in a multicast discussion), the connection sharing results in a better QoS. The bandwidth
requirement for the transmission of all the layers of a multimedia object3 is usually much higher
than the capacity of a single wireless WAN connection. However, if they collaborate and use the
aggregate bandwidth of (some of) their connections for the layered multimedia transmission, the
video quality can be increased dramatically.
For other cases of sharing a connection with a user without one, the owner may receive financial
benefits through a renting or rewarding mechanism. A user may lend a part of her connection,
depending on the bandwidth availability and the bandwidth requirements of the flow that need
to be served. So, pricing issues may have an important effect on the system operation. A variety
of different pricing arrangements4 depending on the setup and the users’ relation (i.e., degrees
of collaboration) are possible and make connection sharing desirable, despite the cost and power
consumption requirements of keeping them active. The relatively high power consumption when
transmitting data may constrain the deployment of connection sharing. On the other hand, the
power consumption for wireless modems is decreasing and the number of electrical outlets in places
where we expect the system to be used (such as conference rooms, trains, airports) is increasing.
Note, also, that wide-area wireless generally is more expensive (subscription fees, at least) than the
local-area one (e.g., infrared, Bluetooth, WaveLAN, etc.). Thus, if someone, while moving, uses
the network infrequently, “leasing” a temporary gateway is more efficient.
In this work, we concentrate on the basic components of the architecture and study its performance. The contribution of this paper is the design of a novel system that provides dynamic
resource sharing among collaborating hosts. The four main components of the system are: admission control at the gateways, a mechanism that assists hosts to select a gateway while ensuring
load (i.e., traffic) balancing across the gateways, traffic measurement mechanism at each gateway,
and the gateway availability announcement mechanism. We present performance measurements of
the system through simulation results. Specifically, we consider a time snapshot in which a fixed
number of gateways provide their wireless WAN connection to serve hosts in the wireless LAN that
request access. The requests correspond to various services and generate control and data traffic
in the wireless LAN and at the gateway connections. We measure the bandwidth utilization (and
the gains from statistical multiplexing) and the packet dropping rates at each gateway connection.
We found that the bandwidth utilization varies from 21% to 82% and the dropping rates from
0% to 10% depending on the traffic model characteristics. The traffic overhead due to the control
messages exchanged in order to enable the sharing is very low. It contributes around 0.9 kb/s to
1.8 kb/s to the wireless LAN (compared to the wireless LAN bandwidth capacity that ranges from
1.2 Mb/s to 6 Mb/s depending on the technology). Finally, the selection mechanism that the hosts
use to choose a gateway achieves load balancing across the gateways. The load balancing metric,
as defined in Eq.1, ranges from 1.7% to 4.6% (with 0% “perfect” load balancing).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss related work. Section
3
The design of tools for video conferencing services, conference controller and QoS control mechanism is the focus
of papers such as [6], [7]. L. Wu et al [8] and S. Floyd et al [9] investigate the layered video transmission.
4
An example of such pricing arrangement would be a “bandwidth co-op” scheme.

4

3 gives an overview of the connection sharing system. Section 3.1 describes the measurement of
the gateway traffic and the announcement policy. In Section 3.2 we present the gateway selection
mechanism that ensures load balancing across the gateways. Section 3.3 discusses the admission
control policy at the gateways and Section 3.4 evaluates the protocol overhead. Section 4 presents
simulation results. Finally, in Section 5 we summarize our conclusions and discuss directions for
future work.

2

Related Work

There has been work on the deployment of a combination of wireless networks of different technologies. For example, M. Stemm and R.H. Katz [10] considered a hierarchy of network interfaces
that included combination of wireless network interfaces, spanning in-room, in-building, campus,
metropolitan and regional cell sizes. Their main objective was to enable a user to roam among
multiple wireless networks in a manner that was transparent to applications and reduce the handoff
disruption. They were focused on performance issues for vertical handoffs, i.e., handoffs between
base stations that were using different wireless network technologies. The MosquitoNet project
[11] addressed the multiple connectivity management on mobile hosts, i.e., the need to support
multiple packet delivery methods simultaneously and the use of multiple network devices for both
availability and efficiency reasons. Multiple interfaces were not available at any point in time, just
the “best” interface that is selected according to a specific policy. Goals similar to those of Stanford’s MosquitoNet, InfoPad and Daidalus project (e.g., [12]), were also discussed in [13]. While
these groups focused more on mobile IP implementations, J. Inouye et al [13] were dealing more
with dynamic reconfiguration policies.
There is a large amount of work focused on routing protocols to support mobility and some on
ad hoc mobile networks [14], [15], [16], [17], and [18]. S. Lee and A. Campbell [19] presented a
signaling system for supporting quality of service in mobile ad hoc networks. It has been designed to
support the delivery of adaptive real-time services and includes fast session reservation, restoration
and adaptation algorithms between source/destination pairs.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no paper in the wireless environment we describe
that allows collaborating hosts to share their WWAN connections to increase the data availability
and QoS while guarantee a load balancing across the gateways. Under this network connection
sharing framework, we would like to exploit further the nature of collaborative applications that
support scalable, multimedia, streaming data, such as layered video.

3

Overview of the Connection Sharing

Before proceeding with the overview of the connection sharing system, let us state our assumptions
for the setup:
•

In general, laptops and base stations can operate in the system as gateways. In this setup,
we assume that all the gateways are laptops with wireless WAN connections of the same
5
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Figure 2: Overview of the communication protocol that enables network connection sharing.
bandwidth. The system is not restricted to support only hosts with the same bandwidth
capabilities or to support only laptops, but we assume this for simplicity of exposition.
•

A host may leave the multicast group or stop acting as a gateway without prior notification.

•

The system treats all the gateways uniformly. There is no “bias” or restriction factor for the
selection of a gateway other than the traffic load on that gateway5 . As we describe in Section
3.2 we aim at a sharing which guarantees load balancing across the gateways.

•

There is a routing protocol that enables the communication in the wireless LAN.

As we mention in Section 1 and illustrate in Figures 1 and 2, hosts create a wireless LAN dynamically
and communicate in order to collaborate and share their network connections. They communicate
by sending messages and listening to a well known multicast address. They multicast requests for
accessing the Internet. The gateways multicast announcements of their measured traffic load and
availability. In order a gateway to share its wireless WAN connection with a host, for a given flow,
the gateway needs to decide if there are sufficient resources. For that, an admission control takes
place6 . We would like to emphasize that the need for admission control depends on the resource
sharing/renting characteristics. For network connection sharing without any guarantees, the host
5

A possible extension would be to generalize the selection policy to enable the user to define preferences or
restrictions in the choice of the gateway.
6
Note that the control messages of the admission control are unicast via the wireless LAN.

6

may operate temporarily as gateway in a best-effort fashion. In such case no admission control is
required. However, if there is a pricing mechanism that charges the user who “rents” the resource,
then some form of admission control is needed.
Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the communication protocol that takes place among the group
members and enables the connection sharing. For example, host G requests an access over the Internet for flow α with peak rate rα . It queries for available gateway by sending a Request Access
multicast message. As we describe in Section 3.1, the gateways (e.g., hosts A and E) announce the
measured traffic on their WWAN link. G waits for time Tc to collect the gateway announcements
and selects a gateway. Let us assume that it selects gateway A. Then, it sends directly to A a Request Admission message to share its wireless WAN connection. In this unicast message, it includes
the peak rate of the flow, rα . Upon receiving a Request Admission, the gateway decides to accept
or refuse to serve the flow. It sends the decision to G and host G sends back an acknowledgement.
We would like to discuss in more detail the main components of the system:
1.

Traffic load estimation of a gateway, i.e., the bandwidth utilization of the wireless WAN
connection over a sampling period (in Section 3.1).

2.

The gateway policy for announcing traffic load (in Section 3.1).

3.

The criteria the hosts use to select a gateway (in Section 3.2).

4.

The admission control mechanism at the gateway (in Section 3.3).

There are some additional architectural issues closely related to the security mechanism and the
pricing arrangement for realizing the network connection sharing or leasing. In this work, we
concentrate on the basic components of the architecture. The security and pricing issues are topics
of future work.

3.1

Measurement and Announcement of Gateway Traffic

Each gateway is capable of estimating periodically the load of the wireless WAN. It computes an
average load every sampling period S (few hundrends of ms). The most recent estimated average
load is the value of the traffic load that a gateway announces.
There are two possible announcement policies for the gateway traffic load:
•

Policy I: The gateway periodically (every Ta sec) multicasts its traffic load to the group.

•

Policy R: The gateway multicasts its estimated traffic load (that corresponds to the last
sampling) only in response to Request Access message.

The purpose of announcing the traffic load is to let the hosts know about the available gateways
and select the appropriate gateway to share its connection to the Internet. As we discuss further
in Section 3.2, the selection assists in load balancing the traffic across the gateways. We need
7

to emphasize that the selection of the gateway is not an admission control mechanism. It only
indicates the gateway the querier should contact for admission control. In the future, we plan to
include pricing information in these announcement messages as part of a pricing mechanism. This
would enable a “leasing” or “bandwidth co-op” scheme for the network connection sharing.

3.2

Gateway Selection Mechanism

As we mentioned a host may request access to the Internet for a specific service. For that it selects
a gateway, by listening the multicast announcements of the gateways of their estimated traffic load.
The selection has to ensure some load balancing requirements across the gateways. In this work,
the load balancing criteria is the reduction of the maximum difference in the average load over a
time period (snapshot), τ , across the gateways. More specifically, the load balancing metric we
consider is
σ =

maxi {Li (τ ) } − mini {Li (τ )}
∗ 100%
b

(1)

where Li (τ ) is the average traffic measured at the gateway i over the time interval τ and b is the
bandwidth capacity of the gateway connection (i.e., bandwidth of wireless WAN link).
We assume no knowledge of the arrivals of future request or their duration. The problem of
minimizing σ is a hard one, due to its on-line nature and the burstiness of traffic. We suggest
a greedy algorithm and show (through simulation results) that we can achieve a fairly balanced
system for different types of traffic. A host that requests access to the Internet chooses the least
loaded gateway, based on the traffic load value included in the most recent announcement that the
gateways have sent.
The low operational cost, its simplicity and its good performance make the greedy algorithm an
attractive choice for the system. We investigate its performance through simulations for a variety of
traffic models such as the the Exponential and the Pareto distributions. For both Exponential and
Pareto distributions the greedy algorithm performs well: σ ranges from 1.7% to 4.6% (as defined
in Eq.1). Section 4 presents the traffic models and the results in detail.
Lastly, we would like to comment that, in general, Eq.1 is not a representative metric for load
balancing, since it does not capture the potential skewness of the load across the gateways. It has
been used mostly to express a “fairness” criteria. However, in cases that its value is very small, as
it is in our simulations, it also ensures that the system is load balanced.

3.3

Admission Control Mechanism

The gateway may provide some service guarantees to ensure that sufficient resources are available to
serve the flows. For that, the system applies admission control. The criteria to choose an admission
control mechanism are:
•

low complexity, easy implementation and low operational cost
8

•

high bandwidth utilization

•

designed for adaptive, real-time applications that can tolerate variance in packet delays and
some packet loss.

Notice that due to the dynamic nature of the system where gateways may “walk away”, strict QoS
guarantees cannot be made. An admission control with strict QoS guarantees does not match with
the characteristics of this system. The admission control algorithm we choose for the system is
the “Measured Sum” algorithm [20] 7 . The “Measured Sum” algorithm has low operational cost,
promises high bandwidth utilization and does not make strict guarantees.
In the Measured Sum algorithm, each gateway uses measurement to estimate the load of existing
traffic and it admits the new flow requested by a host if
v̂ + rα ≤ u ∗ β

(2)

where u is a user-defined utilization target, β the bandwidth capabilities of the gateway, v̂ the
measured load of existing traffic, and rα the rate requested by flow α.
As mentioned in Section 3, each gateway is capable of estimating periodically the load of the
connection (a point-to-point link) via which it accesses the Internet. Specifically, it computes an
average load every sampling period S. At the end of a measurement window Tm , the gateway
uses the highest average from the just ended Tm as the load estimate for the next Tm window.
When a new flow is admitted to the network, the estimate is increased by the parameters of the
new request to reflect the worst-cast expectations, and then restart the measurement window.
If a newly computed average is above the estimate, the estimate is immediately raised to the
new average. At the end of every Tm , the estimate is adjusted to the actual load measured in
the previous Tm . As expected, a smaller S gives higher maximal averages, resulting in a more
conservative admission control algorithm. A larger Tm keeps longer measurement history, again
resulting in a more conservative admission control algorithm (as we illustrate through simulations
in Section 4, Table 4).
If a flow is admitted, it is served by that gateway until its completion or termination due to
the gateway or host leave. In the case, a flow is rejected, the querier merely drops it, as opposed
to queue it and retry later. That is, the system performs in a “drop call loss” fashion rather than
“drop call retry”.
In Section 4, we run simulations to investigate the performance of “Measured Sum” in this
system.

3.4

Connection Sharing Protocol Overhead

The overhead of the protocol is due to the control messages that are exchanged for the resource
sharing. It includes traffic announcements (in respect to I or R policy), the request for access (i.e.,
7
Sugih Jamin et al [20] discussed several measurement-based admission control algorithms. Our paper has benefited
from this work.
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Request Access) and the admission control (i.e., Request Admission, Accept/Reject, and Ack)
messages. Note that these messages contribute only to the traffic of the wireless LAN.
P
Let us notate as Bproto
, where P ∈ {I, R}, the average overhead in bandwidth, as ng the
average number of gateways that participate in the system (simultaneously), pkt the packet size8 ,
b the bandwidth of the gateway connection, and f the aggregate (i.e., generated from all the
participants) flow interarrival time.
P
P
= Breqacc + Badm + Bannc
Bproto

where Breqacc =

1∗pkt
f

and Badm =

3∗pkt
f .

The overhead of the announcement policy is:
(

P
Bannc

=

(3)

ng ∗pkt
f
ng ∗pkt
Ta

if P=R
if P=I

As it was expected, the difference in the overhead depends on the interval values and the aggregate
flow interarrival time. Note also that the flow across the gateways will not saturate the wireless
B−Bproto
. From this, we can compute the maximum
LAN bandwidth network as long as ng ≤
b
max
number of gateways in the group , ng ,
ng ≤

ng ≤

4pkt
f
pkt
f

⇒ nmax
=b
g

4∗pkt
Ta
pkt
b + Ta

⇒ nmax
=b
g

B−
b+

B−

B−
b+

B−

4pkt
f
c
pkt
f

4∗pkt
Ta
c
pkt
b + Ta

if P = R

(4)

if P = I

(5)

From Eqs. 5 and 4, given a typical range of values of B, b, f and Ta , we see that
.
term in determining the value of nmax
g

4

B
b

is the dominant

Simulation Results

We consider a time snapshot in which a fixed number of gateways operate. Hosts request access
to the Internet from the gateways. The requests correspond to various services and generate
data traffic, i.e., flows, in the wireless LAN and at the gateway connections. We use the ns-2
simulator [21] to quantify the performance of the system. The performance measurements include
the bandwidth utilization and the packet dropping rates at each gateway connection, the protocol
overhead and the load balancing characteristics across the gateways. The simulation is parametrized
on: the source flow traffic model (T raf M ), the bandwidth and total link delay of the wireless
WAN connection (BWW W AN , T DelayW LAN , respectively), the bandwidth and total link delay
of the wireless LAN (BWW LAN , T DelayW LAN , respectively), the simulation time (SimT ), the
measurement time (M easT ), the number of gateways (ng ), the aggregate (i.e., generated from all
8

For simplicity of exposition, we assume control and data packets of equal size (i.e., 100 bytes).
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the participants) flow interarrival time (F int), the aimed bandwidth utilization of the gateway
connection (U tilp), the interval size (Tm ) and sampling period (S) for measuring the traffic at the
gateway connection.
First we describe the simulation parameters and the motivations for their values. The hosts
generate homogeneous data traffic, i.e., of the same type (CBR, Pareto or Exponential) and flow
interarrival time. Our main focus is on Pareto and Exponential data traffic, since they more accurately simulate the actual measured traffic. We, also, run a few tests on CBR data traffic. W.
Willinger et al [22] modeled measured Ethernet LAN traffic9 with well known ON/OFF source
models, such as Pareto. In [23], they showed that network traffic often exhibits long-range dependence (LRD), with the implications that congested periods can be quite long and a slight increase
in the number of active connections can result in large increase in the packet loss rate. Each Pareto
traffic does not itself generate LRD. But, the aggregation of Pareto traffic results in LRD.
•

Exponential (T raf M = E): ON/OFF model with exponentially distributed ON and OFF
times. During each ON period, an exponentially distributed random number of packets are
generated at fixed rate p packet/s, with an average OFF time, IdleT (ms), and an average
ON time BurstT (ms).

•

Pareto distribution (T raf M = P): during each ON period of the Pareto flow, packets are
generated at peak rate p packet/s, an average burst BurstT (ms) and an average idle time
IdleT (ms). According to [22], the shape parameter of the Pareto distributed OFF and ON
times covers the interval (1, 2). The shape-parameter-estimate of the OFF period stays mostly
below 1.5.
In our simulations, the shape parameter for both the ON and OFF periods is 1.2.

Emerging, third generation networks, investigated in Europe under the umbrella term UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telephone Services) [4] aim at supporting user bit rates of up to 144 kb/s with
wide mobility and coverage and upto 2 Mb/s with local mobility and coverage. This is said to be
the 3rd generation wireless system. Currently, there is the 2.5(!) generation which is the result
of evolution of the 2nd generation to 100 kb/s data capability. We simulate the wireless WAN
connection as a link of bandwidth of 100 kb/s and total link delay in the range of 100 ms or 165
ms [24] and [5]. The total link delay (T Delay) is the sum of MAC delay (driver), link layer delay
and propagation delay.
The wireless LAN in our testbed is RadioLAN [25] or WaveLAN [2]. We run some actual tests
to estimate their bandwidth capabilities. The tests involve two laptops, each with a PCMCIA card,
indoors, placed in a distance varying from 2 − 30 meters. These two hosts are the only participants
of the wireless LAN. The measurements include ftp transfer and bandwidth estimation of a link
using pathchar [26] and hop speed [27]. The highest value of the RadioLAN link (i.e., between
the two laptops) capacity measured was 5.8 Mb/s, running the ftp transfer test10 . The hop speed
estimates the bandwidth to be 4.8 Mb/s. We repeat the tests for the WaveLAN. Using hop speed,
9

This data set includes traffic due to applications, such as ftp, e-mail, WWW and Mbone [22].
We repeat 10 ftp transfers of a large, mpeg-1 file of 33.5 MB from one host to another. The 5.8 Mb/s corresponds
to the average bit rate of these tests.
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we found the bandwidth of the link to be 1.2 Mb/s. In our simulations, the wireless LAN has a
bandwidth of 2 Mb/s, link delay of 64 us and CSMA/CA Mac layer.
We assume no failures or disconnection occur during the snapshot of the test. The group size
and the number of gateways remain fixed during that period, i.e., there are no changes due to
gateway arrivals or leaves. We experiment with ng values of 3 and 10. In all the simulations, the
announcement policy used is R. Also, in all the simulations, the aggregate flow interarrival time
follows an exponential distribution. The aimed bandwidth utilization of the gateway connection is
95%. Throughout the tests, the packet size is fixed at 100 bytes and the buffer size at the gateway
connection is fixed at 160 packets.
The measurement time (M easT ) indicates when we start measuring the link utilization and
the dropping rates. As recommended in [20] Pareto ON/OFF sources require a longer warmup
period and a longer simulation time for the LRD effect to be seen, thus we run them (if not
otherwise specified) for SimT = 18000 s and M easT = 10000 s. The Exponential sources run for
SimT = 3000 s and M easT = 1500 s.
CBR Traffic
The CBR has rate 64 kb/s. The snapshot of the test is [1500 s, 3000 s]. The aggregate flow
interarrival mean is 600 ms. The holding time of the flows follow Pareto distribution with mean of
300 s and shape parameter 2.5. Table 1 presents the measurements on the bandwidth utilization
of the wireless WAN. In both the cases the packet dropping rate in the gateway link is 0%.
Num Gateways
10
3

Utilization (%)
63.9, 63.4, 63.3, 63, 63.2, 63.7, 63.2, 63.4, 63, 63.6
64, 63.4, 63.4

Table 1: CBR traffic (bitrate=64 kb/s), fint = 0.6 s, HoldTPmean =300 s, Gateway
(T DelayW W AN = 165 ms, BWW W AN = 100 k/bs), pkt = 100 bytes, U tilp=95%
We obtain the confidence interval [28] for the average bandwidth utilization of each gateway,
the packet dropping rates and the load balancing metric σ (as defined in Eq. 1), for a system with
Pareto and Exponential traffic. The wireless LAN consists of 6 hosts, 3 of them act as gateways.
Each gateway connection has a bandwidth capacity of 100 kb/s and the total link delay is 165
ms. The measuring interval time is Tm =3 s and the sampling period is S = 400 ms. We repeat
64 times the simulation of the Pareto case, and 100 times the Exponential case, each time with a
different seed. The two cases differ only in the data traffic model and the flow holding time; In the
Exponential case the generated flows follow an Exponential distribution with peak rate of 64 kb/s,
average bursty time of 312 ms and idle time of 325 ms. The holding time follows an Exponential
distribution, HoldTE with mean equal to HoldTEmean =300 s. In the Pareto case, the traffic follows
a Pareto distribution with peak rate of 64 kb/s, shape parameter of 1.2, mean bursty time equal
to 312 ms and mean idle time of 325 ms. The holding time for Pareto traffic, HoldTP follows a
Pareto distribution with an average of HoldTPmean =300 s and shape parameter equal to 2.5 [29],
[30].
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Before proceeding with the exposition of our results, let us first show how we measure the load
balancing metric σ (as defined in Eq.1) in the simulations: At the end of each test, we compute
the average utilization of each gateway connection over [M easT, SimT ], Li ([M easT, SimT ]), for
i = 1, 2, 3. From that, we find the maximum difference in the traffic across the 3 gateways and
compute σ with respect to Eq.1. We repeat the tests 64 times for the Pareto case and 100 times for
the Exponential case, each time with different seed. From these values, we compute the confidence
interval for the load balancing metric.
Pareto Traffic Case
In Table 2, we illustrate, for each gateway, the packet dropping rate and link bandwidth utilization.
We run simulations for aggregate flow interarrival mean (F int) of 600 ms or 6 s. The 99% confidence
interval for the load balancing of the system, σ (as defined in Eq.1), is [1.63%, 2.52%] when F int
is 600 ms and [3.4%, 4.6%] when F int is 6 s.
The packet dropping rate is very high (e.g., around 10% when F int =0.6 s). As already
mentioned, the queue at each gateway connection is 160 packets or 16KB. We conjecture that 11 ,
in our simulations, Pq , where
Pq =

k1
βqα−1

(6)

shows how the packet losses behave on a queue of size βq . In Eq.6, k1 is a constant and α is the
shape parameter of the Pareto traffic (equal to 1.2). By increasing the queue size (βq ) by 32% (i.e.,
βq is equal to 512KB), the packet losses are cut in half to 5%.
Confidence Interval for Pareto Traffic (99%)
Aggregate Gateway 1
Gateway 2
Gateway 3
Fint
Link Utilization (%)
Link Utilization (%)
Link Utilization (%)
0.6 s
[81.14, 82.08]
[80.81, 81.62]
[80.49, 81.24]
6s
[64.7, 65.8]
[63.3, 64.7]
[62.6, 64.0]
Pkt. Dropping Rate (%)
Pkt. Dropping Rate (%)
Pkt. Dropping Rate (%)
0.6 s
[9.62, 10.23]
[9.64, 10.29]
[9.53, 10.12]
6s
[3.7, 4.1]
[3.4, 3.9]
[3.3, 3.7]
Table 2: Pareto Traffic(64 kb/s, IdleT = 325 ms, BurstT = 315 ms), Gateway (T DelayW W AN =
165 ms, BWW W AN = 100 kb/s), pkt = 100 bytes, U tilp = 0.95
Exponential Traffic Case
In Table 3 we illustrate, for each gateway, the packet dropping rate and link bandwidth utilization.
The aggregate flow interarrival mean is 600 ms. The 99% confidence interval of the load balancing
of the system, σ (as defined in Eq.1), is [1.71%, 2.12%].
Therefore, in both the Pareto and Exponential case, the greedy algorithm performs well: The
σ ranges from 1.7% to 4.6% (with 0% “perfect” load balancing).
11

After a discussion that we had with Prof. Predrag Jelenkovic.
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Confidence Interval for Exponential Traffic (99%)
Gateway 1
Gateway 2
Gateway 3
Link Utilization (%)
Link Utilization (%)
Link Utilization (%)
[66.68, 69.13]
[65.85, 68.04]
[65.32, 67.63]
Dropping Pkt. Rate (%)
Dropping Pkt. Rate (%)
Dropping Pkt. Rate (%)
0
3 ∗ 10−3
2 ∗ 10−3
Table 3: Exponential traffic (peak=64 kb/s), Gateway (T DelayW W AN = 165 ms, BWW W AN =
100 kb/s), pkt=100 bytes, F int = 0.6 s
The results in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that the admission control aggressively schedule the
Pareto flows, which results to higher bandwidth utilization, in the cost of higher packet dropping
rates (LRD effect). In some tests, the dropping rate is around 10%, which is an “unacceptable”
level for many services. In the case of Exponential flows, keeping the same F int, the bandwidth
utilization is lower than in Pareto case with, also, lower packet losses.

(Tm ,S)
(60,400)
(30,400)
(3,400)

Performance over Time Intervals (Tm (s), S (ms) )
Link Utilization (%)
Load Balancing (%)
Dropping Pkt. Rates (%)
[30.74, 31.43]
[2.29, 3.52]
[0.0676, 0.12]
[36.49, 37.28]
[2.61, 3.76]
[0.19, 0.28]
[80.81, 81.62]
[1.63, 2.52]
[9.64, 10.29]

Table 4: Pareto traffic(peak=64 kb/s, IdleT = 325 ms, BurstT = 315 ms), Gateway
(T DelayW W AN = 165 ms, BWW W AN = 100 kb/s), pkt = 100 bytes, HoldTPmean = 300 s,
F int =600 ms
Table 4 shows the packet dropping rates and link utilization for a range of values of Tm . Table
4, also, includes the load balancing measurements of the system. As we expect, by increasing the
interval Tm and keeping the sampling period fixed, the admission control policy becomes more
conservative, since the gateway uses now a longer time period for its traffic measurement. As
we describe in Section 3.3, the gateway estimates its load as the maximum over the averages
(that it computes for each sample during that period). For larger Tm the system estimates a
higher utilization and therefore becomes more conservative. As expected, it results in lower packet
dropping rates.
Let us compute the protocol overhead in the wireless LAN for ng of 3 and 10. As before, the
announcement policy is R. As it appears in Eq.3, the overhead depends on the aggregate flow
interarrival mean. For an aggregate flow interarrival mean of 6 s, and packet size of 100 bytes, the
traffic overhead contributes 0.93 kb/s to the wireless LAN. Similarly, for a system with 10 gateways,
the protocol overhead is 1.86 kb/s 12 .
12

For an aggregate flow interarrival with mean equal to 600 ms, the protocol overhead increases by exactly a factor
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Future Work and Conclusions

In summary, in this paper we present a framework that enables collaborating, mobile hosts to
share their network connections in order to increase their QoS and data availability. We discuss the
basic components of the system and illustrate their performance through simulation results. The
connection sharing across the hosts is characterized by a bandwidth utilization that varies from
21% − 82% and a packet dropping rate from 0% − 10% depending on the system parameters (as
we described in Section 4). The gateway selection mechanism, in both cases, achieves load (i.e.,
traffic) balancing across the gateways. The greedy algorithm performs well: the load balancing
metric, as defined in Eq.1, ranges from 1.7 to 4.6% (with 0% “perfect” load balancing).
As mentioned in Section 1, the reduction in the transmission of replicated data is a motivation
for the connection sharing. As we illustrate in the following scenario, this results in better utilization
of the bandwidth of the wireless WAN connections. In Figure 1, users need to teleconference with
colleagues over the Internet. We assume the support of layered multimedia data sources. User
A joins the multicast discussion. Due to her low bit wireless WAN connection, he cannot receive
more than one layer of the video stream. So, she listens to the first channel that transmits the
first layer of the video (e.g., S1 ). Later, user E joins the discussion. Similarly, E can also afford
only one layer of video. However, instead of listening to the first channel that corresponds to the
first layer of the video, she listens to the second one (as soon she becomes aware of A). Due to the
dependencies across the layers, most scalable compression schemes require the receiver to decode
all the layers. Therefore, they forward to each other the layer just received by the multicast. Both
A and E decode the two layers and the video quality increases substantially. This idea can be
extended as more users (e.g., host B) join the multicast discussion. Notice that if both A and E
broadcast the layer S1 and S2 respectively, all the remaining hosts in the ad hoc network will be
able to receive both the two layers. A similar scenario takes place in case of channels with different
source.
We have implemented a prototype that operates as a multicast application. It runs as a multicast
application and it is user-oriented. The users issue requests for Internet access by sending multicast
messages to the ad hoc group. The users with available network connection can view the requests
and may explicitly select the ones to respond to (as described in Section 3). We are in the process
of extending it using a more generic approach that requires less interaction from the user. We
consider possible extension of the IGMP-v3 and ICMP router advertisements. Currently most of
the multicast routers support IGMP-v2 [31]. IGMP-v3 provides the additional capability of joining
a multicast group for a specific source. In this paper, we describe a slightly more general case,
in which join takes place in per “channel” or multimedia layer basis. In addition, an extension of
the protocols will be required to support multiple routers servicing simultaneously in a LAN (i.e.,
listening to different multicast groups).
Another feature that we plan to include is a pricing protocol that will enable “leasing” or “bandwidth co-op” schemes and in the same time provide some protection from malicious participants.
In addition, we would like to investigate ways in which the local wireless LAN configures itself
efficiently (e.g., with low overhead).
of 10.
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Abstract
The exponential growth of the Internet combined with the
increasing popularity of streaming audio and video content
are pushing Internet bandwidth constraints to their limits.
Methods of managing and more efficiently utilizing the existing bandwidth are becoming increasingly vital. Multicasting Internet content, especially streaming audio and video,
can provide enormous bandwidth savings. A decade of efforts at deploying multicast combined with the rising need
for better traffic management for bandwidth-hungry audio
and video applications has led to significant momentum for
multicast implementation. One of the remaining barriers
to widespread adoption of multicast in the Internet is the
lack of multicast monitoring and debugging tools. To address this need we introduce MHealth, a graphical, near
real-time multicast monitoring tool. MHealth utilizes existing tools to collect comprehensive data about Real-Time
Protocol (RTP) based streaming audio/video sessions. By
using a combination of application-level protocol data for
participant information and a multicast route tracing tool
for topology information, MHealth is able to present a multicast tree's topology and information about the quality of
received data.

1. Introduction
Recent exponential growth in the Internet has brought
the total number of connected people up to 70 million at the
end 1998. In addition to the shear volume of new users, the
amount of the data transfered has grown as more applications use innovative media like hypertext, pictures, audio,
video, etc. One of the most significant examples of applications that are more bandwidth-intensive are those that use
streaming media. The net result is that an increase in both
the number of users and the amount of data transfered has
 This work has been supported in part by a research grant from Cisco
Systems Inc. through the University of California MICRO Program.
y This work was performed as part of David Makofske's Masters Thesis
at the University of California, Santa Barbara.

produced considerable strain on the existing Internet. This
has led to a number of highly publicized recent network and
server failures when major events such as political scandals, international crises, or entertainment events attracted
users to request streaming audio/video content en mass. The
growth trends suggest these events, and the congestion they
cause, will continue to grow.
Wide area bandwidth is clearly not keeping up with customer demand. Furthermore, the ability of end stations to
send/receive increasing volumes of data will only increase.
All of this can be coupled with the rapidly increasing bandwidth capacities in the “last-mile”, one of the few remaining
bottlenecks helping to restrict user data flow into the Internet. As computers become faster, and cable modems and
digital subscriber lines (DSL) become more common, Internet congestion will only become worse. Methods must
be implemented to manage and utilize the existing Internet
bandwidth more efficiently. Bandwidth management takes
many forms, such as moving the content closer to the requesters (caching and replication), more conservative sending techniques (request aggregation), and increasing the
functionality provided by the routers (multicast and quality
of service techniques).
Multicast offers a compelling model for streaming audio and video. This is especially true when it is used in
broadcast-style applications, i.e. where a pre-recorded or
live multimedia stream is sent to many receivers simultaneously. In contrast to unicast, which sends from a single source to a single destination, multicast allows a source
to send data once to a subset of interested receivers. The
source sends packets to a multicast group address, and the
network routers replicate the packets when the paths to the
receivers diverge. Each multicast-enabled router ensures
that packets flow on the correct links to reach all of the
receivers who have joined that multicast address. When a
streaming media broadcast is sent with unicast there is a
high redundancy of data transfer on each network link, but
with multicast, a single stream is likely to never traverse

MHealth is able to discover and display the full network
tree distribution and delivery quality. MHealth also provides data logging functionality for the purpose of isolating
and analyzing network faults.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work in the field of multicast network monitoring and MBone data analysis. Section 3 introduces the MHealth tool, discussing its design, implementation, and some observational analysis. Section 4 evaluates the effectiveness and issues of MHealth, and section 5
presents future work. Section 6 summarizes the work and
presents conclusions.

the same network link more than once. With high quality
MPEG at several Mbps per stream, this would greatly reduce the load on the server and the network, especially as
the number of receivers increased into the hundreds, thousands, or more. Depending on the location and number of
receivers, the bandwidth saved with multicast over unicast
can be many orders of magnitude.
Despite the conceptual simplicity of multicast and its obvious benefits, its implementation is difficult. After almost
a decade of research and implementation efforts, multicast
has been deployed as the research-oriented Multicast Backbone (MBone)[1, 2]. It is only beginning to be deployed
by Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and used by serviceoriented companies. However, the growing popularity of
real-time audio and video traffic and the aforementioned
network failures have created a compelling business justification for multicast. Organizations such as the IP Multicast Initiative (IPMI) have been working to educate consumers about the benefits of multicast, and major ISPs such
as UUNet and Sprint have been implementing and promoting multicast as a network service. Broadcast.com, a leading provider of streaming media content on the Web, has
been actively encouraging the use of multicast, and commercial tools such as Real Network's RealVideo and Microsoft's NetShow are now multicast enabled. Most router
manufacturers now include multicast capabilities as a standard feature on their routers.
Many ISPs are still reluctant to enable multicast on their
networks, however, because of its complexity and fundamental differences from unicast. There are few tools available for monitoring and debugging multicast networks, and
the tools that do exist are understood by only a few experts.
In addition, many of the current tools mimic unicast tools,
and provide information on a single end-to-end path from a
source to a receiver instead of the entire multicast tree. Others concentrate on individual participant information only
and ignore the routes entirely. There is a strong need for
multicast debugging and monitoring tools that are graphical, intuitive to use, and display multicast as a one-to-many
network architecture. While some tools for multicast monitoring exist, there are no tools which work in today's Internet and provide both tree visualization and distribution
quality feedback in near real-time. As more and more companies and ISPs activate multicast in their networks, this
will become an increasingly critical need.
This paper describes MHealth, the Multicast Health
Monitor, which is a graphical, near real-time multicast monitoring tool. MHealth handles the unique characteristics
of multicast traffic by collecting a comprehensive set of
data about an MBone session. By using a combination
of application level protocol data about group participants,
and a multicast route tracing tool for topology information,

2. Related Work
There are a number of existing tools for monitoring,
debugging, and analyzing multicast traffic and data flow.
These tools have mostly evolved out of a need to debug connectivity problems and multicast routing bugs. As multicast
has evolved into more of a commercial service, these tools
have begun to lose some of their utility. Today's system administrators need tools more suited for identifying whether
multicast traffic and trees are “healthy”, i.e. whether a
group's traffic is of acceptable quality and whether traffic
is reaching all of the group's members and no one else.
One of the most important tools in use today is
mtrace[3], a multicast version of traceroute. Mtrace works
by starting at the receiver and traces the reverse path back
to the source. The reverse path is used since this is how
group members are added to the group; receivers send join
requests toward the source using the path the receiver would
use to reach the source. Mtrace is one of the primary data
sources used by MHealth to visualize a multicast tree, and
will be discussed in detail later in the paper.
Several tools provide statistics based on Real-Time
(Control) Protocol (RT(C)P)[4] packets. The MBone
vat tool is one of the primary MBone audio tools and
it uses RTCP packets to create a list of group members. RTPmon[5] collects and displays this information
along with real-time statistics about packet loss and jitter. Mlisten[6] uses RTCP packets to collect and archive
group statistics for all MBone groups advertised through
sdr. MultiMON[7] monitors the multicast traffic on a local network segment and provides graphs on traffic type and
amounts.
In addition to these tools, there are several SNMP-based
management tools. Merit Network has developed a suite of
tools including: mstat, mrtree, and mview. Mstat[8] allows
an SNMP-enabled router to be queried for information,
including routing tables and packet statistics. Mrtree[9]
uses cascaded SNMP router queries to provide a text-based
representation of a particular multicast group's topology.
Mview[10] is a tool for visualizing MBone topology as
well as monitoring and collecting mrinfo, mtrace, mstat and
2

mrtree. The topology construction function requires a user
to click on a node and specify one or more information
finding actions. These tools are well-suited for use within
an administrative domain because a system administrator
will have the proper passwords. Unfortunately, the utility
of these tools is somewhat limited in the inter-domain.
Several papers have been published on the analysis and
behavior of multicast groups in the MBone. In work by
Handley, tools were written to log RTP and RTCP packets
and collect mtraces for an MBone session[11]. These were
later used to manually create a picture of the multicast tree
and various statistics about the links in the tree. There were
no results presented in the paper about how these techniques
could be extended to handle real-time operation.
Yajnik, et al. characterize a controlled MBone session
by analyzing packet loss statistics from 11 participating
sites[12]. The data is examined for spatial and temporal correlation. Almeroth and Ammar use mlisten to collect group
membership data for all MBone sessions over an extended
period of time[13]. Analysis efforts focused on modeling
temporal, spatial, inter-session and intra-session characteristics.

As a solution to these problems, real-time streaming
data (both unicast and multicast) typically uses an application level protocol, sometimes called an Application Layer
Framing (ALF)[14] protocol. An ALF protocol can take
the form of a separate protocol layer between the application and the transport layer, or it can be integrated into the
application itself. ALF protocols add important functionality such as reordering and packet timing on top of UDP's
sequence numbers and port multiplexing services.
One of the most common ALF protocols used for streaming real-time audio and video is the Real Time Protocol
(RTP)[4]. RTP is used in the MBone tools as well as in
several commercial streaming tools. RTP provides payload
type identification, sequence numbering, and timestamping
on top of UDP. RTP includes a control protocol called the
Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP), which allows for participants in a multicast group to report their membership
and the quality of their reception.
Multicast monitors cannot rely on end-to-end state for
network monitoring the way TCP-based tools can. There
is no transport level connection setup that can be used to
establish the participants in a multicast group. The state
in multicast networks is distributed among the group participants and network elements, so alternative mechanisms
must be utilized to do monitoring. There are two basic entities to gain multicast group information from: the routers,
and the participants themselves. Participants can only provide data at the application level, which is precisely the type
of feedback that RTCP was designed to provide. Routers
can be queried directly by using SNMP or by dumping and
examining their state tables. Although, for security reasons,
this is unlikely to be possible on a end-to-end basis in the
Internet. Routers can also be indirectly queried through a
traceroute-based facility like mtrace. Many existing tools
have relied exclusively on one approach or the other, either
collecting only application level feedback or collecting only
router-based information. Tools that do use both methods
typically display the results separately and do not attempt
to integrate them.

3. The MHealth Tool
In this section we present the MHealth tool. First the
design of MHealth and how it integrates the available data
sources is discussed. The user interface of MHealth is
then presented, and the section concludes with observational analysis of MHealth performance.

3.1. Design
The design of MHealth is such that it necessitates some
background on how streaming audio and video are sent on
a multicast channel. Since multicast transmission for realtime streaming applications is one-to-many, TCP is not a
suitable protocol. Every TCP packet requires an acknowledgment, and requiring many receivers to acknowledge every packet would soon overwhelm the source with acknowledgments. This situation is referred to as ACK implosion. In
order to scale to large number of receivers IP multicast usually uses UDP as its transport protocol. UDP provides a
connectionless service and does not guarantee against lost,
duplicated, or out of order packets. This leaves the issue
of how to send real-time data over multicast without all of
the services of TCP. UDP's connectionless nature means
that without connection-oriented endpoints for data flow, it
is difficult to determine the receivers of a multicast stream
and the routes the data must take to reach them. In addition, real-time data has very specific requirements in terms
of inter-arrival timing beyond what even TCP can provide.
And while data should be delivered as accurately as possible, the real-time nature of streaming media prohibits retransmission of lost packets.

MHealth integrates both application layer data and
router-based information obtained from mtrace into a single monitoring tool. MHealth relies on the application layer
protocol information from RTCP packets to determine the
group membership and the delivery quality (jitter, delay,
and loss) at each participant. Once MHealth has established
a group's participants, the mtrace utility is used to trace the
hops from each receiver to the source. As the point-to-point
topology is established for each receiver, this information
is combined into a tree data structure and graphically displayed. The details of these data sources are now described
in detail.
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For large groups, this could swamp the group with control
information in a manner similar to a group-wide ACK implosion. To avoid this problem, each group member uses an
algorithm to determine an RTCP send interval. This interval
decreases as the group membership increases. In small sessions RTCP packets are usually sent in 5 second intervals,
but the algorithm dictates that the RTCP packet send rate
should not exceed 5% of RTP data bandwidth. Of interest to
the MHealth tool is the granularity at which RTCP packets
are sent. Large groups do not send RTCP reports frequently
and so it is difficult to do quality assessment on a fine granularity. Dealing with large groups will be addressed later in
the paper.
The richness, granularity, and completeness of the data
provided by RTCP make it a logical choice as a data source
for multicast group monitoring and management. Few other
mechanisms provide any kind of information similar to that
provided by RTCP. The RTP specification strongly recommends that all participants send RTCP packets, and most
implementations currently do. It is still possible that not all
RTCP packets are received. Some of the reasons include
firewalls, UDP packet loss, or tools that do not conform to
the RTP specification. However, RTCP packets are the only
way to determine group membership of an MBone session
without dumping router statistics. Currently, RTCP is the
best mechanism available for a tool like MHealth to ascertain group membership information.

3.1.1. Real Time Control Protocol
The Real Time Control Protocol (RTCP) specification is defined as part of the Real Time Protocol (RTP) standard. The
RTP portion of the protocol applies application level framing for real-time data, providing payload type identification,
sequence numbering, and timestamping. The RTCP portion
of the protocol is a periodic transmission of control packets by all participants to all other participants in the session.
In the MBone, RTCP packets are usually sent on the same
multicast address as the RTP data itself, but on a different
UDP port. Typically the data port is an even number, n, and
.
the control port is n
RTCP is described as having four primary functions.
First, it provides feedback on the quality of the data transmitted to the multicast group. This is a critical transport
function of RTP and can be used to develop and implement flow and congestion control, adaptive encoding techniques, and fault diagnostics. Second, RTCP carries a persistent transport-level identifier for an RTP source called the
canonical name. It is used to synchronize data from multiple tools (such as audio and video). Third, RTCP packets
are used by each participant to estimate the group size. This
estimate is important for scaling the RTCP send rate of each
group member. This function helps make RTCP scalable,
and prevents members in large groups from causing congestion solely based on control traffic. The fourth function of
RTCP is for distribution of group membership information.
This is meant to be used in a “loosely controlled” manner,
however, and is not a reliable accounting mechanism.
Each RTCP packet consists of one or more packet sections. The key sections used by MHealth include the following: the sender report, the receiver report, the source
description, and the BYE section. If the packet sender is an
RTP source (as well as a receiver), it will include a sender
report which contains information about the RTP data being
sent. If the packet sender is receiving RTP data from one or
more sources, they will send one receiver report per RTP
data source, up to a maximum of 32. These reports contain reception statistics about each data source. The source
description section contains one or more text elements, including the canonical name, describing the RTCP sender. If
the BYE section is present, it indicates the RTCP sender is
leaving the multicast group. A BYE packet should be the
last RTCP packet heard from a group member, unless they
rejoin the group. Because a BYE packet could be lost, some
mechanism must be used to eventually remove group members. A receiver will “time out” if no RTCP packet has been
heard from the receiver for a reasonable period of time.
In order for RTCP to scale to potentially very large multicast sessions, the send rate for RTCP packets must be controlled. If the amount of RTCP traffic was not controlled,
it would grow linearly with the number of group members.

+1

3.1.2. Mtrace Utility
Once participants in a multicast session are identified, the
topology must be discovered. The mtrace utility, a multicast version of traceroute, can provide this information[3].
One of the disadvantages of mtrace is that it only gives you
the route from one participant to the source. So MHealth
must perform numerous mtraces, one for each participant
in a session. The tree topology is then constructed by combining the common nodes. Mtrace also provides additional
information such as total multicast packets per hop, groupspecific hop counts, and packet loss per hop. This information is collected and displayed in MHealth.
Although the output from mtrace is clearly analogous to
traceroute output, the underlying tracing mechanism has a
significantly different design. A unicast traceroute sends a
series of packets with increasing Time-to-Live (TTL) values. As the TTL expires at each hop, an Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)[15] packet is returned to the
source. This ICMP packet identifies the router at which the
TTL expired. By listing the series of routers that return
ICMP messages, an estimate of the path from the source
to the destination can be built.
This approach cannot be used in multicast because ICMP
TTL expiration messages are explicitly suppressed. This
is necessary because of the heavy reliance of IP multicast
4

party mtraces, i.e. the initiator need not be the source or
the destination. The IGMP query request header includes
the multicast group address, the source address, the destination (receiver) address, and the response address where the
mtrace data should be returned. In addition to this flexibility, mtrace collects and returns more comprehensive information. Data returned includes (1) the total number of packets received and transmitted on an interface, (2) a groupspecific count of incoming and outgoing packets (if a group
is specified), (3) the multicast routing protocol used, (4)
the TTL required to reach the particular router, and (5) the
explicit error messages when an mtrace cannot complete.
Data for each router is appended to the Request packet.
MHealth relies heavily on mtrace and the data it collects.
A decision early in the prototyping effort led us to run an existing implementation of mtrace and then parse the results.
We believed the complexity of implementing mtrace from
scratch would have been excessive for a prototype. In hindsight, it would have been more efficient and offered better
flexibility because it would not require an installed mtrace
tool.

on TTL scoping. If ICMP messages were not suppressed,
they would likely flood the source of a large group. This
necessitated a different technique for determining the multicast path from a source to a receiver. The approach taken
has been to require all multicast routers to have customized
functionality to respond to multicast trace requests. While
this increases the overhead and complexity of the router, it
does provide an important tool and crucial diagnostic information.
Because of the way multicast trees are constructed, the
tracing mechanisms for multicast are substantially different
than the techniques used for tracing a unicast path. Each
router in a multicast tree does not know who its receivers
are, it merely knows the incoming and outgoing interfaces
that each distinct group and source pair should flow on. This
state is maintained by the multicast routing protocol for intermediate hops, and by the Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP)[16, 17, 18] for the last hop (leaf) router.
As a result, it is not possible to use the unicast traceroute
method of tracing from a source to a particular receiver.
At each router only the outgoing interfaces that the traffic
should flow on is known. Which of those outgoing paths
a given receiver is on cannot be determined. The solution
is to start at the receiver's location, and travel backwards
towards the source. Since each router knows the incoming
interface (from the source) of a group's data, the path can
be determined hop-by-hop from the receiver to the source.
This is called a reverse path lookup.
The reverse path lookup requires that routers be able
to process a special mtrace IGMP Query packet. This
packet is multicast on the ALL-ROUTERS multicast address (224.0.0.2). The last hop router of the receiver identifies that it is the last hop router for a particular Query packet
received and begins an mtrace. The last-hop router appends
its data to the packet; alters the packet type from Query
to Request; and forwards the packet via unicast to the previous router (the incoming interface for the source-group
pair being traced). This continues up the path to the source
until it reaches the router directly connected to the source.
This router realizes the source is directly connected to it,
appends its own information to the packet, alters the packet
type from a Request to a Response. The final packet is then
either sent via unicast or multicast (according to packet field
settings) to the mtrace initiator. If a router along the reverse
path is having trouble contacting the next upstream router,
the mtrace initiator will be sent the trace data up to that
point. If the previous hop router cannot be contacted within
a period of time, the mtrace will timeout and fail.
The added functionality required by the router allows
mtrace to be more flexible and informative than a normal traceroute. One of the most important differences between mtrace and traceroute is that mtrace allows third-

3.1.3. Mtracing Hierarchy
When MHealth was first run on large groups, there were a
fairly significant number of mtrace failures. On further investigation, several problems were isolated which required
different command line options to correct. In many cases,
the sets of options required are orthogonal and cannot be
combined into a single execution of an mtrace. The net
result is an increase in the percentage of mtraces that are
successful.
Up to three different mtraces are attempted for each receiver before MHealth moves on to the next receiver. First,
a standard mtrace from a receiver to the group source is attempted. If it fails, a gateway mtrace is attempted. One of
the major reasons why an initial mtrace fails is because the
Query cannot find the last hop router. A gateway mtrace
solves this problem by explicitly contacting the last hop
router via its unicast IP address rather than attempting to
multicast the mtrace request. However, this requires the
mtrace initiator to know the last hop router. This is determined by doing an mtrace from the machine running
MHealth to the receiver. This discovery mtrace, if successful tells MHealth the IP address of the last hop router.
Finally, if the gateway mtrace fails, a reverse mtrace is
attempted. The idea is that the tree from the source to the
receiver is the same as from the receiver to the source. Although this is not always the case, it is better than having no
route data at all. No statistics can be collected for a reverse
mtrace, because the reverse mtrace only displays statistics
on data flowing from the receiver to the source. By trying these three different mtraces, the successful trace percentage increased substantially. Results showed the average
5
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instead of green to more clearly distinguish them from end
hosts.
Occasionally mtrace will report a negative number of
packets lost, such as -5/265. This -5 indicates that the router
actually received 270 packets out of 265 expected. Extra
packets are probably due to unnecessary router duplication.
Every once in a while, packet duplicates will be significantly larger, possibly suggesting flooding or routing loops
are occurring. An important note is that packet duplication
for any reason can mask loss. That is, -5/265 could mean
that no packets were lost and 5 packets were duplicated, or
it could mean that 10 packets were lost and 15 packets were
duplicated. There is no way to differentiate these two cases.
MHealth always interprets a negative packet loss as no loss.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the MHealth tool. The tool
has displayed a small multicast tree. Once MHealth has
traced all receivers in a session, it loops back to the beginning of the receiver list and continues repeating mtraces to
keep the loss data and routes up to date.
Because mtrace is a point-to-point path discovery tool,
there are some issues in combining its results into a tree.
The first issue is how to deal with different reported packet
statistics for overlapping links in the tree. In this case,
MHealth keeps only the most recent statistics. As each
new mtrace is executed and its results updated in the tree,
it will overwrite any existing hop data on shared tree nodes.
Since all of these receivers have at least one hop in common, some of the data overwritten will be from other receivers. In Figure 1, for example, the last receiver traced
was the one on the far right, 205.207.237.47. Therefore,
the packet loss statistics for the shared links in the path
to 205.208.237.47 are actually the loss reported from the
mtrace to 205.208.237.47.
Over time, the membership and topology of the group
may change. As RTCP packets are heard from newly joined
receivers, they are added to the bottom of the MHealth window, and will eventually be traced. If an explicit RTCP BYE
packet is received, the receiver and the portion of the topology that was unique to it will be immediately removed from
the tree. If the BYE packet is lost, the receiver will eventually be timed out of the session. After the first few minutes
without receiving a packet, the receiver's box will turn gray
as a warning that it is in danger of timing out of the session.
After a few more minutes, the receiver and their associated
topology will be removed from the tree.
Topological changes may occur as a receiver is traced
multiple times. Initially the idea was to keep all topology
information in the tree, so that route flapping and changes
could be visually identified. However, when route flapping
occurred frequently, this made the tree confusing and distracting. The approach was changed to only show the most
recent topology traced for each receiver, and route flapping

Color
green
yellow
red
pink

Table 1. Color coding by loss.

success rate increased from 67% to 80%.

3.2. User Interface
In prototyping, the decision was made to write MHealth
in Java for the dual reasons of cross-platform operation and
ease of GUI prototyping. Despite concerns that Java would
be too slow for intensive real-time processing, this did not
turn out to be the case1 .
When a user starts MHealth, they provide a multicast IP
address and a port number, either on the command line or
in a startup menu. The user also has the option of enabling
logging at this point. The logging function writes to a file
all the RTCP packets received and the mtraces performed
throughout the session. MHealth then begins listening for
RTCP packets and builds a source and receiver list. This
list of sources and receivers is displayed on the MHealth
window as they are identified. The sender(s) are displayed
across the top of the screen and the receivers are displayed
across the bottom of screen, from left to right in the order they are first heard. The domain name of the host is
displayed if it fits within the box, otherwise the IP address
is displayed. Data quality information in the form of the
packet loss rate and jitter is also obtained from the RTCP
packets. As the session sources and receivers are displayed,
they are color coded according to their loss percentage (see
table 1). The color code is updated with each new RTCP
packet received.
Once MHealth has a source and receiver list, it can start
building the multicast tree. Immediately after at least one
source and receiver are identified, MHealth begins executing mtraces to determine < source; receiver > paths.
Once a route is determined, the path is drawn graphically
on the screen. The mtrace packet loss statistics are reported
below each hop. These statistics are represented as a fraction of packets lost over total packets expected. Measurements are made for an interval of time measured right before the router was queried, e.g. 5/265 would indicate that
265 packets were expected but only 260 were received. The
computed percent loss is used to color code the routers in
the same way the senders and receivers are coded. One difference is that routers with no or low loss are colored white
1 All tests and data collection were run on a Sun Sparc Ultra 1.
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Figure 1. A sample MHealth screen shot of a small multicast tree.
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and route changes are relegated to post-session log analysis.

The most important data in the report block is the fraction of packets lost. This value is an an eight bit number
representing the fraction of RTP data packets received out
of 256 since the last report was sent. This fraction is calculated as the number of packets lost divided by the number of
packets expected as determined by the RTP sequence numbers.
If an mtrace has been successfully executed for the node
that statistics are being viewed on, these statistics are also
displayed. Statistics include the timestamp that the mtrace
was started and completed, the receiver that was being
traced, and whether the trace was successful.

3.3. Interacting with MHealth
Once started with a valid, active multicast group,
MHealth begins to draw a multicast tree automatically. No
additional user interaction is required. However, MHealth
is interactive, and any node can be clicked on at any time.
This provides more information about that node. The options and information displayed vary according to the type
of node. All nodes have the option ”View Stats”. Receivers
have the additional option of ”Mtrace Next”, which allows
a user to alter the mtrace order. Routers have the options
of ”Prune” and ”Expand” to create a custom view of the
multicast tree. If there is more than one source detected in
a session, users have the option to invoke ”Make Root” on
a different source, which will rebuild the tree with the selected source as the new root. Each of these options is now
explored in more detail.

3.3.2. Pruning and Expanding Nodes
Routers within the tree can be pruned or expanded to create
a custom tree view. This is useful if a user is only interested in the traffic within a small subset of the multicast
tree, possibly for debugging purposes. After a router has
been pruned from the window, the router above will display a small green bar along its base, visually indicating that
there are routers and receivers below which are not visible.
On routers where there are pruned nodes below, their menu
option for ”Prune” is replaced by ”Expand”, allowing those
downstream routers and participants to be re-displayed.

3.3.1. View Stats
”View Stats” can be invoked on any type of node to display
a window of collected data for that node. The actual data
displayed will vary depending on the type of node (sender,
receiver, or router) and in some cases on the current state
of the node (placed in the tree or not traced). Senders and
receivers always display the data from the most recently received RTCP packet. This information is broken into three
basic display sections, which roughly correspond to the sections of the RTCP packet itself. If mtrace data is available
(the node has been traced through at least once), a fourth
section with mtrace data is also displayed. Figure 2 shows
a sample statistics window.

3.3.3. Changing Senders
MHealth is only capable of representing a multicast tree for
a single source at a time. If more than one source is detected
in a multicast session (which is obviously the case in manyto-many multicast sessions such as video conferencing), the
senders are placed from left to right across the top of the
screen. MHealth is not designed to handle multiple sources
because each sender will have its own unique multicast tree
to the group's receivers. Since MHealth can only display
a single multicast tree at a time, it chooses the first source
heard as the tree root. For each additional source displayed
to the right of the root, their menu will display an option to
”Make Root”. When this option is selected, the current root
and the selected source will swap positions, and the current
tree will be discarded. Every receiver will be returned to
their position at the bottom of the window, and mtraces will
begin anew to place them into the new tree, rooted at the
new source.

 The first section of the packet is the report header. This
contains the source's host name, IP address and port,
and a timestamp of its receipt at the local host.
 The second section in the RTCP report is the source
description. This includes various textual information
about the packet sender. The most commonly transferred values are the canonical name, email address,
the person's name, and the tool used.
 The third section in the RTCP report is the report
block. There may be a variable number of report
blocks from 0 to 32. Each report block corresponds
to a single received data stream. If there is a single
source, there will only be one report block. These report blocks may appear in any order the transmitting
tool chooses. A report block will not be sent at all if
all the sources in the session have ceased transmitting,
or if the receiver has lost all connectivity (either due
to a total failure or heavy congestion) and believes the
sources have stopped transmitting.

3.3.4. User Mtrace Control
The “Mtrace Next” option can be used on any receiver in
the multicast group. This option alters the normal mtrace
pattern. Once a group of receivers is identified, MHealth
mtraces them one by one, in the order they were first detected. When the last group receiver is traced, the process
begins again at the beginning of the receiver list. At any
time, if the “Mtrace Next” option is selected for a receiver
(whether it has been placed in the tree or not), it will become
the next node to be traced. The text “Mtrace: SCHEDULED” will be placed inside the node to indicate the action
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Figure 2. Receiver statistics from RTCP and mtrace data.
has been handled. When the currently executing receiver
trace has completed the scheduled node will be traced. The
trace order will then continue back to the node that would
have been scheduled prior to the user intervention. This order is used to preserve uniform handling of new receivers.
This is important both for presenting an accurate representation of the tree but also for accurate collection of statistics.
Only one node may be scheduled in this manner at a time. If
another mtrace is scheduled before the prior scheduled one
has started, the prior scheduled mtrace will be cancelled,
and the text ”Mtrace: CANCELLED” will be displayed in
the receiver node.

data updates at a much faster rate than the mtraces. As a
result, the loss colorations along a path in the tree seldom
correspond correctly to the loss shown at a given receiver. In
addition, the router loss statistics are only consistent along
the path of the most recent successful mtrace. Because
the routers common to the most receivers are all located
in the upper portions of the tree, these routers have their
mtrace data updated more frequently. The further down the
branches of the tree, and the further away from the source,
the older the loss statistics will be. As a result, the granularity of the router data is finer closer to the source and coarser
closer to the leaves.

3.4. MHealth Behavior and Observational Analysis

As long as the user is aware that variations exist in
the frequency of the updates from the two data sources,
MHealth is fairly intuitive. If the graphical representation
of the topology, along with near-real-time statistics offers
insight to network managers, the tool will be of value. The
combination of RTCP loss data with the tree topology is
especially useful in a number of situations. This provides
a user with the ability to scan the statistics for all group
members and identify any topological influences. A quick
inspection for a group of receivers with high loss will tell
a user whether all of the loss is caused by the same link.
This type of information is difficult to ascertain from any
single tool in use today. However, an attempt to interpret

MHealth provides a fairly quick view of small and
medium-sized trees. Over the two week period that we
logged data with MHealth, receivers were traced in an average of 41 seconds, and 19% of the total trace attempts
failed completely. These failed attempts may be due to
older routers which do not implement mtrace functionality
or congested routers that did not respond within the timeout
period.
Viewing the MHealth tree can give a good intuitive feel
for the quality of an MBone session, but due to the incremental nature of our data gathering process, the tree never
represents an exact snapshot in time. Visually, the RTCP
9

and capable of receiving hundreds or thousands of messages
per second, multicast feedback will not scale. Mtrace collection can be enhanced by executing multiple mtraces simultaneously, but then there is a risk of adding too much
overhead to the routers. There may be some methods to
reduce the mtrace overhead by doing more intelligent tracing. This topic is addressed more in the next section and in
future work. Despite these issues, in a connectionless oneto-many network the methods used to collect data are some
of the best currently available.

an MHealth tree as an instantaneous representation of the
router and flow status throughout the multicast tree would
be useless and confusing. While fully real-time updates
would be preferred, under the limitations of multicast networks the data granularity achieved may be the best possible
without causing substantial network overhead.

4. Evaluation and Issues
The largest issues with MHealth are its scalability and
the granularity of its data collection and overhead. Each of
these issues is now addressed.

4.2. The Overhead of IGMP Queries

4.1. Scalability and Granularity of Data Collection

The overhead of tracing a multicast session's topology
in a repeated and automated way is a potential concern. Every successful mtrace requires a response from every router
along the path from the receiver to the source. There are
two concerns about this type of overhead. First, there are
concerns for a single MHealth monitor running for a group.
Second, the concern is even greater for a single group that
has multiple or many MHealth monitors running.
First we look at the concerns from the point of view of a
single MHealth process. If the session participants are reasonably distributed (meaning that a large number of them do
not share the same last hop router), the successive receiver
mtraces initiated by MHealth will be distributed throughout the topology. This means that the routers closer to the
leaves in a reasonably distributed group will not be required
to respond to repeated mtrace requests. The larger concern,
however, is for the routers closer to the source, especially
the first hop router from the source, which must respond
to every mtrace. For these routers, the interval between
when they must respond to mtrace requests is directly proportional to the time it takes to complete an mtrace. A valid
concern is that the frequency with which these routers must
respond to IGMP packets in addition to their normal unicast and multicast routing duties may actually cause more
congestion.
The first thing to consider in this case is that by design,
mtrace IGMP packets may be ignored when the router is
under heavy load[3]. This should prevent mtrace from overloading a router in most cases. However, it would be poor
design for a network monitoring tool to rely on router robustness to prevent congestion. One possibility is to apply
an exponential backoff of the frequency of mtraces when
router congestion is detected, at the expense of trace information.
Another promising approach is to only trace from the
receiver into the known tree instead of all the way to the
source. A full mtrace would be run back to the source periodically, but less frequently. This would allow the tree
topology and statistics to still be updated, but would reduce
the frequency of trace updates on the portions of the tree
closer to the source. This approach is discussed further in

MHealth has a number of critical scalability issues. The
most important of these are associated with the collection
tools themselves. Both RTCP and mtrace fall short of providing the actual data needed.
RTCP packets are sent at a reduced rate as the number of
multicast participants increase. This prevents overwhelming a large multicast session with control data. Because the
packet loss information included in an RTCP packet covers
all data received since the last RTCP packet sent, no period
of time will be missed. However, the granularity of the data
collected will be reduced. As a result, although MHealth
will receive RTCP packets at roughly the same rate regardless of group size, the frequency of the updates for each
individual receiver decrease as the group size increases.
Another major RTCP concern is whether the packets will
actually be received at all. There are a number of potential
reasons why this issue needs to be considered. First, RTCP
packets are over UDP, and therefore unreliable. These packets can potentially be lost and will likely be lost in highly
congested networks. Second, RTP tools operating behind a
firewall may not be able to get any of their control packets
to other group members. Finally, there are some streaming
media tools that do not implement RTP. In fact, some tools
which do implement RTP do not implement RTCP or fail
to implement it properly. The net result is that sometimes
the worst performing group members have the hardest time
telling the group of their performance problems.
Mtrace has similar scalability problems. Tracing a route
takes a certain length of time to complete (averaging approximately 41 seconds for the data we have logged). Since
the receiver list is sequentially traversed, the larger the list
of receivers, the more time elapses between mtrace attempts. And again, congestion problems in the network
will cause traces to fail and no information will be provided
for group members whose network problems need to be addressed.
It is not necessarily clear what can be done to address
these scalability issues. RTCP or any application-level feedback needs to reduce its granularity as the session membership grows. Unless some management station is configured
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the future work section.
Another perspective that must be considered is the use
of multiple copies of MHealth simultaneously on the same
MBone session. Other than requiring a setuid of root for
running the mtrace tool on Unix systems, there are no
special requirements for running MHealth on any session.
Since it is the intention to release MHealth as a freeware
tool, the possibility exists that many copies of MHealth
could be run simultaneously on the same session from different locations without knowledge of each other. In an extreme case of a small number of participants and/or a large
number of MHealth users, every router in the tree could potentially need to respond to mtrace requests on an almost
constant basis. The approaches for reducing mtrace congestion discussed from a stand-alone perspective above could
be applied in this situation as well. Two additional solutions
also have been considered. The first is to integrate MHealth
into a web browser. The second is to make MHealth passive and collect statistics by listening to others conducting
traces. Both of these schemes are described in the next section.

ating systems, browser versions, and Java versions created
a number of bugs that did not occur when the Java virtual
machine versions and implementations were carefully controlled. This approach has been abandoned for the time being.
As an alternative to an active Java applet, another approach that has been considered is the generation of a GIF
or JPEG image of the MHealth tree. This image would be
placed in a web page and updated frequently. The drawback is that interactivity and additional information requests
would not be supported. Implementation of an image dump
is currently being investigated.

5.2. Passive Mode MHealth
One interesting solution for the problem of of multiple
MHealth sessions is to utilize passive mtraces. The results
of most mtraces are multicast onto a well-known multicast
address. A passive mtrace does not send an mtrace Query,
but promiscuously listens for an mtrace which matches the
user's query. An implementation of MHealth which uses
passive mtraces could have an active and a passive mode.
Passive mode would be the default, and an MHealth process
would listen for any mtrace that matched one of the mtraces
it would need to know about. As long as needed mtraces
were being received, MHealth would stay in passive mode.
If no relevant mtraces were heard after some (possibly random) timeout period, MHealth would enter active mode and
begin actively sending mtrace queries. In theory, this would
create a single “leader” MHealth process that would send
queries, and the other MHealth processes would be passive.

5. Future Work
5.1. Web Integration
One of the best ways to reduce the overhead of doing an
mtrace in a multicast session would be to limit the number
of people who are doing mtraces. One way to do this is to
only have a single user actually running the MHealth program, and have that user create a display of the MHealth
data on a web site. Other interested parties would simply be
able to access the data via the web site.
An implementation of this was attempted using a Java
applet and tested during the 42nd IETF in August 1998.
When the Java applet was loaded into the web browser, the
Java applet would contact the instance of MHealth via a unicast TCP socket. Due to Java applet security restrictions,
the MHealth application was required to run on the same
machine as the web server. The MHealth application would
then transfer a serialized copy of the entire tree structure
and all of its associated data to the Java applet. The applet would display the graph in an identical fashion to the
application itself. The applet maintained full interactivity,
allowing clicking on nodes for RTCP and mtrace statistics,
and the pruning and expanding of nodes. A “refresh” button
in the applet recontacted the MHealth application to receive
a new snapshot of the data.
Although the applet worked well in a controlled environment with small trees and few requests, deployment testing
proved this approach was not scalable. As the quantity of
data to be transferred and the number of requests increased,
both the MHealth application and the applets either crashed
or displayed erratic results. In addition, the variety of oper-

5.3. Total Mtrace Control and Partial Tree Tracing
An optimization of MHealth would be to integrate
the mtrace functionality entirely into the Java application,
rather than parsing the output of the existing mtrace tool.
This would greatly enhance the reliability of interpreting the
mtrace output and offer tighter control on the traces. Additional features such as a separate window for watching trace
activity could also be added.
Tighter trace control would also allow for partial tree
tracing. In order to reduce overhead, traces could be initiated from the receiver into a known portion of the tree,
rather than completely to the source. This would create a
less up to date tree at the nodes closer to source, but would
reduce IGMP query overhead at the source. Periodic traces
could be done all the way to the source in order to update
the nodes closer to the root.

5.4. Session Playback
One possible enhancement is the ability to play back a
logged MHealth session, either in actual time or perhaps
at some multiple of real-time. Since all of the data used
to draw the tree can be logged (the RTCP packets and the
resulting mtraces), it would be possible to watch how the
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multicast tree changes over time. This would be done after
the session is over, almost like “time-lapse” photography.
This would be useful for loosely observing group and tree
behavior over time, and also for debugging problems after a
session had ended.
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6. Conclusion
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This paper first points to the advantages of multicast as
a paradigm for improving bandwidth usage, especially for
broadcast-style streaming of audio and video traffic. Multicast is shown to be growing in popularity, and Internet deployment efforts have been growing as well. A clear need
for tools to monitor multicast traffic, diagnosis faults, and
analyze traffic flow is identified. This need is often cited as
one of the most significant barriers to widespread multicast
adoption.
MHealth, a graphical, near real-time multicast monitoring tool has been developed. MHealth allows a user to view
and collect data about the health and topology of a multicast tree. Despite concerns about MHealth's scalability and
granularity of data collection, it has been shown to be a useful tool for collecting, processing, and archiving topology
data.
The potential of multicast to change content distribution
in the Internet and in traditional television, radio, and print
media is enormous. The decade long effort to make multicast a ubiquitous feature is culminating in widespread adoption plans throughout the Internet infrastructure. MHealth
is one of the first intuitive and easy-to-use visualization
tools for group-wide multicast monitoring and debugging.
Of critical importance is MHealth's ability to integrate data
from multiple sources and provide a more comprehensive
picture of multicast data flows. MHealth is probably the
first of many tools that will be aimed at reducing the learning curve for managing multicast networks. Hopefully,
MHealth is a next step in solving the “chicken-and-egg”
problem of having the right tools before deploying multicast but also needing the right tools before multicast can be
deployed.
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Abstract
We study rate control of aggregated TCP connections, i.e., multiple TCP connections treated as a single aggregate for purposes of rate control, via traffic conditioning mechanisms such
as traffic policing and shaping. This is a likely scenario given
the current trends in policy-based service differentiation on the
Internet (e.g., Differentiated Services) and content aggregation
on the Web (e.g., virtual hosting). Traffic aggregation is increasingly necessary for cost-effective, scalable provisioning
and management of network and server resources.
We propose and evaluate a set of mechanisms for fair sharing
of an aggregate’s allocated bandwidth between connections
comprising the aggregate, for traffic conditioning via policing
with marking and shaping. We propose logical token buckets
(common token bucket with logical partitions) that account for
the round-trip times of individual connections to provide fair
bandwidth sharing while achieving high aggregate throughput
and bandwidth utilization. We propose modifications to TCP’s
congestion window increase during congestion avoidance to
achieve fairness between short and long-lived connections, and
introduce the notion of aggregate fairness. We demonstrate that
the proposed mechanisms provide a high degree of fairness and
bandwidth utilization while limiting an aggregate’s bandwidth
usage to the desired rate. We also describe the key protocol
stack extensions for our AIX-based prototype implementation
to enable efficient rate control of TCP connection aggregates.

vice di erentiation can be provided for users, services, and
applications. This service differentiation is in the form of
preferential treatment (using priorities, resource reservation,
etc.) of one type of user/application traffic over another at the
servers, proxies, and network elements that comprise the endto-end infrastructure. A number of IETF working groups, e.g.,
Differentiated and Integrated Services, are in the process of
developing standards for new technologies that realize and/or
support service differentiation on the Internet and Web. Many
ISPs, network carriers, and Web sites are enabling some form
of service differentiation and this emphasis is likely to become
even stronger as the Internet continues its exponential growth.
One of the primary motivations for service differentiation
on the Internet is the control it provides over the management of server and network resources. This control allows
service providers and carriers to offer a range of customer experiences via new business models and business-to-customer
and business-to-business relationships. These relationships are
based on resource provisioning for different types of traffic in
order to realize a wide variety of service guarantees (such as
loss and/or delay bounds, network bandwidth allocation, etc.).
The complexity and cost of providing service differentiation is
determined to a large extent by the traffic class granularity at
which service differentiation is applied. For example, while
each end-to-end application/network flow (e.g., all traffic on a
given TCP connection) is a good candidate for service differentiation, per-flow resource provisioning and traffic conditioning
results in a substantial increase in the complexity and overhead.
Besides limiting scalability, it may also negatively impact the
service provided to traditional best-effort traffic due to the high
overhead and/or under-utilized resources.

Traffic aggregation, i.e., aggregation of individual network
flows, is increasingly becoming necessary for cost-effective
and scalable management of network resources such as bandwidth and buffers. This emphasis is reflected in a number of
The Web and Internet together constitute a critical informastandards being defined by the IETF, e.g., Differentiated Sertion, entertainment, and commerce infrastructure that is rapidly
vices (DS) [1, 2], in which network devices at the edge of
evolving from a best-effort service model to one in which ser-

1 Introduction

a common token bucket with logical partitions. The logical
partitioning enables a high degree of fairness, while the use
of a common bucket allows dynamic sharing of unused rate,
thereby, achieving a high aggregate throughput. Given roundtrip time estimates, the fairness mechanisms proposed apply
to any bottleneck link traversed by a set of aggregated TCP
connections. We also propose modifications to the TCP congestion window increase algorithm during congestion avoidance to achieve fairness amongst a mixture of connections with
long and short lifetimes. We define the concept of aggregate
Technology trends in the Web server/proxy design space are fairness to compute the exact modification to the congestion
also moving towards traffic aggregation to reduce site manage- window. Finally, we present the protocol stack extensions in
ment costs and improve resource utilization. A clear exam- our prototype implementation on AIX 4.2.1, and discuss the
ple is co-location of distinct Web sites onto a single powerful implementation overheads for timer-based traffic shaping.
server platform, e.g., virtual hosting in the popular Apache
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The following
web server [3]. Virtual hosting allows multiple web sites to section outlines the problem specification and presents applishare server resources transparent to the clients, and is actively cation scenarios for the problem of aggregated rate control of
employed for many Web sites today. Similarly, there is now a TCP traffic. Section 3 provides an overview of possible aptrend towards large-scale outsourcing of general Internet appli- proaches for rate control of individual TCP connections. Seccations to “Enterprise Service Providers”, motivated once again tion 4 considers rate control of aggregated TCP connections,
by substantial cost savings. In these environments, service proposing and evaluating solutions to enable fairness between
differentiation becomes essential to partition server resources connections while performing efficient rate control. Possible
(e.g., available network bandwidth) between the aggregated modifications to TCP congestion window algorithms, and their
traffic belonging to different web sites or applications.
effectiveness in improving fairness, are explored in Section 5.
Note that hosts (e.g., Web servers and proxies) are edge de- Key protocol stack extensions developed for our prototype imvices that already provide some key components required for plementation are presented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses
service differentiation: (i) they maintain per-flow state (e.g., related work while Section 8 concludes the paper.
the network aggregate traffic flows onto provisioned “pipes”
that traverse a simple and streamlined network core. The edge
devices, which include servers and proxies, are mainly responsible for complex quality-of-service (QoS) functions, while
the network core only needs to manage a small number of
provisioned pipes using simple per-hop QoS and forwarding
mechanisms (per-hop behaviors [1]). In this model, networkwide policies and/or service level specifications (SLS) ensure
that several per-hop behaviors can be meaningfully combined
to realize end-to-end service guarantees.

sockets and protocol control blocks), (ii) they are closer to
the applications, facilitating efficient control over inbound and
outbound traffic, and (iii) they can classify and aggregate traffic
based on application or user-level information that is not available in the network. Widespread deployment of the Web (and
Consider the scenario depicted in Figure 1(a). A collection
hence HTTP) has made TCP the dominant transport protocol
of servers (a server farm) for content hosting are connected
for the Internet. Thus, we only consider TCP traffic, given that
to the Internet through a network provider. The connectivity
it also provides a special challenge for service differentiation.
between the servers and the network provider is in the form of
In this paper, we focus on design considerations for ser- a dedicated leased line (e.g., T1 or T3), or a virtual leased line
vice differentiation of aggregated TCP connections at Internet with the server site contracting with the network provider for
servers and proxies. In particular, we study rate control of a certain amount of link bandwidth. We refer to the available
aggregated TCP connections via traffic conditioning mecha- bandwidth between the server farm and the network provider
nisms such as traffic policing and shaping, a likely scenario as the access bandwidth. Clients with varying levels of congiven the current trends in policy-based service differentiation nectivity (in terms of bandwidth and delay) connect to one or
on the Web and Internet. Realizing aggregated rate control more servers to download content across the Internet. The
on heavily-loaded servers and proxies requires: (i) scalable content serviced by the servers is transported across the access
policies and mechanisms for traffic control, (ii) efficient rate link either via an access device concentrator or an intervening
control for the aggregate, and (iii) fair allocation of available proxy. Referring to Figure 1, the content server (S) generates
bandwidth to each connection.
traffic in response to requests from one or more clients (C).
The main contributions of this paper are in proposing and
We assume that each server in the server farm is assigned a
evaluating different approaches for rate control of aggregated certain fraction of the available access bandwidth (e.g., a virTCP connections. We compare per connection rate control and tual leased line), and that the server has sufficient processing
aggregated rate control using a common token bucket to con- power to fully utilize the available access bandwidth. This is
trast the tradeoffs between fairness and achievable throughput. highly likely with modern high-performance servers even for
To balance these tradeoffs, we propose an approach that uses access speeds of 100 Mb/s or more [4], especially when each

2 Problem Speci cation
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Figure 1: (a): Problem scenario depicting a content server S that connects to the network (and clients C)
via a network access provider P across a dedicated or leased access link. (b): simulation topology.
server is allocated only a fraction of the access link bandwidth
(e.g., T3 virtual circuits). For example, the network provider
may establish an SLS with the content server, restricting the
server to a specified maximum bandwidth usage on the access
link, and/or charge the server for any excess traffic. This allows
the network provider to limit the resources consumed by the
server’s traffic before it is injected into the external network.
To comply with the SLS, the server must perform appropriate trac conditioning (i.e., marking, policing, dropping,
shaping) on the total transmitted traffic.
Traffic conditioning specification is a fundamental component of an SLS or policy, and specifies (i) a traffic profile and
(ii) actions such as policing, marking, dropping, or shaping.
The traffic profile describes the temporal properties of a connection’s traffic using a leaky bucket based specification (e.g.,
peak rate, average rate, and burst size). The traffic profile
is used to determine whether a particular packet is in-profile
(compliant) or out-of-profile (non compliant). We consider
two common traffic conditioning actions: policing with marking and shaping; our results also apply to traffic conditioning
functions such as policing with dropping. With policing and
marking, in-profile packets are sent marked and out-of-profile
are sent on a best-effort basis. With shaping, out-of-profile
packets are delayed (i.e., buffered) until they become compliant with the traffic profile.

define one or more service classes (e.g., a DS codepoint [1],
peak or average transmission rates) and specify appropriate
traffic conditioning functions for each class. Such policies allow the server to differentiate between connections based on a
number of criterion, e.g., the server content accessed, the server
applications or services invoked, and their connectivity to the
network. The server assigns traffic to a particular service class
and performs the specified traffic conditioning function. The
rate limits for a given policy may be specified by some global
network-wide policy database, or derived independently from
the SLS between the server and the network provider.
Table 1 lists some example policies specifying traffic classes
and traffic conditioning functions. As illustrated in Table 1,
each policy controls traffic on multiple traffic flows (such as
TCP connections or UDP sessions) with each service class.
We refer to the set of flows controlled by a policy as a flow
aggregate. In the rest of the paper we focus on policy-based
rate control of TCP connection aggregates. One of our goals is
to explore the design tradeoffs in rate control of TCP connection
aggregates, and its pros and cons relative to rate control of
individual TCP connections.

2.2 Scalable and Fair Sharing of Aggregate
Bandwidth

With each policy exercising rate control on a large number of
connections simultaneously, the aggregation mechanisms must
scale with the number of connections. In practice this requires
reduction or amortization of traffic conditioning overheads.
Since the access link provides the primary connectivity to the Since short-lived TCP connections are common, the aggregaexternal network (e.g., the Internet), the access bandwidth (but tion mechanisms must also efficiently support a dynamically
not necessarily the access link) available to a content server is changing set of connections controlled by a single policy.
often a precious (and bottleneck) resource that must be alloThe aggregation mechanisms must ensure fair sharing of the
cated and managed properly. To manage the access bandwidth assigned bandwidth (referred to as available access bandwidth
and distinguishbetween individual connections, the server may for the rest of the paper) between the individual connections
partition the access bandwidth via one or more policies (or comprising an aggregate. In the absence of fairness an agSLSes) configured by a system administrator. These policies gressive TCP client can consume an unfairly large proportion

2.1 TCP Connection Aggregates and Rate
Control

Filter
Trac Pro le
Trac Conditioning
<128.34.16.4, *, *, *>
(100 Kbps, 100 Kbps, 10 KB) police and mark
<128.34.16.8, 80, *, *>
(1 Mbps, 2 Mbps, 20 KB)
shape
<128.34.16.4, *, 141.213.8.108, *> (100 Kbps, 300 Kbps, 30 KB)
shape
Table 1: Example policies requiring rate control of trac aggregates.
of the assigned bandwidth at the expense of well-behaved TCP
clients. Even though TCP congestion control mechanisms
are designed for global fairness, TCP connections can be aggressive for a variety of reasons, the primary being smaller
round-trip times [5] and/or a high rate of connection requests
per second originating from a given client.

3 TCP and Rate Control

In this section, we first provide an operational overview of data
transfer on individual TCP connections and the factors that
affect fairness between connections. We then describe how
traffic conditioning functions such as policing and shaping can
For an aggregate compris- be used to control the rate of individual TCP connections.
ing TCP connections, we consider fair share to be an equal
allocation of (leaky bucket) tokens among individual connections. More precisely, the sharing of tokens is max-min or
bottleneck fair, i.e., if any connection uses an amount less than
TCP traffic is governed by window-based flow control clocked
its fair (i.e., equal) share, the unused amount is shared equally
primarily by the receipt of acknowledgments (ACKs) from the
among the remaining connections. Thus, each connection is
receiver. In regular TCP, the sender sends a minimum of the
granted a share of i =
( ^i) where is the fair (i.e., congestion window (cwnd) and the receiver’s advertised winequal) share and ^i is the share requested.
dow. During the slow-start phase the cwnd grows exponen-

De nition of Fair Share:
n

3.1 Regular TCP

s

s

min S; s ;

S

To measure the fairness in the throughput achieved by each tially from 1 segment, doubling every round-trip time, until a
TCP connection, a commonly used metric is the ‘fairness” threshold, ssthresh, is reached. In the congestion avoidance
(R )2
index, which is given by nRi2 ; where i is the observed phase the window grows linearly, increasing by 1 segment after
i
every round-trip time. TCP reacts to congestion by dynamithroughput of the th TCP connection on the shared link [6]. cally adjusting the window size. When congestion is detected
This metric measures the deviation from an equal share; a by inferring a packet loss (e.g., on receiving multiple duplicate
maximum fairness index of 1 indicates an equal share. Since ACKs), the congestion window is halved, in what is called the
a TCP connection may not use its equal share due to some multiplicative decrease; a loss inferred due to a retransmission
other bottleneck link in its path, we modify the fairness index timeout results in slow-start.
to handle max-min fairness. If the max-min fair share is i ,
During periods of non-congestion the window size increases
(R =s )2
the fairness index is given by, n(Ri =si )2 .
linearly.
However, this rate increase is not uniform for TCP
i i
connections
with different round-trip times (rtt). As previBy virtue of fair bandwidth allocation at the source, at each
ously
shown
[6, 5], when two TCP connections share a conbottle link traversed by an aggregate’s connections, bandwidth
gested
link,
the
short rtt connection ramps up much faster
allocation to individual connections is fair, irrespective of the
than
the
long
rtt
connection. The bias against long rtt conround-trip times of the individual connections. The aggreganections
is
of
the
order of
where
2 [5]. Various
tion mechanisms must also ensure high access bandwidth utischemes
like
the
Constant
Rate
scheme
[6]
or
the
Increase-bylization while maintaining a high degree of fairness, especially
K
scheme
[7]
attempt
to
reduce
this
inherent
unfairness
among
for a mix of long-lived and short-lived connections.
TCP connections. We revisit these schemes in Sections 4 and
We explore several approaches to provide fair bandwidth
5 in the context of rate control of TCP connection aggregates.
sharing for TCP connection aggregates while applying rate
The rate of a TCP connection can be controlled either by
control on the total access bandwidth consumed by the aggrepolicing
with marking or by shaping. We describe each of
gate. These approaches, which exploit knowledge of roundthese
below
in the context of aggregate rate control.
trip times of all the connections constituting the aggregate, are
readily realizable at the server since it is the endpoint for each
connection constituting an aggregate.

i

R

s

rtt

<

3.2 Policing and Marking

Policing of TCP connections is typically accomplished via
a leaky-bucket based token allocation scheme. Each connec-

< b ;r ;r ;L >

tion’s traffic specification is a 4-tuple
i i p m . The
depth of the token bucket i is the burst size, i.e., the maximum
number of back-to-back packets that can be transmitted at the
peak rate. The average rate i , is the rate at which tokens fill
the token bucket. The traffic specification also defines a peak
rate p, such that the minimum duration between successive
packet transmissions is 1 p. m is the maximum size of a
packet. When a connection needs to send a packet, the token
bucket is checked for available tokens; if a token exists the
packet is sent as marked (compliant or in-profile), otherwise it
is sent as unmarked. The marking is done using IP TOS bits
or a suitable differentiated services (DS) codepoint [1].

b

r

r

=r L

that it does not provide any control over the peak transmission
rate and burstiness, and does not work for non-TCP traffic (e.g.,
UDP sessions). While it works well for controlling the average
rate of individual TCP connections, it cannot ensure fairness
when applied to aggregate rate control. We do not consider
window-based rate control in the remainder of the paper.

Timer-based: In this approach non-compliant packets are

delayed until they are compliant as per the traffic profile. A
system timer initiates packet transmission once a packet is
compliant, and controls both the average and peak rates for
TCP as well as UDP traffic. For this reason we consider timerbased shaping in the rest of this paper. Fine-grained timers,
We assume that at a backbone router, in the path between however, incur an excessive overhead of timer interrupts and
the TCP source and sink, marked packets are given higher pri- related processing. As we discuss later in Section 6, aggregate
ority or have a lower loss probability compared to unmarked rate shaping can be realized using coarse grain shaping timers
packets. The enhanced random early detection (ERED) [8] is by exploiting triggers other than timer interrupts.
one such scheme that assumes a single first-in-first-out queue
In this approach, ACKs arriving
at the router with different discard probabilities for marked and at a source are paced to regulate the sending behavior of the
unmarked packets. As in the original RED scheme [9], packets source. ACK regulation is done external to the source, e.g., at
are dropped randomly when the queue length exceeds a given a front-end switch [12]. We do not consider ack-based pacing
threshold. Other schemes like FRED, buffer-based provision- given our focus on source-based rate control mechanisms.
ing [10], etc., have been proposed for fairness. However, such
Rate based pacing of individual TCP connections has been
schemes are more useful at access routers that perform flow studied in other contexts (e.g., TCP over ATM networks [12]).
classification and policing, and not at backbone routers which However, traffic conditioning specifications are defined for beonly consider packet marking.
havior aggregates and not individual connections. In directly

External ACK pacing:

Figure 2 shows congestion window growth as a function
of time for a typical TCP connection. While the number of
marked packets sent is limited by the target rate, the unmarked
packets are controlled by TCP’s window. However, loss of an
unmarked packet halves the congestion window, thus affecting
the number of marked packets transmitted. For a given rate i
and round trip time i , the compliant window size for marked
packets (also called rate window) is limited to i
i.

r

rtt

r  rtt

3.3 Shaping
With shaping, transmission of a non-compliant packet is delayed until it becomes compliant with the traffic specification.
TCP traffic can be shaped by three different approaches [11]: (i)
window-based, which limits the growth of TCP’s congestion
window, (ii) timer-based, which uses a timer-based trigger to
send the delayed non-complaint packets, and (iii) ack-based
pacing, which paces acknowledgments to indirectly limit the
growth of the congestion window to the desire value. We
briefly compare and contrast each of these approaches.

Window-based: This approach limits the increase in the

TCP congestion window (cwnd) to an upper bound computed
using the desired average rate. For a TCP connection with
round-trip time estimate
i and desired average rate i , the
congestion window size is limited by the rate window to i
i . This limits the average rate to i , provided the round-trip
time estimates are accurate. A key limitation of this approach is

rtt

rtt

r

r

r

applying traffic conditioning schemes designed for individual
connections, various issues arise, namely, (i) fairness, (ii) bandwidth utilization, and (iii) scalability due to implementation
overheads. We now consider approaches for aggregate traffic
conditioning of TCP connections that address these issues.

4 Rate Control of TCP Connection Aggregates
As discussed earlier, current trends indicate that in environments such as virtual hosting, traffic conditioning specifications will be defined over aggregates of individual connections
or micro-flows. Such aggregates comprise a group of connections that match a given filter, e.g., a particular source or destination address, or a source or destination port. For example, in
a web hosting environment, a filter of the form
a.b.c.d,
would aggregate all con80, ANY ADDR, ANY PORT
. We asnections originating at port 80 of the source
sume that individual connections are classified into aggregates
and traffic conditioning done at the traffic source or the access
router. This is in accordance with the differentiated-services
proposal which moves complex rate control mechanisms to the
network edges. This is especially useful for TCP connections
as end-to-end information about round-trip delays and loss rate
is available more accurately at the source.

>

<

a:b:c:d

B

non-compliant
bytes

loss
target rate window

t

compliant

time

1/r_p

(a)

(b)

L_m

Figure 2: (a) Behavior of TCP with rate-based policing and marking. (b) Leaky bucket parameters
Similar to the per connection traffic specification, a
leaky bucket-based specification consisting of the tuple
m p m is provided for the aggregate. The token
filling rate, m , represents the average throughput of the aggregate in bytes/second. The token bucket depth, , limits the
maximum burst size of the aggregate. The peak rate, p, limits
the minimum inter-packet spacing to be 1 p secs, and m is
the maximum size of a packet that can be transmitted. Given
the aggregate’s traffic specification, the question we address
is: how should the individual TCP connections be rate controlled to comply with the specification? One straight-forward
approach is to partition the token bucket equally amongst the
connections and perform independent per connection rate control. A second approach is to share a common token bucket
among individual connections. We also propose a third approach, which is to have a common token bucket but assign a
logical partition for each connection.
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To compare these approaches we consider:

traffic conditioning specification, and a list of TCP connections and their states. The filter is defined by the tuple
. A
src addr, dst addr, src port, dst port
value of ANY ADDR for the address fields, or ANY PORT for
the port fields, matches all values. The traffic envelope specifications consist of the average transfer rate, peak rate, burst
size, and the maximum packet size for the aggregate.

>

<

The qosmgr agent is configured to perform a combination of policing with marking, and shaping on the connections
within an aggregate. With only policing and marking enabled,
compliant packets are marked by setting the priority field in
the packet header, while non-compliant and best-effort packets
are sent unmarked. The marked packets can be configured to
suffer lower loss rates compared to unmarked packets. We add
a new queue discipline of ERED [8] (an extension of RED)
that assigns a lower drop probability for a marked packet when
queue length is greater than the threshold. By default a marked
packet is has a 1.5 times lower drop probability.

When shaping is enabled, we use a timer-based mecha(i) how are the tokens of the aggregate shared among indi- nism which associates a shaping timer with each aggregate.
vidual TCP connections such that each connection gets a Packets are transmitted only if the aggregate is compliant, oth“fair” share of the aggregate rate?
erwise transmission is delayed until the next time the shaping
timer expires. The check for compliance is made when a
(ii) how is the link utilization affected by interactions with received ACK triggers packet transmission or when the apTCP’s window based flow control?
plication sends data, i.e, whenever TCP’s output routine is
invoked. We assume a default shaping timeout of 15 ms. The
(iii) what is the implementation overhead of rate control?
fairness policy controls which connection in an aggregate
is allowed to transmit next and the number of packets it can
Before discussing the design and evaluation of the three ap- transmit. We extended NewRenoTCP to invoke the qosmgr’s
proaches, we describe the simulator used for experiments and traffic conditioning functions before packet transmission.
define how we measure fairness.
We use the simple network topology shown in Figure 1(b)

4.1 Evaluation Methodology
We modified ns version 2.1b4 [13] to support rate control for
TCP connection aggregates. A new qosmgr agent maintains
traffic aggregates and performs traffic conditionining functions.
Each aggregate is defined by a policy comprising a filter, the

for all the experiments. For the equal bandwidth case the link
bandwidth between the client and network provider’s router
is assumed to 500kbps. For the unequal bandwidth case, the
bandwidths are set to 1000 kbps, 500 kpbs, and 100 kbps. The
rtt values are set to 50 ms, 300 ms, and 600 ms. The topology
is chosen such that the access link between the server and the
network provider (represented by the sole router) is the bottle-

Individual TCP Rate Control with varying link bandwidths

neck link. Client connectivity to the network is represented by
direct links to the network provider with appropriate bandwidth
and delay properties. We use a synthetic workload to emulate
short and long HTTP and FTP-style transfers from the server
to the clients. The evaluation focuses on the effects of the proposed fairness policies and TCP modifications. The primary
metrics used are the aggregate and per-connection end-to-end
throughput and the fairness in bandwidth allocation.
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4.2 Mechanisms for Rate Control

14000
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For rate control of the aggregate we consider policing with
marking and rate shaping as the two traffic conditioning mechanisms. We assume that the intermediate routers can distinguish between marked (i.e., compliant) and unmarked packets
and provide better service (lower loss or delay) to the marked
packets. As discussed in Section 3, we use timer-based mechanisms for shaping; Section 6 discusses timer overheads and
design implications. For both policing and shaping we evaluate
the tradeoffs among the three different approaches to sharing
the aggregate token bucket among individual connections.
As a reference case, we first present the throughput of individual TCP connections when no rate control is performed.
The throughput is presented as a ratio of the total number of
bytes sent so far since the start of transmission. While this does
not capture instantaneous fluctuations in the observed throughput, it is useful when comparing the average throughput of
long-running connections. Figure 3(a,b) shows the observed
throughput for each connection for equal and varying link bandwidths. As discussed in Section 3, TCP is inherently unfair to
connections with large rtt values. With traffic conditioning
rules, we evaluate in Section 5, if and when modifications to
TCP’s congestion window are required to achieve fairness.

4.2.1 Partitioned Token Bucket
In this scheme the aggregate token bucket is partitioned among
the individual TCP connections. Since no sharing is possible, each connection’s token filling rate i is an equal share of
the aggregate rate m , that is i = m . We first consider
an equal division of the aggregate token bucket depth among
each connection, i.e., i =
. The partitioning is equivalent to independent rate control of each TCP connection. The
throughput with rate shaping of individual connections, each
with a different rtt value, for the topology with equal bandwidth links is shown in Figure 4(a). For this topology, the figure
shows that each connection is shaped to the assigned rate, the
fairness index in steady state being 0.99 and the achieved aggregate throughput being 99.5% of the aggregate rate. Note
that TCP’s rate of congestion window increase is clocked by
the rtt duration. With shaping, the congestion window size
is limited to the size of the rate window i
i . For connec-
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Figure 5: Individual rate control with shaping: Same
as Figure 4 except with unequal link bandwidths.
tions to not lose tokens while waiting for acknowledgments,
the token bucket depth should be at least equal to the rate window, i.e., i
i i. It follows that the aggregate token
bucket depth
 i i , or
av m , where
av is the average roundtrip time for connections within the
aggregate. To avoid losing tokens, we configure each connection with a bucket depth proportionate to it’s rtt value; the
fairness mechanisms work for any configured bucket depth.
Figure 4(b) shows the throughput for individual rate-controlled
connections with proportionate share of the token bucket; the
fairness index in this case is 0.996.

rtt

b  rtt  r
B  rtt  r

B  rtt  r

For the topology with equal bandwidths and proportionate
share, individual rate shaping with a partitioned token bucket
achieves a fair share among individual connections. However,
there are two drawbacks with individual rate shaping. First,
fine-grain per-connection shaping timers result in high system
overheads; a coarse-grained timer per aggregate or per server
will lower overheads significantly. As discussed later, coarsegrained timers are feasible only if additional triggers are used.
Such triggers are available only when multiple connections are
shaped as an aggregate. Second, the aggregate throughput is
low when different connections span different link bandwidths.
When a connection cannot utilize it’s assigned equal share,
the extra rate is wasted, decreasing the aggregate throughput.
Figure 5 shows that with different bandwidth links the achieved
aggregate throughput is reduced to 87% of the aggregate rate.
With aggregate token sharing, this unused throughput can be
dynamically shared across the remaining connections. Note
that with independent rate control it is not possible to determine
a priori the best rate to assign to a connection.
Figures 6(a,b) compares the compliant and non-compliant
throughput with policing and marking of individual connections. The total throughput (compliant and non-compliant) is
much higher than the aggregate rate, but the aggregate compliant throughput is lower since the loss of unmarked packets
reduces the congestion window below the rate window.

Regular TCP with varying rtt

Regular TCP with varying rtt and link bandwidths
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Figure 3: Regular TCP without rate control: Throughput of TCP connections with di erent RTTs sharing
the same bottleneck link; link bandwidths based on topology shown in Figure 1(b).
Individual TCP Rate Control with equal share
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Figure 4: Individual rate control with shaping: Throughput of TCP connections with di erent RTTs
sharing the same bottleneck link with each connection shaped separately; the link bandwidths are equal.

4.2.2 Common Token Bucket
Another approach for aggregated rate control is to use a common token bucket. By sharing the token bucket among connections and using a single timer for shaping, we can alleviate
the drawbacks of individual rate control. We first consider a
naive approach to rate shaping with a common bucket. In this
case, a list of connections is maintained per aggregate; when
the shaping timer expires, a sequential scan over the list is done
for initiating a data transfer. For TCP connections with different rtt values, an aggressive connection, which has a small
rtt and always has data to send, will consume most of the
tokens and starve the less aggressive connections. The fairness
index for such a sequential ordering is 0.43 for the throughput values shown in Figure 7(a). A fairer approach is to use
a first-come-first-served (FCFS) scheme for assigning tokens.
In FCFS, the connections are ordered based on the time when
they first became non-compliant. When the shaping timer expires, the connection that became non-compliant the earliest

is allowed to transmit first. The fairness index with the FCFS
scheme is much higher (0.95), for the throughput values shown
in Figure 7(b). Instead of FCFS, another approach is to use
a least-recently-used LRU ordering for assigning tokens. On
a shaping timer trigger, the connection that was least recently
assigned a token goes first. The fairness index with the LRU
scheme scheme is similar to that with FCFS (0.95), for the
throughput values in Figure 7(c). However, the LRU scheme
penalizes short aggressive connections more than FCFS.
Comparing with rate control of individual connections, aggregate shaping with a common timer seems to have poorer
fairness. However, when link bandwidths are non-uniform
the aggregate throughput is higher than that of the partitioned
schemes. This is because sharing the token bucket inherently
leads to sharing unused capacity as shown in Figure 7(d). The
throughput achieved is 99.5% of the aggregate rate.
For policing and marking of connection aggregates, we
compare the compliant and non-compliant throughput in Fig-

Individual TCP Rate Control with policing and marking
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Figure 6: Individual rate control with policing and marking: Throughput of TCP connections with di erent
RTTs sharing the same bottleneck link, with each TCP connection individually policed and marked at the
source. Routers are con gured to support ERED; link bandwidths are equal.
ures 8(a,b). With policing, the total (compliant and noncompliant) and compliant throughput is higher than the partitioned scheme with individual rate control.

4.2.3 Common Token Bucket with Logical
Partitions
Our goal for aggregate rate control is to achieve the fairness
level of a partitioned scheme, while sharing the unused capacity to achieve high aggregate throughput, and using a single
common shaping timer to reduce overheads. In order to do this
we use a common token bucket but define a logical partition
per connection. With this approach each logical token bucket
has an equal input rate i , where i = m
and a weighted
share of the aggregate bucket size , i.e., i = i . As
discussed in Section 4.2.1, the value of i should ensure that
tokens are not lost due to TCP’s ack-based flow control. For
a value of i =
i  i , we can guarantee that bucket
depth is at least equal to the rate window, i.e., i
i i,
given that the same requirement holds for the aggregate bucket
depth, i.e.,
av m . Thus each connection has its
own logical token bucket given by
i i . However, if a
connection cannot use its tokens at the rate i, due to a limited
link capacity on some link in the path, the unused tokens are
shared equally among the other active connections.
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Consider Figure 9 that illustrates logical token buckets and
sharing of unused tokens. When a connection’s logical token
bucket is full, the extra tokens are shared equally among the
remaining non-full token buckets. The unused token sharing
scheme satisfies the constraint that at any time, the sum of
the tokens available to all connections is not more than the
aggregate bucket depth. Given this constraint we can derive
the number of unused tokens available for use at a given time
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request
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transmit
packet
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overflow bucket

request
token
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Figure 9: Token allocation to individual connections
using logical buckets within a shared token allocator.
T. If each bucket consists of ^i tokens at time , the maximum
number of extra tokens that can be consumed are given by
 ^i. The number of unused token available are 
(0 i
( i ) i), where i is the last time the logical token bucket
, was empty. Thus the total excess tokens available are
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For the throughput values shown in Figure 10(a), the fairness
index of 0.996 for a common token bucket and logical partitions equals that of individual connection rate control. Also,
with varying link bandwidths the unused capacity is shared
among the remaining connections to fully utilize the assigned
aggregate rate (as shown in Figure 10(b)). We argue that shaping using a common token bucket with logical partitions is able
to balance the tradeoffs of fairness and utilization, assuming
that a single shaping timer suffices for a large group of connections. To ensure that a single timer scales to a large number
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Figure 7: Shaping with common bucket: Throughput of TCP connections with di erent RTTs, with
aggregate shaping at the source; link bandwidths are equal in (a,b,c) and di erent in (d).
of connections we need additional mechanisms to trigger com- lived connections may terminate before reaching the target rate
pliance checks and transmissions. Section 6 discusses triggers window, thereby not benefitting from the fairness policies defor scalability with coarse grained timers.
scribed earlier. We now consider approaches for fair bandwidth
For policing and marking of connection aggregates, we sharing for short-lived connections in the congestion avoidance
compare the compliant and non-compliant throughput in Fig- phase (i.e., ramping up after experiencing packet loss).
ures 11(a,b). With policing, the total (compliant and noncompliant) and compliant throughput is higher than that with
individual rate control. The unused share of a connection
is used by other connections to send more marked packets,
thereby lowering the loss rate.

5 Adapting
Window

TCP Congestion

Previously we demonstrated that a common token bucket with
logical partitions results in fair bandwidth sharing while offering high bandwidth utilization on the (bottleneck) access link.
Our results apply primarily to a mix of long-lived connections
that can ramp up to the target rate window. However, short-

To be fair when ramping up, TCP’s congestion window
increase must be proportional to the round-trip time of the
connection. We now derive an expression for the throughput
of connection , i , in terms of its round-trip time,
i ; the
derivation is similar to the derivation in [6] for Constant Rate
window increase. Assume that the available link capacity on
the bottleneck link where fair share is desired (for us this is the
link between the link and the network provider) is . On this
link assume that the packet loss rate for connection is . That
is, the average time between packet drops on connection is
1 . With TCP fast recovery, the congestion window halves
on a packet loss and linearly increases till the next packet loss.
Between successive packet losses the window increases from
cwnd/2 to cwnd during a time duration 1 . The total bytes
sent during this time interval is the sum of the window sizes,
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Figure 8: Common token bucket with policing and marking: Throughput of TCP connections with di erent
RTTs sharing the same bottleneck link, with aggregate policing and marking at the source. Routers
con gured to support ERED; link bandwidths are equal.
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Figure 10: Shaping with common bucket and logical partitions: Throughput of di erent TCP connections
with di erent RTT values with aggregate shaping at the source; the bandwidth of individual links is equal.

rtt

from cwnd/2 to cwnd, increasing at the rate of 1 per
From the above equation, the throughput of a conneci.
2 . For fair bandwidth sharing
The average throughput for the connection is then the ratio of tion is proportional to i
i
2 , i.e.,
the total bytes sent to the time interval and is given by
across all connections, i should be proportional to
i
2 [6], where is a constant that controls the rate of
=
i
i
1 (
increase of the congestion window. No criterion for selecting
+ 1 )
i=2
i
i
an appropriate value for is proposed in [6]. One possible
interpretation of is provided in [7] by equating the aggresThe ratio of the congestion window cwnd that triggers a siveness of a Constant Rate connection with a given value of
loss, and the
i is the achievable share of link throughput, to that of a standard TCP connection with a certain RTT.
^ , where ^ = Mp
 for a packet arrival rate of . Thus, However, proper selection of depends on the network topolMp
1 2 For a generalized ogy and the number of peer connections [7]; as a result, it is
^
=
i and i = 2 + 2prtt
av
difficult to determine in a distributed manner and selection of
window increase algorithm where cwnd increases by ( i )
is typically ad hoc. Another important concern raised by [7]
instead of 1 in every
i , the throughput of connection is
is regarding the increased losses triggered by the Constant Rate
connection because the aggressive window increase results in
(
)
i
very bursty send patterns. The fix proposed in [7] is to bound
+
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Figure 11: Policing and marking with common token buckets and logical partitions: Throughput of di erent
TCP connections with di erent RTT values (compliant packets sent as marked, non-compliant packets sent
unmarked). Routers are con gured to support ERED; the bandwidth of individual links is di erent.
the congestion window increase per ACK by 1 segment, so that
a Constant Rate TCP connection is never more bursty that a
TCP connection in slow start. Alternately, one could smooth
the sending of several segments across a longer time period,
which is readily achieved via the average and peak rate traffic
shaping mechanisms considered previously.

resulting connection window increase is not excessively bursty.

We plan to evaluate the above approach to verify that each
connection recovers from loss in an aggressive but fair manner
while improving bandwidth utilization. We are applying the
above insights to the more conservative Increase-by-K window
increase policy [7], in which ( i) =
for long RTT
We argue that for aggregated rate control at a server (or connections, where might be constant or a function of RTT.
proxy), it is possible to derive a meaningful value for the con- These experimental studies would allow us to validate and/or
stant that not only ensures fairness between connections, but refine the notion of aggregate fairness.
also does not result in overly aggressive behavior relative to the
rest of the network. Exploiting the idea of equivalent aggressiveness [7], we introduce the notion of aggregate fairness.

K

g rtt

K

a

Aggregate Fair:

The set of connections comprising an
aggregate is aggregate fair, relative to other TCP connections
in the network, if the total (average) throughput of the aggregate
can be limited to that of a single TCP connection with RTT
roughly equal to the average RTT of the connections in the
aggregate. An aggregate fair set of connections is not overly
aggressive relative to other TCP connections in the network.

6 Protocol Stack Extensions

We have developed a number of server extensions to implement
fair rate control of aggregated TCP connections in AIX, which
has a BSD-style UNIX protocol stack. The key components of
these extensions are depicted in Figure 12, and have evolved
from an architecture developed earlier by the authors [14].

The policy agent (pagent) is responsible for querying a
global policy repository to obtain the list of policies applicable
to the server, translating global policies to local policies, and
interacting with the kernel-resident QoS Manager module to
install policies in the protocol stack. The policy agent interacts
with the QoS Manager via an enhanced socket interface by
nMp + n
2
2prtt2av We use this as the upper bound on the aggre- sending (receiving) messages to (from) special control sockgate throughput of a set of connections that is aggregate fair, ets [14]. In the current implementation, the policy agent runs
i.e., agg =  i Solving for we get = rtt12 for a as a system daemon in user space, and communicates with the
av
2
rtt
policy database server via the LDAP directory access protocol.
corresponding rate of window increase ( i) = rtt2i Note
av
QoS Manager is the key component in our architecture, playthat ( i ) is less than 1 for a connection with
i
av ing a critical role in the control as well as data planes of the
greater than 1 for a connection with i
av and exactly protocol stack. It is entrusted with maintaining kernel state
1 for a connection with
i = av For this reason, and for configured policies, managing network resources such as
since outgoing traffic is shaped at average and peak rates, the
buffers and link bandwidth, and managing the association be-

n

Consider a set of connections in an aggregate, with a
round-trip time
i for connection , and an average roundR
trip time
av = n i Using the expression for throughput
derived earlier, the average aggregate throughput is agg =

rtt
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Applications

Policy Agent

POLICY
DATABASE

SOCKET LAYER
best-effort
data path

QoS
data path

control path

Policing/Shaping
QOSMGR

TRANSPORT
(TCP/UDP, IP)

cpu type

133MHz powerpc 33MHz power
Set timer
7.4s
14.0s
Handle timer
7.1s
30.1s
Cancel timer
6.5s
9.6s
Table 2: Overheads of system timer operations.

gregate. Traffic marking is implemented efficiently by storing
the desired packet marking in the connection’s protocol control
data flow
control flow
block at connection setup time. Policing is implemented for the
specified average as well as peak rates; different packet markFigure 12: Protocol stack extensions for policy-based ings can be generated on the fly for in-profile and out-of-profile
service di erentiation on Internet servers.
packets. Traffic shaping is implemented using system timers
to delay packets (by withholding buffers) till compliance; this
tween individual TCP connections (or UDP sessions) and the can impose significant overheads, as discussed below. As an
appropriate policies. QoS Manager also implements the nec- optimization, the policing and shaping functions are invoked
essary traffic conditioning functions such as traffic policing, only when TCP’s congestion window allows it to transmit data.
marking, shaping, and buffer allocation based on the desired
action on a per-policy basis. A number of minor, but carefully
placed, modifications were applied to the socket and transport
layers of the protocol stack to allow them to invoke the afore- For accurate traffic shaping a packet must only be delayed
mentioned functions. In the current prototype, QoS Manager as long as necessary to meet compliance. Achieving the deis implemented as a loadable kernel extension.
sired delay via per-flow shaping timers does not scale with
the number of flows due to the significant overheads imposed
by system timers. In an earlier paper we explored the performance impact of supporting traffic conditioning functions in
TCP/IP protocol stacks [15]. Table 2 summarizes our meaThe QoS Manager module was originally designed for sured overheads of timer operations under AIX 4.2; as can
application-initiated signaled QoS using per-flow (connection be seen, these overheads constitute a significant performance
or session) reservations [14]. As such, the QoS Manager sup- burden for a well-optimized protocol stack, especially for the
ported a one-to-one association between a connection and a dominant class of network traffic (i.e., TCP).
LOWER LAYERS

6.2 Trac Shaping Overheads

6.1 Connection Aggregation and Trac
Conditioning

reservation. However, with policy-based service differentiation, a many-to-one association is instead desirable since a
policy would frequently control many connections simultaneously. As before, each data socket corresponding to each
connection is tagged with a QoS handle that directly identifies the associated policy. The QoS handle reduces the task
of packet classification to a single direct lookup, and is used
subsequently to correctly handle traffic originating on the data
socket. This association is established at connection setup
time and removed when the connection terminates. Since a
newly installed policy may apply to existing connections, the
many-to-one mapping is correctly maintained by searching the
entire list of existing data sockets and tagging each socket that
matches the specified filter in the new policy being installed.

To keep system overhead low, it is desirable to reduce the
number of timers active simultaneously and/or avoid using
very fine-grain system timers. Our implementation employs
a single system shaping timer to shape traffic belonging to all
active policies; using per-policy shaping timers is possible but
the overhead would still be excessive. While this eliminates
the overheads due to per-flow shaping timers, it will often be
the case that compliant packets must wait for the shaping timer
to invoke transmission. This is because, depending on the
policies configured and application behavior, traffic associated
with different policies may need to be shaped for a wide range
of delays. One alternative is to use a fine-grain shaping timer
(e.g., an interval of 1-5 ms), but this may impose excessive
overhead since all policies may not require traffic shaping.
The QoS Manager provides efficient traffic conditioning Our implementation provides a configurable shaping timer that
support (marking, policing, and shaping) for each policy in- we are currently experimenting with in order to determine a
stalled on the server. Traffic conditioning functions for a given reasonable value for the shaping timer interval.
policy are invoked for traffic on any connection controlled by
To facilitate accurate traffic shaping with relatively coarse
that policy; this ensures proper rate control of the entire ag- shaping timers, we exploit incoming ACKs on a given con-

nection as a trigger for transmitting compliant packets from
that connection, if the congestion window is open. Thus,
compliant packets on a connection do not have to necessarily
wait for the shaping timer to expire and initiate transmission.
This is true for each TCP connection being shaped by a policy
action. The shaping timer and per-connection ACKs are the
only viable triggers for transmitting previously non-compliant
packets on a single TCP connection. Note that for accurate
traffic shaping, the ACKs must arrive regularly spaced at the
server. This, however, is often unlikely given the bursty nature
of network congestion and the observed phenomenon of ACK
compression. For aggregate rate control, however, we exploit a
number of additional triggers to realize accurate traffic shaping.

6.3 Other Shaping Triggers
With multiple connections being shaped together, the following triggers are likely to occur with reasonable frequency: (i)
receipt of ACK on a connection with no data to send, (ii) receipt of duplicate ACKs on a connection, (iii) application send
on a connection whose congestion window is closed, and (iv)
new connection requests associated with the same policy rule.
These triggers can be used in addition to the two triggers
mentioned earlier. However, the viability and efficacy of these
triggers depends on the actual workload and design complexity relative to a common fine-grain shaping timer. Each of the
above triggers (including the shaping timer) must perform the
following steps very efficiently for them to be a viable alternative: (a) check if a previously non-compliant policy rule is
now compliant, and (b) apply the fairness criterion to select the
appropriate connection to send a packet.

in [6] and [7]. An approach of using weighted proportional
fairness to achieve differentiated services in the Internet is presented and evaluated in [18]. An integrated congestion control
and loss recovery scheme to improve the performance of parallel TCP connections from a server to the same client (i.e.,
a kind of aggregate) is proposed in [19]. While not directly
relevant, this work demonstrates the benefits of sharing state
across different, but related, connections.

TCP Rate Control: Several proposals provide some form
of rate-based pacing to TCP so as to smoothen out its data flow.
While rate-based pacing [20] is primarily meant for improved
TCP performance, the proposed scheme in [8] focuses on the
dynamics and rate control of a TCP connection in the context
of Integrated Services, and considers TCP congestion window
modifications to provide a TCP connection with the desired
policed rate. Our proposed window modifications for fair rate
control of aggregated TCP connections are less aggressive than
those proposed in [8]. Ack-based pacing [12] by a network device external to the traffic source provides another mechanism
for rate control of TCP connections; however, our work focuses
on timer-based pacing inside the traffic source. A detailed study
of traffic conditioning overheads in the context of per-flow rate
control is provided in [15]. Traffic aggregation provides both
opportunities to reduce some of these overheads, as well as
challenges in ensuring fairness while maintaining scalability.

Fair Flow Queuing: In recent years many research efforts
have explored link-level fair queuing and scheduling mechanisms and analyzed their bandwidth and delay allocation properties in the context of per-hop and end-to-end quality of service
guarantees. Examples include weighted fair queuing (WFQ)
and its variants, and class based queuing (CBQ) for hierarchiThe details of our prototype implementation (including sup- cal bandwidth sharing. Our focus is instead on providing fair
port for logical token buckets and the TCP window modifica- sharing mechanisms at a traffic source that must aggregate TCP
tions outlined in Sections 4 and 5), performance optimizations, connections for purposes of policy-based rate control. Being
and experimental results are beyond the scope of this paper, at the transport layer, our work is complementary to link-level
fair queuing mechanisms. While not directly related, the imand will appear in a forthcoming paper [16].
plications of per-flow queuing on TCP [21] might apply to
aggregated TCP connections if, contrary to our transport-layer
based support, the aggregation is performed at the link layer.

7 Related Work

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In our work we have built upon several key areas of TCPrelated research: TCP fairness, TCP rate control, and fair flow
queuing. We discuss related work in each of these areas below.
A summary of key TCP-related research efforts, although in In this paper we explored design considerations for policythe context of satellite networks, can be found in [11].
based fair rate control of aggregated TCP connections at InterTCP Fairness: Fairness between TCP connections has been net servers and proxies. We proposed and evaluated different
the subject of many recent research efforts. Router mechanisms approaches for rate control of aggregated TCP connections via
to enhance fairness and end-to-end performance include ac- policing with marking or shaping. Specifically, we proposed an
tive queue management schemes such as RED [9] and longest approach that employs a common token bucket with logical parqueue drop [17]. The importance of TCP unfairness in the titions, and simultaneously achieves high bandwidth utilization
congestion avoidance phase for different round-trip times is and a high degree of fairness. Our proposed modifications to
explored and addressed via congestion window modifications the TCP congestion window increase during congestion avoid-

ance achieves fairness amongst a mixture of connections with
long and short lifetimes. We also described the protocol stack
extensions in our prototype implementation, and techniques to
reduce implementation overheads.

[9] S. Floyd and V. Jacobson, “Random Early Detection
Gateways for Congestion Avoidance,” ACM/IEEE
Transactions on Networking, vol. 1, no. 4, pp. 397–
413, August 1993.

For ongoing and future work we are evaluating our pro[10] R. Guerin, S. Kamat, V. Peris, and R. Rajan, “ Scalable
posed congestion window modifications for a mix of long and
QoS Provision Through Buffer Management,” in Proshort TCP connections. For the prototype implementation,
ceedings of SIGCOMM 98, August 1998, pp. 29–41.
we are also developing aggressive performance optimizations
to support traffic aggregation in a scalable fashion. A key [11] M. Allman, S. Dawkins, et al., “Ongoing TCP Research
challenge is to exploit the available per-connection state for
Related to Satellites,” November 1998, Work in Progress
accurate traffic conditioning while minimizing the complexity
Internet Draft draft-ietf-tcpsat-res-issues-05.txt.
of maintaining policy-connection associations, implementing
logical token buckets, and sharing the unused rate. Each of [12] R. Satyavolu, K. Duvedi, and S. Kalyanaraman, “Explicit
Rate Control of TCP Applications,” ATM-Forum/98these aspects are the subject of a forthcoming paper [16].
0152R1, February 1998.
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Abstract

central goal of our work is to develop a protocol through
which this negotiation can take place. The protocol should
be generic and flexible enough to support multiple delivery services and environments (including int-serv, diff-serv,
and best effort services), service negotiation at different levels of granularity (flow- and aggregate-based), negotiation
by both sender and receiver, and “in-band” and “out-ofband” resource reservation mechanisms. It should allow the
service provider to communicate service availability, estimated prices for available services and charges accruing to
the user, and allow the user to request a specific service.
It should also support dynamic service re-negotiation between the user and the network, allowing the network to
adjust pricing in response to changes in network load, and
allowing the user to respond to changes in application requirements. We refer to the proposed negotiation protocol
as the Resource Negotiation And Pricing protocol (RNAP).
A slightly different, and somewhat secondary goal of this
work is to develop a general strategy for pricing in a BBE
service. We propose an algorithm for computation of a local or incremental price for a service at a given point in a
network; we also propose a number of alternative mechanisms to allow the network to compute a global price on
the basis of these incremental prices, and to charge the user
for the end-to-end service. The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, we define two alternative
protocol architectures, a centralized architecture (RNAPC), and a distributed architecture (RNAP-D). We consider
the design goals discussed above in greater detail in order
to develop an outline of the RNAP protocol. In Section 3,
we present a detailed description of the basic RNAP protocol, including protocol messages, and message sequences in
centralized and distributed architectures. We then expand
our discussion to end-to-end service negotiation across multiple domains, and also briefly consider advance reservation
mechanisms. In Section 4, we discuss pricing and charging mechanisms in RNAP. The communication of pricing
and charging information in the various RNAP messages
is first discussed, followed by an explanation of how endto-end pricing and charging can be formulated under both
RNAP-C and RNAP-D architectures. We end the section
by considering a specific strategy for pricing a BBE service
at a single network point, based on which a complete pricing system may be realized using RNAP. In Section 5, we
describe a prototype implementation of the RNAP protocol
and architecture in a test-bed network. In Section 6, we

Network delivery services providing “better-than-best-effort” service over the Internet are being studied, and are particularly
necessary for multimedia applications. The selection and use of
a specific delivery service involves negotiation between the user
and the network; they agree upon specifications such as the type
of service user packets will receive, the constraints the user traffic
must adhere to, and the price to be charged for the service. In
this paper, we describe a protocol through which the user and
the network (or two network domains) can negotiate network services. We refer to the protocol as a Resource Negotiation and
Pricing protocol (RNAP). Through RNAP, the network service
provider communicates availability of services and delivers price
quotations and charging information to the user, and the user requests or re-negotiates services with desired specifications for one
or more flows. RNAP protocol mechanisms are flexible enough
to support multiple delivery service models, and allow dynamic
re-negotiation of services during a session. Two different network
architectures are defined to support RNAP, a centralized architecture with a Network Resource Negotiator (NRN) administering each network domain, and a distributed architecture without
any centralized controlling entity. Mechanisms are proposed for
local price and charge computation, formulation of end-to-end
prices and charges across multiple domains, and communication
of this information through RNAP messages. Results of a prototype implementation are briefly described.

1

Introduction

Motivated by growth of Internet multimedia applications,
a number of researchers have investigated network delivery
services that provide “better-than-best-effort” (BBE) service to the user, in the sense that they provide some QoS
support or guarantees to applications. Important examples
of proposed network service models are the integrated service model (int-serv) [1, 2], and the differentiated service
model (diff-serv) [5, 6].
As these services are implemented in the Internet, user
applications will be able to request and use the delivery service appropriate to their requirements. We may regard the
selection and use of a specific delivery service as a negotiation process. The customer and network negotiate and
agree upon specifications such as the type of service user
packets will receive, the constraints the user traffic must
adhere to, and the price to be charged for the service. The
1
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RNAP-D Architecture

RNAP-C Architecture

tations for the different available service levels to HRNs,
answers service requests from HRNs, and is also responsible for maintaining and communicating user charges for a
particular session.
The NRN may be an individual entity, or may be a complementary functional unit that works with other administrative entities. For example, the NRN can be part of
(or function as) the Bandwidth Broker (BB) in the diff-serv
model [5] and the PDP in the COPS architecture [25]. The
NRN either has a well-known address, or is located via the
service location protocol [32]. The NRN address of a neighboring domain can be pre-configured or obtained through
DNS SRV [33].
Resource reservation and admission decisions may be performed by the NRN; they may also be performed by other
entities, such as the BB of the diff-serv model. If they
are performed by other entities, the NRN communicates requests for services to them individually or in aggregate, and
receives admission decisions and possibly pricing decisions
from them. The implementation of resource reservation and
admission control, and the associated communication with
administrative entities, is closely related to specific BBE
services, and is outside the scope of the RNAP protocol.

briefly discuss some related work. We summarize our work
in Section 7 and also point out important open issues.
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We begin by considering a scenario in which a customer
(sender or receiver) wishes to reserve network resources
for multiple flows, for example, traffic flows from a videoconference. We assume that the user application negotiates
through an agent referred to as the Host Resource Negotiator (HRN). The HRN is responsible for obtaining information and price quotations for available services from the
network. During the negotiation, the HRN requests a particular service, specifying the type of service (guaranteed
service, control load service, premium service, assured service, best effort service, etc.), and parameters to characterize the requested service. Some parameters are general to all
services (immediate/advance reservation, preemption level,
partial reservation, etc.) and other parameters are specific
to a service class (peak rate, average rate, burst size, lost
rate, delay, jitter etc.). The HRN can negotiate simultaneously for one or multiple flows, and request different services
for each of them.
A HRN negotiates only with its access network to reserve
resources, even if its flows traverse multiple domains. If a
domain could provide pricing information for services along
different paths, the HRN will choose the optimal path at
beginning of the transmission. A HRN may also decide to
renegotiate resources at a later time if the network is under
heavy congestion and the price is prohibitive. In addition
to resource negotiation between the HRN and the network,
the RNAP protocol is also intended for resource negotiation
between two network domains. An access domain “A” may
receive requests for a service in a certain direction passing
through a neighboring transit domain “B” from one or more
users, and use RNAP to request the service for the flow or
flow-aggregate from domain “B”. We discuss an end-to-end
negotiation scenario across multiple domains in Section 3.4.
For negotiation on the network side, we consider two alternative architectures, a centralized architecture, and a distributed architecture.

2.1.2

Distributed Architecture (RNAP-D)

In this architecture, networks don’t have centralized negotiating entity. Instead, the protocol is implemented at routers
in the network, and RNAP messages propagate hop-by-hop,
from the first-hop router to the egress router, and vice-versa.
We consider the messaging process in greater detail after introducing specific RNAP messages in Section 3.3.
Evidently, the RNAP-D architecture has in-band messaging, whereas the RNAP-C architecture has out-of-band messaging.
The RNAP message format is independent of the architecture. Therefore, the two architectures can co-exist; for
instance, a domain administered by a NRN can exchange
RNAP messages with a neighboring domain which employs
the distributed architecture. Also, a HRN does not need
to know about the RNAP architecture of its local domain,
since it receives and sends the same negotiation messages in
either case.

2.2

Dynamic Re-negotiation Capability

There are a number of reasons that make it desirable for the
negotiation protocol to permit services to be re-negotiated
2.1.1 Centralized Architecture (RNAP-C)
dynamically. In general, the network would like applications
In a centralized architecture, the network negotiates through to acquire network resources so that there is high network
a Network Resource Negotiator (NRN). Each administrative utilization, but not at the expense of poor QoS. The real
domain has at least one NRN. The NRN delivers price quo- time constraints of multimedia traffic make it difficult for
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these applications to estimate the bandwidth required for
an application.
Also, many existing multimedia applications allow the
media rate and quality to be adjusted over a wide range,
allowing them to respond to network congestion by gracefully reducing their rate [8], possibly utilizing applicationspecific knowledge. Such applications have the incentive to
re-negotiate a service with lower QoS when network congestion results in the current service becoming more expensive,
or if the network provider denies the requested service because of unavailability of the amount of resources requested.
Possible re-negotiation scenarios include periodic renegotiation, in which the service contract expires after a period and is re-negotiated, and asynchronous re-negotiation
initiated either by the customer or by the network provider.
The RNAP protocol uses both mechanisms. Each service
has an associated Negotiation Interval, during which the negotiated price and service characteristics remain constant.
The resource reservation expires after the negotiation interval, so in order to maintain uninterrupted service, the
HRN needs to re-negotiate the resource reservation request
periodically. To facilitate the re-negotiation process, the
network periodically sends the HRN service price and availability information. The periodic re-negotiation mechanism
is optional, and a HRN not willing to negotiate may disable
the mechanism at any time. The periodic re-negotiation
mechanism allows the network provider to use network resources more efficiently, and also convey to the users the network state through pricing information (for example, when
congestion occurs, the network tries to reduce the traffic entering the network by increasing the price). When the network is congested, an user capable of dynamically adjusting
its transmission is able to respond to increase in price by adjusting its quality of transmission gracefully. Alternatively,
the user can maintain a high quality of transmission by paying a higher price. It is likely that a negotiation with longer
interval carries a “risk premium” to protect against network
dynamics.

2.3

the sender, or receiver, or both. The periodic re-negotiation
framework provides a natural way to communicate periodic
price quotations and cumulative charges to the customer.

2.4

Scalability

RNAP messaging is scalable in the sense that message volume is independent of the hop count of a route or the number of transit domains on the route. Scalability is therefore
determined mainly by the need to maintain state information relating to each multimedia session (consisting of one
or multiple flows) established by a HRN. It is likely that
individual customer flows will be progressively aggregated
to form larger granularity flows in the core of the network.
The NRN (or boundary routers of a domain in RNAP-D)
may negotiate resources for such a flow, consisting of traffic belonging to more than one customer, entering from a
neighboring network. In this case, the NRN or network
does not have knowledge of individual flows belonging to
the aggregate, and only maintains RNAP state information
for the aggregation. The centralized architecture has better scalability, since the state information needs only to be
maintained by the NRN and boundary routers of a domain.

2.5

Service Predictability

In general, each particular delivery service model has associated mechanisms to assure that the service received by
the user is predictable. Predictability includes the quality
expected from a service type, and the price charged for it.
The periodic price quotation mechanism discussed earlier
can also serve to increase the predictability of the overall
service by keeping the price constant during a negotiation
period.

2.6

Transport Protocol and Reliability

RNAP messages are sent using the UDP protocol. In both
RNAP-C and RNAP-D models, synchronous RNAP messages are sent periodically and provide a natural way of
protecting against loss. Since a negotiation involves charging, a HRN may want to know the current service price before sending out a new request. RNAP allows the HRN to
asynchronously solicit any service related information at any
time during the negotiation session. If a reservation request
is lost in transmission, the network will continue to provide
service based on contracted rules from previous negotiation
period. Possible rules are discussed in the description of the
Negotiation Interval in Section 3.1.
The HRN also sends messages asynchronously. To protect against asynchronous message loss (and as an additional
protection against synchronous message loss), the HRN continues to retransmit a request with exponential back-off (for
congestion control) until a response is received. The retransmission interval starts at close to the end-to-end round trip
time. The retransmission interval doubles after each packet
transmission.
Network failures, such as failure of a negotiation server or
of a device storing RNAP state information, and network
partitions need also to be considered. A back-up NRN may
be needed for the RNAP-C model. When a device that

Pricing and Charging Capability

A network service model that provides one or more “betterthan-best-effort” delivery services must also incorporate a
pricing system, so that users are charged appropriately for
different levels of service. Researchers have also suggested
usage/congestion sensitive pricing as a congestion-control
mechanism [9, 10, 11, 12, 22, 13, 14, 15] if applications are
capable of adaptation, as discussed above.
A pricing system includes monitoring of user traffic, price
formulation at one or more points within the network, computation of a global, or end-to-end, price for a particular service, and a mechanism to communicate pricing information
from the network to the customer. We consider these issues
in Section 4. For the present, we assume the existence of
mechanisms which enable the network (the NRN in RNAPC, and individual routers in RNAP-D) to compute the price
for a service, and to compute charges accruing to the user for
services used. The RNAP protocol provides the means to
communicate to the customer price quotations for different
services, and the charge for services provided to the customer. It also supports different charging modes: charging
3

stores customer charging information is down for a period, Service Type: Service Type identifies a service. Examples
the charge for the period is asynchronously retrieved after
of services are the Guaranteed and Controlled Load serthe device becomes alive. The accumulated charge may need
vice models defined within the int-serv framework [1, 2],
to be stored in a non-volatile storage.
and the Premium and Assured Service models defined
within the diff-serv framework [5, 6].
The network should be able to track the liveness of an application using RNAP by tracking periodic RNAP messages
Service: The Service identifier defines the service being neand also by monitoring the flow. This would avoid charging
gotiated. The HRN uses it to request a price quotation
a terminated application and wasting network resources.
or reserve resources for a particular service with a set
of associated parameters. The NRN uses it in the corresponding acknowledgment messages. A service iden2.7 Security
tifier consists of Service Type, Service Independent PaRNAP messages can be authenticated and encrypted in the
rameters (SIP) and Service Specific Parameters (SSP).
same way as RSVP [34]. Alternatively, IPSEC [35] may be
SIP specifies a list of parameters that are generic to
used.
all service models and used to characterize a service.
The service independent parameters include Starting
Time, Ending Time, Negotiation Interval, Preemption
3 Basic Negotiation Protocol
Capability, and Reservation Coverage.
In this section, we start with an explanation of some basic
terminology used in describing protocol messages, followed
by a description of the protocol messages, and the typical
negotiation sequence in which they are used. In the discussion that follows, we assume for convenience the RNAP-C
architecture, and refer to the NRN as one of the negotiating
entities. We later extend the discussion to the RNAP-D architecture, with the routers along the delivery flow path collectively playing the role of the NRN. Also for convenience,
we assume that the other negotiating entity is a HRN, acting on behalf of the user application. As mentioned earlier,
the RNAP protocol is also applicable to resource negotiation between two network domains, in which case, the first
domain (through its NRN, in case RNAP-C is employed)
plays the role of the HRN.

3.1

1. Starting Time and Ending Time specify the time
period over which service is requested (when specified by HRN) or is available (when specified by
NRN). The Starting Time and Ending Time fields
are optional and may be used to make either immediate or advance reservations (Section 3.5).
2. The Negotiation Interval defines the length of time
over which the negotiated service and price are
valid. The negotiated service expires automatically at the end of the negotiation interval, and the
HRN must periodically re-negotiate (by sending a
Reserve message) before the expiration to ensure
uninterrupted service. Specific services may define
different actions on part of the provider regarding the treatment of user packets after the service
has expired. Possible actions are: maintaining the
current service at the previously negotiated price,
maintaining the current service but updating the
price unilaterally as required, or transmitting using best effort service. To reduce the signaling
overhead, the negotiation interval for a service can
be set equal to or a multiple of time periods associated with an underlying protocol, for example,
the TCP round-trip time, RSVP [3] refresh time,
or RTCP [31] receiver report interval. To reduce
control overhead, a minimum negotiation interval
should be enforced. Multimedia services should
not renegotiate too frequently, to avoid adjusting data rate too often resulting in poor perceived
quality.
The negotiation interval affects how a service is
priced. A service with a longer negotiation interval
may carry a “risk premium” to protect against
network dynamics.
3. Preemption Capability defines whether the service
is pre-emptable or non-pre-emptable. A non-preemptable service assures service to the user for
the negotiated period. A pre-emptable service is
subject to being terminated by the NRN, either
asynchronously, or by being allowed to expire at
the end of a negotiation interval. For specific services, further refinements may be considered. For

Terminology

Flow Id: The Flow Id fields(s) in a message defines a flow
for which services are negotiated. It defines the granularity with which resources are allocated. Fine granularity may be based on one or a combination of source
IP address and port, destination IP address and port,
and transport protocol. Coarser granularity may be
based on the source or destination subnet addresses.
Session Id: The Session Id structure contains identification information. It consists of the fields, the Session
Id, the Session Aggregate Id, and the Aggregation Flag
The Session Id identifies a negotiation session. It is randomly generated by an HRN when it requests initiation
of a new session. Subsequently, it identifies each message between the HRN and NRN as belonging to that
session, until the session is terminated. The Aggregation Flag indicates whether a per-user flow session has
been mapped to an aggregate RNAP session, and the
Session Aggregate Id contains the Session Id of the aggregate session, if any. Aggregation of RNAP sessions
is discussed in Section 3.4.2.
Negotiation Capability: The Negotiation Capability bit
is used by the HRN to signal its capability or willingness
to negotiate during session initiation.
4

example, instead of all the reserved resources being “at risk”, resources reserved above a certain
base level, or just the cost of reservation may be
“at risk”. These particulars would be defined by
the SSP fields.

a request for price quotations for all available services, for
each such Flow Id. The NRN uses default values of SIP and
SSP parameters to determine the price; it does not return
quotations for services which have one or more mandatory
parameters since the price for these services will depend on
the service parameters required and must be provided with
a request.
In addition to asynchronously sending Quotation messages, as above, the NRN also sends out Quotation messages synchronously, with a period defined by the Session
Quotation timer. A Quotation sent synchronously message
contains price quotations for all services requested.
In general, the NRN sends a Quotation message upon receiving a Query message, and upon expiry of the Session
Quotation timer. The timer is reset whenever a Quotation
message is sent out synchronously, but not when an asynchronous Quotation message is sent in response to a Query.
If the Negotiation Capability flag is false, the HRN and
NRN could still exchange an initial pair of Query and Quotation messages, and negotiate a service with a set of parameters that remains unchanged for the rest of the session.
A HRN may re-enable negotiation capability at any time
during the session by sending a Query or Reserve message.

4. Reservation Coverage indicates the extent of reservation over the flow paths. The reservation can
be end-to-end, over contiguous sub-trees where
branches may not use or support reservations or
for discontiguous segments. In the latter case, referred to as partial reservations, reservations may
fail on a link, yet the resource reservation request
will not be automatically removed for the remaining links.

SSP consists of a list of parameters used to characterize a service, specific to a particular service type.
Typical service parameters define the traffic profile the
user traffic should adhere to, such as average rate and
peak rate, over a certain interval. and the performance
promised to the user (average or maximum drop-rate,
delay, delay jitter etc.). For some services such as those
belonging to diff-serv, the performance requested from
a class may be in terms of a qualitative expectation
(for example service using EF PHB may be expected
to have lower average loss, delay and jitter). In this 3.2.3 Reserve
case, no specific performance parameters are provided. The HRN sends a Reserve message to apply for services
for each flow or group of flows belonging to the negotiation session. A Reserve message is sent at the beginning
3.2 Protocol Messages
of a session to request services for the first time. Since
We now describe the RNAP negotiation messages, with a service request expires automatically after a Negotiation
some explanation of the sequence in which they are used. Interval defined for each service, the HRN continues to periThe negotiation sequence is represented schematically in odically send Reserve messages with a small enough period
Fig. 3.
that none of the requested services expire. Through the
Reserve message, the HRN applies for services for a partic3.2.1 Query
ular flow or flow-aggregate, specifying corresponding service
identifier identifying the type of service, and a set of SIP and
The HRN uses Query messages to request a price quotation SSP parameters characterizing the user requirements from
from the NRN for one or more services, for each flow or that service. In general, each Reserve message carries one
group of flows belonging to the negotiation session. If there or more Flow Id-Service-Price triples. The function of the
is no RNAP session existing between the HRN and the NRN, Price structure in this context is explained in Section 4.1.
the HRN generates a Session Id. The unique Session Id
When the Reserve message includes fewer Flow Ids than
will be used to identify future RNAP messages as belonging
the previous Reserve message, it implies that the Flow Ids
to a negotiation session. The HRN will also inform the
not included in the new Reserve message will be canceled.
NRN whether the HRN supports negotiation. The message
Similarly, new Flow Ids may be added to a Reserve message
consists of a set of Flow Ids, and one or more Service fields
to apply for resources for new flows, and the Service field
accompanying each Flow Id. The HRN specifies a set of
corresponding to a Flow Id may be changed to modify the
requirements with each service, by setting some or all of
resources requested for an existing flow.
the SIP and SSP parameters in the corresponding service
identifiers.
3.2.4 Commit
3.2.2 Quotation
The Commit message is generated by the NRN in response
Upon receiving a Query message, the NRN determines the to a Reserve message. For each service request specified by
price for each service for which quotations were requested in a Flow Id-Service-Price triple, the NRN determines whether
the Query message, and returns a list of Service and Price the flows identified by the corresponding Flow Id are to be
pairs inside a Quotation message. As stated earlier, we as- admitted or denied. The admission policy, as stated earlier,
sume the existence of pricing and charging mechanisms here is specific to the service, and need not be administered by
and in the explanation of Commit messages, and address the NRN. For instance, in a diff-serv service, the BB could
the issue in Section 4. A Query message with a null Service make the admission decision, and the NRN simply commulist for one or more Flow Ids is interpreted by the NRN as nicates the admission decision through RNAP. The NRN
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returns the decision in a list of Flow Id, Service, Status and
Price 4-tuples.
The Price field carries pricing information for the corresponding service. If the flows are admitted, the NRN determines the price for providing the service. If the Commit is
in response to a re-negotiation Reserve request in an ongoing session, the NRN also returns the amount charged for
each service in the preceding negotiation period, and the
accumulated charge since the beginning of the session.
The Status field indicates whether the request for the corresponding service is accepted (rejected, incomplete, or complete). The Service identifier is copied in from the Reserve
message. If the request for that service is rejected, the NRN
informs the HRN its reason for denial, by appropriately resetting parameters in the Service identifier. For example,
if the service has a service-specific sending rate parameter,
and the requested sending rate cannot be supported, the
sending rate parameter is set to the maximum sending rate
that can be supported. In a way, this informs the sender
about the amount of resources available when resources are
scarce. The NRN modifies the parameters in a similar manner when the status is Admit Incomplete, to indicate which
of the requested parameters has not been granted.
The network could also choose to encourage the HRN to
reduce its requirements when network resources are scarce.
The requested service from HRN is admitted by setting the
Status to admit complete, but the requested service rate is
modified to a smaller value and the price is also set lower
than the quoted price as a reward.
3.2.5

Query
Quotation
Reserve
Commit

Reserve

Close
Release

Figure 3:

RNAP messaging sequence between HRN and NRN.

message downstream to the last-hop router (LHR). The
LHR determines local service availability and a local
price for each service, and initiates a Quotation message and sends it upstream. Each intermediate router
verifies local availability of each service, and increments
the price by the local price that it computes. The FHR
returns the Quotation message to HRN.
As in RNAP-C, Quotation messages are also sent periodically to the HRN. The LHR maintains the Session
Quotation timer, and sends periodic Quotation messages hop-by-hop upstream, as above.
2. HRN sends a Reserve message to the FHR, and receives
a Commit message in an identical manner to 2. As the
Commit message is forwarded upstream, in addition to
the committed price being incremented at each router,
the incremental charge for each service at that router
is added on as well. (Pricing and charging in RNAP-D
are considered in more detail in Section 4.5. ) Subsequently, the HRN periodically re-negotiates resources
by sending Reserve messages and receiving Commit
messages in return. Query and Reserve messages may
also be sent asynchronously at any time, as in RNAP-C.

Preempt

Close

A Close message is sent from the HRN to the NRN to tear
down the negotiation session between them.
3.2.7

Quotation
Commit

If a Service is set as preemptable (at the benefit of lower
price), the NRN may preempt resources allocated previously
to this service and make room for the other more important
flows. Currently the Preempt field in the Service identifier
is binary, i.e., preemptable or non-preemptable. More preemptation priorities could be supported and allow different
flows with different priority levels to be differentiated.
3.2.6

NRN

HRN

3. To terminate a session, the HRN sends a Close message, which is forwarded to the LHR. The LHR sends a
Release message upstream, and releases Session Id and
resources. Upstream routers forward the Release message towards the HRN and release the Session Id and
resources.

Release

The Release message acknowledges the Close message and
optionally reports to HRN the cumulative charging information for the entire session. This information is for informational purposes, and may not be tied to the actual billing
and payment procedures. The NRN releases the resources it
had allocated for the session, and sends a Release message.

3.4

Negotiation across Multiple Administrative Domains

In the discussion so far, it has been assumed that the HRN
negotiates resources for flows traversing a single domain. We
The messaging sequence for the RNAP-C architecture is now consider scenarios in which the flows traverse multiple
shown in figure 3. The messaging sequence for RNAP-D domains. We assume that each domain is represented by a
peer NRN. For simplicity, let us first assume that resources
is as follows:
are to be negotiated for a session comprising a set of flows
1. The HRN sends a Query message to the first hop router between a single source and destination pair. We consider
(FHR). Local and intermediate routers forward the the following scenarios.

3.3

Sequence of Messages
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3.4.1

Scenario 1: Simple End-to-end Resource Negotiation

If the Aggregation Flag is set, the NRN or routers receiving the per-flow request message can choose not to process
the message, and simply forward it downstream. At the
edge of the destination access network, and possibly within
the access network, routers (or the administering NRN) also
check the Aggregate Session Id in the message to see if deaggregation is necessary. If state information for the aggregate session exists, and the de-aggregating NRN or router
determines that it is the destination point for the aggregate session, it resets the Aggregation Flag and clears the
Aggregate Session Id in the per-flow request message, processes the request, and forwards the message. The request
message is then processed hop-by-hop further downstream.
Although in the current scenario we assume that the deaggregating NRN administers the destination access network and there are no further NRNs downstream, in general, the de-aggregation may also be performed upstream of
the access network. The de-aggregating router or NRN also
maintains the mapping between per-flow Session Ids and
the Aggregate Session Id, similar to the aggregation point.
There is a similar message flow for RNAP response messages (Quotation, Commit and Preempt) in the reverse direction. The de-aggregation entity for the request messages
acts as the aggregating entity for the response messages. It
sets the Session Aggregate Id and Aggregation Flag in these
messages, and also composes and sends aggregate response
messages based on the per-flow responses. In the RNAP-C
architecture, the RNAP message forwarding and response
route will most probably be the same, i.e., passing the same
set of domains. When a resource reservation request is confirmed by a domain, the domain will be responsible for allocating enough resources to meet the requirements. If there is
any possibility of resource unavailability due to element failure or route change, re-negotiation process will be triggered
from the influenced domain to the corresponding neighboring domains to allow new resource agreements to be reached.
The aggregation entity on the source network side is also
responsible for de-aggregation of RNAP response messages.
That is, it checks the Aggregate Session Id in per-flow RNAP
response messages, and, if it is the origination point for the
corresponding aggregate session, resets the Aggregation Flag
and Aggregate Session Id fields and forwards the messages
upstream. The aggregation entity is also responsible for
mapping the aggregate-level pricing and charging (returned
by the aggregate session Quotation and Commit messages)
to the corresponding per-flow prices and charges for individual sessions. Therefore, when it processes the per-flow
Quotation and Commit messages, it also updates the price
and charge-related fields in theses messages to include the
price and charge share from the aggregate.
At the aggregation point for per-flow RNAP requests, the
NRN or router acts as the client negotiator (or HRN) for
the aggregate session. In general, the client negotiator will
reserve resources in accordance with the per-flow reservation requests it receives corresponding to the aggregate. To
avoid frequent re-negotiation, however, it is likely that the
client negotiator will increment or decrement the requested
resources with some minimum granularity, instead of renegotiating the aggregate session every time a per-flow session joins or leaves, or changes its individual request. When
the sum of per-flow requests approaches the resources re-

In the first scenario, resources are periodically re-negotiated
end-to-end; all messages which were earlier assumed to be
exchanged between the HRN and the local NRN propagate end-to-end, forwarded from HRN to sender-local (or
first-hop of RNAP-D) NRN through intermediate NRNs to
receiver-local (last-hop of RNAP-D) NRN, and vice-versa.
Each NRN maintains state information for the session. The
price for an end-to-end service is the sum of prices charged
by individual NRNs.
The messaging sequence and price and charge collation in
this case is identical to that in RNAP-D, if each router is
replaced by the NRN for a domain.
3.4.2

Scenario 2: Resource Negotiation with Aggregation

In this scenario, a NRN or a boundary router in RNAP-D
aggregates RNAP requests for flows or a flow aggregate from
different users entering the network domain. All aggregated
flows must request the same or similar type of service. The
NRN or router forms a new aggregated request and forwards
it to the downstream neighboring NRN or boundary router.
If flows belonging to the aggregate have different destination networks, divergence of individual flows from the aggregate has to be checked in the core networks, and the per-flow
negotiation session has to be re-established at the point of
divergence of the flow from the aggregate. To avoid the
necessity of such per-flow processing in the core of the network, it is expected that aggregation will be done for flows
with the same destination access networks, and aggregation
and de-aggregation of per-flow RNAP messages is performed
only in the source and destination access networks.
At the point of aggregation, the aggregating NRN or
router establishes and maintains a RNAP session with its
own Session Id. It also maintains the mapping between the
individual Session Ids and the aggregate Session Id. The
aggregating NRN or router processes incoming per-flow request messages (Query and Reserve), and may modify the
aggregate session Query and Reserve messages based on the
per-flow requests. The Flow Id in aggregate session messages indicates the destination address of the aggregate (for
example, a destination network address).
Since the aggregate RNAP session will not perform
end-to-end reservation between the source and destination
HRN’s of individual flows, per-flow RNAP messages must
still function in the source access network, between the
source HRN and the aggregation point and in the destination network between the de-aggregation point and the destination HRN. A tunneling mechanism is required so that
per-flow RNAP messages can be transmitted between aggregation and de-aggregation points without being processed
by intervening routers or NRNs. This is done using the Aggregate Session Id and Aggregation Flag in RNAP messages.
The aggregating entity sets the Aggregate Session Id field in
per-flow RNAP request messages to indicate the aggregate
session the flow belongs to. It also sets the Aggregation Flag
in the request message, and forwards it to the next hop NRN
or router.
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served (or reach some threshold) for the aggregate, the client
negotiator will reserve an additional block of resources. Similarly, the requested reservation is decremented in blocks as
the demand from per-flow sessions decreases. The larger
the block, the less frequently the aggregate session needs
to be re-negotiated. However the large block may involve
higher holding cost when the utilization is low. In general,
negotiation of resources in blocks results in a fairly static
service, and periodical re-negotiations, if any, would occur
with a much longer negotiation interval. Hence price Quotation messages for the aggregate session will probably only be
sent asynchronously in response to Query messages, when
an additional block of resources needs to be reserved or removed.
The NRN at an aggregation point may also forecast a certain demand to a particular destination network, and could
negotiate a large block of resources in advance, using the
advance reservation mechanism described in Section 3.5. In
this case, the aggregate session is set up in advance, and perflow sessions are mapped to the aggregate at the aggregation
point on an ongoing basis. The aggregation, de-aggregation,
and tunneling mechanisms remain as before.
3.4.3

and budget. In response to a request, the server NRN returns an appropriate service Quotation or Commit that falls
within the range of specified requirements. The server negotiator initializes session state at the conclusion of the advance negotiations, and maintains the state until the actual
transmission has been completed.
Advance reservations may be made by network domains
making reservations in bulk in anticipation of demand for a
certain service in a certain direction, as discussed in Scenario
2 of Section 3.4.2. Price quotation in advance reservation
negotiations is likely to present difficulties. It is possible
that the server negotiator will set aside certain resources
for advance reservations (that is, not commit them in ongoing negotiations). Pricing for advance reservations can
then be determined based on the total resources available
for advance reservation and the total demand for advance
reservation; this may simplify the pricing procedure. Alternatively the negotiation may be concluded without agreeing
on a price at all, if the client negotiator is willing to make
a reservation without knowing the price in advance.
If the client negotiator chooses to cancel part or all of a
reservation made in advance, it can re-negotiate with the
server negotiator to try to ‘sell back’ previously reserved resources. It does this by sending a Query message with the
price field set to the price it is offering to sell back the resources. The server negotiator replies with a Quotation message, either agreeing to the price, or setting a new price. The
client negotiator eventually agrees to the price by sending a
Reserve message with the updated price, and the server negotiator agrees to the re-sell by sending a Commit message.
The price eventually agreed upon would probably reflect any
cancellation or holding cost fee the server negotiator wishes
to charge. The server negotiator may also offer to buy back
resources reserved in advance, for more important usage.
A similar re-negotiation sequence can be envisioned in this
case.

Scenario 3: RNAP Negotiation for a Multicast Session

RNAP request messages for a multicast session will negotiate services for flows to multiple destinations. In this case,
the Flow Id field carries the IP multicast address. On receiving such a message, the NRN (or router) communicates
with a multicast routing protocol to determine if the multicast tree diverges into two or more branches within the administered domain (or at the router). If so, multiple copies
of the message are formed and forwarded appropriately. For
example, when a Reserve message requesting a service for
a multicast session arrives at an NRN or router where the
multicast tree diverges into sub-trees “A” and “B”, the NRN
generates two identical Reserve messages requesting the service, and forwards them in different directions, to sub-tree
“A” and “B”.
The NRN or router maintains session state allowing it
to aggregate RNAP response messages traveling upstream.
For the example being considered, Quotation or Commit
messages corresponding to the two sub-trees are verified to
belong to the same session by the NRN or router at the divergence point, which generates an aggregate message and
sends it upstream. As response messages are aggregated, the
pricing and charging information from individual response
messages are summed to obtain the corresponding information for the aggregate message.

3.5

4

Pricing and Charging

The main RNAP messages, Query, Reserve, Quotation and
Commit, all contain a common Price structure, used to convey pricing and charging information. We first briefly discuss the intended purpose of the various Price fields, and
how they are used in RNAP messaging. We then consider
the issues of formulating end-to-end prices and charging customer flows accordingly. We address these issues within
both the RNAP-D and RNAP-C architectures, and also discuss pricing and charging across multiple network domains.
We also briefly consider the scenario in which sender and
receiver HRNs share the charges for services used, and consider charging in a multicast session.
We end this section with a proposal for a specific strategy for pricing a BBE service at a single network point.
This lies outside the scope of the RNAP protocol and architecture, but taken together with the global pricing and
charging mechanisms, it would constitute a complete and
viable pricing system.

Advance Reservation

A client negotiator (HRN, or the client NRN in a NRNNRN negotiation) can reserve services in advance through
the RNAP protocol. through a similar messaging sequence
as above. The HRN or client NRN indicates an advance
reservation using the Starting Time and Ending Time fields
in the service description. The server negotiator (NRN or
network) is likely to allow more flexibility in advance reservation service specifications, such as start and end times
8

4.1

Pricing Structure and its Use in RNAP a set of Flow Id-Service-Price triples corresponding to the
services being provided for the flows or flow aggregates beMessages

longing to the negotiation session. Pricing and charging inThe Price structure carried by RNAP messages is as follows: formation follows the following basic flow: after a session has
been opened, the negotiating HRN sends a Query message
Price = New Price
carrying Service-Price pairs. The HRN indicates how much
: Current Charge
of the charge for each service it is willing to bear by setting
: Accumulated Charge
the HRN Data → HRN Charge Fraction field accordingly,
: HRN Data
and may also indicate its budget for a particular service by
setting the New Price field. If the Query message has a
HRN Data = HRN Account
null Service list, the HRN may still wish to indicate how
: HRN Charge Fraction
much of the total charge it is willing to bear by including a
single Price structure by itself in the Query message, with
: [Minimum Data Rate]
the HRN Charge Fraction set. The network responds to the
: [Maximum Data Rate]
Query message with a Quotation message in which the New
: [other options]
Price fields are set to the price quoted for each service, if it is
The New Price field contains the price quoted by the net- possible to determine it on the basis of the received Query.
work provider to the negotiating HRN for the next nego- The HRN then requests one or more services through a Retiation period. The units of the quoted price are service serve message. As with the Query message, it can use the
specific. A reasonable unit could be “currency/Mb”, so Price structures in the Reserve message to indicate the fracthat the charge is computed according to the volume of the tion of the charge it is willing to bear for each service. The
data transmitted. Alternatively, the unit could be “cur- network responds with a Commit message, committing or
rency/time”, so that the charge is computed according to denying the requests, and setting the Price : New Price
the time of usage at a specific data transmission rate. In field for each Flow Id-Service pair to the committed price.
Subsequently, the network sends periodic Quotation mesthis case, the HRN can expect to be charged an amount
equal to the New Price multiplied by the length of the ne- sages to quote the updated price for available services, and
the HRN and network re-negotiate services by exchanggotiation period.
The Current Charge field contains the amount charged by ing Reserve and Commit messages. The Price structures
the network provider for the preceding negotiation period. in these messages are used as before. In addition, the
This field should have an unit of currency, (for example, Price :Current Charge field in the Commit message is used
dollars), but the specific unit is service specific. The Ac- to carry the charges for the corresponding Flow Id-Service
cumulated Charge field contains the total amount charged pairs in the preceding negotiation interval.
by the network provider since the beginning of the negotiation session. The accumulated charge is carried to protect 4.2 Price and Charge Formulation
against the loss of Commit messages.
The HRN Data fields in a message pertain to the HRN In the previous section, we discussed how price and charge
from which the message originates (usually the negotiating information are communicated to the HRN through RNAP
HRN, but we will shortly discuss a situation in which the messages. We now consider the issue of arriving at the conpartner or peer HRN originates the message). The HRN tracted price to be quoted for a flow receiving a particular
Account field identifies the account from which charges are service in a given negotiation period, and computing the
to be debited. The corresponding Charging Fraction field charge for the service at the end of the period. Let us
indicates the fraction of the total charge to be borne by first define the data structure to be used by the network
the HRN. If for example, the negotiating HRN wishes to to maintain the price and charge information. We call this
be responsible for half of the charges, (in the understanding the Session Charge State:
that the peer HRN will be responsible for the other half),
it sets the Charging Fraction to 0.5. We return to this issue
Session Charge State = Session Id
in more detail in Section 4.3. The minimum and maximum
: Flow Charge State 1
data rate fields are included to allow the sender and receiver
: Flow Charge State 2
HRNs to reach a basic agreement about the desired trans: .
mission rate. With respect to the sender HRN, the data
: .
rates represent the minimum and maximum sending rates
: Flow Charge State n
the sender is willing and able to transmit. With respect
to the receiver HRN, these rates indicate the minimum and
Flow Charge State = Flow Id
maximum data rates the receiver is willing and able to receive. The em other options field is intended to carry other
: New Price
information that could be used to facilitate negotiation.
: Current Charge
In general, the Price structure accompanies a correspond: Accumulated Charge
ing Service structure in protocol messages. Query and QuoIn general, prices are re-calculated periodically, based on
tation messages carry a set of Service-Price pairs corresponding to all the services for which price quotations are network traffic characteristics, and this period is indepenrequested, and Reserve and Commit messages each carry dent of the RNAP negotiation interval. The New Price
9

structure maintains the current price structure to be applied
for the service received by a particular flow. The New Price
structure may consist of several fields in order to reflect a
complex pricing strategy such as that presented in Section
4.5, and is hence more complicated than the single New
Price field carried in RNAP messages, which simply quote
the estimated price to the HRN. The New Price fields remain
unchanged during a negotiation interval, and are updated
at the end of a negotiation period if prices have changed at
some time during the interval. At the end of each negotiation period, the Current Charge field is re-computed using
the New Price structure for that period. The Accumulated
Charge holds the accumulated charge since the beginning of
the session, and is incremented by the Current Charge at
the end of a negotiation period.
The Session Charge State information is maintained by
different entities, and used in different ways, depending on
the RNAP architecture. We now consider the centralized
and distributed architectures separately.
4.2.1

Price and Charge Formulation in RNAP-D

In the RNAP-D (distributed) architecture, each router
maintains Session Charge State for the flows passing
through it, based on prices computed at the router. At the
beginning of a negotiation period (and also in response to a
Query message, the last hop-router for a session originates a
Quotation message. The Quotation message is sent hop-byhop back towards the first-hop router. At each router, the
Price:New Price fields in the message are incremented according to the current New Price structures in the Session
Charge State. Since the New Price in the Session Charge
State may have more than one field, some mapping behavior
may have to be defined to obtain a single increment for the
quoted New Price. We discuss this in Section 4.5. When
the Quotation message arrives at the negotiating HRN, it
carries the total quoted price for each Service.
Similarly, Commit messages originate at the last-hop
router, and are sent hop-by-hop back to the first-hop router.
In this case, the New Price, Current Charge, and Accumulated Charge fields are all incremented at each router on the
way.
4.2.2

Price Formulation in RNAP-C
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Price Formulation in RNAP-C

and has an identical link state database as other routers
in the domain. This allows it to calculate all the routing
tables of all other routers in the domain using Dijkstra’s
algorithm. A similar idea has been explored in [36] in a
different context. The NRN performs these calculations
the link state database is updated, and maintains a
global routing table that allows it to find any flow route
that either ends in its own domain, or use its domain
as a transmit domain (Fig.4). A NRN also maintains a
resource table, which allows it to keep track of the availability and dynamic usage of the resources (bandwidth,
buffer space). In general, the resource table stores resource information for each class of service served at
a router. The resource table allows the NRN to compute a local price at each router (for instance, using the
usage-based pricing strategy described in Section 4.5).
For a particular service request, the NRN first looks
up the path on which resources are requested using the
global routing table, and then uses the per-router prices
to compute the accumulated price along this path. The
resource table also facilitates monitoring and provisioning of resources at the routers. To enable the NRN to
collect resource information, routers in the domain periodically report local state information (for instance,
average buffer occupancy and bandwidth utilization) to
the NRN. A protocol such as COPS [25] may be used
for this purpose.

When the centralized negotiation architecture is used, the
Session Charge State is maintained by the NRN. The price
formulation strategy is a much more open-ended problem.
Various alternatives may be considered, and different domains may apply different local policies. The NRN may
compute a price based on the service specifications alone.
The price could be fixed, or modified based on the time of
day, etc. In general, if the price charged to a flow needs to
depend on the network state and the flow path, we consider
the following approaches:

To be able to compute the charge for flow, ingress
routers maintain per-flow (could be an aggregated flow
from neighboring domain) state information about the
data volume transmitted in negotiation session during
a negotiation period. This information is periodically
transmitted to the NRN, allowing the NRN to compute
the charge for the period. The NRN uses the computed
price and charge to maintain the Session Charge State
for each session. The Session Charge State is used in
messaging by the NRN as discussed previously.

1. The NRN makes admission decision and decides the
price for service class based on the network topology,
routing and configuration policies, and network load.
In this case, the NRN sits at a router that belongs to a
link-state routing domain (for example an OSPF area)

2. Prices are computed at the network boundary, and
communicated to the NRN. In this scenario, a strict admission decision needs to be made separately by other
agents, such as each router on the traffic path, since the
NRN is not aware of the resource availability directly.
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For price calculation, one alternative is that the ingress
router periodically computes a price for each service
class and ingress-egress pair. The calculation is based
on service specifications and local per-service demand
at the router (buffer occupancy and bandwidth utilization); internal router states along the flow path are not
taken into account.
The ingress router maintains per-flow state information that includes the per-flow price (the price charged
to the service class the flow belongs to), as well as the
per-flow data volume entering the domain. This information is transmitted every negotiation period to the
NRN (similar to the previous scenario, which computes
the charge and is responsible for the messaging.
The other alternative allows internal router load to
be taken into account. Probe messages are sent periodically from an egress router to all ingress routers.
A probe message carries per-service Price structures
which accumulate prices hop-by-hop at each router in
a similar manner to Section 4.2.1.
This allows the ingress router to maintain ingress-toegress prices for each service. The ingress router also
maintains per-flow data volume information. At the
beginning of each negotiation period, the ingress router
sends this information, and the appropriate ingress-toegress price to the NRN.
3. Price formulation takes place through a intra-domain
signaling protocol. If resource reservation for a particular service in a domain is performed through a dynamic resource reservation protocol, such as RSVP or
YESSIR[4], the price information is collected through
the periodic messages of the reservation protocol, and
store at the ingress router. For example, the RSVP
PATH message and RTCP messages in YESSIR can
collect pricing information. If the ingress router is responsible for sending the price information to the NRN,
the price accumulated from a domain will be send back
to ingress router along with the RSVP RESV message.
Such an implementation, utilizing RSVP, is described
in 5. Communication between the ingress router and
NRN occurs as discussed in Section 1.
In the above schemes, we assume that a domain has one
NRN. A domain could also have multiple NRNs, each NRN
residing at an ingress router. In this case, the ingress router
does not need to send periodic per-session reports to a centralized NRN, and pricing, charging, and RNAP messaging
are done directly from the ingress router. Reliability concerns make a more distributed architecture (multiple NRNs,
or RNAP-D) preferable. But some management goals (for
instance, all NRNs in one domain need to have coherent
view of the resource at internal routers to allow them to
make correct admission decisions) may make a centralized
policy more attractive.
4.2.3

End-to-end Price and Charge Formulation
and Flow Aggregation

When a customer flow spans more than one administrative
domain, a client domain (from which the flow exits and en-

ters a neighboring domain) assumes the role of a HRN in its
negotiation with the neighboring domain, as discussed earlier. In this case, each domain computes incremental prices
and charges for the flow using its own pricing strategy and
architecture, and the total end-to-end price and charge are
obtained in a hop-by-hop manner (with each domain representing a single hop) as in Section 4.2.1.
As discussed earlier, it is likely that individual customer
flows will be progressively aggregated in the core of the network. When the flows enter a domain as a flow-aggregate,
the NRN (or network domain as a whole in RNAP-D) does
not have knowledge of individual flows belonging to the aggregate, and messaging and charging is done as if the aggregate belonged to a single customer. If the aggregation
is done within its own domain, the NRN is responsible for
mapping the total charge into charges for individual customer flows or flow-aggregates.

4.3

Shared Charging

Let us assume that the sender HRN negotiates services,
but the receiver pays part of the bill. We consider end-toend services across multiple domains, and assume for convenience the centralized architecture in each domain - the
equivalent situation in a distributed architecture can be understood by replacing the NRN with a router.
The sender HRN sets the Price:HRN → HRN Charge
Fraction fields in the service identifier in Query and Reserve
messages according to the fraction of total charges it is willing to bear. Any Query or Reserve message with Price:HRN
→ HRN Charge Fraction less than 1 is forwarded automatically by the last hop NRN to the receiver. The receiver
HRN copies the Query or Reserve message into a modified
Query or Reserve message and indicates its willingness to
pay by setting the Price:HRN → HRN Charge Fraction field
to (1-negotiating HRN Charge Fraction). It may indicate its
unwillingness to be responsible for the entire amount by setting Price:HRN → HRN Charge Fraction to a smaller value.
It could also agree to bear the entire charge, but indicate an
upper limit on the price it is willing to pay by setting the
Price:New Price field.
The receiver HRN sends its modified Query or Reserve
message to the last hop NRN. A modified Query message
is read by the last hop NRN to generate a Quotation message which is forwarded by intermediate NRNs back to the
sender, where it serves as feedback to the sender HRN about
the willingness to pay of the receiver. A modified Reserve
message is similarly read by the last hop NRN and used
to generate a Commit message either accepting or denying
the service requested by the Reserve message. If the respective Price:HRN → HRN Charge Fraction fields in the Query
(or Reserve) messages received from the sender and receiver
HRNs add up to less than 1, the service request is denied,
and the Status:Reasons field is set accordingly. The Commit
message is forwarded upstream through intermediate NRNs,
updating Status and Price fields along the way as described
in Section 4.5.
In receiver negotiation with sender bearing part of the
charges, a similar sequence of messages is used, except that
the flow of information is in the reverse direction.
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If receiver participates in negotiation, other than indicating its willingness to pay, the receiver could also set the
Price:HRN → Maximum Data Rate and Price:HRN → Minimum Data Rate fields to convey to the sender the minimum
sending rate it requires and the maximum rate that it can
handle. This allows the receiver, for example, to indicate
to the sender that it cannot handle a rate offered by the
sender, and in general, provide the sender guidelines for the
negotiation process.

4.4

Multicast Charging

In a multicast session, either sender or the receivers could
negotiate separately, or they could both participate in negotiation.
If the sender is solely responsible for negotiation and payment, messaging sequence is similar to the simple scenario
considered for unicast. The sender HRN determines a service request based on price quotations from the NRN, and on
feedback about received quality from the receivers. A similar messaging sequence is also followed when the receiver
negotiates and is responsible for payments. The receiver’s
Reserve message is based on its knowledge of sender traffic
formats. In both the above case, the sender and receiver
can learn about each other’s capabilities and requirements
by end-to-end Query and Quotation messages contained in
the HRN Data fields.
In receiver negotiation with partial or full sender payment, the receiver HRN learns about the sender’s willingness
to pay through end-to-end Query and Quotation messages,
as in Section 4.3. The sender may specify a maximum expenditure through the Price:New Price. An example of this
kind of negotiation may be when a company multicasts a
commercial advertisement. The receiver adjusts its received
transmission according to the sender budget and network
conditions.
If the sender negotiates, with partial or full receiver payment, the sender receives feedback about each receiver’s
willingness to pay, as discussed in Section 4.3. The sender
negotiates resources based on the overall demand willingness to pay, and may request partial reservation on some
paths on which receivers have a low willingness to pay.

4.5

Pricing Strategy

In the previous sections, we discussed the enabling mechanisms for pricing in RNAP, including the pricing structure
used by RNAP messages, and the formulation of end-toend prices and charges in the RNAP architecture. We assumed the existence of specific pricing strategies or rules for
the negotiated service. As discussed earlier, specific pricing
strategies are outside the scope of the RNAP protocol itself.
However, for completeness, we consider a pricing strategy
that could work with the RNAP protocol.
4.5.1

Competitive Market Model

the resources. The exchange rate of a resource is called its
price. Prices are set where the amount of resource demanded
equals the amount of resources supplied. The price increases
when the demand is greater than the supply and decreases
when the demand is lower than the supply. When they
are equal, the market is in equilibrium and the market is
cleared. The allocation at market clearing time is called
Pareto efficient allocation. A Pareto efficient allocation is
one for which there is no way to make all agents better off
[21]. In a competitive market, consumers take the price as
given, and demand resources according to individual costbenefit optimization. This optimization is based on private
utility functions describing the benefit a consumer derives
from a given allocation.
Pricing mechanisms based on the competitive market
model are particularly suitable for the negotiation model because they effectively accommodate changes in availability
of network resources due to network outages, physical and
logical partitioning and dynamics of the network load. They
are also decentralized, scalable, have limited complexity and
can integrate customer charging and network provisioning
[22].
While there are many resources in a network, we consider
two kinds of resources which are probably the most important, namely link bandwidth and buffer space. The routers
are considered as the producers and own the link bandwidth
and buffer space for each output port. The flows (individual flows or aggregate of flows) are considered as consumers
who consume resources.
4.5.2

Price Formulation at a Node

We propose a simple pricing algorithm for a router to set
a price for a particular kind of forwarding service from the
router. The price computation is performed periodically,
with a price updation interval τ , and the price within each
interval is kept constant to provide some degree of predictability to users. In general, the price updation interval
at a router is independent of the negotiation interval of the
services supported by the router.
The router has multiple output ports and supports multiple levels of service. A price is computed separately for the
buffer space and link bandwidth associated with each output port. We also assume that the router is partitioned to
provide a separate link bandwidth and buffer space for each
class of service. In the discussion that follows, we consider
one such logical partition. The total demand for link bandwidth is based on the aggregate bandwidth reserved on the
link for a price computation interval, and the total demand
for the buffer space at an output port is the average buffer
occupancy during the interval. The supply bandwidth and
buffer space need not be equal to the installed capacity;
instead, they are the targeted bandwidth and buffer space
utilization.
We decompose the total charge computed at a router into
three components: holding charge, usage charge, and congestion charge.

We formulate a pricing strategy based on the competitive
market model [21]. The competitive market model defines
two kinds of agents: consumers and producers. Consumers
seek resources from producers, and producers create or own
12

reservation charge = holding charge + usage charge
+congestion charge
(1)

The usage charge is determined by the actual resources
consumed, the level of service guaranteed to the user, and
the elasticity of the traffic. On a per-byte basis, best-effort
traffic will cost less than reserved, non-preemptable CBR
traffic. Also, traffic with a higher elasticity will have a lower
per-byte cost. The usage price (pu ) will be set that it allows
a retail network to recover the cost of the purchase from the
wholesale market, and various static costs associated with
the service. The usage charge(n) for a period n in which
V (n) bytes were transmitted is given by:

for a service class will not exceed that for a higher level of
service. When a service class needs admission control, all
new arrivals may be rejected when the price reaches pmax .
If the rate of the price hitting the high threshold is high, it
indicates that more resources are needed for the corresponding class and new configuration for local resources may be
needed.
At a period n, the total congestion charge is given by
congestion charge(n) = pc (n) ∗ V (n).

(5)

If a separate buffer is allocated to a flow, there is no competition between flows for buffer space, and hence a congesThe holding charge can be justified as follows. If a par- tion charge is not applicable for buffer space as a resource.
Based on a price formulation strategy such as the one
ticular flow or flow-aggregate does not utilize the resources
we
have discussed, a router arrives at a price structure for
(buffer space or bandwidth) set aside for it, we assume that
the scheduler allows the resources to be used by excess traf- a particular session (flow or flow-aggregate), at the end of
fic from a lower level of service. The holding charge reflects each price updation interval. The total charge for a session
revenue lost by the provider because instead of selling the can be represented as:
allotted resources at the usage charge of the given service
N
level (if all of the reserved resources were consumed) it sells
X
the reserved resources at the usage charge of a lower service
session charge =
(holding charge(n)
level. The holding price (ph ) of a service class is therefore
n=1
set to be proportional to the difference between the usage
+usage charge(n)
price for that class and the usage price for the next lower
+congestion charge(n))
(6)
service class. Defining a usage charge and a holding charge
separately allows the customer to reserve resources conser- where N is total number of intervals spanned by a session
vatively, without penalizing him excessively for unused resources. As an example, an audio stream can have periods
Implementation
of silence, when the reserved resources are not used by the 5
customer. Also, not charging the customer purely on the
basis of reserved resources makes it easier for the customer 5.1 Overview
to keep his reservation level constant even during idle periIn this section, we describe an implementation of the RNAP
ods. The holding charge(n) when the customer reserves a
protocol and architecture in a test-bed network. Our purbandwidth resv(n) is given by:
pose was to provide a preliminary demonstration of the protocol, and in the future work we will implement the RNAP
holding charge(n) = ph ∗ resv(n) ∗ τ
(3)
functionality completely and in detail. For simplicity, the
where τ is the duration of the period.
distributed (RNAP D) architecture was assumed, and the
Congestion in the network is a consequence of scarcity of RSVP signaling protocol was extended to provide the imnetwork resources, generally bandwidth and buffer space. portant RNAP mechanisms of periodic re-negotiation, price
The congestion charge is imposed only if congestion is de- quotation, and charging.
duced, that is, the demand (in terms of buffer space or bandRSVP is a receiver-driven protocol, and accordingly, the
width) exceeds supply (the targeted buffer space or band- HRN at the receiver side acts as the resource negotiator. For
width).
the present, resource negotiation is carried out for a single
The congestion price for a service class is calculated as an service type, a Controlled Load (CL) service [2].
iterative tâtonnement process [21]:
The implementation does not incorporate the RNAP
Query message at present; this is not critical, particularly since only one service type is being offered to the
pc (n) = min[{pc(n − 1)
user. RNAP Quotation, Reserve and Commit information
+k(D, S) ∗ (D − S)/S, 0}+ , pmax ]
(4) are embedded in RSVP Path, Resv and ResvErr messages.
The functionality of the Quotation and Commit messages
Where D and S represent the current total demand and is somewhat different from the functionality described earsupply respectively, and k is a factor used to adjust the con- lier. Since Commit messages cannot easily be sent periodvergence rate. k may be a function of D and S; for example, ically in this implementation framework, and since RSVP
it may be higher when congestion is severe. Evidently, the reservation is per-flow based, the Quotation message carries
router begins to apply the congestion charge only when the periodic charging information (in the Price:Current Charge
total demand exceeds the supply. Even after the congestion and Price:Accumulated Charge fields) instead of the Comis removed, a non-zero, but gradually decreasing congestion mit message. Currently the RNAP negotiation period is set
charge is applied until it falls to 0, to protect against fur- to be the same as the RSVP refresh period. The default
ther congestion. The maximum congestion price needs to refresh interval is 30 seconds.
be bounded (by the pmax parameter) so that the total price
The sequence of messages is as follows:
usage charge(n) = pu ∗ V (n)

(2)
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3. When a RSVP Resv request is rejected, an RSVP
ResvErr message is sent to the receiver HRN, with embedded Commit information. This information includes
“bandwidth available” information in the Price:HRN
Data → Maximum Rate field.
In the present implementation, user traffic is served either best-effort, or using the Controlled Load service model.
Resource reservation on each hop is performed using ClassBased Queueing (CBQ) [29]. CBQ achieves partitioning
and sharing of link bandwidth using hierarchically structured classes. Each class has its own queue and is assigned a
share of the link bandwidth. A child class can borrow bandwidth from its parent class as long as excess bandwidth is
available. Weighted-round robin (WRR) scheduling is used
to serve packets from classes with the same priority.
One or more flows may request CL service at the router.
When the corresponding RNAP session is established at the
router, a corresponding new CBQ class is created under the
parent class that is configured for CL service. All CBQ
classes for CL service are served with same high priority,
using WRR scheduling.
A Policy Element, called the Price Element, is defined to
hold Price structure 4. As with other Policy Elements, the
Price Element is opaque to RSVP and is only understood
by policy peers. The Price Element is embedded within
the POLICY DATA objects [27, 26] of Path messages, Resv
messages and ResvErr messages.
Each node has a resident RNAP agent, as part of the Local Policy Decision Point (LPDP) proposed in the COPS
architecture [25, 26]. The RNAP agent periodically computes a set of prices (for the single CL service class) based
on traffic through the node. The RNAP agent also maintains the Session Charge State for each session, and updates
it whenever a Path message passes through the node.
Since per flow queuing is used, we do not enforce congestion charging when per-flow queues individually overflow.
Users are simply penalized by dropping packets. However,
the total link usage relative to the total link bandwidth is
monitored, and congestion charge is levied when necessary.

Ra

Rb

S3

R2
R3

Figure 5:

5.2
2. The HRN at the receiver receives the Path message
and sends a RSVP Resv request, with embedded RNAP
Reservation information. The Price received from Path
is copied into the Price field that will be sent with
the RSVP Resv message to sender direction, with the
Price:HRN Data field updated to indicate receiver information.

R1

S1

1. RSVP Path messages, with embedded RNAPQuotation
information are sent periodically from the sender-local
router towards the receiver-local router. At present, the
Quotation message only contains the Price structure,
with quoted price and accumulated charge information.
In general, it would contain various SSP and SIP fields.
As a Path message passes each node, the Price field is
updated to add the price computed at the local node
and the incremental charge for the previous period.

Testbed setup

Experimental Setup

In order to demonstrate some important functionality of
the RNAP protocol at a router, as well as to evaluate the
effectiveness of the pricing algorithm presented in Section
4.5, the above implementation was carried out over a very
simple topology, consisting of 2 nodes connected by a 10
Mb/s link, schematically represented in Fig. 5. The rsvpd
version 4 from ISI [28] was extended to support RNAP, as
discussed above. The ALTQ package [30] has been used for
scheduling and queue management. In particular, CBQ is
used together with rsvpd, and CBQ states are monitored
for pricing and charge purpose.
Three RSVP sessions were established end to end, and
shared the same output interface of the link. To create
different levels of network load, a simple source model was
used in each session to continuously send UDP packets. The
packet generation rate was tunable to allow a session to
adapt to any data rate it intended to send. At any sending
rate, the packets were generated periodically. Background
traffic was sent using best effort service.
Out of the interface capacity of 10 Mb/s of each interface
of Ra and Rb, 4 Mb/s was configured to support the high
priority CL service, and the remaining bandwidth was configured as default class and used for best effort service. To
look closely at the congestion control, pricing and charging
functions of RNAP, the CBQ states were monitored at node
Ra.
During the experiment, each of the three application
HRNs individually tried to optimize its own utility. Since
our main purpose was to test the performance of RNAP at
a router, all the HRNs were given the same budget, and
each HRN asked for the maximum bandwidth it could afford during each negotiation period. Price formulation at
a node was in terms of the holding, usage and congestion
prices, as discussed previously. The HRN was quoted the
current total price, as representing an upper bound on the
charge for the ensuing negotiation period in the absence of
congestion. The targeted utilization of the link was set at
70% (2.8 Mb/s); if the total demand on the link exceeded
this threshold, congestion pricing was enforced as described
previously.
We assumed a service roughly as expensive (per unit
bandwidth) as a telephone line. Assuming a charge of 10
c/min, and a capacity of 64 kb/s, the usage price is set as
2.6 c/Mb. Assuming that the next lower level of service is
charged at 5 c/min, or 1.3 c/Mb, the holding price is set
at 1.3 c/Mb (can be any price proportional to this). The
convergence factor k in the congestion equation 4 is set to 1
when the total demand exceeds the supply, and to 0.5 when
demand drops below the total supply (to avoid a sudden increase in requests when the link just becomes un-congested).
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Figure 7:

a) The system price and total reservation requests and b)
the throughput of each session shown as a function of the time

a) The price for each session and b) the session charge
(system revenue) for each negotiation interval shown as a function of
the time

The congestion price will stabilize when the difference between demand and supply is within 5% of the supply.
We assume that the budget available to each application is
such that it can request a sending rate of 1Mb/s at the initial
quoted price. The requested bandwidth will reduce when
the price increases. The performance metrics considered
are: the price dynamics and its influence on the total QoS
requirement from applications, the charge (network revenue)
and the throughput of a flow during each negotiation period.

5.3
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1000
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Analysis of Results

Figure 6a shows the total price charged at node Ra at different network loads, and the total bandwidth request in
response to changes in price. When the total bandwidth request is less than the supply bandwidth, 2.8 Mb/s, the price
is set at the minimum level of 3.9 c/Mb (ph = 1.3 c/Mb,
pu = 2.6 c/Mb). At around t = 130 seconds, the total
reservation exceeds the supply bandwidth and the congestion price is enforced for bandwidth reservation. After three
negotiation periods, the total reservation recovers to close
to the supply level, and the new, stabilized price is about
20% greater than the minimum price. At t = 700 seconds,
one of the sessions is terminated, and the total reservation
is now much smaller than the supply. The price starts to
reduce and after 2 negotiation periods the price stabilizes at
3.9 c/Mb again.
Fig. 6b shows the change in per-session throughput with
time. It is seen that all the sessions share bandwidth fairly if
all the sessions have the same traffic format, price sensitivity and budget. If some session can afford a higher price, it
could reserve more bandwidth and gain higher throughput.
Since CBQ is allowed to borrow bandwidth from the parent
class, the throughput of each session is slightly higher than
the requested reservation, around 978 kb/s against 938 kb/s
at time t = 860 seconds. We see that the stabilized reservation rate is only 6.2% lower than the maximum requested
rate.
Fig. 7a shows the computed price at the beginning of each
period. The price for each period is set as the system price
at the beginning of the period, and will be kept constant
during a negotiation interval.
Fig. 7b shows the charge for each negotiation period.
Since in RSVP new intervals are initiated randomly from
15 s to 45 s, the charge for each period varies randomly.
Since all the sessions have equal budgets and similar initial
sending rates, they all have approximately the same charge
within a similar length of negotiation period.

6

Related Work

Negotiation between users and the service provider for purposes such as QoS optimization, improving network utilization, and charging, has been studied by a number of researchers [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 10, 24]. In general, the cited
work differs from ours in that their focus is on the optimal
allocation of system (network) resources to users, and does
not enter into detail about the negotiation process and the
network architecture in which the negotiation takes place.
Our work is more concerned with the specifics of the negotiation process required to arrive at an acceptable allocation
of network resources to users. We attempt to develop a
flexible and general negotiation framework decoupled from
specific network service protocols and pricing and resource
allocation algorithms. Our work can therefore be regarded
as complementary with some of the cited work.
In [23], a charging and payment scheme for RSVP-based
QoS reservations is described. This is closer to our work in
its approach than the references cited above. A significant
difference is the absence of an explicit price quotation mechanism - instead, the user accepts or rejects the estimated
charge for a reservation request. Also, the scheme is coupled to a particular service environment (int-serv), whereas
our goal is to develop a more flexible negotiation protocol
usable in different service models. In addition, a flexible
pricing scheme is proposed in our work by dividing the price
into holding price, usage price, and congestion price.

7

Summary and Future Work

The overall objective of this paper has been to develop a
protocol and architecture which enables network service negotiation for multiple delivery services and environments.
The RNAP protocol enables service negotiation between
user applications and the access network, as well as between
adjoining network domains. The protocol permits negotiation and communication of QoS specifications, user traffic profiles, admission of service requests, and pricing and
charging information for requested services. The periodic
(as well as asynchronous) re-negotiation framework of the
protocol enables dynamic, usage sensitive adaptation of service parameters and pricing by the network, if required, and
also enables the user application to respond to changes in
application requirements. At the same time, the framework
provides sufficient flexibility to support users with limited
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negotiation capability, or with a requirement for very static
and predictable service specifications.
A pair of alternate protocol architectures has been described. The RNAP-D architecture is based on a distributed, per-node model, while the RNAP-C architecture
concentrates the negotiation functionality at a centralized
entity, the NRN. The first architecture is tailored to delivery services with relatively strict flow control and “hard”,
or quantitative QoS specifications. The second architecture
may be better suited for delivery service models dealing
with service negotiations with a coarser granularity (multiple flows or flow-aggregates) and providing statistical or
qualitative specifications. In either case, the architecture is
scalable because it does not assume service reservation with
a particular granularity, and incorporates mechanisms for
flow aggregation. The two architectures use the same set of
RNAP messages, and can co-exist and inter-operate across
multiple administrative domains.
The protocol and architectures provide mechanisms for
local or incremental price computation at a single point in
the network, collation of local prices in order to compute
end-to-end prices along different routes, and communication of prices and charges to the client. Several price and
charge collation mechanisms have been described for the
distributed and centralized architectures, and end-to-end
pricing and charging across several administrative domains
has also been discussed. An algorithm for local pricing at
a router has been discussed in detail, but the pricing and
charging mechanisms in the protocol are independent of the
specific pricing algorithm used. A protype implementation
of the important RNAP functionalities has been described,
along with some preliminary measurement results.
The important directions for future development of this
work include a more detailed study of mechanisms associated with resource aggregation, development of more sophisticated pricing strategies, deployment of the full functionality of RNAP in a large scale network, and more extensive
tests for the performance of RNAP signalling.
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Abstract
Continuous media (CM) applications require Quality of
Service (QoS) guarantees from the disk, as well as from
the CPU and network. Their requirements can often be expressed in terms of data rates, which are portable descriptions of resource needs. QoS-aware disk schedulers need an
accurate predictor of their clients’ resource usage in order
to perform admission control and limit the effect of misbehaving clients. We present a scheme which allows the client
to directly specify its desired data rate to the scheduler. A
per-client time limit bounds the amount of time spent trying
to achieve this rate. By using feedback from the scheduler,
the client can renegotiate its time limit. The result is a simple and adaptive method of determining resource requirements.

translate the client’s request into the appropriate low-level
parameters.
However, from the system’s point of view, this is not
as straightforward as just ensuring that the number of disk
blocks transferred each period remains constant. The cost
in real terms (i.e. time) of getting each block of data from
disk will vary hugely, depending on the size of the request,
the time taken to move the disk head to satisfy the request,
the speed of the disk and processor, the disk interface, etc.
There is no simple way for the system to tell from a
bandwidth guarantee how much time it will need per period
to fulfil that guarantee. It might be possible to calculate
service times in advance using knowledge about the disk,
but constructing an accurate model of a disk drive is not an
easy task, as even seemingly trivial assumptions can result
in large inaccuracies [6].

2 Existing QoS scheduler
1 Introduction
As PCs start to be used for disk intensive applications
such as video editing and audio recording, the limitations of
conventional disk scheduling become apparent. Multimedia
operating systems incorporate QoS-aware scheduling algorithms which can honour QoS guarantees. However, the
form in which they specify resources may not suit applications very well.
Many applications processing continuous media streams
require guaranteed bandwidth from the disk. They need to
know that they can exchange data with the disk at a certain rate for the duration of their execution. This bandwidth
requirement can be expressed as (p; b), where p is the period, and b the number of bytes to be transferred during that
period.
A resource specification of this kind provides portability.
Applications need know nothing about the capabilities of
the underlying hardware. It is the system’s responsibility to
 The author is funded by an ICL Studentship.

Disk-scheduling has been an active area of research for
decades. Historically, the focus was mainly on increasing
throughput by minimising seek overheads. Recently the
need to provide guaranteed service times for CM streams
has become a factor.
The disk scheduling algorithm used in the Nemesis operating system [2] aims to enforce QoS guarantees. Clients
of the disk specify their QoS requirements as a tuple of the
form (p; s; x; l).1 The p and s parameters specify the period
and time-slice for a client. A guarantee of this kind means
that a client will be allowed to spend a maximum of s ms
performing disk transactions during each period of p ms.
Clients are periodically allocated s ms and a deadline
of now + p ms, and are scheduled using a modified EDF
algorithm, known as Atropos [1]. Because of the difficulty
of estimating the cost of a disk transaction in advance, the
system accounts the time spent by a client in arrears.
1 The x and l parameters are not used in this work, and will not be
referred to again.

This means that the transfer of one particular data unit
may take longer than the allotted time, but this will cause
the client to be descheduled until it receives a new allocation
of time at the start of its next period.
Because the scheduler is accounting time, the total
amount of resource is known, and so admission control can
be simply performed by calculating what percentage of the
total time is still uncontracted.
This time-slice/period notation is very familiar from the
field of real-time systems, where the values are usually determined in advance by human experts. This is not feasible
in the case we are interested in here, where applications will
have to run on many different machines.

3 Accounting blocks and time
We have established the need for two descriptions of the
disk resource requirements of clients. Firstly, a data rate
specified by the client and secondly, a measure of the time
consumed per period, used to limit clients and perform admission control. We also need a method of tying these descriptions together.
A first attempt at providing support for specifying data
rates might be to use QoS specifications describing the number of blocks to be transferred in a given period. The
scheduling algorithm would then be modified to account
blocks rather than time, and otherwise left unchanged.
The problem with this approach, as described earlier, is
the difficulty of establishing where the overload point of the
system is. Two guarantees for the same amount of blocks
may in fact cause the system to do hugely different amounts
of work. It is clear that this needs to be taken into account.
We have made this possible by accounting both the time
used and number of blocks transferred per period. When a
client starts, it specifies a bandwidth aspiration indicating
the data rate it would like to achieve, and also an initial
time limit which specifies the maximum amount of time it
is allowed to work for in each period.
The disk scheduler starts attempting to satisfy the client’s
requests. It performs disk transactions and accounts the
time taken and number of blocks transferred. For periods
when the time limit is sufficient, it is the bandwidth specification that limits the amount of work done. As before, if
the client’s remaining time (or block) allocation falls below
zero, it cannot run again until it is next allocated time.
At the end of each period, the scheduler informs the
client of how much time it has used by invoking a callback function (provided by the client when it opens its connection). This gives the client an opportunity to respond,
dealing with the situation as it sees fit. For example, in the
case where the client has overrun its limit the policy currently implemented renegotiates the QoS contract to obtain
a larger time limit. Figure 1 illustrates the feedback process.
As the amount of work done by each stream is still bounded

Client
Client submits
bandwidth aspiration
and time limit.
callback

1

Set Initial QoS
4

Scheduler
2

System performs work
and accounts it to client.

Adjust QoS

3

(Event, Time)

Figure 1. Interaction between client and disk
scheduler
by its time limit, the system can determine what percentage
of its resources are still available and so perform admission
control.
The problem of providing isolation remains, as applications making many seeks will cause others to need more
time as well. We need to make sure that the data rate of
an application whose stream has reached a stable state is
not compromised by new streams. One method might be to
assign a higher importance [3] to established streams. This
will be used to protect them by ensuring that in a conflict for
time, they will always have priority over a newly-entered
stream.

4 Example
To illustrate how this scheme works in practice, we will
use the example of a variable rate video application which
plays video at different resolutions (and hence bandwidths).
For the first phase of its operation it plays at 1.5 Mbit/s,
doubling to 3 Mbit/s after 100s and to 6 Mbit/s after another
100s. This is simulated by a simple program that reads a
block from disk, pauses (to simulate processing of the data),
then reads again.
The application specifies a bandwidth requirement of
1.5 Mbit/s (384 disk blocks per second). It doesn’t provide an estimate for the time slice, which it initialises to 0.
When the client is scheduled, the first unit of data is transferred. The time taken to do this is obviously greater than
the client’s current time limit (0 ms/period). The scheduler
invokes the callback function in the client, notifying it that
an OutOfTime event has occurred.
This client’s policy on receipt of an OutOfTime event
is to increase its time limit by 5% of the period. However,
this limit is still not sufficient, and the client is called back
again after the next transfer. After a number of iterations,
the client’s time limit allows it to complete the amount of
work specified, and becomes stable. Figure 2 shows this
process.
At t = 100s, the client doubles its bandwidth specification and begins to request data from the disk at a higher
rate. Because the system is now trying to do twice as much
work per period, the old time limit is no longer sufficient,

6 Further work and conclusion
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At the moment, the scheduler returns an event and the
amount of time remaining to the client. We need to determine whether this is sufficient for the client to make an
informed decision about what action to take.
The adaption policies defined by clients determine the
usefulness of the scheme. Obviously the simple policy
presented here is limited, and better ones could be developed which benefit from the body of work already done on
adaptive systems. Modules can be built which provide predefined policies for standard file types.
Our aim in this work was to make it easier for applications to specify their resource requirements in a portable
way. The combination of block- and time-based accounting used here makes this possible while preserving the ability to do effective admission control and limit the resource
consumed per client.
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Figure 2. Throughput (top) and time used (bottom) for an adapting client
and a feedback and renegotiation process similar to that
performed on start-up takes place. This occurs again at
t = 200s.
Also note that at the beginning of playback, the application plays slowly, and then there is a spike in its time allocation as it tries to compensate for this. The scheduler invokes
the callback function with a TooMuchTime event, which
causes the client to reduce its guarantee.

5 Related work
The real-time filesystem in RT-Mach [5] uses similar
QoS specifications. Their paper mentions the possibility of
specifying bandwidth portably in disk blocks, but assumes
contiguous file layout.
The Cello [7] scheduler has been designed as part of a
multi-service filesystem and provides separate scheduling
classes for different file types.
Adaptive schemes for resource allocation are not new to
the literature. Work such as that done by Walpole [3] and
Jeffay [4] has established the usefulness of rate-based execution models and callback-based adaption for multimedia
scheduling.
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Abstract
Proxy servers reduce client access times as well as load on
servers and networks by caching frequently accessed web
objects. In this paper, we argue that the growing heterogeneity of data stored on web servers coupled with the increasing diversity in application requirements have made existing proxy servers inadequate. We examine the architecture
and mechanisms required by integrated proxy servers that
address this heterogeneity in application requirements and
data characteristics. Finally, we briefly describe the architecture of an integrated proxy server that is currently being
built in our research lab.

1 Introduction
The growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web has enabled an increasing number of users to access vast amounts
of information stored at geographically distributed sites.
Due to the non-uniformity of information access, however,
popular objects create “hot-spots” of server and network
load, and thereby significantly increase latency for information access [17]. Proxy servers provide a way to partly
alleviate these overheads. In such an architecture, clients
request objects from a proxy; the proxy services client requests using locally cached data or by fetching the requested
object from the server. By caching frequently accessed objects and servicing requests for these objects from the cache,
proxies can reduce the load on network links and servers, as
well as reduce client access latencies.
Recently several proxy servers have been designed to service web requests consisting of textual and image objects
[3, 16]. However, the web is rapidly evolving from a predominantly text (and image) based information system to a
full-fledged multimedia information system. A recent study
has shown that the number of audio and video (continuous
media) objects stored on web servers tripled in the first nine
months of 1998 [8]. Although continuous media objects
constitute a small fraction of the data currently stored on
such servers, it is estimated that, by 2003, more that 50% of
the data stored on servers will be continuous media [4]. Furthermore, clients accessing this data are expected to range

from hand-held PDAs to high-end workstations, each having different capabilities and service requirements. Current web proxies designed for textual and image data neither cache continuous media data, nor deal with the diversity in service requirements of users. Consequently, proxy
servers need to be extended along several dimensions to efficiently support the myriad of present and future applications. The key challenge in designing such proxy servers
is that they need to deal with heterogeneity in data characteristics as well as heterogeneity in the service requirements
of applications. We refer to a proxy that meets this requirement as an integrated proxy server. In this paper, we examine the architecture and mechanisms required for designing
such integrated proxy servers. Specifically, we argue that an
integrated proxy should: (i) employ a diverse set of mechanisms to efficiently support heterogeneous clients, (ii) allow these mechanisms to be dynamically composed to provide a customized per-client service, (iii) efficiently handle
a multi-resource cache consisting of memory and disk, possibly by monitoring the workload characteristics, and (iv)
employ flexible scheduling and resource management policies to maximize throughput and utility to users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 reviews existing proxy servers and identifies their limitations. Section 3 examines the design requirements imposed
by integrated proxy servers. Section 4 briefly describes a
proxy server architecture that meets these requirements. Finally Section 5 summarizes our observations.

2 Inadequacies of Existing Proxy Servers
Recently several proxy servers that handle conventional web
(text and image) requests have been designed [3, 16]. Since
such proxies cache large amounts of data, they employ diskbased caches and use conventional file systems to store and
retrieve data from the disk cache. The best-effort service
provided by such file systems suffices for conventional web
requests, since such requests desire low average response
times but no absolute performance guarantees. Moreover,
these servers exploit locality in web accesses by employing
cache replacement policies such as LRU to maximize the hit
ratio.

Continuous media have significantly different characteristics as compared to conventional data (with respect to size,
data rate, timeliness, etc), and hence, many of the mechanisms employed by existing proxy servers are unsuitable
for such requests. To illustrate, continuous media requests
impose real-time constraints on the storage and retrieval of
data to ensure jitter-free playback. Consequently, employing a conventional (best-effort) file system to manage the
disk cache is inadequate for this purpose. Moreover, the
server-push (streaming) paradigm is more suited to continuous media requests, which is fundamentally different from
the client-pull paradigm employed by existing proxies to
service conventional requests. Finally, continuous media
accesses are predominantly sequential in nature. Cache replacement policies such as LRU employed by existing proxy
servers are known to be ineffective for sequential accesses
[2].
Several research groups have investigated the design of
specialized continuous media proxies to alleviate some of
the drawbacks of conventional web proxies. Most of these
efforts have focused on designing mechanisms for handling
continuous media requests and a large number of mechanisms such as prefix caching, forward error correction,
smoothing, batching and transcoding have been proposed
[1, 7, 11, 12]. Most continuous media proxies support only
a subset of these mechanisms and appropriately parameterize them to specific user needs. However, the increasing
heterogeneity in the service requirements of users has made
it difficult, if not impossible, to support a diverse workload
using a small set of mechanisms. Consequently, a proxy
will need to employ a rich set of mechanisms to support heterogeneous clients. Furthermore, it will need to allow its
service to be tailored to the user needs (by allowing various mechanisms to be dynamically combined to create a
customized per-client service). Existing continuous media
proxies neither allow dynamic composition of mechanisms
to create a customized service, nor do they allow modular
extensions to the set of supported mechanisms. Moreover,
much of the effort in designing such proxies has focused on
mechanisms for efficiently handling user requests, and the
issue of managing continuous data on a disk-based cache
has not received much attention. Finally, continuous media
proxies are designed for audio and video requests and typically do not handle conventional web requests.
A simple approach for servicing multiple application
classes is to employ a separate proxy for each application
class and use an an integration layer that provides a logically unified view to applications. Although conceptually
elegant, the static partitioning of resources among component proxy servers inherent in this approach can lead to
severe under-utilization of resources, especially in scenarios with dynamically fluctuating workloads [14]. Moreover,
since service requirements can vary even within an application class (e.g., loss-tolerant video, delay-intolerant video,

etc), implementing a separate component proxy for each
sub-class can further exacerbate this problem. Use of a single integrated proxy, on the other hand, enables the server to
dynamically multiplex its resources among various classes,
which yields better utilization and better application performance [13, 14].
In fact, some recently released commercial proxy servers,
such as Inktomi’s Traffic Server, employ the physically integrated architecture and can manage both continuous media and conventional web requests [9, 10]. Such servers also
employ specialized placement techniques, instead of general
purpose file systems, to store and retrieve objects from disk,
which allows them to improve server throughput. However,
even these state of the art proxy servers employ a fixed set of
mechanisms to handle various classes of requests and do not
allow composition of various mechanisms to provide customized service.
In summary, existing proxy servers are unsuitable for
managing a heterogenous clientele accessing data with diverse characteristics. This motivates the need for designing
an integrated proxy server to address these limitations. Next,
we examine the design requirements for such a proxy server.

3 Requirements for Integrated Proxy
Servers
A physically integrated proxy server should achieve efficient
utilization of server resources while managing heterogeneity
in application requirements and data characteristics. Meeting these objectives imposes several requirements on the
proxy server.

 Composability: To efficiently support clients with different service requirements, an integrated proxy server
should tailor its service to meet needs of individual
clients. To achieve this objective, the proxy server
should employ a rich set of mechanisms and allow
these mechanisms to be dynamically composed to create a customized per-client service. Thus, smoothing
and transcoding could be combined to service a lowbandwidth client, whereas forward error correction and
prefix caching mechanisms could be combined to service a client that has low delay and loss tolerance. The
proxy server architecture should also facilitate easy addition of new mechanisms to support requirements of
future clients as well as allow newly added mechanisms
to be composed with the set of existing mechanisms.
 Multi-resource cache management: Since an integrated
proxy caches large amounts of data, it employs a diskbased cache to store these objects and employ a smaller
memory cache to improve latencies for frequently accessed objects. Managing such a multi-resource cache
necessitates the development of novel cache replacement and cache management policies that take advan-

tage of the workload characteristics. Whereas the cache
replacement policy determines which objects to store
in the cache (and which ones to evict), the cache management policy determines where to store an object in
the cache (e.g., memory, disk, both). A cache replacement policy suitable for integrated proxy environments
should take into account diverse sizes of objects as well
as differences in access characteristics of objects when
making replacement decisions. Most existing cache replacement policies deal with homogeneous objects and
access characteristics and hence, are unsuitable for this
purpose. The design of a cache management policy
suitable for integrated proxies has not received much
attention in the literature. The key challenge in designing such a policy is to develop efficient techniques to
monitor the workload and maintain access statistics so
as to aid its decisions. Based on these statistics, the
policy may prefetch objects from disk to memory in anticipation of their access. The policy may also have to
trade one resource against another when making decisions on storing and migrating objects. For example, it
may decide to store large hot continuous media objects
on disk, rather than in memory, and utilize the cache
space in memory to store a large number of small text
objects. Finally, the policy may decide to store portions of an object (e.g., continuous media prefixes) in
memory and the remainder on disk to reduce access latencies.

 Scheduling and resource management: Since an integrated proxy services requests with different requirements, it must ensure that these requests do not interfere with each other. For instance, real-time continuous media requests should not affect the response times
of best-effort web requests, and a burst of best-effort
web requests should not affect the real-time guarantees provided to continuous media requests. Hence, the
scheduling algorithm employed by the proxy should
protect various classes from one another, while providing all the benefits of dynamic resource sharing.
Furthermore, each client request arriving at the proxy
triggers one or more cache requests (especially longlived continuous media requests that periodically retrieve data from the cache for steaming). In such a
scenario, the scheduling algorithm should ensure that
it aligns the service provided with the requirements of
individual cache requests.
In general, resource management techniques employed
by the proxy must address the challenge of integration—efficiently managing requests and data with
diverse characteristics. To do so, the proxy can employ
a single integrated technique for each resource to manage all classes. Alternatively, the proxy can allow multiple data-type specific techniques to manage a resource
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Figure 1: Architecture of our integrated proxy server
and employ mechanisms that enable their coexistence.

 Operating system issues: An integrated proxy server
can provide performance guarantees to applications
only in conjunction with an operating system that can
itself allocate resources in a predictable manner. Thus,
we assume that the underlying operating system employs predictable resource allocation techniques for resources such as CPU, disks and network interfaces.
Moreover, unlike video and web servers that are dominated by read requests, a significant portion of the
workload at a proxy consists of writes and deletes (resulting from evictions of cold objects and fetching new
objects into the cache). Consequently, the operating
system must employ placement policies that minimize
fragmentation of disk space resulting from frequent
writes and deletes. The placement policy should also
efficiently handle the storage of diverse objects ranging from small text files to large continuous media files.
Most existing placement policies have been either developed for predominantly read-only continuous media workloads in video servers or for small textual files
stored in conventional file systems; hence, these polices
are unsuitable for proxy workloads.

4 Architecture of an Integrated Proxy
Server
We are designing an integrated proxy server that meets the
requirements outlined in Section 3. Figure 1 depicts the key
components of our architecture. A novel feature of our architecture is the composable services layer that provides facilities to dynamically compose mechanisms as well as to
add support for new mechanisms. Conceptually, each mech-

anism in this layer either transforms (modifies) the request
stream or the data stream; a sequence of mechanisms can
then be combined to provide customized service. For instance, smoothing mechanisms modify the request schedule
to smooth out bit rate variations, whereas transcoding mechanisms modify the data stream; together they can provide
smoothed transcoded continuous media streams to users.
Besides the composable services layer, our architecture consists of a number of other components such as: (i) the network subsystem that provides interfaces (e.g., http) to facilitate client-proxy and proxy-server communication, (ii) a
session manager that manages and maintains state of active
client sessions, (iii) a cache manager that instantiates cache
management and cache replacement policies to manage a
two level cache consisting of memory and disk, (iv) a request scheduler that partitions the server bandwidth fairly
across classes while meeting requirements (e.g., deadlines)
of individual requests and (v) buffer and disk subsystems that
manage storage and retrieval of objects from memory and
disk, respectively.
Separately, we are also designing QLinux, a QoSenhanced Linux kernel (jointly with AT&T Research and
the Univ. of Texas) that can allocate resources in a predictable manner.1 Specifically, the kernel employs: (i) the
H-SFQ CPU scheduler that allocates CPU bandwidth fairly
among application classes [5], (ii) the SFQ link scheduler
that can fairly allocate network link bandwidth to network
flows [6], and (iii) the Cello disk scheduler that can support
disk requests with diverse requirements [15]. We plan to
use this QoS-enhanced Linux kernel as the substrate for our
integrated proxy server.

5 Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we argued that the growing heterogeneity of
data objects in the web and the increasing diversity in application requirements have made conventional proxy servers
inadequate. We examined the architecture and mechanisms
required by integrated proxy servers to address this heterogeneity in application requirements and data characteristics.
Finally, we briefly outlined the architecture of an integrated
proxy server that is currently being built in our research lab.
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Abstract
MarconiNet is an architecture for IP-based radio and TV networks, built on standard Internet protocols including RTP, RTSP, SAP, and SDP. It allows to build virtual radio networks, similar to traditional
AM/FM radio and TV networks. It addresses some of the practical problems of building Internet radio
networks, including the insertion of local content and advertising.
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Introduction

So far, the Internet has flourished providing services that do not have direct equivalents in the “real” world,
such as email, netnews and the web. Recently, there has been interest in having the Internet serve as nextgeneration replacement for existing, long-established communications media, in particular the telephone
system, radio and TV. In all three cases, the basic functionality of these communications systems has not
changed in several decades; addition of features is difficult. Digital audio broadcasting 1 has been proposed,
but it simply replaces the transmission infrastructure, without actually offering significant new services
beyond an indication of what piece of music is playing. It also does not change the fundamental issue that
only a very small number of stations can transmit at any given time.
Earlier attempts at next-generation radio and TV failed largely because they were closed systems adding
little beyond the ability to click on ads and save the trip to the local video rental store. In this paper, we
are presenting an architecture that tries to highlight the kind of operational issues that need to be addressed
if we truly want to create an Internet-based service that combines the best features of both traditional
radio and TV and the Internet. Traditional radio has the advantage of offering continuous, themed content
without requiring extensive user interaction, making it convenient in situations where the listener is sharing
his attention with something else, such as the road in front of him. It also offers far better bandwidth
efficiency than true audio or video on demand.
The Internet can offer the advantage of increased total “spectrum”, avoiding the problem that only, for
example, 45 FM stations can be heard in the New York City metropolitan area [1], with all other voices being
limited to being pirate stations. Just like micro-cellular systems increase the capacity of mobile telephone
systems, we propose to use micro-cellular radio systems, with transmitters reaching just a few hundred feet
in dense urban areas.2 By using open Internet standards, we can also more easily integrate Internet radio
with other Internet mechanisms, for example, email and web. (It would, for example, be simple to “invite”
a friend to listen to a radio station using SIP [2].) Given the much better “side information” available, one
can also envision devices that automatically record certain types of material for later local replay. (Such
systems exist in some European countries for automated recording of TV shows.)
Internet radio is also not limited to serving a single area, but there could easily be “islands” of interest,
as multicast limits the distribution to those regions where there are actually listeners.
Below, we adopt radio terminology for conciseness, but the mechanisms are independent of the media
carried. We assume the availability of network-level multicast, but RTP translators or UMTP [3] can be
used to reach non-multicast-capable networks.
∗ Presently

employed by Telcordia Technologies, Morristown, NJ
http://www.worlddab.org/
2 Unfortunately, there do not seem to be variable-power, variable-bandwidth systems which would allow to have fewer,
higher-powered wide-area stations in low-population-density areas.
1 see
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Architecture

The architecture (Fig. 1) consists of four components, namely the primary station (PS), local station (LS),
possibly an advertisement/media server and the Internet multimedia receiver (IMR) capable of acting as
an Internet radio or Internet TV. There are two types of multicast groups in this hierarchical architecture:
one distributes programs from primary stations (PSs) to local stations. A local multicast session is created
between each local station server and the local receivers for every multicast session that exists between a
primary station and the local station.
The local station combines material from one or
more primary stations with local material, including
advertisements, and rebroadcasts the stream. Since
the local station may combine several sources, it
is not simply acting as an RTP mixer. However, it
may be useful to still use RTP content sources to indicate the sources of different content, for example,
t
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Figure 1: Architecture
such as advertisement, the techniques described there
apply.
Both local and primary station send session announcements, e.g., using SDP [5] and SAP [6] or its
hierarchical extensions [7], with the primary station announcements being encrypted.
Since we would not want the local receivers to be able to get the program feed from the primary station
directly without the local advertisements during the commercial break, the primary station encrypts its
content [8, 9, 10, 11]. Besides, by adopting certain encryption scheme it offers a mechanism so that a local
station can choose to relay the programs of a subset of primary stations based on the popularity of the
program in a local area. If local stations are not trustworthy, but the network is, it may be necessary to
introduce authenticated multicast joins to make redistributing the key less attractive [12, 8]. (The station
would then have to retransmit the content after decryption rather than letting a ”rogue” listener simply
subscribe to the multicast group.)
Almost all radio stations need to know the size of their audience. RTCP [13] provides an easy mechanism
for gathering statistics on the size of the audience and their reception quality. Unfortunately, using RTCP as
is may not scale or provide the necessary information. For example, the primary station only sees reception
reports from its local affiliates (local stations), but has no idea how many people are actually listening. Thus,
we propose that RTCP be extended by a user demographics field that simply counts the number of local
users. At the local level, there is an additional problem, in that RTCP does not provide accurate audience
size indications for larger groups. For example, for a 128 kb/s (MPEG L3) audio stream, the local station
can learn about 10 new audience members each second. Thus, even if listeners stay around for an hour, the
station will never see more than 36,000 listeners, even with optimization techniques such as reconsideration
[14]. Plus, RTCP packets are multicast, raising privacy issues. Multicasting RTCP receiver reports also adds
to the state in multicast routers as every listener becomes a data source. It appears that sampling-based
techniques [15, 16] are more appropriate here.
With the potentially large number of local stations, we are investigating a scalable mechanism for localcontent insertion. The primary station simply transmits the timestamp value of the beginning of the next
block, as well as a type code (ad, mandatory local content with no network content available, optional
local content, . . . ) via the RTCP sender reports. To recover from packet loss, this information should be
distributed multiple times in the intervals preceding the local content. (For senders, the expected RTCP
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Figure 2: Global Program Manager Prototype
interval is roughly five seconds, so there are ample opportunities for redundancy.)
On receiving the signal for a commercial or local-conent break, the management server at the local station
requests the local RTSP [17] server to start playing the local content. During this time, the local station
ceases forwarding RTP packets. While RTP timestamps can be aligned with the primary station, the local
station has to generate its own sequence numbers.

3

Related Work

Jonas et al. [19] have introduced the concepts of Network Access Points (NAPs) between the clients and the
servers and Service Applications (SA) within the network to take care of the scalability and heterogeneity of
the receiver sets respectively. Nullsoft Inc. [20] uses distributed server functionality and offers the ability to an
end user to be a potential broacaster even over a dialup line using MP3 coding. But it does not use multicast.
MCI Worldcom in collaboration with Real Networks is planning to offer a new multicast-based multimedia
streaming service called uucast [21] within its Intranet. Presently it limits the usage to its own users, and
may not allow any arbitrary customers to act as content providers. The general motivation expressed in this
paper is to build an audio/video streaming system over the public Internet which can provide scalability
for a large number of audience, offer flexible services to fixed, mobile and wireless users while providing a
charging model framework (e.g., local advertisement insertion, local receiver reports) to make it commercially
attractive. This design implements scope-based distributed multicast approach, introduces the concept of
local stations and uses application layer routing and control for the real-time audio/video streams. Thus it
is different than the related systems which exist today.

4

Conclusion and Open Issues

MarconiNet is still work in progress. This paper discussed the high- level design of the architecture and its
functionality. Many of the features like advertisement insertion, security, giving the ability for anybody to
be a broadcaster has been prototyped in the current MarconiNet testbed. Current work includes adding a
charging model for commercials and pay-per-listen programs, inserting a global station segment while playing
the local program, and a scalable directory structure (tuner) for the Internet multimedia receiver. Above
features have been prototyped using Java and C on the Solaris platform and have also been experimented in
IEEE 802.11 based wireless environment. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the part of Global Program manager
prototype where it illustrates how the channels are selected, how the list of commercials is created for each
primary station, and how a channel monitor keeps track of the listeners for any particular channel. We

3

have plans for extending this testbed to a hybrid network covering many autonomous systems where there
is no multicast support between different networks and thus include UDP server functionality for converting
multicast stream to unicast stream and vice versa on a real-time basis. Future work might include building
hardware dedicated to Internet radio or TV. Radio hardware can be relatively simple, since only multicast
IP, IGMP, UDP, RTP, SAP and SDP are required, but not DNS or TCP.
One of the problems with the ability to listen to any channel anywhere is that local wireless spectrum may
be exhausted. There may be the need to develop, for example, popularity-based spectrum management, so
that the wireless bandwidth is allocated to achieve the maximum total utility summed across the local user
population. However MarconiNet’s distributed server approach would augment the spectrum management
technique described above.
For radio and TV, channel surfing is common. Thus, deployment of these solutions in bandwidthconstrained networks is only feasible where the IGMP leave latencies are low and IGMP snooping or similar
layer-2 mechanisms have been deployed. (For IGMPv2 [18], the default leave latency is about one second.)
However, with large user populations, the IGMP join and leave messages themselves may become a burden.
It would be desirable to implement payment schemes that allow other models beyond the three current
ones: public financing, advertising and on-air solicitation for donations. We intend to explore hybrid payment
models, where the radio program is made available in two versions: one, with advertising or fund-raising
support, without payment, and as a paid service, but without ads or fund raising.
Authors would like to acknowledge the contribution from the project students Yulia Averbukh, Kritatee
Bulsook, Maksim Khorovskiy, Hong-Ryul Kim, Jay Kim, and Aleksandr Vosokoboynik who have implemented parts of MarconiNet.
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Abstract
Existing multicast control algorithms typically assume trust and free sharing of information among receivers. We believe that this is not tenable in the long
term. We examine multicast congestion control under the constraints of distrust and privacy among receivers. We claim that despite these constraints, large-scale
multicast congestion control in a heterogeneous environment is feasible.
We discuss three classes of solutions for the multicast congestion control problem, called per-group feedback, selective participation and menu-adaptation.
For each class, we identify the limitations imposed by receiver distrust and privacy, and we argue that only a solution that integrates elements of each class can scale
and adapt to heterogeneity in network and receiver characteristics. We outline such an integrated solution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A significant amount of work has gone on in the area of multicast congestion control that is based on cooperation and trust among
all the participants. Algorithms enabling large scale multicast introduce a high degree of fate-sharing among mutually unknown
parties. Furthermore, control protocols for managing multicast transport ignore important issues related to privacy. This Utopian
picture of cooperation and mutual dependency for the success of multicast communication may not survive the commercialization
of communication networks. As a result, we now look at the problem of multicast congestion control with a fresh set of axioms not
involving any implicit assumptions of trust and privacy.
Trust would mean reliance on other participants for correctness and performance. For example, consider an electronic marketplace where information is multicast for efficiency reasons. A receiver may not share information with other receivers when
needed. Even if it agrees to share the information, it may not do so in a timely or accurate manner. We believe an entity may be
trusted to perform a certain action only if it is in its self-interest to do so.
Privacy means that a participant does not wish others to have any knowledge of his or her participation. For example, consider a
corporation joining a multicast group. It may not wish other unknown entities to even know of its interest in the information that is
multicast.
A prominent example of algorithms that implicitly assume trust and ignore privacy is the class of reliable multicast algorithms
that rely on local repairs for efficient recovery from loss, and overcome the feedback implosion problem [14], [6], [10]. However,
this requires mutual trust among receivers and reveals the identities of the receivers requiring and providing the repair.
In addition to taking a fresh look at the basis for the design of a multicast congestion control algorithm, we also observe that
the set of algorithms that have been proposed so far have not been entirely successful in solving the difficult problem of multicast
congestion control for sufficiently general applicability. In this submission, we propose an integrated set of three distinct mechanisms that together are likely to offer a generally applicable solution for the multicast congestion control problem. Furthermore,
they satisfy our axioms of distrust and privacy for the design of a multicast congestion control algorithm.
The three mechanisms are:
 A per-group feedback mechanism that addresses the need of the members of a given group to have the right information to
achieve efficient multicast.
 A selective participation mechanism that allows senders and receivers to selectively participate in a given group. For example,
this allows a receiver to optimize the information it obtains in accordance with its capabilities, by joining or leaving groups based
on its understanding of its utility.
 A menu-adaptation mechanism that allows senders to communicate appropriate information to its receivers. This is information shared by a sender with its receivers, in accordance with the principle of self-interest of an application in ensuring that its
transmission is received by the participants in the most efficient manner feasible.
The next section describes existing proposals for multicast congestion control and observes their weaknesses. Subsequently, we
provide a brief overview of our proposed approach to overcome these problems.
II. OVERVIEW
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We identify three general classes of solutions to the multicast congestion control problem.
Bottleneck(s) close to receivers

Bottleneck(s) close to sender

probability

probability

receiver bandwidth

receiver bandwidth

Fig. 1: The location of the bottlenecks in the multicast delivery tree affects the distribution of the available bandwidth between the sender and the receivers. The
scenario with multiple bottlenecks close to the receivers is problematic for per-group feedback. The scenario with a bottleneck close to the sender is problematic
for selective participation.

 Per-group feedback, which has received the most attention in the research community, is an extension of the congestion control
paradigm for unicast: the receivers provide feedback to the sender, from which the sender attempts to infer the properties of a
“typical” path to a receiver. The sender adjusts its bandwidth in response, and possibly other parameters, such as the amount of
forward error correction (FEC) information to use for error resilience.
As discussed earlier, we assume that receivers do not trust each other and do not want to reveal their participation in the group.
This implies that they cannot cooperate to combine their feedback information in order to reduce the feedback processing load on
the network and the sender, thereby eliminating the feedback implosion problem [5], [14]. RTCP uses multicast of receiver reports
to estimate the group size to control the feedback load [8], [13]. Once again, this violates our axiom of privacy. Per-group feedback
therefore requires a solution where receivers address their feedback solely to the sender, with possible network support to combine
this feedback information when it flows upstream towards the sender.
Per-group feedback does not perform well if the path properties to the receivers are too heterogeneous. On the one hand, if we
aim at satisfying all of the receivers in such a group, then the sending rate is effectively dictated by a single receiver. This is not
acceptable in a large multicast group. On the other hand, if the sending rate is chosen according to some representative receiver
instead of the worst receiver, then we potentially deny service to all of the receivers that have worse path properties. This number
might be prohibitively large. A scenario where this occurs is illustrated in Figure 1: if multiple bottlenecks with different available
bandwidths are located close to the receivers, then any choice of a typical receiver is suboptimal due to the large variance in the
sender-receiver path properties.
 Selective participation reduces the degree of fate-sharing between receivers. Receivers have a choice of joining one among a
set of multicast groups with different characteristics in terms of bandwidth requirements or error correction capabilities. A receiver
sends a leave request to a group that has become unsuitable and a join request to the new group deemed suitable. The set of
groups can either be incremental [9], used in conjunction with hierarchical coding, or mutually exclusive [3], where each group is
self-contained. We note further that Selective participation is applicable only in selected situations where the receiver can still use
a subset of the information sent, or when the sender actually transmits to multiple groups and each group is self-contained.
Solutions have been proposed that rely on receiver collaboration to decide which group or set of groups to join, by exchanging
information about path properties from the sender to the receivers (this is called shared learning in [9]). Obviously, by doing so,
receivers reveal their identity to each other, and group membership decisions are influenced by other receivers. This violates our
non-cooperation assumptions. We must therefore assume that receivers solely rely on local observations of path properties to make
group join and leave decisions.
Selective participation fails in the following scenario: if a multicast group has a bottleneck link close to the sender, i.e., shared by
most or all of the receivers in the group (cf. Fig. 1), then a change in the bottleneck rate could only be accommodated by all of the
receivers individually deciding to switch to a different group. Furthermore, for the switch to have an effect on the congestion at the
bottleneck link, the “leave-group” signaling messages from all the receivers would have to be processed by the network to release
the entire forwarding tree below the bottleneck. This is slow and poses a large burden on the signaling system.
 Menu-adaptation assumes that a “menu” of multicast groups represents the same information at different levels of quality. The
control action consists of adjusting this menu to cover the path properties to all or to a majority of receivers. This adjustment is
based on feedback from all the receivers of the session (the collection of groups). The operating points of the groups (e.g., their
bandwidth or the amount of FEC information) are dynamically chosen to cover the diverse requirements of the receivers. Other
control actions are the merging of several groups into one if their operating points become very similar over time, or conversely,
the splitting of a group into several groups if the receiver characteristics within the group become too heterogeneous over time [4].
Solutions could be envisioned where receivers collude in a distributed manner to agree on an optimal menu. Again, this violates
the non-cooperation assumption. Instead, the menu should be the responsibility of the sender, based on feedback from the receivers
of all groups that make up the session.
Menu-adaptation on its own is not sufficient. It would amount to each receiver being subscribed to a fixed group, without a
mechanism to switch groups on demand. Unless the path properties to all the receivers happen to be very stable, this would
preclude a meaningful adjustment of the session menu. This is because the feedback of all the receivers in the session, regardless
of their current group membership, are used collectively to determine the menu. If receivers cannot switch groups, this means that
a receiver’s feedback is likely to affect the wrong group.
We have discussed the three classes of solutions that can be brought to bear on the problem of multicast congestion control in a
large-scale, heterogeneous setting, and the constraints imposed on the mechanisms because of our premise of distrust and privacy
between receivers. In the next section, we outline a solution to this problem that comprises elements of per-group feedback,
selective participation and menu-adaptation. Our goal is to demonstrate that scalable multicast congestion control does not require
receiver cooperation. We note that previous work by Ammar et al. [4], [3], although not motivated by our axioms, embodies
elements of our proposed solution framework.

III. C ONTROL M ECHANISMS

AND
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Each of the three approaches described above require that the sender and the receivers are provided with sufficient information
to control their operation. Our design premise excludes cooperation between the receivers; rather receivers are limited to reporting
individual control information (such as their current menu selection, or measured packet loss) to the sender, but not to each other.
Thus the sender has a distinguished role in collating reports from the receivers and inferring current network and adjusting its
operation accordingly. The sender may communicate to the receivers aggregated information from the population of receiver that
enables the receivers to enhance their control decisions.
The premise of non-cooperation between receivers has the consequence that although outward control from the sender can
employ multicast, the return loop from the receivers must be unicast to the sender. Unless a mechanism exists in the network to
aggregate this control information as it passes back up the multicast tree, the volume of such traffic must be controlled as the size

of the multicast group increases, each receiver sending feedback at at (average) rate that is inversely proportional to the number of
receivers in the group. In distinction with feedback mechanisms proposed in RTCP [8], our premise of non-cooperation between
receivers excludes the possibility for receivers to infer the group size from multicast receiver acknowlegements; rather the feedback
rate must be notified to the receivers by the sender, either explicitly or implicitly.
The detailed mechanism of per-group feedback used for rate control at short timescales is influenced by the particular transport
employed. In ATM, for Available Bit Rate (ABR) multicast [1], [7], resource management (RM) cells are inserted at the sender in
the multicast data stream every 32 cells. The RM cells contain a rate request by the sender; on the outward passage down the tree,
network elements may adjust this rate downwards as dictated by their available resources. In the return passage up the tree, rates
are aggregated by taking minima of rate from subtrees. This aggregation inherently scales for large groups; on the other hand the
rate returned to the sender is the worst case rate over the group. In an IP network, Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [11]
enables routers to notify congestion on their portion of an end-to-end path by setting a bit in the packet header. Feedback from the
receivers to senders may be using a unicast channel. One way for the sender to control the feedback rate is to explicitly request
feedback from receivers. An additional indicator that the sender sets on selected packets could be used to control the feedback rate
by requiring that receivers return notification of congestion experienced in the forward path only on receipt of such an indication;
or the response could be sent on a random timer in order to make feedback traffic less bursty. A variation of this approach is to
encode the desired average feedback rate as an agreed function of the inter-request time. Whichever mechanism is used, the sender
uses the distribution of congested paths in order to adjust the group rate. In addition, it may be feasible to exploit aggregation of
the feedback information at branch points routers as suggested for multicast ABR, using the additional indicator set by the sender
[1]. On seeing the indicator in a packet, the intermediate router collects feedback from its branches and sends back an aggregated
indication of congestion up the multicast tree. A conservative sender response would be to adjust the rate downwards while any
receiver suffers congestion and upwards when no receiver suffers congestion.
Additional feedback between sender and receiver at longer timescales facilitates menu-adaptation by the sender, and selective
participation in groups by the the receivers. We envisage the feedback can be more detailed (and less frequent) than in pergroup feedback; accordingly we assume the sender can notify a mean rate for a random timer for sender feedback. The sender
uses feedback to optimize the menu. Opposing factors in the menu optimization are (i) coverage: having the set of group rates
approximately match the set of rates at which receivers has obtain desired quality; and (ii) economy: limiting duplication of content
over different groups. Receiver feedback can notify loss rates as in RTCP; or potentially a bitmap encoding the sequence numbers
of packets received. It has recently been shown how the latter information can be used to reconstruct the logical multicast tree,
bottleneck bandwidths [12] and associated loss rates on logical links [2]. Menu tracking of bottleneck rates near the source will
be an effective method of maintaining coverage, and will decrease leave/join operations between groups for receivers behind such
a bottleneck. In distinction, receivers behind bottlenecks closer to the leaves may expect slower or even no response in the menu
to their consistent notification of congestion or loss to the sender. In order that the receiver act quickly according to whether a
bottleneck is low or high in the tree, we propose that the receiver set a timer when loss increases beyond a given threshold. If the
timer expires before the current group rate adjusts downwards, then the receiver should leave the group and join one with a lower
rate.
IV. S UMMARY
We believe that the practical issues of trust and privacy raised in this submission are important. Because the nature of multicast
does not afford much control for a participant on who else is receiving the information being multicast, it is even more critical that
algorithms for control do not implicitly violate these principles of trust and privacy. Further, as we observed, no one mechanism
proposed in the literature for multicast congestion control is likely to be adequate for the general case. We believe the integration
of the three schemes of Per-group feedback, Selective participation, and Menu-adaptation offers a promise of being the basis for a
robust, and general solution for multicast congestion control. In addition, the approach we outline ensures that participant privacy
is maintained, and the only principle that is relied upon is that of participant self-interest.
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end-to-end performance.
Also, the cost and
complexity of scheduling policies is not addressed.
Even if the hardware cost is not significant, there
are real management overheads.
A salutary
example is provided by the ABR service of ATM:
this only really makes sense if ABR operates from
end-system to end-system, which now looks highly
unlikely. Moreover, despite being more complex to
implement, it would have to be charged at a
cheaper tariff than say a CBR service operating at
the MCR, despite using the same bandwidth.
(Otherwise a smart user with delay insensitive
traffic could just use CBR and overflow excess
traffic to a best-effort traffic class that has be to an
order of magnitude cheaper).

Background

In most Networks or Systems, users compete for a
set of limited resources.
Resources might be
point-to-point bandwidth, buffer space, memory,
CPU cycles etc. and users can be humans,
applications or processes. Connection-oriented
Telecoms services use either reservation, where
resources are booked in advanced or Admission
Control — think of telephony or ATM for example.
Packet-based services and Operating Systems rely
mainly on either priority schemes, for instance
using simple priority queues, or flow-control
feedback mechanisms such as TCP. The current
Internet uses flow-control with an admit-all policy
that relies on secondary measures, such as users’
willingness to tolerate current service, to throttle
excess load.
Within the IETF, IntServ is
attempting to define connection-oriented admission
control schemes whilst DiffServ is based on
connectionless ideas, attempting to use priorities
and complex queuing disciplines to provide QoS
classes.

The Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [1]
proposal within DiffServ looks attractive, and we
believe can be extended to give as much diversity
as is required. Our contribution is to break away
from shackles of mandatory TCP-like behaviour
inherent in the current ECN RFC. We can even
incorporate call admission control at the flow or
micro-flow level, an anathema to the current
DiffServ!

But if we step outside the Computer Science or
Telecommunication mindset, we see the same
problem occurring in other areas, but solved using
resource pricing as a fundamental ingredient. For
example, think of resources as airline seats, units of
(electrical) power or economic wealth. Prices or
taxes are used to control the load, or to maximise
the return by offering differential services at
different prices — think for instance of power
companies who use price incentives and penalties,
or airlines.
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Architecture and Framework

The idea of Congestion Pricing has been explored
in a number of papers [2,3], where the basic idea is
to signal back derivative information to the user
(the Lagrange multiplier of the congestion costs,
representing the marginal incremental costs). Prices
can be simply calculated by each resource; if a
resource is lightly loaded, the price is zero, and
rises as the load increases. Feedback signals are
proportional to flows, enabling multiplicative
decrease. There are links with the Vickrey-auction
proposal of MacKie-Mason and Varian [4], though
we use bounded costs, and no explicit signalling.
Marking only lost packets is not a sensible pricing
mechanism.
With this framework, complex
queuing scheduling is not needed: FIFO can be
used, with a suitable marking scheme using
counters or adapting RED ideas.

We claim not only that it is impossible to separate
service differentiation from pricing, but also that
some use of resource pricing is the only sensible
way to proceed. The first point is clear: if there are
two qualities which both cost the same, any rational
person will chose the higher quality! As an
example, most current DiffServ proposals are
interesting but fundamentally flawed, caused by
attempting to define technologies independently of
economics or implementation. They attempt to
define local priority schemes and scheduling
policies, whereas an application/user is interested in

These signals have to be communicated to the user.
For IP based networks we advocate marking at the
IP level, which then allows control to be exercised
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for the optimisation. A simple example is an
aggregate of voice and video channels: assuming
that the per-packet price is the same, voice marks
can be handed-off to video channels, causing the
video channel to react and back-off rather than the
voice channel. Another example arises from
asymmetry: suppose a user is retrieving a file from
a remote server where the server has some
mandated flow control algorithm, then the user will
receive marks for the flow from the server, and can
decide how to pass them back to change server
behaviour.

at any higher layer, or the IP layer itself. This also
allows unresponsive applications or domains to coexist with responsive ones — unresponsive flows
will in general incur higher charges. Other
approaches could be used elsewhere, such as a
virtual signalling channel.
Then the fundamental idea is to allow end-systems
to react as they please, so users who are prepared to
“pay” more receive more. The only assumption
required is that they must feel some pain associated
with the feedback signals / marks. Two possible
scenarios are

3
1.

2.

Users have complete freedom to behave as
they wish, in this case the network will run
below congestion provided the aggregate
demand is less than the capacity (where we
need to take expectations over time, and
demand is some maximal flow vector). This
will happen if the sum of the users’
“willingness to pay” is less than the maximum
charge rate for the system. The system
provider can raise prices to achieve this goal,
which is appropriate for an operating system,
whilst in a competitive network there is an
incentive for the provider to increase capacity
until equilibrium is reached.
The user may have restricted freedom, and a
mandated control algorithm that allocates
capacity based on user parameters.
For
example, an ISP/Intranet might give a user a
particular flow control algorithm, which has
some user or process defined parameter, that
reacts to feedback signals mediated by the ISP.
Think, for instance, of a TCP-like algorithm
where increase and decrease rates are
parameterised.

Adaptive Applications
Time Services

and

Real

Feedback systems are particularly appropriate for
elastic applications, such as file transfer or Web
browsing.
If user is prepared to pay a fixed
amount per unit time, a simple “willingness-to-pay”
algorithm [2,3] adjusts the transmit rate according
the difference between this amount and the actual
congestion price/feedback signals. It has proved
straightforward to adapt TCP to such a scheme: all
that is needed is to change the way the congestion
window increases and reacts to feedback.
Retransmission behaviour is unaffected. If a user
desires to transfer a file as fast as possible, a
“willingness to pay” rate can be inferred, which has
the effect that when the prices are high certain users
will stop sending, preferring to wait for the price to
drop.
The jury is still out on whether VBR will be used
for real-time transport. But there are certainly
adaptive coding algorithms, e.g. transcoding or
layered coding, and these can be made to react to
feedback signals. However, they still need some
minimum bandwidth to be of use for the user,
which has to last for the life of the connection/flow,
which for Video can be extremely long compared
to congestion timescales.

If users’ preferences can be modelled by utility
functions, and users seek to maximise their net
utility, then the system will behave as a distributed
optimisation and converge to the global optimum
[5], provided the prices are right, matched to
aggregate user demand. In the second case, a
global will only be reached if each user is able to
use the set of parameters as a proxy for true
preferences.
These statements are saying that
correct taxation leads to the social optimum! The
second scenario above hints at congestion pricing
for aggregates. For example, a corporate client or
network access point to an ISP might receive
pricing signals that relate to an aggregate of
channels/connections, and decide to redistribute
these signals amongst connections/users according
to some (corporate) policy. In this case the
optimisation is acting at an aggregate level, but
even here can reach an end-user optimum
depending on how the marks/signals are
redistributed – in effect using a gradient projection

It is often assumed that reservation or CAC is
necessary for guaranteed services. Not so! CAC
relies on the system determining if there is enough
capacity, and allowing on flows/processes or
rejecting them. But it the network can set the
correct price, then connections will decide whether
to admit themselves or not, which obviously relies
on “price matching” of users to the network. It is
possible to show rigorously that threshold control
strategies, known to be optimal for certain
connection-oriented
problems,
are
exactly
equivalent to pricing schemes where a congestion
tax is payable by the user. There are some research
issues here: a connection is interested in a price
over a long time interval, whereas congestion
prices change on shorter time-scales, but in another
context this is solved with fixed-rate mortgages!
Recent suggestions for sending probing packets can
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at the TCP layer. We are currently implementing
controls and users strategies in Windows 2000 to
try out IP level controls within a network.

be incorporated in our scheme. As a rule of thumb,
sensible congestion pricing will mark at least an
order of magnitude more packets than lost packets,
so sending several probes will produce better
estimation for acceptance decisions.
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The fundamental position is the following: keep the
core of the network very simple and push
complexity (if needed) to the end-systems. This is
reminiscent of the ATM vision before it was
obscured by baroque signalling stacks and traffic
management complexity! All that is needed within
the core is for switches/ routers to give feedback
signals based on congestion prices. With marking
or feedback signals at the IP level, legacy endsystems can co-exist with adaptive ones: they will
literally pay the price for having sub-optimal
reaction to network signals, giving a clear
economic reason for upgrade. With an adequately
priced network, buffers within the core of network
can be small. This not only ensures that queuing
delay is negligible, but also facilitates the use of
bandwidth as a commodity.
Once pricing
mechanisms implicitly controls networks, it is
natural for derivative markets to flourish. Brokers
and arbirtrage agents can act as exchanges or risk
takers, selling products which mirror those in the
financial derivatives sector, or selling services that
are repackaged to appear to the end-user as a
traditional service.

Options, Futures and Bandwidth

An alternative suggestions is to use an agent (e.g.
an access node) to act as a broker, taking the risk
by appearing to the end-user as a call admission
control, whilst paying congestion prices to the
network. This effectively uses aggregation to
improve statistical estimation efficiency over a
single-user probe.
A more extreme possibility is to view bandwidth as
a commodity. The seeds of this have already been
sown with bandwidth brokerage, and commercial
concerns like RateXchange, which acts as a trading
exchange for wholesalers. But why not extend this
to a much lower granularity? Congestion prices
within a network will fluctuate on a short timescale
due to in the inherent critical time-scale of
resources, and on a longer time scale, e.g. diurnal,
due to user demand. The critical time-scale should
be shortened by having small buffers within the
network; this avoids the rush-hour effect, means
delay is dominated by transmission delay and
enables point-to-point bandwidth to be treated as a
commodity, since jitter is minimal a onedimensional descriptor suffices. A network with
fluctuating prices and underlying commodities
allows the tools of financial securities to be used:
there are direct applications of Futures Contracts,
Options and Swaps. For example a fixed videoconference could be “booked” by taking long
position in a Futures contract or by a (European)
call Option, while a moveable broadcast could use
an American style option, with a broker taking the
corresponding short position or trading it. Ondemand users have to pay the prevailing spot
prices. It is natural to see these operating first
between providers.
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and

The picture we have painted suggests that the users
are in effect playing a game with the network, so
why not test the framework by playing a multi-user
distributed game? This is exactly what we have
done: we have built a real-time distributed event
simulator that allows arbitrary network topologies
and user behaviours which also allows users
(clients) to remotely connect to the simulator and
“play”. Our work is inspired by Axelrod’s work
[6] on the repeated prisoner’s dilemma. Initial
results have validated the concepts: congestion
pricing does work, gives more to those who are
prepared to pay more, and is simple to implement
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Abstract— Programs are typically developed with little or no consideration of their performance under different system loads or the effect they
may have on other processes competing for the same resources. To an extent, this stems from the “virtual machine” approach promoted by most
mainstream operating systems. With operating systems which offer mechanisms for fine-grained control of resource allocations it becomes apparent
that a central policy for allocating potentially scarce resources is not sufficient. We are currently developing a toolkit which allows programmers
to systematically examine and assess the performance behaviour of a wide
range of applications under different resource allocations by determining
the applications’ utility curves. We argue that such a toolkit is useful for
the development of adaptive applications as well as for the implementation
of global resource management policies. In particular, we argue that this
is necessary for the application of economic models to the area of resource
management, as proposed by some researchers.
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Fig. 1. Sample Utility Curves

Resource management is a fundamental task performed by
operating systems. Most current mainstream operating systems
implement resource management policies which are oriented towards overall system throughput and fairness. They perform
reasonably well for a mix of interactive, batch processing, or
server applications. Real-time operating systems are designed
to give hard guarantees on resource allocations to allow applications to perform time-critical tasks. This is achieved by allocating fixed shares of resources to processes for their entire
lifetime, or at least for a relatively long duration. Multimedia
operating systems (e.g., [14], [13], [6], [9], [5]) give soft realtime guarantees for resource allocations to processes which may
be renegotiated dynamically at runtime, encouraging applications to adapt to the changing overall system load. This is usually achieved through explicit resource allocation and revocation. This process is commonly referred to as QoS-Management.
QoS-Management in operating systems has to deal with a variety of applications demanding different combinations of resources. In some systems (e.g., [6], [15]) a central resource
manager is deployed to perform both system wide and application specific optimisations of resource allocations. Recently, alternative approaches have been proposed that deploy economic
mechanisms for more decentralised resource management. This
has been proposed for the general area of resource management
in operating and distributed systems (e.g., [20], [4], [19], [8],
[11]) and for multimedia operating systems in particular [18].
The general idea of these proposals is that applications are
charged for resource allocations and/or usage. Prices for resources are established dynamically at runtime. It is generally
assumed that prices reflect the current demand for a resource and
indicate the level of congestion. Most existing work suggests
the use of a bidding process to establish prices for resources

(e.g., [3], [11]). Recent work in the area of pricing for communication networks suggests that prices should also reflect the
marginal costs a particular resource allocation for one consumer
of a resource imposes on other consumers of the same resource,
e.g., [10], [7]; prices with this property are known as shadow
prices.
In such an architecture, applications or groups of applications,
are thought of as acting independently of each other and negotiate a resource allocation with entities managing individual resources attempting to maximise their utility.1 Applications may
use the feedback provided by dynamic (shadow) prices to adapt
to different levels of resource congestion. Applications can facilitate this task by implicitly or explicitly modelling a utility
function, defining the dependency of their utility on different
resource allocations. These are particularly useful to application developers implementing application specific optimisation
strategies.
Consider the two idealised utility curves shown in Figure 1.2
The utility is plotted on the Y-axis while the quantity of a resource is plotted on the X-axis. The application shown on the
left provides maximum utility if it receives a certain quantity of
the resource and no utility at all if not. Applications with this
sharp loss of utility are usually called real-time applications –
they do not provide any scope for adaptation. The application
on the right offers a different level of utility depending on the
resources allocated to it. Above a certain level, the marginal
utility of additional resources is slight. The same applies to very
low resource allocations. In between the marginal utility of additional resources is very high. Such applications are more tolerant to the resources they are allocated, and can adapt within a
range of resource allocations without incurring a disproportionately high penalty on their utility. Such applications are often
called elastic.
Whilst resource allocators should not have explicit knowledge
about applications’ utility functions, it is useful, if not necessary,
to make some assumptions about their general shape when de-

Rolf Neugebauer is funded by a Marie Curie Fellowship from the European
Union, Contract-No.: ERBFMBICT972363. This work is also supported by the
Pegasus II project (ESPRIT LTR 21917).

1 In economics, utility is a measure of the usefulness of a particular quantity
of a resource or a bundle of resources to individual consumers.
2 Taken from [17].
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signing a pricing mechanism for resources. Like applications,
resource allocators seek to optimise the global resource allocation either to maximise their “profit” or to achieve a “social optimum”. Knowledge about the general shape of applications’ utility functions allows system designers to reflect on the success of
these aims. To establish shadow prices, assumptions about the
shape of the utility functions are necessary, since shadow prices,
to an extent, reflect the marginal costs other applications have
to pay for the increase of a resource allocation for one application. Note that the majority of proposals to use shadow prices
for resource management assume elastic applications.
The importance of the shape of utility functions both for the
applications and the overall resource allocation mechanism have
led us to conduct a series of experiments to investigate this matter systematically. For this purpose, we are developing a toolkit
which allows us to examine the effect of different resource allocations on the performance of a wide range of applications. The
toolkit can also be used by application developers to study the
effectiveness of different application specific optimisations and
adaption techniques.
The primary aim of this research is to study the shapes of
utility curves and their dependencies on different resources for
a variety of real applications in order to develop a general pricing scheme for resources in operating systems. In particular, we
are interested in finding out how elastic real applications are and
what makes applications elastic. We are not interested in the
measurement of absolute performance or quantitative comparisons of different applications since these are both implementation and operating system dependent.
In the next section we describe the architecture of our toolkit
and report on a sample implementation. We give an example
use of the toolkit in section III and in section IV we present our
conclusions.
II. A RCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The main feature of the architecture is that an external control process systematically alters the resources allocated to a test
application. This allows systematic rather than empiric experiments and requires little or no alteration of the test applications.
The control process monitors the utility of the test application
either by communicating with the test application or by measuring its performance externally.
Measuring the performance externally is limited to recording completion times for particular tasks or response time to requests. This is useful for measuring the performance of batch
processing and server applications but is restrictive in that it is
difficult to measure some application domain specific quantities,
e.g., the frame rate or jitter of a video application. When such
measures are important, we require test applications to provide
a minimal control interface to the control process. This interface
permits both synchronous and asynchronous communication.
In the synchronous case, the control process sets the resource
allocation for the test application and then sends it a start message. After a period of time, the control application sends a
stop message to the test application which responds with its
utility. When asynchronous control is used, the control application sends a start message to the test application and awaits a
finished message (including the utility) on a callback. By sys-

tematically altering the resource allocations and repeating the
start/stop or start/finished sequences, the necessary information to generate utility curves is collected by the control
process.
This raises two questions: what is the utility, and how can applications measure it? Unfortunately, the answer is simple but
unsatisfactory: “It depends.” The performance of applications
can be measured based on some form of QoS metric, e.g., the
ones presented in [16], [13]. For multimedia applications this
is usually the number of deadlines met; batch processing applications are usually evaluated in terms of completion time or the
number of requests processed and the performance of interactive
applications can be measured in terms of their response time.
However, utility ultimately denotes usefulness to the user and
can be interpreted as the users’ willingness to pay for a specific
quantity of a resource. Consider, for example, a video display
application. Whilst occasional losses of frames or jitter might be
acceptable for a surveillance monitor application, it is certainly
unacceptable for a high quality movie playback. Similarly, for
batch processing applications, a result might not be of any use
to the user if a particular deadline is missed.
We argue that these subjective user utility measures are dependent on objective utility measures as provided by a systematic performance analysis. If an application exhibits real-time
characteristics (as the one depicted in figure 1) then it is unrealistic for the user to have a utility curve corresponding to a
non-real-time application. If an application has an elastic or linear utility curve then different user specific utility curves can be
mapped onto them by the application. The toolkit presented in
this paper is only concerned with providing objective application utility curves based on measurable quantities. We envisage, however, that applications receive feedback from the user
at runtime, e.g., through a credits mechanism [18] or by allowing the user to communicate his or her utility function to the
application [12], which allows applications to map subjective
utility curves to application utility curves at run-time attempting
to maximise the user’s utility.
A. Implementation
The above architecture has some requirements on the resource
management as implemented by the operating system. The operating system has to offer fine grain control over resource allocations, manageable by the controlling applications. Furthermore, resource consumption must be accountable to individual
processes, i.e., if servers perform tasks on behalf of a test application, then the resources consumed by the server should be
accounted to the test application.
The toolkit is currently implemented on Nemesis [9] which
fulfils these requirements with respect to all resources managed
by an operating system. The communication between the control process and test applications is implemented using Nemesis’ Inter Domain Communication (IDC) mechanism. The control application currently only alters the CPU resource allocations but we are planning to extend this to control other temporal resources such as access to the disk and the network interface. In Nemesis, both offer a similar abstraction to their
internal scheduling as the CPU scheduler [1], [2], so this extension should be relatively straightforward. We also have plans
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Fig. 2. JPEG Decoder Utility Curves

to extend our architecture to incorporate support for spatial resources; in particular we are interested in the performance behaviour of applications depending on the physical main memory
available to them.
We are currently investigating the possibility of applying our
architecture to a mainstream operating system. In particular, we
are planning to perform some initial experiments using KURT3 ,
a real-time extension to Linux, which appears to offer a suitable
infrastructure to allow fine grain control over CPU resource allocations.
III. E XAMPLE
We are currently deploying the toolkit to study the utility
curves of a number of applications. In this section we present
our results for a particular application, a Motion JPEG video
application.4 This application reads a series of JPEG encoded
frames from disk, decodes them, and displays them on the
screen. The application can be configured to adapt to different
resource allocations in different ways to maximise its performance (see below). It was relatively easy to fit this application
into the architecture described in the last section. In the existing
source code only 15 lines in one file needed to be changed. The
utility measurement code can be conditionally enabled at compile time. The communication via the control interface was implemented in a separate file. The application uses asynchronous
communication – after being started it attempts to display a configurable number of frames (500 for all experiments described
here) before reporting back its utility to the control application.
As our measure of utility we define the number of frames
which are displayed on time. For the purpose of this experiment “on time” means that frames have to be displayed in fixed
intervals, corresponding to the video stream’s frame rate. We allow for a variation of the display time for each frame of half of
the interframe rate in each direction from the ideal display time,
thus limiting jitter. The results are shown in figure 2.
The right most graph, labelled ST Blit, forms the base case
in which no adaptation is performed. A single thread is reading
3 http://hegel.ittc.ukans.edu/projects/kurt/
4 Originally written by Neil Stratford at the Computer Laboratory, University

of Cambridge, U.K.

data from the disk and decodes each frame. A decoded frame
is then only copied to the frame buffer if it is on time. This
configuration essentially forms a real-time application. For the
second graph, labelled MT Blit, the same configuration is used,
but decoding and displaying are decoupled and executed in separate threads. For the third graph the final step of the decoding
process (colour conversion from YUV to RGB colour space) is
moved into the display thread and dropped if a frame is not on
time. For the remaining graphs this is the default mode of operation. For the fourth graph, MT Decode, the decoder does
not decode a frame whenever the previous frame could not be
displayed on time. The marginal increase in utility in the range
from 10% to 30% of the CPU for this configuration is almost linear. For the next two graphs, we reduced the quality5 of the decoding step, resulting in a less detailed image, rather than dropping frames before the decoding process. For the graph labelled
MT Adapt the quality level is decremented by a fixed amount
for every frame not displayed on time and incremented by the
same amount for every frame on time. For the second graph,
MT Adapt-2, the quality is decreased in larger decrements on
every frame not on time, then it is increased for each frame on
time. For the final graph, the adaptation strategies for the graphs
labelled MT Adapt-2 and MT Decode were combined – for every missed deadline the quality of the decoding was reduced and
the next frame was not decoded. The resulting utility curve indicates that the video application in this configuration is fairly
adaptive and can be termed elastic.
This example demonstrates how the toolkit can assist application developers to evaluate different adaption techniques for
applications in order to make them elastic to different resource
allocations. The information obtained from these experiments
can be used to implement different strategies to react to both
different users preferences and varying resource availability.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We presented a toolkit which allows the systematic study of
applications’ utility functions. We argued that such a toolkit is
useful to programmers developing adaptive applications allowing them to evaluate the applications’ performance under different system loads. We demonstrated with a sample application
that our toolkit can assist application developers to make applications elastic – a desirable property for adaptive applications.
We argued that the shape of applications’ utility functions
plays an important role in the design of resource pricing schemes
especially if shadow prices are used. We are currently conducting a series of experiments including multimedia and batch processing applications to provide a systematic study of applications’ utility functions.
Currently, the toolkit only provides support for studying the
effect of CPU resource allocation on applications’ utility. We
are planning to extend the toolkit to include support for other
temporal resources and spatial resources.
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Abstract
Many of the busiest servers in the Internet consist of
clusters of nodes that serve out data of heterogeneous
types. At a given point in time, a user could be receiving
multiple concurrent data streams, both real-time and nonreal-time, that originate at a single server node, multiple
nodes in the same server cluster, or nodes in separate
clusters. In this paper, we argue that significant
performance benefits can accrue from a coordinated
approach to congestion management and bandwidth
sharing across the concurrent data streams. We discuss
several challenges that arise in this context and outline a
coordination architecture that addresses these
challenges.

1

Introduction

Many of the busiest servers1 in the Internet consist of
large clusters of nodes that serve out data of
heterogeneous types. The kinds of information served may
include text, images, and streaming audio/video. The
information is typically transferred from servers to clients
via unicast. This tends to be the case even for audio/video
streams because often these correspond to playback rather
than live transmission, so unicast rather than multicast is
used.
A user may, in general, be receiving multiple data
streams, both real-time and non-real-time, simultaneously.
For example, as the HTML and the inline images for a
news story are being downloaded, the user may also play a
short video clip of the news event together with
background audio commentary for a richer multimedia
experience. In some sense, the audio and video clips are
“inline” just as images have always been in Web pages.
The relative importance of the data streams could vary
dynamically. At certain times, the quality of the video
stream may be of the utmost importance to the user
whereas at other times quick download of the inline
images may take priority.
From the viewpoint of data transport, the challenge is
to coordinate these data streams, both to ensure overall
1

In this paper, we use the terms "sender" and "server",
and likewise the terms "receiver", "client", and "user"
interchangeably. This is solely for ease of exposition.

network well-being and to optimize user-perceived
performance. Coordinated congestion management
ensures that the data streams learn about and respond
appropriately to congestion events at shared bottleneck
link(s). Coordinated bandwidth sharing enables bandwidth
to be apportioned to the streams according to their
dynamically-varying, user-specified priority.
The task of coordinating the disparate data streams is
particularly challenging because of the many possible
configurations of the server node(s) transmitting the data:
1. All of the data streams could originate from a
single physical server node.
2. The data streams could originate from multiple
nodes in the same server cluster. For instance, in large
Internet servers such as CNN and MSNBC, the real-time
and the non-real-time streams are often served by distinct
nodes, both because of the administrative convenience of
managing the two kinds of nodes separately and because
of their specialized hardware requirements (e.g., large and
fast disks are needed for video servers).
3. The streams could originate from distinct server
clusters. For instance, the user may be receiving a traffic
cam video stream from the highway department site and
listening to background audio commentary from a sports
site while also browsing other unrelated Web sites.
The location of the servers transmitting the data
streams impacts not only the feasibility and granularity of
coordination across the server nodes, but also the
appropriateness of such coordination. Coordination is
appropriate only if the streams share a bottleneck link.
Moreover, differential treatment of the streams within the
network (e.g., diffserv [RFC2475]) would complicate the
coordination issue.
In this paper, we discuss the potential benefits of
coordination, the challenges that arise, and an architecture
that addresses these challenges. We focus specifically on
the problem of coordination of a heterogeneous collection
of real-time and non-real-time streams. This problem is
more general than the coordination of a homogeneous set
of streams (e.g., the set of concurrent TCP connections
corresponding to the inline images on a Web page). Also,
users may find it quite natural to tune in to concurrent
heterogeneous data streams. For instance, people often
like to read while listening to audio in the background.

In the remainder of this paper, we present a brief
overview of our prior work on TCP Session (Section 2),
discuss potential benefits of coordination between
concurrent data streams (Section 3), discuss some specific
challenges that arise and potential solutions (Section 4),
outline a coordination architecture (Section 5), survey
related work (Section 6), and finally present a summary
(Section 7).

2

Overview of TCP Session

The goal of TCP Session [Pad98] is to coordinate
multiple concurrent TCP connections between a pair of
hosts. A typical application of TCP Session is the
coordination of concurrent TCP connections between a
Web server and a client, where the connections
correspond to the individual constituents of a Web page.
TCP Session has three components:
1. Integrated congestion control: maintains a
session-wide congestion window to make the ensemble of
TCP connections as well-behaved as an individual TCP
connection.
2. Connection scheduling: implements a scheduler
and provides an API for applications to explicitly control
the (relative) bandwidth share of concurrent connections.
3. Integrated loss recovery: exploits packet ordering
information across concurrent connections to improve the
effectiveness of data-driven loss recovery.
While
targeted at,
outlined in
over to the
sections.

3

quite effective in the problem space it is
TCP Session falls short in the general setting
Section 1. Nevertheless, its key ideas carry
new setting, as we elaborate in the following

Opportunities for Optimization

We begin by discussing several opportunities for
performance optimization via coordination between
concurrent real-time and non-real-time data streams.

3.1

Initialization of Congestion State

It is important for short connections, such as Web
transfers, to utilize the available network bandwidth
effectively. However, the short length of these
connections does not permit extensive probing, so the
sender has to resort to guesswork based on past
information (such as the old congestion window), which
has the potential of degrading overall network
performance when the guess is incorrect.
A long-running real-time stream could be an excellent
source of information for a new TCP connection that
shares a common bottleneck link and is trying to
determine the state of the network in order to initialize its
congestion state. RTCP receiver reports [RFC1889]
would keep the real-time sender informed of the packet
loss rate and the delay jitter along the end-to-end network
path. The new TCP connection could start up aggressively
if the real-time stream has experienced relatively little

congestion in the recent past and conservatively if the
opposite is true.

3.2

Improved Loss Recovery

Short TCP connections tend to suffer because of the
reduced effectiveness of data-driven loss recovery, which
is caused by the lack of a sufficient number of packets in
the pipe to trigger the threshold number of duplicate acks
needed for fast retransmission. The duplicate acks are
basically needed to disambiguate packet loss from packet
reordering. In a manner akin to integrated loss recovery in
TCP Session, packets belonging to a (long-lived) realtime stream could be used to augment the effectiveness of
such disambiguation by providing a regular “heartbeat” in
the form of a steady stream of packets. Synchronized
sender timestamps could be used to infer the relative
ordering of packets belonging to the TCP connection and
the real-time stream. The underlying assumption is that all
packets traverse a common path through the network.

3.3

Bandwidth Sharing Across Streams

As noted in [Pad98,GB99], user-perceived
performance in the context of the Web is not just a
function of the overall data transfer rate but is also
dependent on the (dynamically varying) perceptual
importance of the individual streams. When the total
bandwidth available to all the data streams being received
by a client is limited, it is desirable to have the ability to
explicitly control the (relative) allocation to each stream
(based on user/application-level information) rather than
have the streams arrive at a bandwidth share based purely
on network dynamics.
The options available for adjusting the data rate of a
real-time stream includes changing the frame rate, frame
size, quantization granularity, sampling rate, coding
algorithm, etc. For non-real-time streams, there is the
option of speeding up or slowing down the download of
an object in addition to transcoding it or choosing an
appropriate-sized one among multiple discrete object
formats.

4

Challenges and Potential Solutions

We now turn to the challenges that arise in exploiting
the opportunities mentioned above and discuss ways of
addressing these challenges.

4.1

Shared Bottleneck Link

Coordinated congestion management and bandwidth
sharing across data streams are both predicated on the
assumption that the streams share a common bottleneck
link. After all, if there is not a common bottleneck link,
the data streams might as well operate independently of
one another.
We propose three techniques, to be used in some
combination, to determine when the data streams share a
bottleneck link:

1. Topology discovery: If the streams share (much
of) the same end-to-end path, it is likely that they also
share a bottleneck link. This would tend to be the case
when data streams originate at the same or nearby servers
and are destined for the same or nearby clients (cases 1
and 2 in Section 1).
2. Correlating loss rate observed at the receiver: If
the loss rate observed at the receiver on two streams is
highly correlated, the streams are likely to share a
bottleneck link. This technique would be useful when, for
instance, the bottleneck link happens to be the client’s
access link (e.g., a dialup or an ISDN line). It is likely to
be more effective for long-lived streams than for shortlived Web connections.
3. Enhanced ECN: As we proposed in [Pad96],
routers could augment their explicit congestion
notifications (ECN) with unique, router-specific IDs. The
receiver could then infer the common points of
congestion, if any, shared by multiple streams. Such a
mechanism would be quite useful even if it were deployed
only on the subset of routers that are likely to be attached
to bottleneck links (e.g., access routers).

4.2

Coordination bus
Cluster A
Web
Server

Cluster B
Audio
Server

Video
Server

Differentiated Services Mechanisms

The use of differentiated services (diffserv)
mechanisms such as priority dropping or priority
scheduling could adversely impact the schemes discussed
in Section 3. For instance, if packets of a real-time audio
stream are assigned a higher drop priority than those of
non-real-time TCP streams, then the packet loss rate
observed by the audio stream can no longer be used to
determine how aggressive TCP start up should be (Section
3.1). However, if packet scheduling is still FIFO, the
utility of the real-time stream in aiding loss recovery in the
TCP streams (Section 3.2) would remain unaffected.
However, if priority scheduling were employed,
neither state initialization nor loss recovery using realtime streams would be appropriate, but bandwidth sharing
(Section 3.3) may still be appropriate.
In general, diffserv poses an interesting challenge to
determining if there is a shared bottleneck link. While a
low-priority and a high-priority stream may experience
very different loss rates, the bandwidth used by the highpriority stream may well have a bearing on the loss rate
observed by the low-priority one, so coordinated
bandwidth sharing may still be appropriate. The enhanced
ECN scheme, proposed in Section 4.1, could be quite
useful in this context.

4.3

bandwidth? From the viewpoint of the clients, an equal
allocation of bandwidth to the two streams destined for A
put together and the single stream destined for B may be
considered fair. However, this may not necessarily be fair
from the viewpoint of the servers, since CNN would be
receiving a larger share of the bottleneck bandwidth than
MSNBC. As another example, consider that, in general,
only a subset of the streams destined for a client contain
data sought by the user; the others contain data "thrust"
upon the user (e.g., advertisements) by servers. So the
servers and the clients may be at odds on how to apportion
bandwidth to the streams. We believe that the resolution
of these issues is essentially a matter of policy.

Differing Notions of Fairness and Priority

Even with a shared bottleneck link, it is unclear what
exactly would constitute fair sharing of the bottleneck link
bandwidth. For example, consider two clients, A and B.
Suppose that A is receiving one data stream each from the
CNN and the MSNBC servers whereas B is only receiving
a data stream from CNN. If all three streams traverse a
common bottleneck link, how should they share its

Router supporting
Enhanced ECN

Bottleneck
Link

Client
Figure 1 A depiction of our coordination architecture.
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Outline of Coordination Architecture

In this section, we present a brief outline of an
architecture to coordinate congestion management and
bandwidth sharing across streams that do not necessarily
share end points (Figure 1).

5.1

Multiple Levels of Coordination

Our architecture includes coordination at three
different levels:
1. Intra-host: individual server nodes coordinate the
set of data streams that they transmit to the same client
host, using fine-grained, packet-level mechanisms as in
TCP Session.
2. Intra-cluster: multiple nodes in a server cluster
(and likewise clients on a LAN) share congestion
information amongst themselves using a coordination busbased [McC96] mechanism. The nodes adapt the
frequency of updates sent on the coordination bus based
both on the overall control traffic load and the degree to
which new information is different from old information.
(For instance, an update is likely to be sent sooner if it

corresponds to a more significant change in the network
conditions.)
3. Inter-cluster: servers on different clusters
coordinate their actions using feedback from the common
client (or neighboring clients) who they are in
communication with. We elaborate on this in the
following sub-sections.

5.2

Receiver-based Control

The receiver (client) plays a key role in our
architecture:
1. It conveys the user’s (dynamically-varying)
preferences (translated into relative bandwidth shares for
individual streams) to the servers.
2. It provides congestion feedback to the servers. The
feedback message would ideally identify the congested
router (if the enhanced ECN scheme from Section 4.1 is in
use), so that server nodes can effectively aggregate
congestion information from multiple sources.
3. It facilitates inter-cluster coordination where
otherwise server-to-server communication would be
expensive, and moreover, the servers may not be aware of
the need to coordinate.

5.3

Coordinated Bandwidth Sharing

The receiver uses two pieces of information to
determine the relative bandwidth shares of data streams:
the user-specified priority, and the identity of streams that
share a bottleneck link. Bandwidth sharing among streams
originating from the same server node can be
accomplished using a mechanism akin to connection
scheduling in TCP Session. However, the task is much
harder when the streams originate from widely separate
servers. We consider two alternative approaches:
1. Congestion feedback filtering: the receiver could
adjust the relative frequency of congestion notifications
sent to each server, while ensuring that the aggregate
congestion response is at the appropriate level.
2. Explicit flow control: the receiver could clamp the
bandwidth used by a stream to be no more than a fixed
(absolute) level, using a flow control mechanism such as
the TCP receiver-advertised window or the RTSP "pause"
method [RFC2326].
While explicit flow control is conceptually simpler, it
suffers from the drawback that it does not adapt well to
dynamic variation in the available bandwidth. We believe
that both alternatives have a place in our architecture.

6

Related Work

There has been a fair amount of research in the
general area of coordinating multiple concurrent data
streams. Schemes aimed at coordinating congestion
management include TCP Control Block Interdependence
[RFC2140], our previous work on TCP Session [Pad98],
extensions thereof to include UDP streams [RBS99], and
router-based coordination [SAA99]. Efforts aimed at

improving user-perceived performance via the explicit
coordination of concurrent streams include connection
scheduling in TCP Session [Pad98], progressive Web data
delivery [GB99], and receiver-driven data transport in
WebTP [GCM+99]. While this collective body of
research has addressed several relevant problems, the
main drawback, in our opinion, is that the individual
proposals focus only on coordination across data streams
between a pair of hosts and/or they only consider TCP
streams. Neither of these simplifications is appropriate in
the context of this paper.

7

Summary

In this paper, we have argued that clients on the
Internet are increasingly more likely to be communicating
simultaneously with one or more servers via real-time and
non-real-time data streams. As such, the coordination of
congestion management and bandwidth sharing across the
data streams is highly desirable. We have outlined the
potential benefits of such coordination, some challenges
that arise, and a coordination architecture that addresses
these challenges. We are investigating these issues in
greater detail in ongoing research.
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In packet networks such as Internet, a simple static shortest path routing algorithm is employed. A
packet is sent on the shortest path to its destination. If there are multiple shortest paths, the shortest path
is chosen arbitrarily. To determine the shortest path each link is assigned a weight and the shortest path
is the one with the smallest aggregate weight. The key characteristic of this routing algorithm is that the
weights are assigned statically. Hence, route changes occur only when a change in the topology of the
network occurs, i.e., a link is deleted or added. This topology driven static shortest path routing may suffice
in networks that provide a single best effort service in which there is no guarantee about whether and when
a packet will be delivered. However, it may not be adequate in networks that provide Quality of Service
(QoS) guarantees to applications such as multimedia conferencing.
To observe the inadequacies of static shortest path routing, consider the network shown in Figure 1.
Let the network provide bandwidth guarantees to a flow. A flow is a sequence of packets from a source
to destination and for our purpose is synonymous with a connection. In the network shown in Figure 1,
all flows originating from 1 and destined to 5 will be routed over path 1-2-3-4-5 (assuming each link has
identical weight). If large number of flows originating from 1 and terminating at 5 request guaranteed
bandwidth, then the links 2-3 and 3-4 may get saturated and flows may be denied their request. This may
occur even though the alternate path 1-2-6-7-4-5 between 1 and 5 may have capacity to support the flows
that have been denied their request. In order to exploit the available capacity on alternate route, the concept
of QoS routing has been proposed. There are large number of QoS routing algorithms (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]
for some examples and study of such algorithms). The characteristic common to all these algorithms is that
they employ dynamically obtained information about load at each of the links to determine the path over
which a flow should be routed. The path of a flow may be determined by source routing in which a flow
setup message carries the entire path for the flow or by hop-by-hop routing. Such QoS routing algorithms
have a few limitations.
First, in order to route packets of flows with the same destination over multiple routes, they require
connection oriented network layer (i.e., the ability to pin the path of a flow). Thus, it is difficult to employ
them in connectionless networks such as Internet without substantial modifications to the basic architecture.
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Second, they can introduce routing and load oscillations resulting into higher instability in the performance seen by best-effort traffic. To illustrate, when the path 1-2-3-4 becomes loaded in Figure 1, traffic
will be diverted onto path 1-2-6-7-4. This will increase the load on path 1-2-6-7-4. Subsequently, when
load on path 1-2-3-4 reduces, the traffic will again be diverted onto path 1-2-3-4. Thus, the best effort traffic
flowing on those two paths will observe high instability in the performance which is undesirable.
To address these limitations, we develop an alternative routing technique. The technique is based on
the observation that in future packet networks there will be significant amount of elastic best-effort traffic in
addition to the traffic that requires QoS guarantee. Hence, it is unlikely that QoS traffic in itself will saturate
the links. Therefore, if the QoS traffic is given priority in link bandwidth allocation, their requirements
will be met. This technique, however, reduces the bandwidth available to the best-effort traffic. During
peak loads from QoS traffic the bandwidth available for best-effort traffic may be so low that it leads to
unacceptable performance for best-effort traffic. To ameliorate this problem, we reroute the best-effort
traffic in case of high load from the QoS traffic. Thus, our routing algorithm is as follows:
 Use the conventional static shortest path routing for flows that require QoS guarantee.
 Use dynamically obtained load information to compute the shortest path routes for best-effort traffic.
The techniques for distributing load information and using it for computing shortest paths are same as
in QoS routing.

The advantages of our approach are:
 It does not require connection oriented network layer. Since packets of best-effort flows as well as
those that require QoS are routed using the conventional shortest path datagram routing, our algorithm
does not require connection oriented network layer. Thus, it can be realized in networks such as
Internet.
 It reduces route instability. Unlike QoS routing where the path chosen was governed by the load
imposed by QoS flows, in our algorithm the path chosen for best effort traffic is not governed by the
best effort load. This reduces the coupling in the routing control loop. Hence, the route is expected to
be more stable. This also is the key distinguishing characteristic of our algorithm from the ARPANET
dynamic routing technique that made dynamic routing decisions for best effort traffic based on measured load of best effort traffic itself.
 It can be realized at a lower cost than QoS routing. In case of flows that require QoS guarantee, if
a path that can meet the requirements can not be found, the flow is rejected which results into loss
of revenue. To ameliorate this problem, dissemination of load information has to be done at a fast
time scale. In contrast, in case of best-effort traffic, if the traffic is not routed over the best possible
path, only performance is degraded. Thus, load information can be disseminated at a slower timescale. This will also ensure that best effort flows will be rerouted infrequently, if at all, and hence will
observe very little packet reordering.

In summary, our routing algorithm is similar to conventional QoS routing algorithms; it just turns them
upside down. It uses conventional routing for flows that require QoS guarantees but QoS routing techniques
for best effort flows. We are currently evaluating the performance of our routing technique. Specifically,
we are investigating the frequency with which the best-effort traffic has to be rerouted and the cost of our
technique using traffic traces from a data and a telephone network. We will report on our results in a future
publication.
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ABSTRACT: This paper examines issues related to assuring the throughput performance parameters of a Service Level Agreement in an Assured Forwarding based
Diffserv-capable IP network. In an effort to understand
the kinds of quantifiable parameters that can be included
in a contract, the analysis of detailed studies on throughput are presented. Seven different factors are discussed
which can bias bandwidth assurance for equal paying
customers. Design options for various Traffic Conditioning schemes at the edge of the network to mitigate the
effect of these factors are also discussed. The scope of
network for which such schemes are viable is assessed.
There are open issues that need to be addressed before
such schemes can achieve their desired effect on the general Internet.
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Traditional IP networks offer users best-effort service. In this model, all packets compete equally for network resources. However, this best-effort service cannot
provide any predictability and reliability in end-to-end
packet delivery, making it unsuitable for real-time and
business deemed mission-critical applications. This requires the ability to provide Quality of Service (QoS) i.e.,
to offer service differentiation based on the requirements
of users and applications.
The Differentiated Services (Diffserv) architecture
[1] has recently become the preferred method to address
QoS issues in IP networks. This packet marking based
approach to IP-QoS is attractive due to its simplicity and
ability to scale. An end-to-end differentiated service is
obtained by concatenation of per-domain services and
Service Level Agreements (SLAs) between adjoining
domains along the path that the traffic crosses in going
from source to destination. Per domain services are realized by traffic conditioning at the edge and simple differentiated forwarding mechanisms at the core of the network. Two of the more popular proposed forwarding
mechanisms are Expedited Forwarding (EF)[3] and Assured Forwarding (AF)[4] Per Hop Behavior (PHB). Traffic conditioning includes classification, metering, policing
and shaping.
The basic concept of AF-based services is appealing
as it proposes simple mark and drop mechanisms to realize IP QoS. The AF approach will provide better than
best-effort service by controlling the drop preference of
packets at the time of congestion. AF provides an interesting alternative that may enable service offerings at
lesser cost for audio, video, web and other applications.

The AF PHB draft proposes four classes and threedrop preferences per class. AF is an extension of the RIO
scheme [5], which uses single FIFO queue and two-drop
preferences. Most of the current studies of differentiated
drop mechanisms are based on the RIO approach. The
same issues are applicable to IETF’s AF proposal. The
discussion of this paper assumes a RIO-like framework.
The basis of the RIO mechanism is RED-based
(Random Early Detect) differentiated dropping of packets
during congestion at the router. In RIO, traffic profiles for
end-users are maintained at the edge of the network.
When user traffic exceeds the contracted target rate, their
packets are marked out-of-profile. Otherwise, packets are
marked in-profile. The RIO scheme utilizes a single
queue. All user packets are directed to and serviced from
the same queue.
Two sets of RED thresholds are maintained, one each
for in-profile and out-of-profile. Two separate average
buffer occupancy calculations are tracked, one for inprofile packets and one for in-profile plus out-of-profile
packets. The possibility of dropping in-profile packets
depends only on the buffer occupancy of in-profile packets while the possibility of dropping out-of-profile packets
depends on the buffer occupancy of in-profile plus out-ofprofile packets. This scheme gives the appearance of two
coupled virtual queues within a physical queue.
Although the IETF Diffserv Working Group is not
exploring service related issues, we argue that it is necessary to examine, evaluate and understand the kinds of
end-to-end services that could be created for an end user
using AF-like PHB. Questions include: Can the SLA
contracts have quantitative assurances of any form? If so,
what are the SLA parameters that can be assured? This
paper examines the throughput assurance issues and assesses the kind of quantitative assurance that can be given
in a SLA contract. The issues with two other typical performance parameters: delay and latency are also discussed
briefly.
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Three common performance parameters included as part
of a SLA include: throughput, drop probability, and latency. In Section 3, the possibility of providing quantitative assurances for each of these parameters is discussed.
To better understand difficulties with quantitative assurances in an AF-like framework, this section focuses on
issues related to one of these parameters – throughput.
Seven factors are identified that affect a provider’s ability
to contract soft bandwidth guarantees. Results of a de-

tailed implementation-based study on five of these factors
are reported in a recently submitted paper [7]. The seven
factors are:
Impact of Round Trip Time (RTT): Since TCP utilizes
a self-clocked sliding window based mechanism, any
bandwidth guarantee is a function of RTT. Aggregate
flows with different RTTs, despite having identical target
rates, will get different shares of the bandwidth. For overprovisioned networks [7][10], the flow aggregates will
achieve their target rate irrespective of their RTTs. This is
because in-profile traffic is protected and out-profile traffic will be dropped before any in-profile packets are
dropped. However, there will be an unfair sharing of the
excess bandwidth in favour of those target aggregates
with lower RTTs. In the under-provisioned case, neither
of the aggregated flows will achieve their target. However, the high RTT flows will be further away from the
target than the flows with low RTT.
Large Number of Active Flows: The total number of
active flows in the core of the network and the buffer allocation plays an important role [6] in determining the
TCP throughput for individual flows as well as flow aggregates. With an increased number of active micro-flows
in the core of the network, TCP throughput of a single
flow will fluctuate. The effectiveness of RED parameters
is partially dependent on the number of active flows.
Large number of active TCP flows will cause the queue
length to cross the RED maxth value and drop multiple
packets causing timeout. This will also lead to unfair
sharing of TCP bandwidth. Engineering of RED parameters are key to this problem. For a given set of RED parameters, the end-to-end TCP flow behavior will change
as the number of active flows will be changing with time.
Impact of Non-responsive Flows There are two cases
[7][9]: (a) responsive (TCP) and non-responsive (UDP)
flows share the same class with identical drop precedence
and (b) flows share the same class with different drop
precedence. In the first case, non-responsive flows can
starve the responsive flows in an under-provisioned network; but the responsive flows will reach the target rate
for over-provisioned network. In the second case, the responsive flows can be protected from the non-responsive
flows. It should be also noted that if UDP and TCP share
the same physical queue, UDP traffic is susceptible to
delay variation.
Size of Target Rate: In an over-provisioned network, the
excess bandwidth will get distributed equally irrespective
of the target rate[7]. This may not be an acceptable solution, as the customer with high target rate will expect a
higher share of the excess bandwidth. It will be interesting
to observe the degradation in bandwidth share among
flows aggregated with different target rates in underprovisioned network.

Number of Flows in an Aggregate: This is of interest
since the service agreements will be on aggregated traffic
and various business houses will contract a target rate
with a service provider. It is possible that some organization will have thousands of flows in a target aggregate
while others will have hundreds of flows. In an overprovisioned network, the aggregate with large number of
flows will get more share of the excess bandwidth [7].
Variation in TCP Stack: Different TCP stacks like
Reno, SACK and new Reno have different ways of handling packet drops [8]. This causes different levels of aggressiveness to maintain throughput in the face of a
packet drop. Thus, two users with same packet drop probability but different TCP stacks can obtain different
throughput.
Variation in Packet Size: Flows with same RTT but different packet sizes will achieve target rate but the excess
bandwidth will be split unfairly in an over-provisioned
network [7].
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In Diffserv-capable IP networks, a typical Service Level
Agreement [2] will be specified in two parts: (a) Traffic
Conditioning related components i.e., service performance parameters, scope of the service etc. and (b) general
service characteristics like availability, pricing and billing
etc. Some of the expected service performance parameters
by the customers are throughput, drop probability and
latency. In this section, the possibilities of providing
quantitative throughput assurances are discussed in detail.
The possibilities of drop and latency assurances are
briefly discussed.
Throughput:
As discussed in the previous section, for over-provisioned
networks, the target rates of aggregated flows are achievable irrespective of most of the issues. However, the degree to which excess bandwidth is fairly distributed depends a great deal on various factors. In fact, it is questionable if the SLA should attempt to specify any quantitative distribution guideline for the excess bandwidth.
Discussion in Section 2.0 also indicates that as the network approaches an under-provisioned state, various
factors play an important role in determining the extent to
which aggregates of TCP flows achieve or don’t achieve
their target rates. The tendency to maximize profit and
minimize over-provisioning will cause hotspots in the
network. While tools are being developed to assist with
network management and provisioning issues in a Diffserv-capable network, given the one-to-anywhere nature
of Internet services, it would be prudent for network providers to assume that periodic, sustained underprovisioning will occur. The approaches taken by various
researchers to mitigate the impacts of some factors on
throughput are outlined in next paragraph.

Various packet marking schemes have been proposed
[5][10][11][12] for Diffserv but the suitability of these
schemes are yet to be studied. The marker based on an
Average Rate Estimator [5] at the traffic conditioner decides which packet is to be marked for higher drop preference depending on if the target rate has been exceeded or
not. This marking scheme is suitable for an average target
rate. Yeom and Reddy [10] has suggested an algorithm
that improves fairness among the individual flows with
different RTTs within an aggregation. The marking
scheme based on two rates and three colour [11] is suitable for a service where peak rate is enforced separately
from the committed information rate. This packetmarking scheme is suitable to handle the inherent burstiness of TCP sources. Kim [12] proposes a means by
which individual flows within an aggregate can fairly
share the target rate for that aggregate.
We suggest that some of the factors can be mitigated
by proper traffic conditioning at the edge of the network.
For example: (a) To alleviate the impact of RTT on the
flow bandwidth, the flow RTTs can be tracked and differential drop technique can be used to compensate for the
high RTT flows. In fact, if the RTTs for flows in the same
customer aggregate are different then per-flow RTT
measurement is required. (b) To alleviate a large
throughput fluctuation due to large number of active TCP
flows, an admission control mechanism based on active
flow count is necessary. All these solutions will require
per flow (or per policy) queuing and state tracking at the
edge of the network.
The effect of unfair sharing caused by factors such as
the packet size and size of the target rate can be mitigated
through intelligent traffic conditioners. However, the
techniques used would imply that each edge router would
have knowledge about these different factors at other edge
routers. Thus, some form of communication is required
between the Traffic Conditioners. However, the solutions
can be complex and raise scalability concerns.
It is important to understand the scope (i.e., topological extent) of the service. Various traffic conditioning
may be feasible for all traffic between an ingress point
and an egress point or a set of egress points. Moreover,
some of the solutions are feasible at a local node but a
global view required for end-to-end service. This will
require communication among Traffic Conditioners and
extensive measurements and state tracking. Further study
is needed to address the scalability issues with this approach. It appears as though SLA contracts should try to
avoid specifying sharing of excess bandwidth in an overprovisioned network as well as stating how bandwidth
would be distributed in an under-provisioned network.
Drop Probability:
Since the Diffserv framework is intended to operate on
bilateral agreements between two neighboring domains,
an owner of a domain can obtain a service level agreement with its neighbor on drop probability. For example,
the agreement may assure three different packet drop

probabilities depending on committed rate, excess rate . If
the bandwidth usage by the aggregated flow is less than
committed rate, 2% packets will be dropped; if it is between committed and excess rate, 5% packets will be
dropped and beyond that 10% packets will be dropped.
Such drop assurance may be possible in a single domain,
but it is not clear how the end-to-end drop probabilities
(as specified in SLAs) of aggregate flows going anywhere
in the Internet across multiple domain can be ensured for
a customer.
Latency:
Guarantees on end-to-end delay bounds for VPNs (between two fixed pre-determined points) crossing multiple
domains remain a possibility. However, it implies each
domain must have a clear idea of delay patterns for AF
traffic within the network. The filter for that VPN and its
profile must be available at the ingress border router for
each domain on the router from source to destination. A
protocol is needed for inter-domain communication of
such information. A one-to-anywhere service cannot by
definition supply a delay bound since the total delay is a
factor of the delays incurred in variable number of intermediate domains.
Within a particular router, specification in relative packet
forwarding urgency among the classes can be controlled
by appropriate scheduling mechanism among the queues.
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This paper focuses on technical challenges with providing
quantitative assurances for performance parameters in
Assured Forwarding based Diffserv-capable IP networks.
Three performance parameters are examined. One of the
key performance parameters – throughput – is examined
in detail and results presented to show how seven different factors can affect the throughput guarantee. The discussion shows that in over-provisioned networks, while
target rates are achievable irrespective of the seven factors, there is unfair sharing of excess bandwidth for equal
paying customers. Further, in under-provisioned networks, there is unfair degradation for equal paying customers. If clauses for such scenarios need to be included
in SLAs, further study is required to develop solutions to
mitigate the effects of such factors. The issues with excess
bandwidth sharing can be addressed by intelligent Traffic
Conditioning at the edge. However, the solutions may be
complex, not scalable and not applicable to Internet (oneto-any network). The paper finally points to further work
required to address issues with end-to-end quantitative
guarantees for the other two performance parameters –
packet drop and latency.
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Abstract— In this paper, we present the design,
implementation and evaluation of a utility-based network
adaptation system for the delivery of MPEG-4 video over
time-varying networks such as wireless networks. The system
comprises a number of algorithms that can be programmed to
support application-specific adaptation in the network or at its
edges. By exploiting video content and user preferences, an
online utility generator can dynamically formulate bandwidth
utility functions and scaling profiles that capture applicationspecific adaptation. The utility generator employs a video
content classification algorithm to speedup processing and an
adaptive prediction algorithm to keep dynamically generated
utility functions meaningful over network adaptation timescales. Network adaptation is based on a utility-fair bandwidth
renegotiation algorithm that realizes profile-based media
scaling. The signaling system efficiently delivers utility
functions and scaling profiles to network adaptation agents.
Keywords— utility functions, content-aware adaptation,
media scaling, MEPG-4

I. INTRODUCTION
The emerging MPEG-4 video-coding standard [5] is
suitable for a wide range of applications (e.g., storage and
communication applications). The most distinctive feature
of MPEG-4 is its ability to independently encode video
objects appearing in a scene. Object-based treatment of
video sequences enables exploration of a new type of media
scaling called content-based scalability. It is widely agreed
that the performance of distributed multimedia content
(e.g., video streams) can be improved by exploiting the
intrinsic scalability of content through rate control
techniques coupled with effective media scaling and
periodic bandwidth renegotiation. This can result in a
significant increase in the utilization of network capacity
[1]. These techniques are well suited toward transporting
and scaling video content in response to time-varying
bandwidth availability typically found in the Internet and
more characteristically in wireless and mobile networks.
Bandwidth utility functions [9] can be used to
characterize an application’s capability to adapt over a range
of available bandwidth. For video applications utility takes
the form of a video quality metric. Studies of video quality
measurement have placed emphasis on the design of
accurate perceptual metrics [15] [7]. However, little
*
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attention has been paid to the generation of these perceptual
quality metrics. In network economics research, utility
functions are used as a theoretical abstraction of application
demands for network pricing [14] and the optimization of
resource allocation in wireline [13] and wireless [8] [9]
networks. Recently, we have developed an approach for the
dynamic generation of utility functions [10] [2]. In this
paper, we build on this work and design a utility-based
network adaptation system enabling content-aware
adaptation for MEPG-4 video delivery.
The utility-based adaptation framework comprises three
modules as illustrated in Figure 1: a content scaler, a
bandwidth allocator and a utility generator. The content
scaler performs content-based rate control interacting with
the bandwidth allocator to realize utility-based bandwidth
allocation [10] [13] in the network. The utility generator
dynamically creates bandwidth utility functions on-demand
for the content scaler and bandwidth allocator modules. The
utility generator can be located at the video server to gain
access to MPEG-4 video object information without
additional transcoding overhead or at any server in the
network or at its edges. Typically, the content scaler would
be placed close to or at the network bottleneck. For
example, in the case of time-varying wireless networks the
content scaler could be installed at base station to
dynamically scale downlink media. Being able to program
and locate the components of the architecture has a number
of benefits. Base-to-mobile scaling can react to timevarying bandwidth over faster time-scales and in a more
scalable in comparison to end-to-end adaptation approaches
[16].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II we
present a system architecture that addresses a number of
technical barriers facing the design of utility-based
adaptation systems. In Section III we introduce the concept
of scaling profiles that characterize the scaling actions that
can be applied to the transmission of multiple MPEG-4
video objects in the same session. Following this, in Section
IV we discuss an approach to increase the speed of utility
generation using content classification techniques. In
Section V, we present an adaptive prediction technique that
keeps generated utility functions meaningful over network
adaptation time-scales. Next, in Section VI, we discuss our
experiment results and finally, in Section VII, we conclude
with some remarks.
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additional transcoding where possible. Any excessive delay
introduced in the utility generation process can render the
generated utility functions obsolete. The architecture needs
to minimize any computationally intensive procedures so
that utility functions can be dynamically generated in realtime. Third, utility functions generated for video may
dynamically change over fast time-scales (e.g., in the order
of tens of milliseconds) as content changes (e.g., due to
scene changes). We observe that network adaptation
operates over a longer time-scale, potentially in the order of
hundreds of milliseconds to tens of seconds. This is a
product of the signaling system efficiency, resulting
network load of dynamic resource management and the
round trip delay between a source encoder and receiving
decoder. Since the “content time-scale” may be several
orders of magnitude smaller than the “network adaptation
time-scale”, the utility generator needs to reconcile this
mismatch without sacrificing the accuracy of generated
utility functions or burdening the network with excessive
signaling.
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decoded utility function

Figure 1: Utility-based Adaptation Framework
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The design of utility-based network adaptation systems
is dependent on a number of systems issues including
encoding techniques, video content and user preferences.
Therefore, a single generic design solution to these issues is
unlikely. Rather, a solution capable of accommodating a
range of system considerations through programmability is
more likely to succeed.
A. Challenges
A number of technical challenges motivate the design of
our utility-based MPEG-4 system. First, with the
emergence of MPEG-4 technology, one single packet
stream can contain a number of elementary streams
corresponding to different media objects with distinct
adaptation needs. Scaling techniques applied to each
individual media object can vary with video content
changes. Therefore any model characterizing MPEG-4
media scalability should take into account at least two
“levels of multiplexing”; that is, within media objects and
across multiple media objects. Second, utility function
generation requires the measurement of video quality
distortion for some given video sample rate. This procedure
can be computationally intensive when on considers finegrain sampling. Care has to be taken to reduce the impact of
dynamic utility generation on the transport system. This can
be achieved in part by making sure that the utility generator
is architecturally separated from packet forwarding path
and possibly coupled with the video server avoiding any

B. System Architecture
The utility-based network adaptation system architecture
illustrated in Figure 2 addresses these technical challenges.
The system architecture represents a further decomposition
of the utility generator, content scaler and bandwidth
allocator components. The utility generator comprises a
scaling profile selector, content-based utility function
estimator and a long-range utility function predictor. The
scaling profile selector generates “scaling profiles” that
captures MPEG-4 stream scalability. This takes into
account user preferences and includes aggregation of
multiple media objects and the selection of potentially
multiple scaling techniques for a single media object. A
content analyzer associated with the scaling profile selector
extracts content features from compressed video streams.
The scaling profile selector uses content features to select
an appropriate scaling profile. Signaling utilizes the MPEG4 object descriptor structure [5] to signal utility functions
and scaling profiles to the content scaler as illustrated in
content scaler
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located with a content analyzer algorithm that can gain
access to video content features. In addition, the scaling
profile selector provides a user preference API that allows
end users to specify high-level rules that can be used to
generate scaling profiles (e.g., a mobile PDA user may
prefer high resolution to rich color). User preferences may
be specified, for example, as dropping chrominance,
dropping background objects and reducing the frame rate of
foreground objects. Scaling profiles accurately capture the
scalability of video streams at two distinct levels: (i) the
scaling pattern of single video objects (i.e., combination of
scaling techniques applied to a single object); and (ii) the
aggregation of multiple prioritized video objects associated
with the same video stream.

Figure 2.
By applying machine learning techniques to video
content classification [2] the utility estimator uses content
features to classify incoming video objects. Instead of
generating a new utility function for each video object, the
estimator reuses utility functions generated for a class
containing a particular video object thereby significantly
increasing the performance of the overall utility generator.
The long-range utility function predictor resolves any
potential mismatch between “content” and “network
adaptation” time-scales discussed above. An adaptive
filtering algorithm [10] keeps the generated utility functions
meaningful over longer network adaptation time-scales.
The algorithm adjusts to track the long-term variation in
utility functions to balance the tradeoff between increasing
the utility generation interval and maintaining the accuracy
of generated utility functions.
In the following, we discuss the formation of scaling
profiles and present the detail design of the content-based
utility function estimator and long-range utility function
predictor.
Following this, we present our system
evaluation.

A. Single Video Objects
In our current implementation, the scaling pattern of a
single video object is specified as a sequence of scaling
actions. As illustrated in Figure 3, the derived utility
function results in a concatenation of curves with discrete
steps and piecewise-linear shapes. Each discontinuity point
(ui , Ri) on the utility function is associated with one set of
scaling techniques Si, that is used to scale down video to
rate Ri with the corresponding utility value ui. The scaling
pattern is the set of Si , denoted by {Si}, structured as an
array containing pointers to the corresponding scaling
actions Si. The scaling action pointers represent uniform
resource locators (URL) pointing to the method
implementations in media scaling toolkits located at
servers. The content scaler uses the URL information to
download scaling toolkits [18] at service creation time if
they are not already resident at the content scaler.

III. FORMULATING SCALING PROFILES
The role of scaling profiles is to ensure that the content
scaler, which can be located inside or at the edges of the
network, scales media based on the selects scaling methods
used during the generation of utility functions. This results
in the effective scaling of video stream data rates keeping
the content scaler's operating point for a particular stream
on its associated utility curve. Media scaling techniques can
be broadly categorized as follows:
• spatial resolution scaling, which changes picture
size (e.g., from CIF to QCIF require transcoding);
• temporal domain scaling, which drops frames;
• quality scaling, which changes quantization levels,
chrominance dropping, Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
coefficients dropping; and
• content-based scaling, which uses MPEG-4 video
object prioritization and dropping.
Typically, the majority of scaling actions generate
coarse-grained rate changes that can be estimated by the
amount of data dropped in terms of frames, layers or
objects. The resulting distortion function registers a discrete
drop in quality when the rate is scaled-down. In contrast,
dropping transform coefficients supports fine-granularity
rate changes (e.g., the dynamic rate shaping (DRS) [3]
method optimally drops luminance data DCT coefficients to
minimize distortion). The combination of scaling
techniques that can be applied to a video object is not static.
Rather, it can dynamically change with user preference and
content type. For example, in the case of fast-motion
scenes, spatial resolution or quality scaling techniques are
more suitable than temporal-domain scaling techniques
(e.g., dropping frames) because the details within a picture
may not be as important under fast-motion conditions. In
contrast, slow-motion scenes favor the opposite approach.
In the system architecture, the scaling profile selector is co-

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a scaling pattern in
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Figure 3: Scaling Pattern of Single Video Object
relation to a utility function. The scaling actions are A3
(drop chrominance); A2(30) (drop up to 30% of the DCT
coefficients using DRS); A1 (dropping B frames); and
A2(100) (drop up to 100% of DCT coefficients using DRS).
The utility function comprises a concatenation of four parts
each corresponding to a different scaling patterns. For
example, between utility values 5 and 4 the utility function
is a step function as a result of the scaling pattern S4, which
consists of one scaling action A3, that is dropping
chrominance. Between utility values 4 and 3, the utility
function has a continuous concave shape as a result of the

scaling pattern S3, which comprises two scaling actions:
drop chrominance (A3) and drop up to 30% of DCT
coefficients using DRS (A2(30)).
B. Aggregated Objects
In MPEG-4, a number of elementary streams
corresponding to different video objects can be multiplexed
into the same network session at the FlexMux and
TransMux layers [5]. Utility functions constructed for
single video objects therefore need to be aggregated
together into a form suitable for network-wide utility-based
bandwidth allocation. By associating a priority with a video
object we can define a scaling order for different video
objects in the case of aggregation. A lower priority video
object could be dropped before a higher priority object is
scaled down. In this respect an aggregated utility curve will
have a shape representing a concatenation of two utility
curves for video objects with high and low priority objects.
The resulting curve is normalized over a 5-level meanopinion-score (MOS) scale [6]. Objects that have the same
priority are scaled proportionally according to a utility-fair
algorithm [9]. In this case, the aggregated utility curve is
calculated based on the utility-fair algorithm.
Utility functions and scaling profiles are dynamically
created by the utility generator and dispatched to the
content scaler as illustrated in Figure 2. The content scaler
forwards utility functions to the bandwidth allocator to
make resource reservations. Since the generation of utility
curves and scaling profiles can occur frequently, an
efficient signaling scheme is required to ensure the timely
delivery of scaling information to distributed algorithms
(e.g., the content scaler). We use the MPEG-4 Object
Extension Descriptor component [5] for signaling this
information across the network. We define a Scaling
Extension Descriptor that contains (i) a utility function for
each elementary stream; (ii) an aggregated utility function;
and (iii) a scaling profile comprising the scaling pattern and
the aggregation priority associated with all active video
objects. The utility function is represented by a vector of
discontinuity points (ui , Ri). The scaling pattern takes the
form of an array of URLs that point to the location of a

specific media scaling implementation. The structure of the
Scaling Extension Descriptor is similar to the Elementary
Stream Descriptor that carries URLs and stream priority
[5].
IV. THE CONTENT-BASED UTILITY FUNCTION ESTIMATOR
The dynamic generation of bandwidth utility functions
requires large amount of processing power. Given the
current state-of-the-art, generation of utility functions on a
frame-by-frame basis is difficult to achieve in real-time
[10]. In what follows, we describe a technique for contentbased utility function estimation that accelerates the
generation of utility functions.
A. Model
The proposed technique does not rely on the explicit
generation of utility functions for each video object. Rather,
it uses video content and machine learning techniques to
determine the utility class of an object. Because video
content can be dynamically extracted from compressed
video streams, this technique is suitable for real-time
applications. Note that we use the term “video object” (VO)
to refer to either a video frame in the case of frame-based
encoding (e.g., MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.263) or a video
object plane (VOP) as in the case of MPEG-4 [5]. Figure 4
illustrates the architecture of a content-based utility
function estimator [2] that can support a variety of
compression schemes. The sub-system architecture
comprises two main components: an adaptive content
classification loop and a real-time estimation path. The
adaptive content classification loop comprises the per-frame
utility generator, training pool, utility clustering module and
decision-tree generator. The real-time estimation path
comprises content analyzer and utility selector. The
adaptive content classification loop (also referred to as an
adaptation loop) and the real-time estimation path operate
asynchronously. Based on content features extracted online
by the content analyzer, the utility selector dynamically
determines the utility class and the corresponding
characteristic utility function for each video object. An
adaptation loop is activated to periodically re-compute
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Figure 4: Architecture of Content-based Utility Estimator

decision tree parameters used by the utility selector.
Explicit computation of the utility function is performed at
this point for the selected video objects. In this manner, the
architectural model decouples the adaptation loop
processing that is computationally intensive from the realtime estimation path. The system operate in real-time by
avoiding explicit per-object generation of utility functions.
B. Real-time Estimation Path
The real-time estimation path illustrated in Figure 4
supports the estimation of utility functions on a frame-byframe basis where estimation is based on the content
features extracted by the content analyzer. Incoming
MPEG-4 video streams are demultiplexed and individual
video object streams dynamically extracted by the content
analyzer. The analyzer processes individual video object
streams extracting video content information in real-time
[11]. Content information comprises visual features and
encoder-specific features. Visual features describe video
object characteristics (e.g., video object size, speed, etc.)
that do not change if an alternative encoding technique is
applied. In contrast, encoder-related features are sensitive
to specific encoding technique and encoder parameters
(e.g., frame type, DCT values, number of bits for various
encoder-specific stream components, etc.). Most content
features can be extracted directly from compressed video
streams (e.g., object size, picture type). However, some
encoder-related features can be only obtained from the
encoder itself (e.g., PSNR). Therefore, the extraction of
content features is somewhat dependent on the location of
the content analyzer in the system (e.g., at the video server
or base station). When content analyzer is not co-located
with at the video server additional information not readily
available in the network can be carried in the extension
fields of the MPEG-4 Object Descriptor. In this case, the
content analyzer will be able to extract this information
directly from the stream’s Object Descriptor and can be
placed at any point in the system.
Accurate estimation of video object features is complex
and requires substantial processing power. It typically
requires evaluation of the original video sequence in the
spatial domain. Typically, high estimation accuracy of
features is not crucial for networking applications discussed
in this paper. Content features can be estimated with a good
level of accuracy directly from compressed video streams
minimizing the need for computationally intensive
resources needed to power such algorithms. In addition, the
content analyzer selects some video objects for further
evaluation in the adaptation loop. The selected video
objects can be (i) directly evaluated to speed the future
computing of utility functions and (ii) stored with their
associated content feature information in the training pool.
The algorithm that selects which video object to use during
the adaptation loop is out of the scope of this paper.
However, the video object indicating “substantial change”
in its visual content will be likely selected.
Assuming that the system has been initialized and the
adaptation loop has estimated the decision tree parameters
[2] (discussed later) then the real-time estimation of utility

functions is realized in the following manner. First, content
features are extracted in real-time from the compressed
video stream by the content analyzer. Second, the utility
selector uses these features to determine the utility class of
the current video object. This selection is based on the
decision tree [2] that is periodically updated during the
adaptation loop. Finally, once a utility class has been
determined, a characteristic utility function for that class
(which is determined initially during the training period) is
selected for the video object. The long-term prediction of
utility functions is realized using a long-range utility
function predictor discussed in Section V.
C. Adaptive Content Classification Loop
The operation of the adaptation loop is computationally
intensive and difficult to apply on a per-video object basis.
Therefore, the adaptation loop is only invoked
intermittently and is functionally independent of the realtime estimation path. The adaptation loop uses a subset of
the previously evaluated video objects for the computation
of the decision tree. The set of previously selected and
evaluated video objects is stored in the training pool. The
selection of these objects is based on heuristics. Video
objects are selected periodically or when their content
features have substantially changed. For example, video
objects that are selected from different scenes tend to have
content features substantially different from each other. The
selection of video objects included in the training pool is
managed by the content analyzer. The selected video object
is evaluated and its utility function and content features
placed in the training pool. The per-frame utility function
generator estimates bandwidth utility functions based on the
encoding method and scaling profile used by each video
object. Object selection supports smooth adaptability to the
various video content. Smooth adaptation is assured by
continuously replacing and re-clustering new video objects
in the training pool [2] as they appear.
A utility clustering module performs automated
clustering of objects using unsupervised classification
algorithms [4] operating on selected features of the utility
function [2]. The module clusters utility functions of
different video objects stored in the training pool into a
small set of utility classes. When clustering is complete, all
the video objects in training pool are marked according to
the class they belong to. The decision-tree generation
algorithm then uses the marked video object's to form the
decision tree used by the utility selector. The characteristic
utility function is estimated from utility functions within the
same utility class and is used as a utility function estimator
for its class. The decision-tree generator starts its operation
after re-clustering is complete. The operation is based on
machine learning techniques; in particular, supervised
classification algorithms [12]. The decision-tree generator
determines the decision tree by using utility classes derived
by the utility clustering module and content features are
extracted by the content analyzer. Note that decision-tree
generator does not use parameters describing utility
functions. Once a decision tree is formed, the utility class of
a particular video object can be determined by using the

video object’s content feature. This operation is performed
by the utility selector, which uses the decision tree to
estimate the utility function.
V. THE LONG-RANGE UTILITY FUNCTION PREDICTOR
Utility functions are not generated once and expected to
remain valid over the lifetime of a video stream. Rather,
they are time varying due to their sensitivity to changes in
the stream. Typically, network adaptation operates over
much longer time-scale, potentially in the order of hundreds
of milliseconds to tens of seconds and is conditioned by the
signaling/control system capacity, traffic load and the round
trip delay between a source encoder and receiving decoder.
There is a need to reconcile the mismatch between these
two distinct time-scales. We propose to push the utility
function generation interval as close to the network
adaptation time-scale thereby attempting to keep the
generated utility function “accurate” over longer timescales. The long-range utility function predictor is designed
to address this challenge. The predictor operates at the last
stage of the utility function generator process as illustrated
in Figure 2. The predictor applies an adaptive filtering
algorithm [10] based on instantaneously generated utility
curves provided by the utility estimator as discussed in the
previous section. The adaptive filtering algorithm
dynamically adjusts the degree of relaxation for the utility
function (i.e., it over-estimates a stream's bandwidth
requirement thereby reducing the need for updating existing
utility functions). A drawback of this approach is that overestimation of a utility function can lead to over-allocation
of bandwidth which should be avoided.
In what follows, we outline the operation of the
prediction algorithm. As utility functions are constructed
from sample points, a utility curve is represented by its
corresponding sample rate vector R. The prediction
algorithm uses an expanding factor e that “inflates” the
bandwidth demand hedging that a predicted utility function
will remain at the upper bound of the bandwidth demand of
its instantaneous utility function over the next utility
duration T. The prediction algorithm aims to dynamically
adjust this expanding factor by closely tracking the
dynamics of instantaneously generated utility functions.
The prediction algorithm operates in normal and exception
modes. In the normal mode, the prediction algorithm
generates one predicted utility function every T interval. In
this case, the duration T is defined as the utility duration
and should ideally be in the order of the network adaptation
time-scale. During this interval, the prediction algorithm
continuously uses instantaneous utility functions Rk to
update its internal measurement Ravg, following a moving
average formula: Ravg = α * Ravg + (1-α ) Rk,where α is a
control parameter. When the T interval expires, the
algorithm multiplies the Ravg with an expanding factor e to
generate a new predicted utility function for the next T
interval. The expanding factor e is decreased by a small
decrement edec until e reaches 1.
In the exception mode, the prediction algorithm manages
violations. A violation is defined when the currently
predicted utility function has to be changed to

accommodate a newly generated instantaneous utility
function that exceeds the bandwidth demand of the
currently predicted utility function. When violations occur
the utility predictor moves to exception mode processing.
The algorithm then increases Ravg corresponding to the
utility curve that registered the violation. The expanding
factor is increased by an increment einc. The prediction
algorithm then generates a new predicted utility function
using the updated values and interacts with the bandwidth
allocator (as illustrated in Figure 1) to re-negotiate
bandwidth on an end-to-end basis. The pseudo-code for the
prediction algorithm can be found in [10].
The network adaptation time-scale may also change over
time. For example, if the network adaptation time-scale is
coupled to the round trip delay for networks with timevarying end-to-end delay. Therefore the utility duration T
needs to be programmable. The utility predictor provides a
utility generation trigger interface for this purpose as
illustrated in Figure 2. This interface activates the
asynchronous generation of instantaneous utility functions
on-demand complementing the periodic generation based
on the content adaptation time-scale. This interface can be
programmed by the network to force a refresh of the current
utility functions.
VI. EVALUATION
In this section, we present experimental results from the
implementation of the proposed framework focusing on the
performance of the content-based utility estimator and longrange utility predictor components of the framework. The
experimental results demonstrate the viability of our
approach. The integration of these mechanisms into the
MPEG-4 transport and content scaler is for future work.
A. Experiment Setup
In comparison to continuous-rate scaling methods, discreterate scaling methods are straightforward to model (e.g., by
measuring the rate of the dropped components and the
associated drop in utility value based on the scaling profile).
In the following experiments we are primarily concerned
with how to stabilize utility functions and without loss of
generality we focus on continuous-rate scaling methods
(e.g., dropping DCT coefficients). We have selected the
dynamic rate shaping algorithm as a means of
implementing the dropping of DCT coefficients because it
minimizes distortion under any given rate. For evaluation
purposes, the scaling profile is statically configured during
experimentation to contain only dynamic rate shaping
scaling methods. In this case, the profile selector simply
defines the maximum (Rmax) and minimum (Rmin) scalable
rate. The selector generates 50 scaling rate samples that are
evenly spaced in the range (Rmin , Rmax ). The per-frame
utility generator is implemented using the dynamic rate
shaping source code [3]. For simplicity, the utility metric is
defined based on the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)1. The
1

The bandwidth utility function u(r) is defined as: u(r) = 1 - err2(r) /
sig , where sig2 = Σi=1, N Xi2 / N and err2(r) = Σi=1, N (Xi - Yi (r) )2 / N. The
sig2 component is the mean energy each pixel has in the original picture
2

investigation of more sophisticated objective utility metrics
incorporating human vision systems is the subject of ongoing research.
B. Content-based Utility Estimation Experiment
In what follows, we discuss the implementation issues
associated with the content-based utility function estimator.
In our experiments, we have used an MPEG-2 video stream
consisting of 3000 frames created from the movie “Forrest
Gump” using the Columbia University MPEG-2 software
encoder. Our classification experiment is based on a subset
of this trace, namely 734 frames consisting of P-frames
only.
1) Implementation
We have simulated the operation of all the functional
modules within the content-based utility estimator as
illustrated in Figure 4. In our simulation experiments, one
set of video objects was used for training the utility
clustering module and the generation of a decision-tree. A
second set of video objects was used to obtain the
classification results used by the utility selector. We
randomly select half of the video objects and placed them in
the training pool thus bypassing the video object selection
algorithm discussed in Section V. We have implemented an
MPEG-2 content analyzer that extracts content features in
the compressed domain. The content analyzer was
implemented using the Columbia University MPEG-2
software decoder and broadly operates as follows. First the
content analyzer conducts video scene detection then video
object detection and finally, content feature extraction.
Because the analyzer operates in the compressed domain,
the original MPEG-2 decoder was simplified to contain
only parts necessary for scene detection, video object
detection and visual feature estimation. In particular, the
computationally intensive inverse DCT function was fully
omitted. This simplification results in real-time
performance on a general-purpose workstation. For
example, on SUN SPARCstation 5 it is possible to analyze
the content of each video frame in less than 10 ms (i.e.,
before the next frame needs to be processed).
The following content features are extracted directly
from the encoded MPEG-2 video stream: current frame
size, number of objects, object size (in macroblocks),
average and variance of motion vectors, number of
forward-predicted macroblocks, number of DCT-encoded
macroblocks, camera operation parameters (viz. translation,
zoom and divergence speed), and average energy of AC
DCT coefficients. We have found that classification
accuracy can be greatly increased by including the PSNR in
the content information where the PSNR is obtained
directly from the encoder.
Functions associated with the utility clustering module
and decision-tree generator were simulated using publicly
available machine learning tools. In particular, the utility
and err2 the mean square error between the distorted image and the original
image. N represents the number of pixels in the picture, Xi and Yi are the
ith DCT coefficients in the original and distorted images, respectively. The
metric is then normalized into the range of 1 to 5 to correspond to the
MOS 5-level quality index.

clustering module was realized using the Autoclass III [4]
and decision-tree generator was based on the OC1 software
[12]. Autoclass III is Bayesian unsupervised classifier that
predicts class membership given unlabeled test cases.
Autoclass III was configured to automatically select a fixed
number of 17 classes used during classification. OC1 is a
supervised machine learning system based on oblique
decision trees. Decision trees of this form consists of linear
combination of the attributes at each internal node and can
be viewed as simply a more general form of axis-parallel
univariate decision trees. Detailed description of these tools
can be found in [4] [12].
2) Results
Each per-frame utility function was constructed from 21
rate samples. These samples were evenly distributed in the
range 0% to 100% of the original stream bit-rate. Individual
sampling points were obtained using the dynamic rate
shaping (DRS) system [3]. Utility functions were then
processed by the utility clustering module. Figure 5
illustrates one snapshot of the classification results. In this
example, 17 classes are formed out of total 734 per-frame
utility functions. Each sub-graph illustrates all the
individual utility functions within a single class. These are
shown as shaded curves in Figure 5. The single dark curve
represents the characteristic utility function of the class,
which is obtained, in this case, as 10 percentile of the utility
curves belonging to each class.
The classes are numbered from 0 to 16. The number in
parenthesis indicates the number of utility functions in each
class. In this case, the number of utility functions in a single
class ranges from 16 to 67. The figure shows the good
classification performance of the Autoclass III software, as
the utility functions of similar shapes are clustered into the
same utility class.
After utility classification is complete, the decision tree
generator forms the decision tree from the extracted content
features serving as feature points in supervised
classification. The decision tree represents a hierarchical
mapping between content feature vectors and utility classes.
Figure 6 illustrates the classification results based on
decision tree using the same presentation as Figure 5. The
decision tree accuracy is crucial to the real-time
performance of the system. The decision tree enables
estimation of the utility function given a set of content
features that are easy to obtain from compressed video
streams. However, since content features do not contain
direct information regarding utility functions, mismatches
between content features and utility classes can occur. In
other words, at some instances, a decision tree is not able to
correctly identify a utility class based on analyzed content
features alone. This effect can be observed in Figure 6. For
example, comparing classes 9 in Figures 5 and 6, one can
find several utility curves that are incorrectly classified into
class 9 by decision tree. In practice, this will lead to the
utility selector selecting the wrong characteristic utility
function. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of the decision
tree for each of the 17 utility classes obtained during the
simulation experiments. The overall classification accuracy
of the whole set of utility functions was found to be 91 %;
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Figure 5: Utility Classification Result
and (r4 , 4), together with two end points (Rmin , 0) and (Rmax
, 4), support the construction of a piecewise-linear utility
function whose utility range is [0, 4].

that is to say, among the total 734 video objects, 91 % of
them were classified correctly using content features. This
high level of classification accuracy demonstrates the
viability of the approach.

1) Adaptive Prediction Algorithm
We apply the prediction algorithm to both traces, with an
α = 0.8 and an initial expanding factor e0 = 1.2. In addition,
we set einc = 0.1 and edec = 0.01 so that the expanding factor
slowly decreases when there is no violation and quickly
increased when violations occur. Figure 7 illustrates the
generated utility functions for T = 30 seconds. Once
generated, each curve is used to represent the stream’s
adaptation capability to bandwidth variation for the next 30
seconds. In Figure 7(a) and 7(b), we observe that half of the
curves do not have shapes like step functions at the
maximum scalable rate. Rather, they span the range of
scalable rates. This demonstrates that the derived utility
functions track the scalability of the video streams rather
well. The number of step shaped utility functions in Figure
7(b) result from a single violation at time equal to 19
seconds. When an increment is added to the expanding
factor, the next three curves generated follow step functions
simply because of the large expanding factor. However, the
prediction algorithm corrects its operation by continuously
reducing the expanding factor until no violations are
observed during the utility duration. Observe that at time
141 seconds into the operation, the generated curve takes on

C. Long-range Utility Predictor Experiment
In what follows, we present the evaluation of the utility
predictor that keeps generated utility functions meaningful
over longer time-scales. The experiments used two MPEG2 video traces notably the Chef (1 minute TV interview)
and TrueLies (3.5 minutes action movie excerpt) video
clips, where the Chef video sequence has relatively slow
scene changes and TrueLies relatively fast changes. The
prediction algorithm is designed to operate over the
quantized instantaneous utility functions. We quantize the
instantaneous utility functions easing the processing and
reducing the number of states required since quantization
reduces the number of rate samples representing a utility
function.
In this experiment, we use the 5-level MOS quantization
scale [6]. Utility levels 0, 1, . . ., 4 are mapped into discrete
utility values 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively. Let rk
denote the rate value corresponding to the kth utility level.
rk is calculated via linear interpolation to locate the rate that
causes u(R) to cross the kth discrete utility value. The
resulting 5 sample points (r0 , 0), (r1 , 1), (r2 , 2), (r3 , 3),

Table 1: Decision Tree Accuracy
Class
Accuracy
Class
Accuracy

1
100%
10
93.65%

2
100%
11
92.59%

3
93.88%
12
92.42%

4
90.00%
13
90.32%

5
93.10%
14
81.58%

6
100%
15
53.57%

7
100%
16
76.92%

8
98.08%
17
78.57%

9
92.65%
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Figure 6: Content Classification Result
predicted utility function u*(R) and an instantaneous utility
a non-step function once again.
function uj(R) generated over the subsequent utility duration
The total number of violations observed during the
for a predicted curve: (i) the over-estimation error err+,
experiment is shown in Table 2. The data was collected for
experiments with e set at 1.1 to 1.3 with a timeout interval T
which tracks the maximum amount of bandwidth overestimation between a predicted utility function and an
ranging from 10 to 50 seconds. The algorithm generally
instantaneous curve; and (ii) the under-estimation error err-,
performs well because the number of violations remains
which captures the maximum amount of bandwidth undersmall. This is due to adaptive nature of the prediction
estimation. In mathematical definition, u*(R) 's error of
algorithm, which dynamically increase or decrease the
over-estimation on uj(R) is given by
expanding factor according to the degree of “relaxation” on
err+ = maxi = 0, ... , 4 { u*-1(i) - uj-1(i) , 0 }/ Rmax
measurement and the occurrence of violations. Since the
and u*(R) 's error of under-estimation on uj(R) is given by
observed number of violations does not change
err- = mini = 0, ... , 4 { u*-1(i) - uj-1(i) , 0 }/ Rmax
significantly when T varies, it indicates that the violations
Note that u*-1(.) denotes the inverse function of u*(.).
may occur in bursts, which could be caused by a sequence
Both metrics are defined as the percentage of over or under
of fast scene changes. In addition, we observe that the
allocation relative to the maximum rate Rmax. In Figure 8,
number of violations do not increase as T increases. One
we illustrate the measured errors after applying our
reason for this is that when the timeout interval is large, the
prediction algorithm to the TrueLies video clip, with an
chance of reducing the expanding factor is smaller because
initial value of 1.2 for the adaptive expanding factor. The
the expanding factor is only adjusted after a timeout has
utility duration T is set to 10 seconds in Figure 8(a) and 50
occurred. This result implies that the algorithm will perform
seconds in 8(b). The top curve in both figures represents the
as well for large and small T.
over-estimation error that oscillates frequently within the
2) Prediction Error Analysis
range of 5% and 20% over-estimation. The 20% overTo quantitatively analyze the measurement error
estimation results from an expanding factor of 1.2, which
introduced by the prediction algorithm, we define two error
essentially inflates the rate estimation by 20%. The undermetrics that measure the maximum distance between a
Table 2: Number of Violations in Adaptive Prediction Algorithm

e=1.1
e=1.2
e=1.3

T=10
4
2
0

T=20
2
3
0

Chef Clip
T=30 T=40
2
2
0
2
0
0

T=50
2
0
0

T=10
4
2
1

TrueLies Clip
T=20 T=30 T=40
5
5
5
1
1
1
0
0
0

T=50
5
1
0

Figure 7: Predicted Utility Function with e0 =1.2
estimation error mostly remains zero and generates a
negative spike of less than -3% only when there are
violations.
We performed utility prediction offline to determine the
best possible performance achievable. The offline utility
predictor stores all the instantaneous utility functions
generated during a target utility duration to accurately
derive the predicted utility function. The resulting system
becomes noncausal as it uses posteriori data to generate
predicted utility functions. Figure 9 illustrates the best
estimation error achieved by the offline algorithm for the
TrueLies video clip with a utility duration of 50 seconds.
The under-estimation error is constantly zero. The overestimation error has a similar shape to Figure 8 but is
shifted to the range of 0% and 15%. In this case the overestimation error is predominantly caused by the intrinsic
scene changes of the video content and not by the utility
generation procedure.

algorithm performs well in tracking the intrinsic scalability
of video streams. The extra degree of over-estimation (e.g.,
5% in Figure 8) is necessary for a causal system and
represents a tradeoff between the tightness of utility
estimation and stability of utility duration.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a utility-based network
adaptation framework that enables content-aware adaptive
MPEG-4 video delivery over time-varying networks. The
design of the scaling profile exploits MPEG-4 object-level
scalability and is closely coupled with the media scaling
techniques employed by network adaptation mechanisms.
The utility generator employs a video content classification
algorithm to speedup processing and an adaptive prediction
algorithm to keep dynamically generated utility functions
meaningful over network adaptation time-scales. Our
experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
framework represents a viable approach to delivering
scalable MPEG-4 media over time-varying networks.
For future work, we plan to complete the integration of
the utility generation, content scaling and bandwidth
renegotiation mechanisms into the MPEG-4 system and its
DMIF transport. Once we are satisfied with the broader
performance of the system we plan to port it to our
programmable mobile networking environment [17] to
manage scaling of media from the base-to-mobile. Also, we
plan to investigate the introduction of more sophisticated
utility metrics that consider human vision systems capturing
perceptual visual.
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Abstract: Di erentiated services for the Internet are undergoing intensive development. It is
widely accepted that they will require usage sensitive pricing. The Paris Metro Pricing (PMP) proposal is to rely on pricing alone to provide di erentiated services. PMP is the simplest di erentiated
services system in terms of complexity.

1. Introduction
The Internet currently provides only best-e ort service that treats all packets equally. However,
there is wide dissatisfaction with the perceived performance, and there appears to be a wide consensus
that new applications, especially real time ones such as packet telephony, will require changing
how the Internet operates. Various QoS (quality of service) techniques are being developed and
are beginning to be deployed. (For a general survey and references, see [4].) They will provide
di erentiated service levels. Many of these schemes are complicated, and involve substantial costs
in both development and operations. Furthermore, since the basic problem is that of allocating a
limited resource, it is widely accepted that all solutions will have to involve pricing mechanisms, to
prevent users from sending all their trac in the highest priority class.
I propose to simplify the problem by using simple pricing to provide congestion control. The
proposal, called Paris Metro Pricing, or PMP, is to partition the main network into several logically
separate channels. In the basic design, each would have a xed fraction of the capacity of the entire
network. (Many variations on this proposal are possible and some are discussed brie y in Section
2.) All channels would route packets using protocols similar to the current ones, with each packet
treated equally. The only di erence between the channels would be that they would charge di erent
prices. Customers would choose the channel to send their packets on (possibly on a packet-by-packet
basis), and would pay accordingly. There would be no formal guarantees of quality of service, with
packets handled on a \best e ort" basis. The expectation is that the channels with higher prices
would be less congested than those with lower prices.
The PMP proposal was inspired by the Paris Metro system. Until about 15 years ago, when the
rules were modi ed, the Paris Metro operated in a simple fashion, with 1st and 2nd class cars that
were identical in number and quality of seats. The only di erence was that 1st class tickets cost twice
as much as 2nd class ones. (The Paris regional RER lines still operate on this basis.) The result was
that 1st class cars were less congested, since only people who cared about being able to get a seat,
etc., paid for 1st class. The system was self-regulating, in that whenever 1st class cars became too
popular, some people decided they were not worth the extra cost, and traveled 2nd class, reducing
congestion in 1st class and restoring the di erential in quality of service between 1st and 2nd class
cars.
Pricing is a crude tool. Di erent applications vary in requirements for bandwidth, latency, and
jitter, for example. PMP would not provide any speci c QoS guarantees. The justi cation for
PMP is that, for all its de ciencies, the Internet does work, and with low congestion, even real-time
1

applications run well. The main motivation behind PMP is to keep the Internet as simple as possible
for the user.
The pricing mechanism of PMP is about as simple as that of any usage sensitive pricing scheme
that has been proposed for the Internet. Thus the additional complexity it would introduce is
minimal, and appears inevitable, since usage sensitive pricing appears inevitable. The advantage of
PMP is that it would provide congestion control essentially for free, once the pricing mechanism is
in place, with only minor changes to the network infrastucture being required to handle the trac
management tasks.
PMP is also designed to be acceptable to users, who have a strong preference for at-rate pricing.
It appears that consumers are willing to tolerate substantial variation in quality of a service or a
product, but strongly prefer simple and predictable pricing schemes.
At a high level, PMP is similar to di -serv, perhaps the most popular of the QoS techniques
being developed. The di erence is that di -serv does not by itself say anything about assignment
of priorities and pricing. It treats only the technical aspect of how the network should deal with
packets with di erent markings. PMP integrates pricing with trac management.
This position paper only outlines PMP. More details and references are available in the initial
proposal [10] and a revised version [11]. For other references on pricing proposals, see the Web pages
[3, 7, 15].

2. PMP
The main idea of PMP is simply to have several channels that di er in price. They would o er
di erent expected quality of service through the action of users who select the channel to send their
data on.
The number of channels in PMP should be small, possibly just two, but more likely three or four.
Having few channels minimizes losses from not aggregating all the trac, and also ts consumer
preferences for simple schemes.
The basic version of PMP mentioned in the Introduction assigns to each channel a xed fraction
of the capacity of the entire network. One can also use weighted priorities, as in the weighted roundrobin technique [4]. The advantage of the priority approach is that the full gain from aggregating all
trac on one network would be obtained. However, allowing high priority packets to block completely
lower priority ones violates the fairness criterion that appears to be important to consumers.
In general, assignments of capacities and prices to the channels in PMP should stay constant for
extended periods. This would t consumer preferences for simplicity and also allow usage patterns
to stabilize, and thus produce a predictable level of service on di erent channels. However, it would
likely be desirable to have di erent assignments of capacities and prices for nights and weekends.

3. PMP problems and solutions
Would users nd the lack of guaranteed quality of service (QoS) of PMP acceptable? In voice
telephony, experience has taught people to expect a uniform and high level of service. However, that
is an exception. Most purchases (of books, cars, and so on) are made on the basis of expected, not
guaranteed, quality. Experimental networks such as vBNS, which have low utilization levels, are
able to handle all applications. This suggests that PMP, a best-e ort system without guarantees,
but with several channels of di erent congestion levels, might satisfy most needs.
Would PMP survive in a competitive market? There is an analysis of a simpli ed version of
PMP by Gibbens, Mason, and Steinberg [6] which shows that in their model, PMP would be optimal
for a monopolist, but a carrier o ering PMP would lose to one o ering undi erentiated service.
However, whether this analysis poses serious problems for PMP is not settled, since competition in
information goods in general is hard to model, and most analyses predict destructive price wars (see

[5], for example). Also, it has not been shown yet how any other QoS scheme can be realistically
implemented in the Internet, which consists of many heterogeneous subnetworks.
The remainder of this section concentrates on a few aspects of PMP. The ability to assign varying
capacities to the separate channels, and also to vary prices for using those channels gives service
providers substantially more exibility than might appear at rst.
For the PMP proposal to work, the performance of the di erent channels has to be predictable,
at least on average. Unfortunately, the fractal nature of data trac means that we have to expect
that all PMP channels will experience sporadic congestion. This could lead to network instability,
with degradation on one channel propagating to other channels. There are several ways to overcome
this problem (should it turn out to be a serious one). One is by modifying the charging mechanism.
Access to the premium channels might be not on a packet-by-packet basis, but instead the user would
pay for the right to send 1,000 packets on that channel in the next second. This would increase the
nancial barrier to upgrading channels. Block pricing could even be used in PMP to segregate
streaming trac from bursty data transfers.

4. PMP implementation
The PMP proposal can be regarded as a logical development of some current trends. A class of
"premium ISPs" is developing, which provide higher quality of service. Customers with connections
to several ISPs would then have a choice similar to that in PMP. The PMP proposal would simply
let each ISP o er its customers an array of choices that they might have available through di erent
ISPs anyway, and should therefore be more ecient.
PMP would be easy to introduce. It would not be necessary to wait for the deployment of IPv6
or other protocols. The current IPv4 packets already have a 3-bit priority eld that is unused. Since
the number of channels in PMP is likely not to exceed 4, this is more than sucient. Interoperability
would be easy, as all packets that do not contain any bits indicating class of service could be sent on
the lowest cost (and lowest priority) channel.
At least initially, the cost per packet on the lowest cost channel would undoubtedly be zero. That
would make this channel look like the current Internet, and so make the transition easier. It might
also be possible to have zero prices on this channel in the long run during slack periods.
Inside the network, changes would only have to be done in the router software. It would be
necessary to maintain logically separate queues or to give appropriate priority to packets from different channels. The current di -serv QoS e orts in the IETF provide all the technical tools for
implementing PMP.
The major change required in a network by PMP is the same one as that needed for any usage
sensitive pricing scheme. It would be necessary to install hardware or software to count the packets
and bytes for each user. Essentially all of this accounting could be done at the edges of the network.
Flat rates are preferred by consumers, but they also have major advantages for service providers.
They were already advocated for broadband services by Anania and Solomon in [1], a paper that
was rst presented almost a decade ago. On the Internet, they eliminate the need for a trac
measurement and charging infrastructure, which, even for a system such as PMP, where almost all
the work would be done at the edges of the network, would be costly to implement.
In PMP, the preference for at-rate pricing can be partially accommodated by selling large blocks
of transmission capacity (giving the user the right to send or receive 100 MB of data over a week
through the lowest priced channel, or 60 MB through the next most expensive channel, say). Such
pricing has worked well in long distance telephony in the United States, with consumers typically
paying for more capacity than they used [9].
PMP o ers a simple pricing plan with constant and easily understood pricing, which is an advantage, as it ts consumer desires. It does not o er any service guarantees, however. Such guarantees
are popular. However, few guarantees are absolute, and most purchases are made on the basis of

expectations. It seems likely that consumers could accept the lack of guarantees of QoS in PMP,
especially if the average quality of di erent channels were predictable enough.

5. Applications of PMP
There are experts in the data networking community who argue that instead of working on
complicated network schemes, all resources should be devoted to improving capacity (the \fat dumb
pipe" model). The general consensus seems to be that this is not feasible, and that di erentiated
services are required to overcome the problem of "the tragedy of the commons," with rapid growth
in trac demand leading to endemic congestion. When I rst proposed PMP [10], I shared this view,
but based on knowledge of how many networks are operated, felt that one should strive for maximal
simplicity even at the expense of maximal eciency in use of transport capacity. A recent series of
studies [2, 12, 13, 14] has raised questions about the basic assumptions that underlie the work on
QoS, or at least the backbones of the Internet. Most of the Internet is very lightly utilized, most of
the problems are not caused by link or switch congestion (which is what QoS measures address), and
"the tragedy of the commons" is much less of a problem than is commonly believed. It appears that
in the backbones of the Internet, providing a uniformly high quality of service to all transmissions
might be not just feasible, but optimal, given the full cost that any QoS measures, even PMP, would
impose. However, it is impossible to be certain this will be the case, since it is not clear how rapidly
advances in transmission technology will translate into lower prices. If prices do not decline (and
they have been rising in recent years), some QoS measures might be required even in the backbones.
In that case, though, the studies mentioned above argue that nothing more complicated than PMP
should be implemented. The reason is that networking is already too complicated. The behavior that
has been observed (such as many network managers knowing practically nothing about the trac
on their networks, trac staying on established private line networks instead of much less expensive
Frame Relay services, and so on) shows that network managers already have too much to do, and it
is unrealistic for them to assign proper priorities to di erent transmissions, say. Thus the arguments
for maximal simplicity are very strong, and favor the use of PMP among all the di erentiated service
schemes if any QoS measures are required.
The arguments that QoS is unlikely to be needed because of rapid advances in photonics apply
only to connections where ber connections are feasible. There are bound to be many Internet
connections (especially wireless ones, but also in local access through cable modem and ADSL)
where available bandwidth will likely continue to be much more limited. In those contexts some
QoS measures are likely to be required, and PMP may be helpful. For example, in Internet access
through cable TV, instead of assigning a xed number of households to each channel, one could have
two channels with di erent prices, and let the households sort themselves out among them.
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